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ABSTRAeT 
The right-divergent Fish Lake Valley fault zone (FL VFZ), a 80 KM-long 
component of the northern Death Valley fault system, comprises contemporaneous 
NW-striking dextral faults, N-stri.king normal faults, NE-striking left(?)-divergent 
faults, and locally WNW-striking contractional faults . The fault zone terminate s in 
a horsetail splay where the minimum right -slip rate is 0 .7--0.8 mm/yr. 
V 
The styles and rates of faulting are based on a sequence of 
morphostratigraphic units disrupted by the FL VFZ. Geomorphic surface correlations, 
radiocarbon analyses , tephrochronology, and soil development studies were used to 
estimate unit ages . 
Paleoseismicity studies have identified three discrete slip events in the last 4 
to 2 ka on the northern FL VFZ. The last two significant events were similar . 
suggesting a characteri stic earthquake behavior and magnitudes of 7.1 ± 0.3. The 
last large event occurred 1 ka (±0.6, -0.5) and comparable events have repeated 
every 1.1 Ka ( +2 .3, -0.5 ). Source struc ture characteristics suggest a MCE of 
M 7.3 ± 0.4 . 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND METHOD OF 
STUDY 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Yucca Mountain, Nevada is currently the only site under consideration as the 
first high-level nuclear waste repository in the United States for storage of 
commercially spent fuel. Since the waste will remain hazardous for most or all of 
a 10,000 year isolation period, prorracted environmental stability of the site is 
crucial . Therefore, it is imperative to assess all aspects of the Yucca Mountain 
region for possible adverse effe{:ts on the site proper. Particularly imponant is the 
seismic potential of regional and local seismic-source structures. 
The longest seismic-source structure in the Yucca Mountain region and 
within the southern Basin and Range Province, is the Death Valley-Furnace Creek 
fault zone, herein termed the "Death Valley fault system" (DVFS ). The dextral 
DVFS is an intercontinental transform fault (using Sylvester 's [ 1988, p. 1668] 
classification) that separate s regional domains of conspicuously contrasting tectonic 
styles and rates in the southwestern province . The nearl y 350 km long late 
Quaternary fault system (comparable in length to the Wasatch fault zone in Utah ) 
lies less than 50 km from the proposed repository at Yucca Mountain. Nevada (Fig. 
I). 
Although the DVFS was recognized as a Quaternary structure of regional 
significance near the tum of the century (e.g., Ball, 1907), the 
neote{:tonic development and seismic potential of this fundamental crustal structure 
are poorly understood. This is especially true of the nonhemmost component of the 
fault system, the Fish Lake Valley fault zone (FL VFZ) in Fish Lake Valley. Nevada 
and California (Fig. l ). 
Figure 1. 
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FIG . 25 -3 . Regional structural bloc ks and majo r fau lts in Wal ker La ne belt. 
Arrows indicate relative movement on strike~lip fault s. Ma1or faults or faul t 
zone listed by structural blocks : PYRAMID LAKE BLOC K: HL , Ho ney La ~e ; 
GV, Grizzly Valley ; LC, Last Chance ; WSV, Warm Sp rings Valley ; PL , Pyra -
mid Lake . CARSON BLOCK : 0, Olinghouse ; C, Carson ; W. Wabuska . WAL KER 
LAKE BLOCK : G, Genoa ; PN, Pine Nut ; Y , Yerington , W, Wassu~ . AP, Agd, 
Pah Hills ; GH, Gumdrop H ills; lH, tndian Head ; BS, Be n to n Spr ing, PS, Petri -
field Springs ; PM, Pilot Mountains; BW, Bettles Well. EXCELS 10 R-COA L DALE 
BLOCK : EFZ , Excels ior ; CFZ , Coaldale. lNYO-MO NO BLOC K: KC , Kern 
Canyon ; I , Independence ; WM , Wh ite Mounta in ; O V, Owen s Va lley, FC, 
Furnace Cree k; PV, Panamint Valle y; DV , Deat h Valley ; G , Ga rloc~ . SV, 
Stewart Valley ; P, Pahrump. SPOTTED RANGE-MINE MOUNTAIN BLOC K 
MM, Mine Mounu in; W, Wahmonie; RV, Rock Valley; CS, Cane Sp ri ng , YF, 
Yucca-Frenchman . SPRING MOUNTAINS BLOCK . LVV, La s Vega s Valin 
LAKE MEAD BLOCK : BSV, Bitter Spring Valle y; HB , Hamblin Ba y, CC, 
Cabin Canyon; BR, Bitter Ridge ; LR, Lime Ridge ; GB , Gold Butte . 
Stewart's (1988) subdivision of the Walker Lane belt (i.e . WLSZ). 
The Death Valley fault system (DVFS). including the Fish Lake 
Valley fault zone (FL VFZ) a.re shown modified in heavy lines . 
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The length, geomorphic character, late Quaternary activity, neotectonic 
influence, and proximity of the DVFS to the Yucca Mountain site mandate a 
thorough assessment of its seismic potential. This thesis examines the Quatervary 
tectonics and stratigraphy along the northern DVFS as a basis for characterizing the 
seismic potential of the FL VFZ. 
OBJECTIVES 
Assessing the seismic potential of the FL VFZ is the principal objective of 
this thesis (as stated above). The assessmeni is largely an attempt to identify the 
expectable size and frequency of significant earthquakes along the FL V FZ. 
Understanding rates, styles of faulting, and the Holocene paleoseismic behavior of 
the fault wne are aspects essential to the assessment of seismic potential. 
Several other objectives are fundamental to this study. These objectives 
include various aspects of Quaternary geology, and provide the basis for assessi ng 
the tectonic history, Holocene paleoseismic behavior and seismic potential of the 
FL VFZ. The most noteworthy of these objectives is establishing a soil-srratigraphic 
framework that can be extrapolated throughout the region . 
The various objectives summarized below are discussed further in the 
appropriate chapter(s) that follow . 
GENERAL STATEMENTS 
LOCATION OF STUDY AREA 
Fish Lake Valley is near the we'stem margin of the Basin and Range 
Province, situated between the lofty White Mountains on the west and the Silver 
Peak range on the east. The srudy area extends the full length of western Fish 
Lake Valley and is bounded on the west by the White Mountains and northernm ost 
lnyo Mountains, on the north by the Volcanic Hills and by the Sylvania Mountain. 




extensive piedmont slope flanking the eastern White Mountains and a large 
playa/alluvial flat in the southern part of the valley. Both the FL VFZ and tht· 
border between east-central California and southwestern Nevada are straddled by the 
study area (Fig. 2). 
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE 
The majestic White Mountains, the highest of all ranges in the Basin and 
Range Province, rise in excess of 2700 m (9000 ft) above the floor of Fish Lake 
Valley. The range culminates in White Mountain Peak at 4341 m (14,242 ft) and 
forms the highest point in Nevada, Boundary Peak, at 4006 m (13,143 ft ). Pell is ier 
Flats forms the broad flanish crest of the 
range between the two elevated peaks . The eastern margin of the crest is scalloped 
by deep head cirques of major perennial drainages, glaciated during the Quaternary . 
Reentrants in the mountain front are common where these streams debouch onto the 
extensive piedmont slope flanking the eastern White Mountains . Nearly all 
perennial streams have been artificially clivened for agricultural purposes, but most 
would otherwise flow across the piedmont slope to the valley floor. 
Fish Lake Valley is an alluviated structural basin of largely internal drainage . 
The valley is apparently named for a small lake fed by springs and surrounded by 
marshy lowlands in the east-central part of the valley. Both the western and eastern 
margins of the valley are flanked by extensive piedmont slopes, in particular th at 
along the northwestern margin. Playas and allu vial flat s occur in the northeastern 
and southern parts of this boot-shaped valley . There are two points, one at each 
end of the valley, through which external drainage occurs. The Gap form s the 
northern "spill-point" that served as a conduit for external drainage northward into 
Columbus Salt Marsh, Nevada during July, 1967 (Nurmi, J .. 1967, personal 
commun., in Beaty, 1968) . Horse Thief Canyon drains a relatively small area in 
southernmost Fish Lake Valley, southeastward into Eureka Valley, California (Fig . 
2). Although Fish Lake Valley is in part externally drained, the physiographic 
character of the basin is that of a bolson (i.e., "an internally drained intermontane 
basin" as defined by Peterson, 1981 ). 
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CLIMATE 
In this thesis, as in virtually all studies of Quaternary soil-stratigraphy, it is 
necessary to assess the impact of present and palcoclimatic conditions on soils of 
the study area. 
PRESENT CLIMATE 
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Fish Lake Valley is in the northern Sonoran Desen and within the 
precipitation shadow of the Sierra Nevada and the White MoU11tains. The climate 
of the region is arid, characterized by hqt dry summers and mild winters. Average 
annual precipitation is about 10 cm (U.S . Weather Bureau, 1948 to 1964) to nearl y 
13 cm (1903 to 1919, Eakin and Mason, 1950) on the floor of central and southern 
Fish Lake Valley. Along the semiarid crest of the White Mountains, average 
precipitation is approximately 40 cm per year (U.S . Weather Bureau, 1951 to 1957 ) 
Precipitation is commonly associated with cyclonic to monsoonal storms durin g 
winter and early spring, with isolated summer thunderstorms, which have resulted in 
intense local downpours . Temperatures occasionally ·exceed 56 C (100° F) in 
summertime and are infrequently below -18 C (O" F) during wintertime. The mean 
annual temperature in the valley is about 28 C (50°F)(U .S. Weather Bureau). The 
arid climate of the Fish Lake Valley region favors preservation of geomorphic 
features, hence is ideally suited for morphologic studies. 
PALEOCLIMATE 
The White Mountains experienced several major glaciations during the 
Pleistocene. Elliott-Fisk (I 987 ) proposed that glacial erratics occur on the flatti sh 
crest of the White Mountains. Blackwelder (1934, p. 220) suggested that glaciers 
formed during the Sherwin glaciation (roughly 1 Ma) extended beyond the fron t of 
the cast-central White Mountains, based on the rusoiburion of till (') ) and gross 
canyon morphology. Similar conclusions were reached by LaMarche (1965 ), Elliott · 
Fisk (1987), and Swanson and others (1988), but questioned by Beaty (1960). The 
last major glaciation in the White mountains occurred before 18,SOO yrB.P. , with the 
innermost moraine constructed before 12,700, based on "C analysis of organic 
I 
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matter in varnish (Ellion-Fisk and Dorn, 1987). On the floors of the highest cirque 
in the northern part of the range, "extremely fresh" appearing moraines suggest a 
relatively minor, early Holocene glaciation (Ellion-Fisk, 1987). 
LaMarche (1973) inferred Holocene climatic fluctuations from the position of 
the upper trecline of Bristlecone pines (Pinus longaeva Bailey) in the White 
Mountains, a feature that is closely related to wann-season temperatures. LaMarche 
indicated that from about 4000 to 900 yrB.P. the regional climate was drier and 
cooler than that during the preceding several thousand years . After 900 yrB .P. and 
until recently, summers have been cooler and annual conditions drier than previously 
(LaMarche, 1973). 
VEGETATION 
The type and distribution of vegetation 1n the Fish Lake Valley region is 
largely governed by climatic gradients associated with orographic influences , and the 
availability of water. Riparian vegetation, including willows, birches and 
cottonwoods grow along perennial streams and serve as an example of the latter. 
A variety of desert shrubs sparsely (20 to 40%) cover the extensive eastern 
piedmont slope of the White Mountains. The Great Basin sagebrush (Anemi sia 
tridentata) is the predominant plant species . Relatively minor occurrences of 
binerbrush (Purshia tridentata ), a variety of buckwheats (Eriogonum sp. ) and cholla 
cactus are also present. Near the front of the range desert shrubs are intermixed 
with Pinyon pine (Pinus monophylla ) and at higher elevations within many of the 
mountain canyons, they are intermixed with juniper (Juniperus califomica ). 
In southern Fish Lake Valley, sagebrush is scarce, whereas rabbit brush 
(Chrysothamnus sp.), salt brush (Atriplex sp.) , greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), 
spiny hop sage (Grayia spinosa), and other lowland plants are common. These plant 
species occur with Joshua trees and abundant cholla cactus in the southernmost pan 
of the valley . 
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METHODS OF STUDY 
More than 100 days of field investigations were conducted from the winter 
of 1986 through the summer of 1989 as part of this research project. Field work 
involved geomorphic and stratigraphic analyses of Quaternary alluvial fans, structural 
analysis of the FL VFZ, surveying offset surficial features, mapping geomorphic 
surfaces, describing pedogenic soils, and general reconnaissance of the region . 
Examination of large scale (1: 12,000), low sun-angle, aerial photography (Univ. of 
Nevada, Reno) supplemented nearly all phases of this project. The various methods 
used arc summarized below and described further in the appropriate chapter(s ) that 
follow . 
MAPPING 
Near the northwestern termination of the DVFS in northwest Fish Lake 
Valley, an area of about 100 km was mapped at 1: 12,000 scale (Fig. 3; Place I). 
Approximately 80 percent of this area was mapped from field investigations, usin g 
1: 12,000 air-photos as a compilation base. Mapping involved physically tracing 
fault scarps and contacts berween soil -stratigraphic units. and examining, describing 
and/or measuring associated surface and soil characteristics . The photo-map data 
was transferred to a topographic base using a Bausch & Lomb zoom transfer scope . 
In addition , the full extent of the FL VFZ was mapped from low sun-angle. 
large-scale (I : 12,000) and small scale (I :48,000 to 1 :60,000; Plates IIB, C, D, and 
E) conventional aerial photography , coupled with extensive field verification . 
DESCRIPTION OF SOILS 
Soil profiles were described to an average depth of 170 cm in hand-dug soil -
pits according to standard methods and nomenclature of the Soil Conservation 
Service (Soil Survey Staff, 1951 and 1981 )(Appendix II ). The assignment of 
morphological stages of pedogenic carbonate follows the classification scheme of 
Gile and others (1965 and 1966), and that for secondary silica follows Taylor 's 
,. 
(1986) scheme. Two informal postscripts for master horizon notation, "j" and ~v", 
ir!_~ntify horizons with sparse, or juvenile accumulations of carbonate or silica, and 
A horizons with coarsely-vesicular pores. 
Pedon description sites arc on geomorphically stable, flattish summits of 
remnant.al landforms having gentle easterly slopes, that occur at I 600 to I 900 m 
elevation . Parent materials are well-drained, gravelly to very gravelly sandy loam, 
and calcareous throughout. These materials consist primarily of granitic alluvium 
with varying amounts of metasedimentary, limestone and volcanic rocks, and minor 
fine-grained eolian sediment. 
INDEX OF SOIL DEVELOPMENT 
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Soil field properties (Appendix m are quantitatively indexed utilizing the soil 
development index of Harden (1982) and Harden and Taylor (1983). The variou s 
soil development indices were calculated by interactive operation of a computer-
template developed by Taylor (1988) and executed with LOTUS 123"" (Appendi x 
Ill) . 
COLLECTION OF SAMPLES FOR RADIOCARBON ANALYSES 
More than thiny wood and charcoal samples have been collected by the 
lbthor, with the intent of submitting the organic material s to commercial laboratories 
for 1'C analysis. To date several radiocarbon dates are available (Appendix fV) . 
The method of sampling generally followed the guidelines proposed by Cuni s 
(1981 ). 
SURVEYING 
The amount and style of displacement along the FL VFZ has been {valuated 
from three separate surveying projects of offset geomorphic features (Appendix V). 
A Topcon electronic distance meter (EDM) coupled with a Wild theodolite were 
operated following technical procedures conveyed to the author on three separate 
occasions by P.S. Pace (1987 and 1988, personal commun ., Registered Land 
Surveyor, State of Nevada) . 
Figure 3. 
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Map showing the area mapped in detail (i.e ., Plate D in northwestern 
Fish Lake Valley, Nevada. Indian Creek and Leidy Creek are 
perennial streams that have fonned large alluvial fans, whereas Marble 
G-cck is an ephemeral stream that has· fonned a relatively small fan. 
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Several topographic profiles (Appendix VI), primarily of fault scarps, were 
constructed following the Brunton and slope-stick method of Buckman and Andersor 
(1979). 
PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Several previous studies have examined the FL VFZ, or portions thereof, and 
the surficial geologic relations along the fault zone. Anderson (1933) was the first 
to map traces of the nonhem FL VFZ. Blackwelder (1934) recognized prominent 
faulting along the central FL VFZ. Bryson (1937) locally mapped traces of the fault 
zone and the surficial geology at Perry Aiken Creek. Portions of the fault zone 
were mapped, from nonh to south, by Albers and Stewan (1965 and 1972), 
Robinson and Crowder (1973), Krauskopf (1971 and 1974), Stewan and others 
(1974) , Strand (1967), Ross (1967). and McKee and Nelson (1967). Most recentl y, 
Bryant (1988) and Reheis (in press) have evaluated and mapped the southern 
FL VFZ. Brogan's (1979) mapping of the FL VFZ is the most comprehensive and is 
being revised by Brogan and others (in press). 
The seismic potential of the FL VFZ was postulated by Ryal! (1973 ). Rya ll 
and Ryal) (1983), and Wenrwonh ( 1982). Yetter ( 1984) conducted a preliminary 
examination of seismicity associated with the fault zone . 
Various aspects of this thesis project have been reponed i"n Sawyer and 
Reheis (1987), Sawyer (1988a, 1988b, and 1988c ), Sawyer and Slemmons (1988). 







Prebatholithic sedimentary and metamorphic rocks constitute much of the 
bedrock of the White Mountains (Fig. 4) . These rocks are pan of the Cordiileran 
miogeocline, a thick sedimentary sequence deposited along the passive western 
margin of Nonh America. The deposits accumulated from Precambrian to the 
Devonian in a westward thickening wedge of shallow-water terrigenous detrital and 
carbonate srrata on the east and. farther west, deep-water facies (Stewan, 1978 ). 
The core of the central and southern White Mountains comprise srrongly 
deformed sedimentary strata having a thickness of more than 3 km (Bateman and 
others, I 965 ). The prebatholithic sedimentary rocks of this region have been studied 
in considerable detail (Fiedler (1937), Krauskopf ( 1971 ). Crowder and others ( 1972 ). 
Robinson and Crowder (1973), and Hanson and others ( 1987)). The sedimentary 
sequence includes the Precambrian Wyman, the lower Cambrian Reed, Deep Spring 
and Carnpito Formations, the Cambrian Poleta Formation, and a complex of Triassic 
(possibly Permian?) and Jurassic metasedimentary and metavolcanic rock s. 
The Wyman Formation comprises primarily thin -bedded siltstone, claystone. 
and limestone with minor amounts of dolomite and sandstone metamorphosed to 
phyllite and marble . The Wyman Formation crops out along the south fork of 
lndian Creek and along the upper reaches of Marble Creek . The Reed Dolomite 
overlies the Wyman and has been metamorphosed to fine-grained white marble. 
The Deep Spring Formation comprises interbedded quanzite, shale, limestone and 
dolomite. The Campito Formation, composed of well-srratified shale, siltstone and 
sandsmne , is overlain by the Poleta Formation . The Poleta consists of thin-bedded 
limestone with minor interbedded phyllite . A complex of slightly 
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metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic rocks, which form a "horseshoe-shaped" 
pendant across the nonhem White Mountains (Hanson and others, 1987), crops out 
immediately downstream from the head cirque of Indian Creek (Krauskopf, 1971 ). 
The metavolcanic rocks are correlated with lithologically similar rocks in the Sierra 
Nevada batholith to the west, that are in part Early Jurassic, and with volcanic rock s 
to the northeast in Mineral County, Nevada that are Permian (?) in age (Crowder 
and others, 1972). 
BATHOLITHIC ROCKS 
The northern third and much of the eastern White Mountains are underl ain 
by late Mesoz.oic intrusive igneous rocks of the multipluton Inyo Batholith , a 
satellite of the Sierra Nevada batholith (McKee, 1982). These rocks were studjed in ... 
detail by Emerson (1966), Emerson and others, (1987 ), McKee (1 982), McKee and 
Nash (1967) , Albers and Stewart (1972), Anderson (193 3, 1937), Crowder and 
others (1972), and Krauskopf (1971 ). The Jurassic to Cretaceous plutonic rocks 
intruded sedimentary and volcanic rocks , resulting in small-scale foliling, local 
shearing and contact metamorphism . The intrusive rocks range in composition from 
d.iorite to granite, with granod.iorite and adamellite occurring mos t abunda ntl y. 
Aplitic and mafic dikes occur in all pluton rock s. 
The batholithic rocks include the Jurassic granodiorite of Cabin Creek. the 
Cretaceous quanz monzonite of both Leidy Creek and Marble Cree k, and the 
Adamellite of Boundary Peak (Fig. 4). The granod.iorite of Cabin Creek"'" (Cabi n 
granod.iorite of Emerson , 1966) is a medium -grained biotite-homblende granod.iorite. 
locally porphyritic and foliated. The quartz monz.onite of Leidy Creek (same as 
Leidy adamellite of Emerson , 1966) is a fine - to medium -grained. highl y felsic 
biotite quartz monz.onite. The quanz monzonite of Marble Creek is a meilium -
grained, biotite-homblende quanz monz.onite , highl y variable in texture and 
composition . The adamellite of Boundary Peak is a medium -grained biotite 
adamellite, named for characteristic outcrops on Boundary Peak . Southeast of 
Boundary Peak the adamellite is correlative with plutonic rocks of the Mount 
Barcroft quadrangle , which yield K-Ar dates on biotite of Cretaceous (80-90 m.y. ) 
,. 
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age (Krauskopf, 1971 ). 
TERTIARY ROCKS 
Rocks of Tertiary age are extensive along the eastern flank of the White 
Mountains, in the Volcanic Hills in northern Fish Lake Valley, and in the central 
Silver Peak Range, bordering the valley on the east (Fig. 4). The Tertiary rocks 
consist of sedimentary, volcanic, and volcaniclastic rocks. The principal volcanic 
rock units were described by Albers and Stewan ( 1972) and Robinson and Crowder 
(1973). Detailed descriptions of the sedimentary units were given by Suthard 
(1966) and Robinson and others (1968). 
Andesite, basalt, and minor amounts of rhyolite are extensive along the 
northeastern flank of the White Mountains. The greatest thickness of volcanic rocks 
here is probably the andesite of Davis Mountain, which may be as much as 250 m 
thick (Robinson and Crowder, 1973). The andesite is probably very late Pliocene or 
possibly Pleistocene in age (Albers and Ste wan, 1972). M.C. Reheis ( 1989, 
personal commun.) obtained K-Ar dates of 3.0 to 3.9 ± 0.1 m.y. where these 'rocks 
crop out near Indian Creek . This unit fonn s a "bench" (the "lower east slope" 
surface of oePolo, 1989) between lndian Creek on the south and Middle Creek on 
the north . The andesite of Davis Mountain overlies the andesite of Trail Can yon . 
which includes andesite flows, breccia, and tuffaceous sediment. 
The sequence of Tertiary rocks in the Volcanic Hills comprises welded and 
nonwelded ash flows, andesite and andesitic breccia, ruffaceous sedimentary rocks , 
and rhyolite and latite flows and ruffs. Basalt flows, possibly correlative with the 
andesite of Davis Mountain, cap extensive areas of the Volcanic Hills (Albers and 
Stewart, I 972). Tilted basaltic flows and at least one remnant of a cinder cone 
occurs northwest of the junction of Highways 3A and 6, in northernmost Fish Lake 
Valley. 
Volcanic rocks of the Silver Peak Range are predominantly rhyolite and 
trachyandesite flows and tuffs, with lesser exposures of basalt and andesite flow s 
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and breccias . The oldest of these rocks consist of welded and nonwelded ash flow 
tuffs, exposed in the northern Silver Peak Range. The tuffs, which lie 
unconforrnably on pre-Tertiary rocks, have a K-Ar date of 21.5 m.y. (Robinson and 
others, 1968, Table 1 ). The volcanic rocks associated with a caldera-like sttucture 
in the central Silver Peak Range (Albers and Stewan, 1972) are middle to late 
Pliocene (4.8 to 6.1 m.y .) in age and interfinger with the upper part of the 
Esmeralda Formation (Robinson and others, 1968). 
The Esmeralda crops out in northeastern and in extreme southern Fish Lake 
Valley where it comprises predominantly fine-grained, well-sorted tuffaceous 
sandstone interbedded with ash flow and water-laid tuffs of rhyolitic composition . 
The thick sedimentary sequence was deposited under fluctuating fluciatile and 
lacustrine conditions. The oldest dated rocks in the Esmeralda Formation are in 
southernmost Fish Lake Valley, and have a K-Ar date of 13.1 m.y. (Robinson and 
others, 1968). Volcanic ash in the middle pan of this thick (over 800 m) 
sedimentary sequence is Pliocene to early Quaternary in age (Reheis, 1990a) . ln 
the northern part of the valley the youngest date (4 .3 m .y., K-Ar) is from a cuff that 
is overlain by more than 400 m of the Esmeralda Formation (Robinson and others, 
1968). 
QUATERNARY STRATIGRAPHY 
Deposits of Quaternary age in the Fish Lake Valley region include til l, 
glacial outwash(?) , alluvium, colluvium, and fluvial , playa and eolian sediment. Til l 
occurs at higher elevations along all major east-flowing drainages of the White 
Mountains . Fish Lake Valley is separated from adjacent highlands by extensive , 
dominantly alluvial deposits that interfinger with subordinate fluvial deposit s. The 
older alluvial deposits are typically mantled with a thin layer of silt and fine sand 
of probable eolian origin (discussed below; Appendix I). Some fluvial and minor 
colluvial deposits occur in all mountain canyons. Playa and shallow lacustrine (1) 
sediments are widespread in the northern and southern pans of the valley. 
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ALLUVIAL AND FLUVIAL DEPOSITS 
Alluvial fan deposits represent a significant portion of the Quaternary 
stratigraphic record in Fish Lake Valley, as in the Basin and Range Province as a 
whole. Two ages of Quaternary fan deposits have been mapped along the eastern 
I 
flank of the White Mountains (Krauskopf, 1971; Robinson and Crowder, 1973; 
Stewart and others, 1974; Stewart, 1975). The older alluvial unit is generally 
preserved as uplifted remnants adjacent to the range front and the younger unit 
occurs valleyward, where it overlaps the older. The principal exception to this 
pattern of distribution occurs in the northwestern part of the valley, where the older 
unit of alluvial fans of Indian Creek and Chiatovich Creek extends as much as 10 
km beyond the range fronL Alluvial fan deposits are presently aggrading in t.he 
mid and lower fan positions and generally degrading in the upper fan position . Thi s 
pattern of erosion and deposition suggests t.hat the loci of deposition has migrated 
downfan through time (discussed in the Chapter IV) . 
The regional significance of two general ages of alluvial fan deposit s 
suggests either that t.he interim was a period of nondeposition, or that the loc i of 
deposition for both intermediate and younger age deposits coincided remarkabl y. 
The latter case is preferred based on an on-going study by J.W. Harden (U.S 
Geological Survey, Menlo Park). A.R. Gillespie (Univ. of Washington ), and J. Slate 
(Univ . of Colorado), which is discussed below. 
The ancestral drainage of Trail Canyon was divened southeastward by the 
Tertiary rocks of the Volcanic Hills . Eventually the Trail Can yon fanhead aggraded 
to the level of the volcanic rocks, at which point the Trail Canyon drainage flowed 
across the Volcanic Hills and captured a minor drainage (A.R. Gillespie, 1989, 
personal comm .). Significant incision of the Trail Canyon fanhead followed . Thi s 
"inverted" stream capture resulted in the preservation of alluvial fan surf aces of 
intermediate age (J.W. Harden and J. Slate, 1989, personal comm .). which are not 
recognized elsewhere along the eastern front of the White Mountains. This suggests 
deposition occurred during the interim becween the older and younger alluvial units, 
and that the younger unit generally buries that of intermediate age . 
Within the area mapped in detail (Figs . 2 and 3; Plate I), the upper 20 to 
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60 m of the alluvial deposits arc exposed along the fanhead trenches of Marble 
Oeck and Indian Oeck. Herc, individual deposits can be observed to exteno 
laterally for several decimeters. The exposed deposits are crudely stratified and 
poorly sorted, with sedimentary structures such as large-scale scour-and-fill channels 
and infrequent small scale cross-bedding of fine-grained sand lenses. The deposits 
comprise materials of diverse composition, reflecting the lithologic inhomogeneity of 
their province, and range broadly in size from silt and clay to boulders; one boulder 
on the Marble Creek fanhead is about 8 m in diameter. The angular to subangular 
coarse lithic fragments arc embedded in, and generally supported by, sandy 
materials . Small lenses of finely-laminated sand occur infrequently. 
The fan deposits consist of interbedded debris flows and subordinate water-
laid deposits . The identification of individual debris flow lobes and levees both in 
the field and on low-altitude aerial photographs supports this interpretation . Kesseli 
and Beaty (1959, p. 75) and Beaty (1960. 1963, 1968 and 1970) concluded. from 
extensive field studies in the White Mount.ains region. that alluvial fans form 
primarily by debris flow deposition . Numerous stratigraphic and geomorphi c 
observations made in the present study (e.g. described above ) support thi s 
conclusion . 
Thus, fan deposits of all ages are similar in regard to sorting, sedimentary 
structure, texture, and within an individual fan, lithology . Therefore, there is no 
practical way to recognize and correlate deposits in the field by their composition. 
and no attempt was made to do so. For this reason, geomorphic surfaces and 
associated soil characteristics of alluvial fans were mapped rather than "surficial 
deposits" (Plate I). The genetic relationship between surfaces and soils and the ir 
associated deposits is difficult to assess - exceedingly so for erosional surfaces. 
Such relations are assessed in the present study only where stratigraphic or 
geomorphic evidence or both permits. Map units are defined and described in detail 
in Chapters IV and V. 
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OTHER QUATERNARY DEPOSITS 
GLACIAL DEPOSITS 
The White Mountains were repeatedly and perhaps extensively glaciated 
during the Pleistocene . Glacial deposits have been described in many of the 
canyons draining the eastern slopes of the range (Anderson, 1933, 1937; 
Blackwelder, 1931, 1934; Fiedler, 1937; LaMarche, 1965; Elliott-Fisk, 1987; Elliott -
Fisk and Dorn, 1987a, 1987b; Swanson and others, 1988). These deposits are 
I 
shown on surficial geologic maps of Krauskopf (191-D, Crowder and others (1972 ). 
Crowder and Sheridan (1972), Robinson and Crowder (1973), and Albers and 
Stewart (1972). The lowest elevation of glacial till in canyons of the White 
Mountains increases slightly from north to south . Glacial deposits, still retaining 
much of their depositional morphology in the northern part of the range, occur as 
low as 2550 m (e .g., along Middle Creek), whereas in the southern part of the 
range such deposits apparently do not occur below about 3100 m (e .g., along the 
South Fork of Cottonwood Creek) . 
Glacial deposits in the White Mountains fonn lateral, medial and terminal 
moraines, outwash terraces and broad hummocky ground moraine s. Well -preserved 
lateral moraines occur along Davi s Creek to about 4 km from the range front. 
Broad, hummocky ground moraines occur in the higher elevations of many east -
sloping canyons, including that of Indian Creek . Repeated Pleistocene glaciation s 
produced broad, U-shaped canyons with lower gradients than adjacent , non -glaciated 
canyons . This is evident by a comparison of the cross profiles of the glaciated 
Indian Creek canyon and the nonglaciated Marble Creek canyon (Fig. 5). The 
broad, U-shaped cross profiles of Middle Creek, Chiatovich Creek , and Indian Creek 
extend to the eastern front of the range . This led Blackwelder (1934 }, LaMarche 
(1965), and Elliott-Fisk (1987) to postulate an extensive Pleistocene glacial event. 
EUiott-Fisk (1987) and Swan~n and others (l 98b1) believed that this 
glaciation, which they termed the Dyer Glaciation, is equivalent to the Sherwin 
Glaciation of the Sierra Nevada to the west, that occurred roughly 1.0 m.y. ago. 
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Topographic profiles across the mountain canyons of Indian Creek and 
Marble Creek (about I Ian from the range front) . The broad floor 
morphology of the Indian Creek canyon is similar to other glaciated 
canyons in the White Mountain, whereas the "V" shaped morphology 
of the Marble Creek canyon is similar to other nonglaciated canyons 
of the region. 
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The latest Pleistocene Middle Creek Glaciation, reached maximum extent befon-
18,500 yr B.P. with the innermost moraine developed before 12,700 yr B.P., or1°cd 
on radiocarbon analysis of organic materials in varnish coatings on surficial till 
boulders (Elliott-Fisk and Dorn, 1987). On the floors of the highest cirques, such 
as those of the North and South Forks of Chiatovich Creek and Davis Creek, there 
arc very small and "extremely fresh" appearing moraines that may be early 
Holocene in age (Elliott-Fisk, 1987). 
The Pleistocene alluvial fans flanking the eastern White Mountains are 
comprised primarily of glacial outwash deposits, as proposed by Blackwelder (I 934 ), 
Albers and Stewart (I 972) and recently by Elliott-Fisk (1987). The degree to which 
glacial scouring has modified major canyons of the range, seemingly necessitate s 
that such deposits are incorporated into the fans . Broad, deep (some nearly l 000 
m) head-cirques and U-shaped canyons testify to the erosive strength of Pleistocene 
glaciers . Undoubtedly , materials removed during formation of the glacial can yons 
must underlie the flanking Pleistocene piedmont slope and the bolson of Fish Lake 
Valley to the east. The extent of glacial deposits under the piedmont slope 1s 
uncertain , but Pleistocene alluvial fans are most extensive downstream from 
glaciated mountain canyons. Thi s suggests glacial outwash may be extensive 1n 
these alluvial fan s. 
EOLIAN DEPOSITS 
Fine-grained, well-sorted sediment, composed primarily of very fine sand and 
silt, occur as thin caps or mantles on many piedmont slopes and lava flows in arid 
regions of the Grear Basin, including Fish Lake Valley. The thickness of the se 
deposits often increases downwind from interpluvial playas, suggesting that most of 
the fine-grained materials in these deposits are eolian in origin . Eolian deposits of 
Holocene age were recognized by Chadwick and Davis ( 1988) in the pluvial Lake 
Lahontan basin, of the nor1hwestern Great Basin . In the southern Great Basin , 
Davis and Chadwick (1988) concluded that deposits of similar texture, sorting . and 
age in Las Vegas Valley are of eolian origin . Taylor (1980) and Peterson (1988) 
suggested that eolian sediment has infiltrated soils on alluvial fans in the Nevada 
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Test Site region. In the Cima volcanic field of southeastern California, Jcposits 
ascribed to an eolian origin form thin mantles over lava flows (McFaddeu and 
others, 1986; McFadden and others, 1987). In the Silver Lake region of the eastern 
Mojave Desert, southeastern California, Wells and others (I 987) have concluded that 
eolian deposits cover large areas of the landscape. 
The older alluvial units in northwestern Fish Lake Valley are capped by thin, 
extensive veneers of similar fine-grained deposits . Laboratory particle size analysi s 
(written comm., M.C. Reheis, 1987) and field textures of the deposits indicate they 
are primarily composed of silt, very fine and fine sands. The bulk of these deposits 
is attributed to an eolian origin (Appendix I) . Such deposits are referred to herein 
as "desert loess" . Often old fan surfaces mantled with relatively thick desen loess 
deposits are broken by fairly uniformly spaced steps, oriented roughly parallel to 
contours, which show a progressive increase in height and decrease in length with 
increasing surface slopes. 
These micro-relief steps were first noted in Fish Lake Valley by Anderson 
( 1933) and first described in some detail by Beaty (1969). Similar features have 
been identified in the Amargosa Valley region by Denny (1965, 1967), in Death 
Valley by Hunt and Washburn (1960) , and Hunt and Mabey (1964 ), in Crater Flat , 
southern Nevada by Peterson (1988) and throughout much of the western Great 
Basin by Sawyer (1988a; see Fig. IA, Appendix I). The patterned ground feature s 
are the result of downslope movements of desert loess by a unique process of 
solifluction first described by Sawyer (1988 ) and discussed extensively in Appendix 
I. 
Eolian deposits also form sand dunes marginal to playas and extensive , 
typically vegetated sand-sheets elsewhere on the bolson floor of Fish Lake Valley. 
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CHAPTER III 
TECTONIC SETTING AND STRUCCfURE 
REGIONAL TECTONIC SETTING 
WESTERN GREAT BASIN 
Fish Lake Valley is one of several tectonically depressed block-faulted basins 
that lie along or near the margin of the western Great Basin. Contemporaneous 
strike-slip and normal faults are prominent elements of the tectonic framework 
within this marginal region . To the west of the Great Basin along the transform 
boundary of western Nonh America, the San Andreas fault system is the prominent 
tectonic element. There, dextraJ strike-slip and contractional faulting are the 
dominant styles of deformation . The region between the San Andreas and the 
Colorado Plateau has been interpreted as a broad, "soft" boundary, characterized by 
distributed dextral movement related to shear stress generated by the relative Pacific -
Nonh America plate motions (Atwater, 1970; Atwater and Molnar, 1973). Schol z 
and others ( 1971) proposed that along the western margin of the Great Basin , shear 
stress is superimposed on east-west extension, which is related to crustal spreading 
m the Basin and Range Province . 
Zoback and others (1987 ) concluded from borehole elongations, eanhqu..tke 
focal mechanisms, and in situ stress measurements that the direction of maximum 
horizontal compressive stress along the San Andreas fault , in central Californi a. is 
nonheast. Similar techniques combined with trends of young (<2 m.y.) volcani c 
alignments indicate that the direction of maximum horizontal compression in the 
Basin and Range Province is about N20°E (Zoback and Zoback, 1980) . The present 
extension direction throughout most of the Basin and Range Province is about 
N65°W (Zoback and Thompson, 1978). Carr (1974 ) determined from trends of 
Quaternary faulting and in situ stress and strain measurements that the extension 
direction of the Nevada Test Site region in the south -central Great Basin is 
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approximately NS0°W. In Dixie Valley, Nevada, Thompson and Burke (1973) ha'-· 
shown by the attitude of large slickenside grooves on fault planes that the extensio11 
direction is approximately NSS 0 W. 
Wright (1976) and Zoback and Zoback (1980) suggested that 
contemporaneous strike-slip and normal faults in the western Great Basin indicate 
that the relative magnitudes of the vertical and greatest horizontal stresses are nearl y 
equal and that they are interchangeable. Zoback and Beanland (1986) proposed that 
the exchange of the stresses occurs because of large temporal fluctuations in the 
relative magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress . 
FISH LAKE VALLEY TECTONIC SETTING 
The right-lateral strike-slip Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone, tenned 
the Death Valley fault system (DVFS ), dominates the tectonic setting of the Fish 
Lake Valley region . The nearly 350 km long DVFS (Fig . 1), comparable in length 
to the Wasatch fault in Utah, is the longest strike-slip fault in the Basin and Range 
Province. Large magnitude right-slip (60 to as much as 100 km ) characteri zes the 
protracted history of the DVFS . Carr ( 1984) suggested that the DVFS function s to 
relieve shear stress related to the transfonn plate boundary of western North 
America and further appears to suppress strain accumulation in regions to the east 
and nonheast. At the northern tennination of the DVFS, in northwestern Fish Lake 
Valley, right slip on northwest -striking faults transfers to nonnal slip on north to 
north-northeast-striking faults, and possibly left -divergent slip (?) on northeasterl y-
striking faults . Localized extension appears to be related to strike-slip fau ltin g. 
Structural and geomorphic evidence supporting thi s hypothesi s are presented in 
Chapter VI. This region may also transfer movement to areas north and east of the 
valley . 
Although the mcxiern extension direction is consistently northwest -southeast 
in much of the -Great Basin, along its western margin extension is nearly east-west. 
P- and T-axes of earthquake focal mechanisms in the northern Silver Peak Range. 
immediately east of northern Fish Lake Valley, suggest EW extension (Smith and 
Lindh, 1978). From these data Zoback and Zoback ( 1980) infe~d that the 
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maximum horirontal stress in the region is nearly north-south. Speed and Cogbill 
(1979) determined N82°W extension, based on fault -plane saiae in the Candelaria 
Hills, about 30 Ian north of the valley. The east-west extension of these regions is 
in accord with the N80°W extension direction inferred from focal mechanisms and 
fault-slip analysis to the west in Owens Valley, California (Zoback and Beanland, 
1986 and 1988). Focal mechanisms in northwestern and east-central Fish Lake 
Valley, however, suggest about N60°W extension (Yetter, 1984, Table 2) . 
STRUCTURE OF THE FISH LAKE VALLEY REGION 
This structurally-complex region has experienced late Paleoroic to Mesozoic 
compressional orogenies, late Mesoroic plutonism, widespread Cenoroic volcanism . 
and large magnitude late Cenoroic to Recent translational and extensional 
deformation (Stewart, 1978; 1980). The latest deformational episode is still in 
progress as suggested by recent earthquake and volcanic activity in thi s region . 
PRE-LA TE CENOZOTC STRUCTURE 
The structural evolution of the region involved several contractional events 
including the Paleoroic Antler orogeny, the late(?) Paleozoic and early Mesozoic 
Sonoma orogeny, the Mesozoic Sevier orogeny, and the Late Cretaceous and earl y 
Cenozoic Laramide orogeny . The Late Devonian to Early Mississippian Antler 
orogeny resulted in emplacement of deep-water strata of the Roberts Mountain s 
allochthon eastward over coeval shelf rocks . The Sonoma orogeny, in Late Permian 
and Early Triassic time, also resulted in the e stward emplacement of deep-water . 
facies , such as those of the Golconda allochthon, over shallow-water facies (Stewart , 
1980). The latest Jurassic to latest Cretaceous Sevier orogeny and the latest 
Cretaceous to middJe or late Eocene Laramide orogeny affected a region in 
southeastern Nev~ (Stewart , 1978). 
During the Mesozoic era, an Andean -type subduction rone existed along the 
west coast of western North America (Burchfiel and Davis, 1975). In the Jurassic 
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and Cretaceous, western Nevada and eastern California were extensively intruded by 
granitic rocks (McKee and Nash, 1967; Stewan, 1978). The plutonic rocks, which 
include the Sierra Nevada and Inyo batholiths, were intensely eroded during an 
interval that extended well into the Tertiary (Albers and Stewart, 1972). This 
period of erosion, together with limited variability in the thickness of extensive mid-
Tertiary ash-flow tuffs in the western Great Basin, indicates a period with little 
tectonic activity (Stewart, 1980). 
Mesozoic structures within the White Mountains include a west vergent thrust 
fault that em places the Barcroft Granodiorite ( 160-165 Ma) over Mesozoic 
metasedimentary and volcanic rocks . The McAfee Creek Granite ( 100 ± I Ma, 
U/Pb zircon age) postdates this thrust faulting episode (Hanson and others, 1987) . 
Cretaceous thrusting along the White Mountain shear zone, a zone of strongly 
foliated rocks along the northwest edge of the range, places Paleozoic strata over 
metavolcanic rocks (Hanson , 1986; reported in Hanson and others, 1987). The 
footwall of the Last Chance thrust, the highest of several pre-Jurassic thrust s in the 
region, extends beneath the White-Inyo Mountains (Schweickert and others, 1988). 
LATE CENOZOIC STRUCTURE 
About 10 Ma the onset of extensional (Scholz and others, 1971) and strike -
slip faulting (McKee, 1968), and a change from calc-alkaline to basaltic volcanism 
significantly influenced the tectonic development of the Basin and Range Provi nce 
(Christiansen and Lipman , 1971 ). 
About 4 Ma, the tectonic regime of North America changed, as a result of 
an approximately 20° clockwise rotation (i.e ., from N56°W to N35°W) in the 
relative motions of the Pacific and North American plates (Harbert and Cox , 1989). 
A cross-over from a regime of extension to one of contraction occurred at that tim e 
within the coast ranges of California. The change in plate motions at 4 Ma appears 
to be closely coincident with the onset of regional uplift and associated block -
faulting in the western Great Basin (Nitchman and others, 1990; Caskey, 1990). 
This latest deformational episode developed the present topography of the western 
Great Basin (Noble, 1972; Robinson and others, 1968; Gilbert and others, 1968; 
Bateman, 1965; and Bachman, 1978). The historical earthquake activity in the 
region indicates it is still active. 
BASIN AND RANGE FAULTING 
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The significance of crustal spreading and related Basin and Range extensional 
faulting has been a subject of interest for more than a century, yet considerable 
debate and controversy still exist. Several models for the structural development of 
Basin and Range Province have been proposed by Stewan (1978 and 1980b), Scholz. 
and others (1971), Wright (1976), Wernicke (1981 and 1984), Hill (1982). and 
Wemicke and others (1988). 
High-angle, north- to northeast-striking normal faults and associated major 
fault-block ranges characterize Basin and Range faulting . Furthermore, tilting of 
fault blocks is a characteristic structure of the province (Stewart , 1980b). Two 
distinct episodes of late Cenowic normal faulting occurred in the western pan of 
the Basin and Range Province (Stewan, 1978; Robinson and others, 1968). Nonna! 
faulting in much of the Great Basin commenced in the mid Miocene, about 17 m.y. 
ago (Stewart, 1980; Noble, I 972), and was accompanied by a transition from 
subduction wne related calc -alkalic volcanism to basaltic volcanism, related to 
extensional tectonics (Stewart, 1978). An interval of tectonic stability prevailed 1n 
the late Miocene and early Pliocene (Robinson and others, I 968 ), and was 
accompanied by extensive erosion and planation of the western Great Basin (Albers 
and Stewart, 1972). 
A second episode of block faulting probably began in the late Pliocene and 
early Pleistocene in the westernmost Great Basin and Sierra Nevada (Noble, 1972 ) 
This latest episode resulted in the formation of many of the present basins and 
ranges in the region, including Fish Lake Valley and valleys to the east and 
northeast (Robinson and others, 1968), Mono Lake basin to the nonhwest (Gilben 
and others, 1968), and the Sierra Nevada, White-Inyo Mountains, and Owens Valley 
to the west (Axelrod, 1957; Bateman, 1965; and Bachman, 1978) . 
By late Tertiary time an extensive erosion surface of low relief had 
developed in the western Great Basin (Robinson and others, 1968) and extended into 
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the Sierra Nevada (Gilben and others, 1968). At that time, drainage was prob:-.L.!y 
to the west across the present site of the Sierra Nevada (Axelrod. 1950, p. 226). 
Basin and Range deformation disrupted the external drainage and produced many 
well-defined sedimentary basins by about 11 to 13 Ma (Axelrod, 1957; Gilbert and 
Reynolds, 1973). In the present Fish Lake Valley region, two nonhwest-trending 
basins apparently developed, and within them the middle Miocene to early 
Pleistocene, Esmeralda Formation was deposited (Moiola, 1969; Robinson, 1964; 
Reheis, 1990c). Subsequent disruption of the northern Esmeralda basins in late-
middle or early-late Pliocene time (Moiola, 1969) and the southern basin in the mid 
Quaternary (Reheis, 1990c}, is associated with the latest and ongoing deformational 
episode. 
This latest deformational episode produced widespread uplift, regional 
arching, and extensive high-angle normal faulting of the Sierra Nevada, White 
Mountains and adjacent parts of Nevada. The present relief of this region is largel y 
a product of this deformational episode (Axelrod, 1957; Knopf, 19 I 8; Bateman , 
1965). 
Fish Lake Valley is largely a post-Miocene structural depression formed in 
part by normal faulting which is still in progress (Reheis, 1988: see Chapter VI 
and VII) . Development of the valley wa s accompanied by eastward tilt of the 
bounding blocks and probably the Fish Lake Valley structural block itself. Late 
Cenoroic uplift and eastward tilt of the White Mountains horst block is evident 
from the asymmetric east-west physiography of the range (Knopf, 19 I 8; Anderson . 
1933; Fiedler, 1937, p. 13, 36; Bryson, 1937), the gentle tilt of basaltic lava flow s 
(Bryson, 1937; Albers and Stewart, 1972), the eastward slopes of erosional surfaces 
within the range (Marchand, 1974), rates of displacement of range bounding fault s 
(discussed below}, and by geophysical studies (Pak:iser and Kane, I 964 , p. 54-55 ). 
These data suggest that uplift was greater along the west margin of the range . 
Pa..lciser and Kane ( 1965) inferred from gravity studies that the total vertical 
displacement along faults bounding the west side (i .e., the White Mountains fault 
rone) of the White Mountains is as much as 4000 m. Bachman (1978) used Hay \ 
(1966, p.20) K-Ar date from the upper part of the Waucobi Lake beds and gravit y 
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data from Pakiser and others (1964) to postulate as much as 2300 m of vertical 
displacement during the last 2.3 Ma along White Mountain fault zone (Fig. 1 ). 
These data suggest an average Quaternary uplift rate of 1 mm/yr along the western 
margin of the range. Wallace (1984) suggested the uplift rate of the nonhw~ 
White Mountains is about 0.8 mm/yr. Detailed study of the White Mountains fault 
zone by ocPolo (1989) suggests that the average Quaternary uplift rate is as high as 
about 0.7 mm/yr. 
In contrast to the western margin of the range, uplift along the eastern 
margin was less significant. Between Trail Canyon and Davis Canyon the andesite 
of Davis Mountain caps alluvi.al gravels. These gravels are from 100 to nearly 300 
m above the present fans, probably as a result of uplift by faulting (Anderson. 1933. 
p.62, 162). K-Ar dates of 3.0 to 3.9 ±0.1 Ma (M.C. Reheis, 1988, personal 
commun.) from the andesite of Davis Mountain suggest relatively low, long-term 
uplift rates (about 0.03 to 0.09 mm/yr minimum ). As discussed in Chapter YI. the 
late Pleistocene uplift rate along the master fault of the northern FL VFZ is about 
0.2 mm/yr (preferred estimate). 
A prominent topographic escarpment along the northeastern front of the ran ge 
suggests that an earlier period of faulting extended fanher nonhwestward than at 
present. The linear north-nonhwest-trending rangefront north of Chiatovich Creek 1~ 
fault controlled (Anderson, 1933). Detailed field studies by Anderson (1933 ) 
showed that faulting occurred prior to, or accompanied, exrrusion of basaltic flow s. 
but ceased before the cessation of the volcanic episode. 
Pellisier, Chiatovich, and Sage Hen Flats, which lie along the crest of the 
range (Fig . 2), are erosional surlaces of low to gently rolling relief (Marchand. 
1974; Anderson , 1933; Fiedler, 1937, Beaty, 1960). These surlaces presumabl y 
formed as pan of an extensive erosion surface that developed across the 
westernmost Great Basin and extended into the Sierra Nevada during the Miocene 
(Bateman and others, 1965). Sage Hen Flat is partially covered by basaltic flow s. 
with K-Ar ages of 10.8 Ma (Dalrymple, 1963). Fiedler (1937) postulated that the 
erosional surfaces may have formed level with adjacent blocks that now form Fish 
Lake Valley and Owens Valley. If correct.. these data suggest 2900 m of uplift 
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within the last 10.8 m.y. yielding an uplift rate of about 0.3 mm/yr. However, 
Bachman (1978) indicated that most of this uplift occurred within the last 2.3 m.y. 
The erosional surface and overlying basalts have been tilted eastward and offset 
vertically nearly 1500 m by faulting along the south end of the range (Marchand, 
1974). 
1n late-early to middle Pliocene time , fine-grained sediment was deposited at 
the present site of the central Silver Peak Range, suggesting that a connection 
existed between Fish Lake Valley and Clayton Valley to the east at that time. The 
sediment has been uplifted at least 900 m since extrusion of trachyandesite flows K-
Ar dated at 5.9 m.y. Uplift may be related to volcanic activity of the Silver Peak 
volcanic center (Robinson and others, 1968) a caldera-like structure (Albers and 
Stewart, 1972). Eastward tilt during early to mid Pliocene time (Albers and 
Stewart, 1972) apparently accompanied uplift of the range. The present topograph y 
of the Silver Peak range was established by the late Pliocene (Robi nson and others. 
1968). 
The upper Tertiary Esmeralda Fonnation in nonheastem Fish Lake Valley is 
generally tilted from 15° to 30° eastward (Robinson and others, 1968 ). The upper 
Tertiary volcanic rocks in the northwestern pan of the val ley have simi lar eastward 
tilts (Crowder and others, 1972; Robinson and Crowder, 1973). Collecrively, these 
data suggest that at least northern Fish Lake Valley has functioned structurall y as a 
quasi-rigid block that was tilted eastward as a result of block faulting . Thi s 
interpretation is in accord with Stew an · s ( 1980b) interpretation that nonhem Fish 
Lake Valley is an east tilted fault block. 
Walker Lane shear zone 
The Walker Lane was originally defined by Locke and others (1940) as a 
linear belt of low topography separating north-nonheast trends of the Basin and 
Range Province from northwest trends of the Sierra Nevada. The belt includes a 
region of predominantly northwest-striking dextral faults . Stewart (1988) depicted 
the Walker Lane shear zone (WLSZ) as a northwest-striking belt of strike-slip 
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faulting that is approximately 700 km long and 100 to 300 km wide (Fig . 1). 
Rather than consisting of a single thoroughgoing strike-slip fault, the WLSZ 
comprises several regional blocks that either contain or are bounded by major strike-
slip faults (Stewan, 1988). 
Displacement along the WLSZ may have began as early as Late Triassic or 
Jurassic, possibly in response to oblique subduction along the western margin of 
Nonh America (Stewan, 1988) - i.e., a trench-linked strike-slip fault using 
Sylvester's (1988) classification . Late Cenozoic lateral displacement within the 
WLSZ may be associated with the development of the San Andreas transfonn 
system (Zoback and others, 1981 ). 
Atwater (1970) and Atwater and Molnar (1973) suggested that a significant 
portion of the rransfonn motion between the Pacific and North American plate s is 
not accounted for by displacement along the San Andreas fault alone. They 
proposed that a portion of the relative plate motion is absorbed within the Basi n and 
Range Province . Albers (1967) indicated that the total right-lateral displacement 
within the western Great Basin (i.e ., the WLSZ) may be as large as 130 to 200 km . 
occurring as both slip along faults and related crustal folding or oroflexural bending 
(Albers, 1967; Stewart and Poole, 1974) . Recent palinspastic reconstruction of 
Mesozoic thrust faults by Wernicke and others (1988) suggests that when re solved 
parallel to the San Andreas, 214 ± 48 km of northwest translation has occurred 
between the Sierra Nevada Province and the Colorado Plateau. Argus and Gordon 
( 1989) detennined from Very Long Baseline lnterferomerry data collected over a 
four year period that extension within the Basin and Range Province is characteri z.cd 
by N45°W displacement at a rate of - 10 mm/yr. Hence , transfonn defonnati on 
associated with the western margin of North America is apparently superimposed on 
the western part of the Basin and Range Province. 
The WLSZ contains several subparallel northwest to north-northwest-striking 
and a few east-west-striking strike-slip faults of regional significance. The large st 
of these is the Death Valley fault system (Figs. 1 and 6; discussed in the next 
section), along which right -lateral displacement may be as much as I 00 km (Poole 
and others, 1967). Another fault of regional consequence is the right-lateral Las 
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Vegas shear zone (Fig. 6). Forty to 65 km of displacement on the shear zone has 
been suggested from studies of isopachs and fa.cies trends of Precambrian and 
Paleozoic strata (Stewart, 1967; Ross and Longwell, 1964) and by offset Mesozoic 
thrust faults (Longwell, 1960; Burchfiel, 1965; Wernicke and others, 1988). Thi s 
defonnation probably occurred between 15 and 11 Ma (Fleck, 1970; Longwell , 
1974). Sixteen to 19 km of right-lateral offset has been suggested on the Pahrump 
fault zone, another northwest-striking fault within the southern WLSZ, from studie s 
of Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks (R.L. Christiansen, in Stewan and others, 1968). 
The north-striking Owens Valley-White Mountain fault system is the second 
longest fault system in the WLSZ, at about 300 km in length (Fig. 6). Moore and 
Hopson (1961 ) suggested that the Independence dike swann crosses the Owens 
Valley fault zone with no obvious displacement. However, Schweicken ( 1981) 
suggested that about 19 km of left-lateral offset of the dike swann is possible across 
Owens Valley . Mane) (1984) interpreted the Quaternary structure of the Owens 
Valley fault zone to indicate right -lateral strike-slip movement. Bonilla ( 1968) and 
Beanland and Clark (1987 ) noted right -lateral displacement along the Owens Valley 
fault zone, associated with the 1872 Owens Valley eanhquake . oePolo and Ramell i 
(1987) detenn ined from the geometry and character of ground fractures alon g the 
White Mountain fault zone related to the 1986 Chalfant Valley eanhquake seq uence. 
that right-lateral displacement was predominan t. 
An earlier history of left-lateral offset of the late Jurassic Independence dike 
swann along the Owens Valley fault zone may be consistent with Stewan ' s (1985 ) 
postulated late Mesozoic stress regime. Thi s regime accounts for an earlier pe riod 
of right-lateral movement along the easterl y- striking Coaldale and Excelsior fa ul t 
zones during the late Mesozoic , and in this regime north-striking fault s should 
experience displacement. If this hypothesis is correct , then the fonnerl y left -lateral 
Owens Valley-White Mountain fault system would have been reactivated as a 
predominantly right -lateral strike-slip fault system during the latest Cenozoic. 
The northwest -striking Hunter Mountain fault zone (Fig. 6) between Saline 
and Panamint Valleys has experienced from 8-10 km of right -slip during the las t 3.0 
m.y., v,.ith no evidence of pre-late Cenozoic di splacement (Burchfiel and others, 
1 1 8° 
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Figure 6. Map &howing major 1a1e Cenozoic faults in lbc wesurn Great Basin . The heaviest tines arc faults of the 
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arc minor faulu (modified from Stewart. 1988, Fi&. 25-2) . BWFZ. Bcalcs Wei.ls fault zone; DVFS. Dea th 
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1987). Saline Valley and nonhern Panamint Valley are pull-apart basins that 
developed at either end of the Hunter Mountain fault rone as a result of lateral 
movement along the srructure (Burchfiel and others , 1987; Zellmer, 1983). 
Two of the more significant strike-slip faults of the central WLSZ are the 
Soda Springs and Bettles Well faults (Fig. 6). The northwest-striking Soda Spring 
Valley fault has from a few kilometers (Speed and Cogbill, 1979) to as much as 16 
km (Nielsen, 1965) of right-lateral displacement, which began late in the Miocene 
and continued to the Recent (Nielsen, 1965). The Bettles Well fault is subpara.Jlel 
to the Soda Spring Valley fault and may have had initial movement during the 
Mesoroic (Albers, 1967). However, most of the lateral movement occurred in late 
Cenoroic time (Stewart, 1985). Hardyman and others (1975 ) indicated 32 km of 
late Cenozoic right-lateral displacement has occurred along the Bettles Well fault. 
Both the Soda Spring Valley and the Bettles Well faults terminate to the south at 
the east-west-striking Excelsior fault rone (Stewart, 1985). 
In the region between the Soda Spring Valley fault and northern Fish Lake 
Valley is a rone about 25 km wide that contains several east -west to east-nonheast -
trending strike-slip faults (Fig. 6) . The most prominent structures in thi s region 
include the Excelsior, Coaldale, and Candelaria fault zones. The main movement 
along the Coaldale and Excelsior faults occurred prior to late Oligoce ne time. The 
distribution of pre-Cenozoic rocks suggests 60 to 80 km of right -lateral offset along 
the Coaldale fault and 45 to 55 km along the Excelsior fault (Stewart , 1985 ). The 
Coaldale and Excelsior faults were reactivated in many places, possibly by left sli p 
9uring the late Tertiary and Quaternary (Stewart, 1985). Left slip initiated along the 
Candelaria fault rone in Oligocene time, possibly before 24 m.y. B.P. (Speed and 
Cogbill, 1979). Speed and Cogbill (1979) postulated about 900 m of left -lateral 
displacement along the Candelaria fault zone in the last 2.8 m.y. Left -lateral 
displacement associated with the 1934 Excelsior Mountain earthquake (Callaghan 
and Gianella, 1934) indicates that the regional system of east-west-striking left-
lateral faults is still active. 
As both the Death Valley and the Owens Valley-White Mountain fault 
systems approach the Coaldale fault wne from the south they curve eastward and 
,, 
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terminate against it (Stewart, 1985, p. 547, and 1988). The Emigrant Peak fault 
zone in northeastern Fish Lake Valley also terminates at this structure (Fig . 6) . 
Stewart (I 985) suggested that the eastward curve in the fault patterns may be 
related to drag folding along the Coaldale fault zone. Stewart (1970 and 1985) 
suggested that the northern Death Valley fault system may once have been 
connected with the Bettles Well fault , but that 30 to 40 km of right-lateral 
movement along the Coaldale fault zone may have resulted in their separation . 
Death Valley Fault System: The longest fault within the WLSZ is the nearly 350 
Ian-long DVFS (Figs . 6 and 7). The fault system is the longest strike-slip fault in 
the Basin and Range Province, extending from south of the Garlock fault (Brady 
and Troxel, 198 I ; Brady and Verosub, I 984) in southeastern California, through 
Death Valley and Fish Lake Valley, and perhaps to the Coaldale fault zone 
(Stewart, 1985, p . 547) in west-central Nevada (Fig. 6) . The DVFS has a protracted 
history of large magnitude right slip , which possibl y was initiated as earl y as the 
Middle Jurassic (McKee, 1968). 
The DVFS is an intracontinental transform faulc (foUowing Sylves ter ' s, 1988 
classification of strike-slip faults ) and is similar in man y respects to the Garlock 
fault. The fault system fundamentall y separates regional domains of contrasting 
tectonic styles . Areas west of the DVFS have high -s train rates (Dohrenwend, I 987 ). 
abundant evidence of Quaternary and some historic right -lateral faulting on 
northwest-striking faults (Smith, 1979; Bonilla, 1968: Slemmons and others, 1968: 
oePolo and Ramelli, 1987; Beanland and Clark, 1987; Zellmer, 1983; Burchfie l and 
others, I 987; Chapter VI) , and west-northwestward extension (Wright, I 976: Zoback 
and Beanland, 1986; Zoback and Zoback, I 980; Chapter VI). In contrast, areas to 
the east of the DVFS have predominantly low strain rates (Dohrenwend, 1987). a 
near absence of northwest-striking Quaternary structures (Carr, 1974, p.29), and a 
more northerly orientation of extension (Zoback and Zoback, 1980; Zoback and 
ThompsOll, 1978; Carr, 1974). 
The DVFS as defined here is essentially the same as the Death Valley and 
Furnace Creek fault zones of Noble and Wright (I 954 ). The fault system consists 
of five interconnected fault zones in kinematic correspondence . From south to nonh 
Figure 7. 
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were used as sources for the map. 
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they arc the northwest-striking Southern Death Valley fault zone, the northerly-
striking Central Death Valley fault zone, and the northwest-striking Northern Death 
Valley and Fish Lake Valley fault zones (Fig. 7). This subdivision of the DVFS 
accords with suggestions made to the author by L. Wright ( 1987, personal 
commun.). Right-lateral strike-slip faulting predominates along the DVFS (Curry, 
1938a; Noble and Wright, 1954; Hill and Troxel, 1966; Albers, 1967; Stewan, 1967, 
1983; McKee, 1968; Stewan and others, 1968, 1970; Brogan and Slemmons, 1970; 
Buckley, 1974; Reynolds, 1976; Brogan, 1979; Oakes, 1987; Butler and others, 
1988; Chapter VD. Right-divergent slip occurs along the northerly-striking Central 
Death Valley fault zone (Burchfiel and Stewan, 1966; Wright and others, 1974: 
Wright and Troxel , 1967; Stewart, 1983; Noble and Wright , 1954) and along fauh s 
of similar orientation in west-central and northwestern Fish Lake Valley (Chapter 
VI) . 
The considerable variance of estimated magnitudes of right -lateral offse t of 
upper Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks across the DVFS presents an eni gma. There 
are two general ranges in estimates of the magnitude of di splacement. The large r 
estimates range from 40 to as much as I 00 km (Stewart, I 967 ; Poole and others 
1967, 1977, Stewan and others, 1968; McKee, 1968; Oakes, 1977 ), whereas the 
lower estimates are 1 I km or less (Wright and Troxel , 1967 , 1970; Davis , 1977 ). 
Ste wan ( 1967) indicated th at the apparent offse t in isopach trends of St irl ing 
Quartzite, Wood Canyon Formation , and Zabriskie Quartzite suggests 80 km of 
right-lateral offset on the DVFS . Poole and others ( 1967 ), based on similar 
stratigraphic trends of Precambrian , Cambrian, and Devonian rocks, suggested as 
much as 100 km of right-lateral displacement is possible on the DVFS . Alon g the 
nonhem pan of the DVFS, McKee (1968 ) correlated rwo parts of a Middle Jurassic 
pluton across the fault system, based on sim ilar lithology and K-Ar age s. McKee 
suggested that the distribution of the granitic bodies indicates 48 km of right-late ral 
displacement on the northern DYFS . This estimate of displacement generally agrees 
with that suggested by Saleeby and others ( 1985), based on about 40 km of right 
lateral offset of the Sr, 0 .706 line across the nonhem DVFS in Fish Lake Valley. 
Snow and Wernicke (1988) correlated three Mesozoic thrust faults across the DVFS 
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in nonhern Death Valley, indicating 68 ± 4 km of right-lateral offset. Oakes (; " 8" ) 
suggested that a 7.3 to 7.9 Ma (McKee, 1985) granitic pluton in the nonhern Last 
Chance Range is off set 32 km along the northern part of the DYFS from "identical-
appearing" granitic rocks in the northern Grapevine Mountains in northern Death 
Valley. 
In contrast, significantly less displacement has apparently occurred along the 
DYFS in central Death Valley. Wright and Troxel (1967) described several linear 
features, such as the intersection between two regional unconformities, margins of 
sedimentary wedges, and facies changes in late Precambrian and Cambrian 
sedimentary units. These throughgoing linear features place a limit of 1 I km of 
right-lateral displacement on the central part of the DVFS (Wright and Troxel , 1967 ; 
1970). Davis (1977) suggested that Precambrian stratigraphic trends across the 
central Death Valley area indicate about 8 km of displacement. 
Burchfiel and Stewart (1966) interpreted central Death Valley as a pull -apan 
basin lying obliquely between the ends of two en echelon strike-slip faults (i .e .. 
Northern and Southern Death Valley fault zones ). They inferred that the cumulative 
right-lateral offset on the Southern Death Valley fault zone is of comparable 
magnitude to that on the northern part of the DYFS. 
Butler and others (1988) have subsequently shown that 35 ± 5 km of right -
lateral offset occurred on the Southern Death Valley fault zone between the mid -
Miocene and about 1 Ma based on matching ancient fan gravels with their source 
area. They indicated that this displacement is consistent with the geometry of 
Burchfiel and Stewart ' s (1966) pull-apart basin in central Death Valley . 
There are several hypotheses that attempt to reconcile the differences in 
estimates of the magnitude of right-lateral offset on the DYFS . Wright and Troxel 
(1970) suggested that greater extension on the southwest side of the DVFS in 
northern Death Valley would result in progressively greater displacements to the 
northwest, allowing for significantly less offset in the central Death Valley area . 
Stewart (1967, Fig. 6) indicated however, that displacement increases toward the 
southeast. Stewart and others (1970) suggested that oroflexural bending, mostly in 
the Black Mountains, may have absorbed some of the right-lateral displacement that 
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is apparent in nonhern Death Valley. Wright and Troxel (1970) argue.1 however, 
that the proposed oroclinal flexure is not supported by structural data, because 
several northwest-trending linear features pass through the proposed flexure without 
bending. Funher, neither hypothesis considers large lateral displacements along the 
southern Death Valley fault zone (Wright and Troxel, 1967). 
Stewan (1983) proposed that if displacement was synchronous on the left-
lateral Garlock fault and the right-lateral nonhem DVFS, then the triangular-shaped 
wedge between these faults would be translated roughly N55°W. In effect this 
wedge extended and tracked the nonhwestward migration of the Sierra Nevada 
Province (Wright, 1976; Albers, 1967, p. 147). Therefore, northwestward translation 
of the Panarnint Range from the Black Mountains would not result in significant 
right-lateral offset of the nonhwest-trending features in central Death Valley 
identified by Wright and Troxel ( 1967) and by Davis (1977 ). Thus, this model 
accounts for larger displacement along the northern DVFS and smaUer displacement 
along the central DVFS . However, the model requires little if any right-lateral 
offset on the southern Death VaUey fault zone (Stewan, 1983), but apparentl y does 
not preclude the possibility of such displacement. 
Albers (1967, p. 151 ) discussed another enigma with regard to displacement s 
on the DVFS that is not satisfactorily resolved. The question is how does a fault 
having a ratio of lateral displacement to fault length as large as I :3 tenninate in a 
shon distance ? Stewart (I 967) proposed that both the DVFS and -the Las Vegas 
shear zone die out to the northwest into large oroflexural folds . Albers (1967, p. 
151 and Fig. 4) indicated that this hypothesis is in good agreement with observed 
facts . Albers argued that the Silver Peak-Palmetto-Montezuma oroflex is a gigantic 
dextral drag fold related to the nonhem DVFS, and which developed along an 
arcuate contractional fault (Albers, 1967, Fig. 3) . Therefore, according to Albers 
right-lateral strike-slip displacement was "absorbed" by folding and thrust faulting . 
However, Stewan's and Albers' hypotheses do not account for the tennination of 
the DVFS during latest Cenozoic time. since from late Tertiary to Recent the Fish 
Lake Valley region was dominated by master nonnal faults (Albers and Stewan, 
1972). 
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The northwestern termination of the Quaternary DVFS (i .e ., FL VFZ) may 
differ greatly from Stewart's (1967) model of oroflexural folding. Fish Lake Valley 
offers a unique opportunity to study the termination of a major strike-slip fault . As 
discussed in Chapter VI, the Fish Lake Valley fault z.one (FLVFZ) terminates in the 
northwestern part of the valley by splaying, bending, and transferring right-slip on 
north-northwest-striking faults to normal -slip on north- to northeast-striking fault s. 
Apparently transfonn faulting is taken-up or consumed by localized crustal 
extension. This interpretation of the northwestern tennination of the FL VFZ is 
supported by geomorphic and srructural evidence presented in Chapter VI. 
The FL VFZ is described in detail in Chapters VI , VII , and vm. 
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CHAPTER IV 
QUATERNARY GEOLOGY OF FISH LAKE 
VALLEY 
INTRODUCTION 
Assessing the Quaternary geologic setting is gennane to vinually all detailed 
studies in neotectonics, particularly those involving investigations of paleoseismicit y. 
The identification and interpretation of sequences of geomorphic surfaces and their 
genetically related soils are necessary to provide a stratigraphic framework with 
chronologic controls . The movement histories of faults displacing these surfaces and 
the Quaternary stratigraphic history of a region can then be deciphered. 
In this chapter, six distinct and regionally extensive geomorphic surfaces with 
characteristic soils are identified and described. The individual units , tenned 
morphosrratigraphic units (defined in a following section ), are from youngest to 
oldest, the "late", "middle", and "early Marble ", "Leidy", "Indian", and "McAfec 
Creek" units. The numerical ages assigned to the various units are based on 
radiocarbon-dated organic carbon (detrital wood) and tentative correlations of 
volcanic ash layers in alluvial fan deposits with established tephrochronologie s. 
The stratigraphic framework (established in this chapter) is evaluated in light 
of previous climatic studies of the region to provide a perspective on possible 
influences of Holocene climatic fluctuations on the stratigraphic record of the area. 
GEOMORPHIC SETTING OF THE STUDY AREA 
The White Mountains, immediately west of Fish Lake Valley, are the highest 
range in the Basin and Range Province . The western and eastern flanks of the 
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range arc bordered by extensive Quaternary piedmont slopes. These piedmont 
slopes were studied by Kesseli and Beaty ( 1959), Beaty ( 1960, 1963, 1968a, 1968b. 
I 970), Filipov (1986), and oePolo (1989). 
The northwestern slope of the White Mountains forms an abrupt and 
impressively steep escarpment., with relief of 1800 to 3000 m in a horizontal 
distance of 6 to 10 km. In contrast, the eastern slope is gradual and has similar 
relief over a distance of 15 to more than 20 km. Reentrants in the mountain front 
(piedmont embayments) are common along the scalloped northeastern margin of the 
range, but are nearly absent along the linear western margin . 
The gross morphology of the western and eastern piedmont slopes differs in 
a manner analogous to the slopes of the range. Alluvial fans bordering the range 
on the west are generally younger, smaller, and steeper than those on the east as. 
for example, in northwestern Fish Lakr Valley. 
The topographic asymmetry of the White Mountains and the gross 
morphological differences of the marginal piedmont slopes are aruibuted to 
differential vertical tectonism along range-bounding faults. Specifically, higher rates 
and magnitudes of uplift along the western margin (i.e .. the White Mountains fault 
zone), and associated eastward tilt of the White Mountains fault block durin g the 
Pliocene and Quaternary (discussed in a following section) have prominentl y 
influenced the morphology of both the range and the piedmont slopes . 
Virtually all alluvial fans of the White Mountains , including those alon g the 
southern margin of the range in Deep Spring Valley (Lustig, 1965 ). are undergoing 
fanhea.d dissection while their lower pans are actively enlarging . This is true for 
nearly all fans of the Fish Lake Valley and Death Valley region (Beaty , 1961 ; Hu nt 
and Mabey, 1966; and Denny, 1967) and throughout the Basin and Range Provi nce 
(Peterson, 1981; Christenson and Purcell, 1975). The panern and possible 
significance of erosion and ·sedimentation on alluvial fans of the study area arc 
discussed in following sections of this chapter. 
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GEOMORPHIC SETTING OF THE DETAILED MAP AREA 
Nowhere are the marginal piedmont slopes of the White Mountains more 
extensive than in northwestern Fish Lake Valley. Sediment is supplied to the 
piedmont slope by drainages that head along the 3800 m to 4300 m range crest. 
The broad piedmont slope extends as far as 13 km from the eastern front of the 
range to the valley floor below, dropping from 400 to 800 m along slopes of 2.5° 
to 4.5°. 
The area mapped in detailed in northwestern Fish Lake Valley spans more 
than 85 km 2 and includes, from north to south, alluvial fans of Indian Creek, Marble 
Creek, and part of the fan of Leidy Creek (Fig. 3; Plate I). The Indian Creek and 
Leidy Creek fans are among the largest components of the White Mountains eastern 
piedmont slope. These two large fans converge downslope and partially enclose a 
triangular-shaped interfan valley (Hawley, 1980). The Marble Creek fan is 
considerably smaller in size and lies along the northern margin of the Leidy Creek 
fan within the interfan valley . North of the Marble Creek fan. the interfan valley 
comprises several even smaller alluvial fans, or fanlenes, that issue from minor 
ephemeral drainages that head along (or near) the eastern front of the range . These 
drainages coalesce downslope and exit the imerfan valley through a rather narrow 
restriction, formed by the southern margin of the Indian Creek fan and the nonhern 
margin of Leidy Creek fan . 
The Indian Creek, Marble Creek, and Leid y Creek alluvial fan s have several 
common characteristics . Their active channel crosses the apex and upper one-third 
to one-half of these fans as a narrow, deeply-incised channel, i.e ., a fanhead trench 
(Eckis, 1928). Commonly, suites of terraces occur within and along the fanhead 
trenches of major Pleis:ocene fans . Actually , these topographically arranged 
geomorphic surfaces are inset alluvial fans, as evident by their convex lateral 
profiles, longitudinal profiles that grade to well-defined fan surfaces, and by 
observed stratigraphic relations (e .g., buttress unconformity) . Furthermore, the mid 
and lower parts of the major fans are actively aggrading and their fantoes are 
prograding. Nearly all of the alluvial fans in the study area exhibit a similar 
morphology . 
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The depth of incision across the upper portions of the fans decreases 
downfan to a point where the active drainage emerges from the fanhead trench and 
flows on the mid- to lower-fan surface. The transition from channelized to non- (or 
shallowly-) channelized flow occurs at the intersection point (e.g., Hooke, 1967; 
Wasson 1974, 1975). Above the intersection point, fan surfaces arc largely relict 
i.e., remnants of former fan surfaces because they are incised and thus bypassed by 
the active drainages. This relict portion of the fan is dissected by numerous, 
subparallel onfan drainages that separate broad, flattish interfluves, and broad, well -
rounded ridgeline remnants or ballenas (terminology of Peterson, 1981 ). Such 
morphological features indicate this ponion of the fan is undergoing destruction . 
The intersection point is approximately at the apex of the actively forming pan of 
the fan. Downstream from this point is the locus of current deposition . Thi s 
aggrading portion of the fan has a distributary, braided system of shallowly incised 
drainages . The micro-topography of the active , or recently active, fan surfaces is 
characterized by discontinuous swales separated by debris flow levees and lobes. 
An additional aspect shared by the Indian Creek, Marble Creek , Leidy Creek 
fans and several other fans in the study area is that their morphology is clearly and 
markedly influenced by deformation along and adjacent to the Fish Lake Valley 
fault zone (FL VFZ) . The influence of the Quaternary FL VFZ on srratigraphic and 
morphologic aspects of alluvial fans is discussed at length in a following section . 
"Distribution of Units Mapped'", and in Chapter YI. 
INDIAN CREEK ALLUVIAL FAN 
The Indian Creek fan is the largest single alluvial fan of the White 
Mountains . The fan is approximately 12 km long, 5 km wide , and from apex to 
toe, 460 m high. The Indian Creek fanhead trench provides the best example of 
stepped fan surfaces within the detailed map area (Fig. 8) . Sixfold stepped fan 
surfaces occur upstream from where the master fault of the northern FL VFZ 
traverses Indian Creek. This suggests that venical movements on the fault have 
influenced the locus and rate of channel incision along this reach of Indian Creek . 
Figure 8. 
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Photograph taken to the west-nonhwest of morphostratigraphic units in 
stepped sequence within the Indian Creek fanhead trench, counesy of 
, Steven P. Nitchman . MM, middle Marble; EM , early Marble; L. 
Leidy; I, Indian; MC, McAfee Creek (lowest\youngest to 
highesroldest) . 
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The Indian Creek stepped sequence consists of geomorphic surfaces at 
several different levels and therefore ages. That is, the lowest surf ace is the 
youngest, higher surfaces arc progressively older, and the highest and generally 
farthest from the active channel is the oldest. The surface remnants are generally 
paired across Indian Creek and have a-ansversely convex profiles . This suggests the 
surfaces are coeval remnants of once more extensive fans. Several of these fan 
remnants can be a-aced continuously (or nearly so) from within the Indian Creek 
fanhead trench across the master fault and subsidiary faults of the northern FL VFZ, 
to where they grade into fan surfaces of equivalent age (Plate I) . The southern 
half of the lndian Creek fan comprises a relatively large, erosional fan remnant with 
flattish, topographically concordant, relict summits separated by incised onfan 
drainages . The northern half of the Indian Creek fan , in contrast, comprises active 
and recently active fan surfaces. This currently aggrading area on the Indian Creek 
fan exhibits a shallowly incised, braided drainage system, and swale and levee 
interfluve microtopography characteristic of Holocene fan surfaces of the study area. 
MARBLE CREEK ALLUVIAL FAN 
The Marble Creek fan is considerably smaller than the Indian Creek and 
Leidy Creek fans (Fig. 3), which corresponds to its small drainage-basin . The 
Marble Creek fan is about 4 km long, less than 2 km wide and is approximately 
270 m high . An uplifted, erosional fan remnant forrns the upper third of the 
Marble Creek fan . This ponion of the fan surface has been stripped off to a large 
extent by erosion, and is partially buried by younger alluvium . Drainage dissection 
and associated surface a-uncation have been accelerated by uplift of the fan remnant 
along the southeastern continuation of the master fault . 
Marble Creek is an ephemeral stream that crosses the uplifted Marble Creek 
fan remnant in a deeply incised channel. This fanheaJ rrench is incised to a depth 
of 8 to 40 m, and provides illuminating exposures of the fan stratigraphy (discussed 
in a following section). The Marble Creek fanhead trench terminates downfan at 
the master fault of the northern FL VFZ. This suggests fanhead entrenchment has 
been influenced by vertical displacement on the master fault, as was proposed for 
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the Indian Creek f anhead trench (previous section). 
An unnamed minor drainage crosses the Marble Creek fanhead in a shallowly 
incised and terraced channel about a half kilometer south of Marble Creek. The 
character of this drainage also changes from channelized to non-channelized where it 
crosses the master fault . The drainage forms an alluvial fanlette that is actively 
aggrading by a distributed system of drainages below the fault (i .e., intersection 
point). Young debris-flow lobes and levees characterize the surface of this fanlette 
and the lower Marble Creek fan. 
LEIDY CREEK ALLUVIAL FAN 
The detailed map area includes a portion of the northern Leidy Creek fan 
(Fig. 3; Plate I) . However the entire fan was carefully examined by field 
reconnaissance and air-photo analysis . Leidy Creek is a perennial srream that 
debouches from the White Mountains into a large piedmont embayment and form s 
the extensive Leidy Creek fan. The apex of this fan is about 350 m above the 
floor of Fish Lake Valley . The fan is about 10 km long, 5 km wide, and exhibits a 
prominent sequence of stepped fan surfaces within the fanhead trench . 
Most of the Leidy Creek fanhead , south of Leidy Creek, is an uplifted 
erosional fan remnant. In conrrast, north of Leidy Creek, most of the fan surface 
has recently aggraded; the Indian Creek fan exhibits a similar relationship (discussed 
in a previous section) . A pair of broadly rounded ballenas are prominent on the 
northern Leidy Creek fanhead . Ballenas represent the final morphological stage in 
the erosional destruction of a once contin uous alluvial fan surface (Peterson, 1981 ). 
Most of the mid and lower parts of the Leidy Creek fan are accessible to 
deposition , and hence these are in a constructional phase . 
DESCRIPTION OF MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION AND USAGE 
Frye and Willman (I 960, p. 7) first proposed the informal term, 
morphostratigraphic unit, to "a body of rock that is identified primarily from the 
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surface form it displays". Frye and Willman (1962, p. 113) indicated that the 
morphostratigraphic unit may be applied to the classification of alluvial fans of the 
Basin and Range Province, as Gile and others (1981, p. 24) and Ruhe (1974, p.487 ) 
have done. 
Peterson ( 1981, p. l) suggested that "landform recognition merges with the 
concept of the geomorphic surface that is so valuable for mapping soils" . Hence, it 
is necessary to define a stratigraphic unit that combines the form of a body of 
sediment with surf ace and soil characteristics. This section attempts to define such 
a stratigraphic unit by building on Frye and Willman's (1960, 1962) definition of a 
morphostratigraphic unit. 
The "morphostratigraphic" units, as defined here, has three-dimensional form 
and may, or may not. comprise a relict geomorphic surface and a pedogenic soil. 
These units have regional stratigraphic significance and are considered to be of 
fundamental imponance to Quaternary geologic studies in the Basin and Range 
Province. Some of the criteria used in the definition of morphostratigraphic unit s in 
this section are from Frye and Willman (1960. 1962), from Peterson's (1981, p. 42 -
43) definition of a geomorphic surface, and from definitions of various formal 
stratigraphic units (none of which are widely applicable to the prese nt study) 
outlined by the North American Stratigraphic Code (1983) . 
Morphostratigraphic units are mappable, stratified bodies of sediment that are 
primarily identified by their three-dimensional form , but can also be identified by 
distinguishing characteristics of geomorphic 'Surfaces and (or) pedogenic soils that 
the units may comprise. The primary deposit(s ) can be of diverse composition and 
age, but must be of a thickness that will accommodate the development of a 
pcdogenic soil, i.e., about 50 cm (Peterson, 1981, p. 43 ). 
Each morphostratigraphic unit may have an unique assemblage of surface and 
soil characteristics that are primarily the products of weathering. These 
characteristics, which may vary systematically with the duration of exposure to the 
weathering environment, are observed or measured in the field . Soils geneticall y 
related to morphostratigraphic units may be members of regionally extensive 
chronosequences (i.e ., a sequence of soil s such that one soil differs from another 
primarily as a result of soil age, Jenning, 1941 ). 
The units provide a means of recognizing and isolating weathering 
phenomena based on relative age relations. Ideally, the criteria used to define a 
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unit should be clearly documented where the relative age of that unit is known from 
geomorphic evidence (e.g., stepped sequence). The units should be chosen to 
represent different intervals of regional landscape stability and soil formation . 
Correlation of morphostratigraphic units may be accomplished by tracing unit 
boundaries from within stepped sequences (i.e ., where their relative age is known ), 
or by comparative analysis of diagnostic weathering characteristics with those 
exhibited within stepped sequences . Infrequently, correlation is established by 
stratigraphic relations and radiocarbon dates . or by tephrochronologjc correlations. 
Morphostratigraphic units are not recogniz.ed on the basis of primary 
properties of the stratifonn body (e .g., initial composition, texture, color, and 
sedimentary structure and fabric of the deposit ). Therefore , morphostratigraph ic 
units do not uniquely define lithic units (i.e .. "surficial deposits"). However , if the 
fan surface is unmodified or only slightl y modified (i.e .. is a relict surface), then the 
un it may delineates a surficial deposit. 
DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA FOR RECOG NITION AND CORRELATION 
The diagnostic criteria used for recognition and correlation of 
morphostratigraphic units (Table 1) show systematic change s with increa si ng uni t 
age. These changes are used to infer relative age relations. The variou s relative -
age criteria begin to develop at the time of stabilization of the land surface, and not 
necessaril y at the time of deposi tion of the surficial deposit. 
Depth of Incision 
Detailed mapping indicates that the relative depth of incision is a useful 
relative age indicator within the stepped sequences of fanhead trenches . Thi s 
criterion provides a means of recognizing and correlating morphostratigraphic un its 
with a high degree of confidence in the fanhead area. 
However. downfan from the intersection point , the relative depth of incision 
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may provide ambiguous or erroneous results . Older units are typically overlapped 
by younger units in this portion of the fan, and thus topographic separation of units 
is minor. In different tectonic settings, the depth of incision may produce erroneous 
results, since tectonic influences may vary rapidly along fault strike. Funhennore, 
since the depth of incision depends on the competency of a drainage to down-cut , 
drainages with large catchment areas tend to be incised to a depth greater than 
drainages with small catchment areas . For this reason, Indian Creek is incised 
somewhat more deeply than Marble Creek. 
Drainage Pattern 
The pattern of drainageways is easily assessed from air photos and is a 
useful indicator of relative age throughout the alluvial fan environment. In general, 
the number of drainages is inversely proportional to the age of the unit, and the 
magnitude of incision is directly proponional to age (above). Shallowly incised. 
distributed and braided drainage systems characterize young. aggrading alluvial fan 
surfaces. Older units (Pleistocene fan surfaces) are deeply dissected by a few onfan 
drainages which are arranged in paralle l to dendritic pattern s. 
Surface Topography 
Through time the constructional morphology of an alluvial fan surface is 
progressively modified by weathering processes . The microtopography become s 
smoother on successively older fan surfaces , as is evident from air-photo analysis 
and field reconnaissance. Rough , angular bar-and-swale microtopography is 
characteristic of young surfaces. Such features are commonly absent or subdued on 
late Pleistocene surfaces of the study area . Hence, the degree of preservation of 
primary depositional features , such as bar-and-swale microtopograph y and debri s-
flow levees and lobes, provides an indication of relative age. 
The modification of alluvial fan surfaces is in part due to burial by eolian 
sediment, and to saturated flow or solifluction within these desert loess mant les 
(Sawyer, 1988). Denny (1965; 1967) and Denny and Drewes (1965) referred to thi s 
process as creep-smoothing, although the process of creep is probably minor relati ve 
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TABLE 1: DIAGNOSTIC SURF1CIAL CRITERIA FOR RECOGNITION AND 














Surficial Criteria for Recognition 
and Correlation 
Shallowly (< 2m) incised; distributary drainage pattern 
with numerous channels; preserved debris flow lobes & levees, 
and bar & swale microtopography; pavement and varnish are 
absent; frequently forms low flood plains along modern channels 
and fan aprons & skins in lower fan positions, with limited 
occurrence within fanhead trenches; geomorphic eyjdence of 
faulting is absent; consists of essentially raw alluvium. 
Moderately incised (2 to 6 m), distributary drainage pattern; 
slightly subdued debris flow lobes & levees, and bar & swale 
microtopography; pavement and varnish are absent; forms the first 
prominent, commonly paired, terrace (or inset fan) in stepped 
sequences and frequently forms fanlettes at the base of large fault 
scarps; forms the youngest, clearly faulted surface (scarp height 
s 1 m); only incipient accumulations of eolian? silts and fine 
sands. 
Moderately incised (4 to 12 m),distributary drainage pattern; 
subdue bar and swale topography, commonly dissected (or buried) 
near modern drainages; has incipient pavettes with first occurrence 
of varnish within "pits" in lithic fragments ; forms prominent, 
paired. inset fan ~mnants in stepped sequences; scarp height s 
2 m; generally s 5 cm thick fine-grained eolian? caps. 




(ka or epoch) 
Surficial Criteria for Recognition 
and Correlation 
Leidy mid-Holocene Moderately (3 to 6 m) incised by parallel onfan, and deeply 
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to (<15 m) by ttunk, drainages; bar & swale topography is latest 
latest absent; pavettes beginning to interlock, but not sorted, with 
Pleistocene clastscmbedded in prominent accumulations of eolian? sediment 
(about 5 cm thick); varnish forms weak discontinuous coatings -
shiny in pits; typically forms uplifted, broad flattish, erosional 
fan remnants; fault scarps 2 to 4 m in height; some gruss derived 
from granitic bouldc13 and limestone fragments are slightly etched. 
Indian late Deeply dissected (10 to 40 m) by trunk streams and moderately 
Pleistocene dissected ~10 m) by well-established, parallel onfan 
drainageways; prominent solifluction steps with well soned, 
interlocked pavettes on treads; varnish coatings may be moderate 
to thick, continuous, and shiny; fonns extensive erosional fan 
remnants and infrequent ballenas; prominently (in places 
pervasively) faulted with scarps 40 m high, and offset about 
120 m in a right lateral sense on Indian Creek fan; some granitic, 
volcanic, and most limestone bouldel3 arc deeply etched; thick 
(15-30 cm), fine-grained eolian? caps are common. 
McAftt late-middle Very deeply dissected ~80 m); relict surface is commonly 
Creek Pleistocene stripped; erosional surfaces may have pavements that contain 
abundant carbonate rubble, arc moderately to well packed and 
soned, with varnish coatings on pavement chips that arc moderate 
to thick and shiny; fonns the highest fan remnants with some 
gross morphology preserved; extensively faulted. 
See text for discussion of approximate ages of morphosrratigraphic units and 
Tables 2 and 3. 
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to solifluction (Appendix n. The solifluction process is unique because it depends 
on time, pcdogenic processes, eolian sediment influx, and does not require frigid 
climatic conditions. Solifluction within desert loess mantles on Pleistocene fan 
remnants results in the formation of micro-relief steps. The solifluction steps 
produce a distinctive pattern of tonal bands that can be typically recognired on air 
photos of 1 :24,000 and larger scales. The pattern consists of alternating light and 
dark stripes which impart a "wrinkled" or "shingled" appearance to the fan remnants 
(Appendix I. Figs . A1 and A3). 
The patterns of solifluction steps allow reliable recognition and correlation of 
the late Pleistocene Indian morphostratigraphic units throughout northwestern Fish 
Lake Valley. 
Desert Pavement 
Stone pavements are surface concentrations of lithic fragments arranged in a 
layer one or two clasts thick. In arid regions, pavements (or desert pavements ) 
form on flattish. geomorphically-stable alluvial fan surfaces . Typically, fine -
grained, gravel-free Av horizons (in probabl y desert loess) occur beneath such 
pavements . 
With time, desert pavements become prom inent, well -soned and tightl y-
packed. Pavement is absent or incipient on the surfaces of late Holocene unit s. but 
is prominent on Pleistocene surfaces in the study area. Commonly, the lithic 
fragments of prominent pavements are shallowly embedded within a thin. slightl y 
harder, surficiaJ layer or crust, comprised of fine-grained vesicular material s. Clasts 
of incipient pavements, in contrast, rest on coarse alluvial materials . 
Field studies indicate that the degree of pavement development is useful for 
recognition and correlation of intermediate and older morphostratigraphic units in the 
study area, provided that weathering-resistant pavement fragments occur in sufficient 
quantities. 
Desert Varnish 
Desert varnish comprises manganese, iron oxides, clay , trace mineral s, and 
sparse organic matter (Dom and DcNiro, I 985) . Coatings of varnish form on 
pavement clasts and surficial boulders. Initially, the coatings are thin and 
discontinuous, but with time, they become thick, black and continuous. 
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On the surfaces of Holocene units, varnish coatings are absent or 
discontinuous, and occur only within small recessed areas ("pits") in rock fragments. 
Intermediate-age units (latest Pleistocene to Holocene) have thin, discontinuous 
coatings on most exposed areas of lithic fragments and relatively thick varnish 
coatings within some pits . Thick, nearly continuous, "greasy"-feeling, shiny-
appearing, purplish-black, varnish coats the pavement of older units of the study 
area. 
Hence, the prominence of desert varnish is a useful indicator of relative age 
for all morphostratigraphic units in the study area. The prominence of desert 
varnish can be assessed from air photos as tonal differences between surfaces of 
contrasting age . However , mafic or other dark colored lithic fragments may 
influence tonal contrasts . Desert varnish development , like pavement development. 
depends on an abundance of lithic clasts that are resistant to weathering . 
Landfonn Pattern 
The relationships between landform s frequently can be used to infer relati ve 
age. Peterson (1981 ) indicated that recognition of the types of remnant landform s. 
which are extensive in the upper piedmont slope of the study area, is a fundament al 
tool in establishing the relative age of geomorphic surfaces. For example. inset or 
stepped relations between geomorphic surfaces clearly demonstrate relative age . 
Ruhe (1967) showed that an inset fan is younger than the relict fan surface in 
which it is emplaced. The elevation of a morphostrarigraphic unit within a stepped 
sequence is the operational definition of relative age. Hence, the higher the unit 
within the sequence, the greater is its age . 
The morphology of landforms also suggests age relations . The constrUctional 
form of young landforms is well preserved. Remnants of young and intermediate 
age tend to have angular shoulders. In contrast remnants of older landform s have 
well-rounded shoulders. 
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Morphostratigraphic units of the study area commonly occupy specific 
positions in the local landscape. Holocene units occur most extensively within the 
interfan valley, along modern and active channels, and in mid to lower positions of 
Pleistocene fans (Plate I). The Holocene units also occur as inset fans within 
fanhead trenches. The older units are extensive along and near the eastern front of 
the White Mountains and occur less commonly in the mid and lower piedmont 
position. 
Other Criteria 
A number of other criteria also provide information about relative age . 
Among these are boulder weathering, stratigraphic relations , and accumulations of 
fine-grained (eolian?) materials on fan surfaces. Soil development is another 
important indicator of relative age and is discussed in considerable detail in Chapter 
V . 
Weathering of surficial boulders depends in pan upon time and lithology. 
Given sufficient time and exposure to weathering processes , the relative resistance to 
weathering of a mafic dike in granite , or a elastic -rich interbed in a carbonate rock . 
is revealed by a ilifference in surface relief. Boulders on the younger units have no 
appreciable relief between such features . In contrast, on older units , boulders may 
have marked surface relief (5 -10 cm ) between such feature s. Older units generall y 
lack surficial boulders, suggesting that they have been buried or have disintegrated . 
Traditional stratigraphic relations such as superposition and cross-cutting 
relations provide conclusive evidence of relative age . However, such relation s are 
rarely observed on the piedmont slope beyond the fanhead trenches and thu s ha ve 
limited application to correlation and iliscrimination of units in the study area. 
Accumulations of well sorted, virtually gravel -free. fine -grained materi als 
occur on the older units, generally beneath tightl y-packed stone pavements. Thi s 
material, probably eolian in origin, only occurs where pavements have developed. 
and therefore are absent on the younger units . These fine -grained materials are 
generally thickest on the older units. Hunt and Mabey (1966, p. A67 and A68) 
suggested that thicknesses of sill layers on "old" surfaces in Death Valley are 
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greater than on younger surfaces. However, Peterson ( 1988) cautioned against 
indiscriminant use of the thickness of such capping deposits as an indicator of 
relative age, since infiltration of eolian material into the soil occurs naturally and 
therefore it is not simple to establish the base of the eolian layer, or the volume of 
eolian material that has been infiltrated. 
AGES OF MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
Numerical age ranges have been assigned to the Holocene 
morphostratigraphic units of the map area, based primarily on radiocarbon dating of 
detrital wood incorporated in alluvial fan deposits . Additionally, age assignments 
for Holocene and Pleistocene units have been based on tentative correlations of 
volcanic ash layers intercalated in fan alluvium to established tephrochronologic 
units . An additional age dating technique, dendrochronology (i .e., tree -ring 
analysis), was employed to date a buried Brisllecone pine (Pi nu s longaeva Bailey ) 
log. The results however, proved to be inconclusive (Harlin, T. , 1988 , written 
commun., Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, University of Arizona ). 
Factors that complicate the assignment of ages to morphosrratigraphic unit s 
include the limited number of radiocarbon dates , and the lack of convincing 
correlations to established time scales (e.g ., tephrochronologic units and dated soi l 
sequences). Age assignments are funher complicated by uncertainty about 
relationships between dated features , their host deposit s, and the respec ti ve 
morphostratigraphic unit s. 
Radiocarbon Age Determination 
The radiocarbon dating method is based on the fact that carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere contains stable uc and nc and minor amounts of radioactive 1•c. 
The various isotopes of carbon are incorporated in organism in their atmospheric 
ratios. Upon death of the organism, the radioactive decay of 1'C begins to reduce 
the ratio of 1'C to 12c. The 1•c isotope decays at a known and constant rate . 
Therefore, by measuring the current ratio of 1•c to 12C in a sample of organic 
material, the age of that sample can be determined (Bradley, 1985 ). 
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As a result of fluctuations in atmospheric 1•c during the past, radiocarbon 
ages are only approximations of the historical age reported in calendar years 
(Stuiver, 1982). Several schemes have been developed to calibrate radiocarbon ages 
through dendrochronology, based in part on Bristlecone pines in the White 
Mountains (e.g .• LaMarche, 1973; Stuiver. 1982; Stuiver and Pearson, 1986). The 
calibrated 1•c age is a close approximation of the historical age, but is expressed in 
dendroyears rather than calendar years, because of possible errors in tree-ring 
counting "probably no more than a couple years" (Stuiver. 1982). 
The convention in reporting radiocarbon ages. adopted herein. is to conven 
1•c ages to calibrated dendroyear ages using the current high-precision calibration 
schemes of Stuiver and Pearson (1986. their Figs. 1 & 2). 
More than thiny samples of detrital wood and charcoal were collected by the 
author during field investigations in the study area. To date, radiocarbon analyses 
are available for eight detrital wood samples (Appendix TT; see Plate I, and Table 
2). The conventional radiocarbon ages and their calibrated mean ages , denoted 
herein as calB.P. (calibrated years B.P.), are shown in Table 2. 
Commonly, the relative ages of morphostrarigraphic units are known 
unequivocally from morphostratigraphic relations. All radiocarbon ages mu st be 
shown to be internally consistent and consistent with relative age relations if the y 
are to be considered plausible. The radiocarbon ages reported in Table 2 are both 
internally consistent, and consistent with known relative ages of the various 
morphostrarigraphic units (Fig. 9). 
Table 3 and Figure 9 depict the stratigraphic relations of radiocarbon -dated 
samples to their host deposits and to individual morphostrarigraphic units . It is here 
assumed that the elapsed time between death of the tree and its incorporation in the 
alluvial fan gravels is negligible. It is recognized that a radiocarbon-dated sample 
of detrital wood (taken at face value) can be as old as or older than its host 
deposit 
A radiocarbon-dated sample that occurs stratigraphically above a 
morphostratigraphic unit provides the minimum possible chronologic age for that 
unit ("limiting minimum" age) . A radiocarbon -dated sample that occurs 
stratigraphically within the deposit that fonns the relict surface of a particular 
morphostratigraphic unit provides a date that is the "most probable" age for that 
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unit. For example, the limiting minimum age for the middle Marble unit is 680 
calB.P., since the host deposit is stratigraphically above the middle Marble unit (Fig . 
9) . The most probable age for the middle Marble unit is 1065 calB .P., since the 
date is from the deposit that fonns the relict surface of this unit. It is less 
straightforward to determine the "limiting maximum " age of a unit. 
Stratigraphic relations shown in Figure 9 illustrate that 
morphostratigraphic units are genetically associated with cut-fill episodes on the 
piedmont slope (discussed in detail in a following section). Downfan from the 
fanhead trench, the units may only be associated with depositional periods, because 
erosion in these areas is generally negligible. Each period of deposition or fill 
episode is associated with several individual deposits (Fig. 9). Since it is unlikely 
that any particular deposit (e .g., debris flow) would occupy all areas accessible to 
deposition, a single phase of deposition may result in the formation of several 
geomorphic surfaces, all closely spaced in age . Therefore, a radiocarbon date from 
the basal deposit of a fill assemblage is taken to represent the limiting maximum 
age for the morphostratigraphic unit formed within that assemblage . Hence, the 
limiting maximum age for the late Marble unit is about 680 calB .P. (see Fig. 9) . 
Radiocarbon Site 1: Radiocarbon Site 1 is along Marble Creek, about where the 
northwestward projection of the master fault of FL VFZ would intersect Marble 
Creek (Plates I and IIB; 37°45'02" N. Lat., 118°09'35" Long.). At this site. Marble 
Creek is incised about 2 m into the late Marble surface (Fig. 10). The surface was 
formed upon a young, clearly traceable debris flow deposir. This deposit spread 
laterally upon issuing from the fanhead trench and can be traced at least 3 km 
downfan . 
Morphostratigraphic relations in the immediate area of Radiocarbon Site I 
provide unequivocal evidence of the relative age of the late Marble uni!. This unit 
can be traced physically from where it occurs below the middle Marble unit within 
the fanhead trench, to where it overlies the middle Marble and Leidy units beyond 
the fanhead trench. 
TABLE 2: RADIOCARBON AND CALIBRATED AGES 
[n.a., not available; yr B.P., years before AD 1950; cal B.P., calibrated years before AD 1950] 
Sample Sample Laboratory "C Age DEL "C Calibrated 
Number Site ' Number' (yrB .P.)' ("/.) Age (calB .P.)' 
5-TS-1-51 MC-I RC-I Beta-26169 140 ± 40 n.a. 120 ± 45 
5-TS-l-7MC RC-I A-4765 660 + 40 -23 .6 660 .± 50 
5-TS-1 -49-B RC- I A-5068 755 ± 60 -22.6 680 .± 65 
5-TS-1 -52 RC-4 Beta-26170 1160 ± 50 n.a. 1065 .± 55 
5-TS-1-28FC RC-3 A-4768 1670 + 40 -23 .5 1555 ± 45 
5-TS-l-22A RC-2 A-4767 2 170 ± 45 -22.0 2155 .± 50 
5-TS - 1- lOMC RC-2 A-4766 2290 ± 50 -20 .5 2340 ± 55 
Sample sites are plotted on Plate I. 
A-# - University of Arizona, Laboratory of Isotope Geochemistry-Environmental Isotope Research; 
Beta--# - Beta Analytic Inc .. Coral Gables , Florida. 
Based on the "Libby" half-life (5568 yr) of the radioactive disintegration process, and nonnaliz:ed 
to Del. ''C = -25 per mil. 
The conversion of radiocarbon ages to calibrated ages is based on the current calibration scheme~ 
of Stuiver and Pearson (1986) . If the calibrated age. as determined from their Figure I, is 
not unique, then the calibrated age is determined from their Figure 2; if still not unique the 
calibrated a!!e that most closely matches the radiocarbon age is reponed. VI 
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TABLE 3: AGE CONTROLS FOR MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS IN NORTHWESTERN FISH LAKE VALLEY 
[ n.a., not available; a.d., available, but not dated] 
Inferred age 
Morpho- Calibrated mean Radiocarbon ages (calB.P,)' or tephra layers, Approx. age Inferred age 
Strat. Stratigraphically Stratigraphically stratigraphically or Morpho- unl'fftalnty 
units above unit Within unit below unit below unit' strat units or age est. 
(limiting minimum) (" most probable") (limiting maximum) (ka) (ka) (ka or epoch) 
late Marble Historic? 120 660 0 .64 0 .1 0 to <.0.7 
(Beta-26169) (A -4765) (5-TS-1-7MC-C) 
middle Marble 680 1065 1555 3.4-4 .1 1.0 0 .6 to 1.6 
(A-5068) (Beta-26170) (A-4768) (5 -TS -1-28FC-B) 
early Marble 1555 a.d . 2155 n.a. 1.8 1.5 to 2.3 
(A-4768) (A-4767) 
Leidy 2340 n.a. n.a. n.a. 13' >2.2 to latest 
(A-4766) Pleistocene 
Indian n.a. n.a. n.a. 740-1,000 230 late to late middle 
(5 -TS- 1- 17MC) Pleistocene 
McAfee Creek n.a. n.a . n.a . 740-1,000 500 late middle Pleistocene 
(M.C. Reheis, person. comm.) 
Calibrated ages from Table 2; Numbers in parentheses refer to laboratory and sample for radiocarbon ages reported in 
Table 2 and Appendix. IV. See Text for explanation of "most probable" age. 
"Best" com:lation of tephra layers based on chemistry as proposed by Andrei Sarna-Wojcicki (1987, 1989, USGS, written 
commun .) based on scanning electron microscope electron probe analyses performed by Charlie Mayer (1987, USGS, in 
Sama-Wojcicki, 1987 , USGS, written commun.) on volcanic-glass separated from tephra samples; aJI tephra samples were 
collected from positions stra tigraphically below the morphostratigraphic unit (i .e ., surface deposit); ages reported in 
yr B.P., unless specified otherwise. a-. 
See text for approximate age of Unit 5. 
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The fan gravels within which the late Marble unit is developed at 
Radiocarbon Site I contain abundant detrital wood fragments, including a 1oi;, more 
than 2 m long (Fig. 10). Radiocarbon dates are available for three separate detrital 
wood samples. The relation of the dated samples to morphostratigraphic units of 
the Marble Creek fan is as follows: 
The uppermost of three dated samples (Fig . 10, "A") at 
Radiocarbon Site I comprises several small fragments of wood that were collected 5 
to 26 cm below the relict surface of the late Marble unit in a soil pit 6 m south of 
Marble Creek (Pedon Site 4). The host deposit of the dated sample is the debri s 
flow upon which the late Marble surface formed . Therefore. the stratigraphic 
position of the upper most sample should provide a date that is the "most probable .. 
age of the late Marble unit. The age of the uppermost sample , hence the most 
probable age estimate for the late Marble unit , is 120 calB .P. (Beta-26169). 
From a subjacent deposit, at a depth of about 80 cm. the intermediate 
radiocarbon dated sample was collected from a 2.3 m long 
detrital log . A date of 660 caIB .P. (A-4765 ) has been obtained from thi s sample . 
The lowermost date of 680 calB.P. (A-5068) is from a wood fragment collected 
from a Mono(?) tephra layer (discussed in "Tephra Site I"), at a depth of about 2 
m. The stratigraphic position of the lowermost dated sample is probably near the 
base of the late Marble "fill-assemblage," but definitive relations are concealed . The 
limiting maximum age of the late Marble is estimated from the lowermost date of 
680 calB.P. (A-5068). 
All three radiocarbon dates at this site are internall y consistent with thei r 
relative stratigraphic positions (Fig. 9) This suggests that radiocarbon dates prov ide 
reasonable chronologic constraints for the various morphostratigraphic uni ts. 
Immediately upstream from Radiocarbon Site 1, the late Marble unit is inset 
into the middle Marble unit. Therefore , the lowermost dated sample at Radiocarbon 
Site 1 should be younger than the middle Marble unit. This date, 680 calB .P. (A-
5068), is considered to represent the limiting minimum age for the middle Marble 
unit. 
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Sketch of Radiocarbon Site 1/Tephra Site 1 showing the stratigraphic 
relations of radiocarbon dated samples ("A", relative position of 5-
TS-1-5 lMC-1; "B", 5-TS-l-7MC; "C", 5-TS-1-49-B) and a probable 
Mono tephra layer ("D", 5-TS-l-7MC-C) to the late Marble 
morphostratigraphic unit, which forms the surf ace. The sketch is of a 
hand held photograph of a stream cut along Marble Creek that was 






Radiocarbon Site 1, within the Marble Creek fanhead trench (Fig. 11; Plates I and 
IIB; 37°45'02" N. Lat., 118°09'46" Long.). Imbricate cut-and-fill alluvial 
assemblages observed in exposures in the walls of the fanhead trench clearly 
illustrate age relations of various morphostratigraphic units (Figs. 9 and 11 ). 
At Radiocarbon Site 2, the early Marble fill-assemblage is inset into 
the Indian unit (observed) and the Leidy unit (inferred from morphological 
relations) . Locally, the fill assemblage can be observed 8 m above the active 
channel of Marble Creek, forming a 2 to 3 m thick cap overlying the paleosol of 
the Indian unit (Fig. 11 ). A gnarled Bristlecone pine (Pin us longaeva Bailey) log. 
more than 3 m long and 40 cm in diameter, is exposed in the nonh wall of the 
Marble Creek fanhead trench at this site (Fig. 11 , "C" ). The log is 2.2 m below 
the early Marble relict surface and is incorporated in the associated fill assemblage . 
A sample of wood, collected from the outermost part of the log near preserved 
bark, has a radiocarbon date of 2155 calB.P. (A-4767). Until an overlying sample 
(discussed below) is dated, the age of this log (2155 calB.P.) is taken to be greater 
than, or equal to, the most probable age of the early Marble unit (Table 3). Tom 
Harlin (Univ . of Arizona, 1988, written commun .) attempted to date this detrital log 
by dendrochronologic techniques. Harlin identified 211 tree rings in a slab cut from 
this remarkably well-preserved log . More than 100 of the tree rings appear suitabl e 
for correlation to the established Bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva) tree-ring 
chronology in the White Mountain s. However, Harlin was unable to make a 
convincing correlation . 
A small detrital wood fragment (Fig. 11, "D") was collected at a depth of 
m below the early Marble surf ace and 1.2 m above the Bristlecone pine log . If 
dated, this sample would provide a better estimate of the most probable age for the 
early Marble unit. 
Approximately 20 m downstream from the Bristlecone pine log, a second 
detrital log is exposed about 5 m below the relict surface of the early Marble unit. 
This log is enclosed within, and apparently lies near the base of, the early Marble 
fill assemblage (Fig. 11, "E"). Although the stratigraphic relations are partially 
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log most likely provides the limiting maximum age for the early Marble unit 
Further, the age of the log is equal to, or less than the limiting minimum age of :l. .: 
Leidy unit (Table 3) since, the deposit containing the dated log is interpreted to be 
inset into the Leidy unit (Fig. 11 ). 
Radiocarbon Site 3: Approximately 0.5 km south of Radiocarbon Site 1, a small , 
unnamed drainage crosses the master fault of the nonhern FL VFZ. The 
drainageway emerges from the channel and forms an alluvial fanlette, on the 
downthrown side of the fault. Radiocarbon Site 3 is located at the apex of the 
fanlette, about 20 m upstream from the fault (Plates I and IIC; 37°44 '48" N. Lat. 
118°09'28" Long.) . 
At Radiocarbon Site 3, the middle Marble unit is inset into the Leidy unit. 
Upstream, the late Marble through Leidy units occur in stepped sequence . These 
morphostratigraphic relations establish the relative ages of the various units. 
A detrital log, exposed approximately 50 cm below the relict middle Marble 
surface, has a radiocarbon date of 1555 calB.P. (see Plate Tll) . Stratigraphically , the 
log is incorporated within the middle Marble fill assemblage , perhaps near its base. 
The age of the log ( 1555 calB .P. ) provides an estimate of the limiting maximum 
age of the middle Marble unit. In addition, the date also provides the limitin g 
minimum age for the early Marble unit , since the dated sample is in a deposi t 
younger than this unit. 
Radiocarbon Site 4: Radiocarbon Site 4 is about 2.5 km north of Marble Cree k. 
along an unnamed drainage that heads near knob 7917 on the Davis Mtn ., NV-CA , 
15' Quadrangle (Plates I and IIB ; 37°46' 18" N. Lat. 118° 10'25 " Long.). Here. the 
middle Marble unit lies 2 to 3 m above the active wash . Immediately down stream 
the late Marble unit partially buries the middle Marble unit. 
A detrital log, exposed 40 to 50 cm below the relict surface of the middle 
Marble unit , has a date of 1065 calB .P. (Fig. 12, "C") . T:;e middle Marb;e surface 
is developed upon the host deposit of the log. Therefore, the age of the log ( I 065 
calB.P.) provides the most probable age estimate 
for the middle Marble unit. 
(a) 
'fllidd.Je ,hat 




.,_ strati graphic contact 
Figure 12. Photograph a) taken to the sou east an a s etc o ocar on 
Site 4 show the stratigraphic relations of a radiocarbon dated sample 
("C", 5-TS-1-52) to the middle Marble morphostratigraph.ic unit, which 
fonns the surface (see Plate I for location) . Short handle shovel ( I m 
long) provides a scale. 
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Tephrochronologic Age Determinations 
Volcanic ash layers are key stratigraphic markers because they form 
geologically instantaneous deposits that are generally widespread. Correlation of 
ashes based on chemical "fingerprints" can extend age constraints from an area 
where dates exist to other areas where dates might not otherwise be available. 
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One of the most volcanically active regions in the Basin and Range Province 
during the Quaternary lies between the White Mountains and the Sierra Nevada. 
The region comprises the Long Valley-Mono Craters-Glass Mountain volcanic 
complex (Fig. 2). Fish Lake Valley is 80 km east, or leeward. of the volcanic 
complex and is known from the present study to contain ashes erupted from these 
volcanic cente~. 
All volcanic ash correlations discussed here have been provided by A. Sarna-
Wojcicki (1987, 1989; written commun.; USGS, Menlo Park; Append.ix D), and are 
provisional in nature . Therefore, the ages of the volcanic ashes listed in Table 3 
and Appendix IV are only "tentative guides" to the age of a particular ash. 
Electron microprobe analyses of volcanic glass separated from the various ashes, 
performed by C. Meyer (USGS , Menlo Park), provide the basis for correlation . The 
correlations represent the "best" matches to ashes that are of similar composition . 
Late Holocene volcanic ashes of Mono Craters, two of which are reported 
below, are very similar in composition, and therefore are difficult to identify and 
correlate (Sarna-Wojcicki, 1989, written commun ). The result is a decreased 
probabiliry of a unique correlation and increased uncertainry in the age of the as h 
All volcanic ash or tephra Jaye~ sampled in the study area have been 
reworked. The reworked layers are therefore younger than the deposits from wh ich 
they were derived. Thus, volcanic ash ages listed in Table 3 probably represent 
maximum ages for the reworked tephra . 
Tephra Site 1: Tephra Site I is at the same location as Radiocarbon Site I, on 
the Marble Creek fan (Plates I and ITB ; 37°45'02" N. Lat. 118°09'35" Long .). A 
tephra layer, composed of pods or lenses of volcanic ash, is exposed about 2 m 
below the late Marble surface. As discussed earlier, the stratigraphically lowest 
radiocarbon date of 680 calB.P. (A-5068) is from this tephra layer. A radiocarbon 
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date of 660 calB.P. is from a detritaJ wood fragment in the deposit that overlies the 
tephra layer. Hence, redeposition of the tephra probably occurred near or sometime 
after 660-680 calB.P. 
The tephra is similar in composition to volcanic ashes erupted from the 
Mono Craters (Sarna-Wojcicki, 1987; written commun.)(Fig. 2). The best 
correlation, in view of the radiocarbon ages, is with an ash erupted from Panum 
Crater in the Mono Crater Chain erupted ca 640 "C yr B.P. (Wood and Brooks, 
1979). This date supports the limiting maximum age for the late Marble unit of 
about 660 yr (Table 3) . 
Tephra Site 2: Tephra Site 2 is about 0 .5 km south of Marble Creek, and 
coincides with Racliocarbon Site 3 (Plates I and TIC; 37°44'48" N. Lat. 118°09 '28" 
Long.). An exploratory trench was excavated across the mas ter fault of the FL VFZ 
at this site. A layer of reworked tephra occurs 1.8 m below the relict middle 
Marble surf ace, shown as stratigraphic unit 2 in Plate 3. As discussed earlier. a 
detritaJ log that has a radiocarbon date of 1555 calB.P. (A-4768) occurs above the 
tephra layer. Hence, the tephra was redeposited prior to 1555 calB.P. 
The composition of the tephra layer (sample 5-TS - l -28FC-B ) compares most 
closely with several volcanic ashes erupted from the Mono Craters Chain between 
3400 to 4100 yr B.P. Apparently less significant comparisons have been made with 
ashes as old as 8000 yr B.P. (Appendix II) . 
The age range for the tephra, 3400-4100 10 8000 yr B.P., may be 100 old fo r 
its stratigraphic position, because the layer probabl y occurs within the early Marble 
fill assemblage (Plate 3), which has dates of 2340 calB .P. and younger at 
Radiocarbon Site 2. 
Tephra Site 3: Tephra Site 3 is in the south wall of the Marble Creek fanhead 
trench, near the mouth of the canyon (Plates I and IIC; 37°44'40" N. Lat. 
118°14'07" Long.). Here, as elsewhere on the Marble Creek fanhead, the reli ct 
surface of the Indian unit is truncated. The truncated lnd.ian surface (and soil ) is 
partially buried by Leidy and younger alluvium (Fig . 9) . 
A layer of reworked tephra (5-TS- l-17MC), 4 to 15 cm thick, rests 
unconformably on a formerly exhumed Bk horizon of the Indian paleosol (Fig. 9 ). 
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The tephra is correlative with the Bishop tuff or with several other ashes erupted 
from the Long Valley-Mono-Glass Mountain complex that range in age from about 
0.74 to 1.0 Ma. The apparently equivalent tephra occurs at the mouth of McAfee 
Creek, 5.6 km to the south, and is reworked there as well (M.C. Reheis and J. 
Slate, 1989, personal commun.). The McAfee Creek unit, which is older than the 
Indian unit, overlies the tephra. These relations suggest that both the McAfee Creek 
and Indian units are younger than about 0 .74 to 1.0 Ma. 
AGES ASSIGNED TO MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
The radiocarbon and tephrochronologic age data (discussed above), and their 
relations to morphostratigraphic units are shown in Table 3. These age data provide 
the primary basis for assigning (estimating) numerical ages and associated 
uncenainties to the various morphostratigraphic units . 
Late Marble Unit : The approximate age of the late Marble unit, about 0 .1 ka, is 
based on age data from Radiocarbon Site 1 (Table 3). The date of 120 calB .P. 
(Beta-26 I 69) on wood fragments at this site provides the most probable age for th e 
late Marble unit. The stratigraphically lower wood fragment with a date of 660 
calB .P. (A-4765) provides the limiting maximum age for the unit. The limitin g 
maximum age is also supported by an estimated age of 640 1'C yr B.P. for a 
volcanic ash layer at this site . The limiting minimum age may be within Histori c 
time. Therefore, the late Marble unit is assigned an age of 0.1 ka , but may be as 
old as 0.7 ka . 
Middle Marble Unit: The oldest date of 680 calB .P . (A-5068) from Radiocarbon 
Site 1 is inferred to represent the limiting minimum age for the middle Marble unit . 
At Radiocarbon Site 3, a date of 1555 calB.P. (A-4768 ) provides the limiting 
maximum age for this unit . The most probable age for the middle Marble unit 1s 
provided by a date of 1065 calB .P. (Beta-26170) from Radiocarbon Site 4 . The 
middle Marble unit is therefore assigned an age of 1.0 ka and a range of 
uncenainty from 0.6 to 1.6 ka . 
Early Marble Unit : The limiting minimum age of the early Marble unit is 
inferred from a date of 1555 calB .P. (A-4768) from Radiocarbon Site 3. A limitin g 
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maximum age of 2155 calB.P. (A-4767) is provided by a date at Radiocarbon Site 
2. The most probable age of the unit is undetennined, but suitable materials that 
could provide this age have been collected. The early Marble unit therefore has a 
range of uncertainty of 1.6 to 2.2 ka, with 1.8 ka assumed to be an approx.imate 
age (Table 3). 
Leidy Unit: The Leidy unit is older than the date of 2340 calB.P. (A-4766) from 
the basal fill associated with the early Marble unit at Radiocarbon Site 2. 
Unfortunately, this is the only age data pertinent to this unit. Morphostratigraphic 
relations suggest that the Leidy unit is not substantially older than the early Marble 
unit. The Leidy soil, discussed in Chapter V, has limited accumulations of 
pedogenic clay that are apparently similar to desert soils of the southwestern United 
States that fonned during the last 12,000 years (e.g., Gile , 1975; Nettleton and 
others, 1975). The Leidy unit is assigned a limiting minimum age of 2 .3 ka and an 
inferred limiting maximum age of latest Pleistocene ( 18 ka) . The approximate age 
of the Leidy unit is assumed to be I 3 ka (Table 3 ). 
Indian and McAffee Creek Units: The various criteria used for recognition and 
correlation of morphostratigraphic units (Table 1) strongly support an age assignment 
for the Indian unit that is significantly older than the Leidy unit. Soil properties 
(Appendix II) known from the present study to be an imponant indicator of relative 
age (Chapter V) also suggest a considerabl y older age for the Indian unit. The 
Indian unit is probably substantially younger than the McAfee Creek unit , as 
suggested by many of the above criteria, including relative depths of incision . 
Thus, the Indian unit is intermediate in age between the Leidy and McAfee Creek 
units . Before discussing the age of the Indian unit funher, it is necessary first to 
discuss the age of the McAfee Creek unit. 
In Plate I the McAfee Creek unit occurs only on an erosional remnant, 
perched high above Indian Creek at the mouth of the canyon. The relict surface of 
this remnant landform is truncated, as is suggested by a merger of its shoulder slope 
components (criterion suggested by Peterson, 1981 ). Therefore, relative dating 
criteria such as surface weathering characteristics and soil development are of 
limited usefulness since their "clocks" have essentially been reset. These indicators 
of relative age are not associated with stabilization and inception of the McAfee 
Creek surface, but with the subsequent erosional surf ace. However, even though 
these indicators are probably less well. developed than those associated with the 
' 
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relict McAfee Creek surface, they clear) are more prominent than those associated 
with the relict Indian surface . This supports that the McAfee Creek unit is 
significantly older than the Indian unit. 
The McAfee Creek unit at the mouth of McAfee Creek (Plate IIC) overlies a 
thick reworked section of the Bishop (?) tuff (740 ka)(M .C. Reheis and J. Slate , 
1989, personal commun.; collaborative endeavors between Reheis , Slate and the 
author, 1989). Fill alluvium overlying the tuff and underlying the McAfee Creek 
unit is 50 m or more thick . These stratigraphic relations indicate the McAfee Creek 
unit is younger than the redeposited Bishop (?) ruff upon which it rests . The thick 
sequence of fill alluvium separating the McAfee Creek surface from the underlyin g 
tuff suggests that the McAfee Creek unit could be significantly younger than the 
tuff. The age of the Bishop tuff, 740 ka, is therefore considered to be greater than 
the limiting maximum age of the McAfee Creek unit. 
Morphostratigraphic relations along the east flank of the White Mount.a.in s 
(described above) indicate that the Indian unit is significantly older than the mid -
Holocene to latest Pleistocene Leidy unit , but substantially younger than the McAfee 
Creek unit. The Indian unit shares surface and soil characteristics with the Yucca 
and the early Black Cone geomorphic surfaces in Crater Flat, southern Nevada (e .g .. 
Peterson, 1988)(discussed in Appendix Vil, "Case Study J "). The Yucca surface 
has cation-ratio dates of 360 to 380 ka and the early Black Cone surface has dates 
of 128 to 137 ka, from desen varnish collected from surficial lithic fragment s 
(Dom, 1987). Based on available data, the Indian unit is inferred to be late 
(possibly late middle?) Pleistocene in age (100 to 360 ka) and the McAfee Creek 
unit is inferred to be late middle (?) Pleistocene (less than 740 to 1000 ka). 
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POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATE ON HOLOCENE ALLUVIATION 
AT MARBLE CREEK 
The well dated series of late Holocene morphostratigrapruc units and 
associated deposits of the Marble Creek fan contribute a perspective on the 
dynamics of sedimentation and erosion in the alluvial fan environment, that for the 
arid Basin and Range Province is in rare chronologic detail. The following is a 
comparison of the timing of depositional episodes on the Marble Creek fan with 
that of Holocene climatic fluctuations and widespread episodes of Holocene 
alluviation in the southwestern United St.ates. Based on this comparison, fan-
building episodes on the Marble Creek fan appear to coincident with Holocene -; 
climatic fluctuations . This suggests that Holocene climatic fluctuations have 
influenced alluviation in the study area and funher implies similar, but more 
significant influences were associated with the dramatic fluctuations in Pleistocene 
climates . 
The morphosrratigraphic relations of Holocene units along Marble Creek are 
shown schematically in Figure 9. These relations provide a chronology of c ut -fill 
episodes along the Marble Creek . This alluviation history is compared to the 
occurrence of Holocene climatic variations in the White Mountains (LaMarche, 
1973), to severe droughts of the western United St.ates (Antevs, 1955), and to 
glacial advances of the region (Elliott-Fisk , 1987; and Curry, 1969, 1971 ). A 
further comparison is made with stratigraphic sequences in the southwestern nited 
St.ates inferred to have climatic significance (Gile , 1975; Haynes, 1965). 
This comparison shows general to close temporal agreement between the 
occurrence of cut-fill episodes at Marble Creek, regional Holocene climatic 
fluctuations , and severe droughts and climatically influenced Holocene depositional 
events of the western United St.ates. Alluviation on the Marble Creek fan is 
apparently initiated by changes to more arid and/or warmer climatic conditions 
(discussed in a following section) . 
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DESCRIPTION OF CUT-FILL EPISODES 
Three late Holocene cut-fill episodes and one mid-Holocene to latest-
Pleistocene episode are suggested from stratigraphic relations along the Marble 
Creek fanhcad trench (Fig. 9). Two cut-fill episodes are indicated at Radiocarbon 
Site 2 and a third at Radiocarbon Site I. C.ollectively, the relations suggest a 
minimum of six debris flows along Marble Creek fan in 2300 years, or an average 
of at least one every 380 years. This rate is consistent with a 300 year recurrence 
of debris flows estimated by Beaty (1960) for White Mountain canyons, in general , 
and with the 300 year repeat time determined by Filipov ( 1986) for drainages on 
the west side of the range. 
Figure 9 shows schematically the composite morphostratigraphic relation s of 
cut-fill alluvial assemblages along the Marble Creek fanhead trench in the general 
vicinity of Radiocarbon Site 2. Incision associated with the first cut-fill episode 
initiated after surfaces of Leidy age began to form geomorphically stable sites, or 
sometime before about 2400 yr B.P. The early Marble fill -assemblage was 
deposited after about 2300 yr B.P., and before about 1600 yr B.P. The second cut -
fill episode was associated with construction and isolation (inc is ion) of middle 
Marble surfaces and ceased about 1000 yr B.P. A hiatu s in deposition (i.e., a 
period of incision) occurred between construction of middle Marble surfaces and 
initiation of the latest cut-fill episode that began before about 700 yr B.P. Thi s 
latest episode was interrupted by a depositional hiatus and associated incipient soil 
development (buried soil below late Marble surface, Fig. 9; Appendix II , Pedon 4). 
between about 600 and 150 years ago. The latest phase of the third depositional 
episode resulted in construction of late Marble surfaces and probabl y is ongoing . 
POSSIBLE CLIMATIC INFLUENCES ON ALLUVIA TION 
Holocene climate variations may have significantly and repeatedly influenced 
the processes of erosion and deposition within the Marble G-eek drainage -fan 
system . The influence of climate on sedimentation and erosion was postulated, near 
the turn of this century, by Huntington (1907, p. 358 & 359) who stated: 
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·1n arid regions during a moist epoch ... the prcx:euca of weathering are more active. .. dwi in a dry 
epoch. Moreova, the moiauTe C&UJeS vqewioo IO fJouruh IO a degree impmsible IIDder drier 
cooditiona. The v~n bold! the new-formed 80il in place. .. lf the moist epoch lut lonfl. •.ht 
mounlains ... bec:ome well shrouded with rock wute. On the advent of a dry epoch._ pen c;,! tl!, 
vqewioo diappears; and the cootrut between dry 11eU001 and wet 11CU011J is more maned than 
formcrly ... Tbe 80il oo the mountains is no looga procectcd by roou and leavci, and l.t cxpoaed at 
intavals IO violent ertl5i<ln, because Bin runs ofT quickly, now tha1 the procccting a,va of plants 
is removed. The rock wute mantling the slopea is wubed down into the valley5, and accumulaLCS 
tbc,-e because the heavily loaded stream can DOI carry it all away. In the coune of time the slopes 
are stripped of loose malerial. or else the climalc again becomes moist and vqewion becomes 
abundan L In eitha cue the load of the ltrCam is leu h ca vy dwi f ormc:rl y, and riven begin to d issoc t 
the dq>osilS oo top of which they have bithe:to bt.eJi flowing. Thus, apparently a ('fill'] tanu is 
f ormcd.; and a repetition of the proceu gives rise IO a sma .. ." 
Similar models of climatic influences on alluviation in the southwestern United 
States have been proposed by several subsequent investigators (e.g., Metcalf, 1967 
and 1969; Hooke, 1972, p .2094 ; Bull, 1979; Bull and Schick, 1979; Gile, 1975, p 
544; Gile and others, 1981; Taylor, 1986; Wells and McFadden , 1987; this chapter) . 
Huntington (1907) proposed that mountain streams respond to the onset of 
drier climatic conditions by eroding and eventually stripping rock waste from 
adjacent slopes. The result is that the stream channel first aggrades wilh the 
increased supply of colluvial materials , but as rock wasle mantling slopes diminishes 
so does the supply. The stream then responds by dissecting the valley fill deposi1s 
on which it flow s. 
Bull and Schick (1979) suggested lhat a change from a semiarid to a drier 
and/or warmer early Holocene climate resu lted in stripping of late Pleistocene 
colluvium from valle y slopes. Valley alluviation occurred until the slope s were 
completely stripped and sediment yields declined, causi ng entrenchment of the valley 
fill. 
Bull and K.nuepfer (1987) suggested that with the onset of aridity, sediment 
yield from hillsides increases and the piedmont reach of drainages aggrades. With 
the return of moister conditions sediment decreases and entrenchment of piedm on t 
reaches results. 
In drainage-fan systems, like that of Marble Creek, periods of valley fill 
incision correspond to episodes of fan building . It is likely that periods of fan 
building lag somewhat behind the actual change to drier conditions however. 
Incision of the fan occurs when vegetation again stabilizes the mountain slopes , or 
when both the slopes and the valley are striped of colluvium . This cycle of 
deposition and incision in response to climatic changes results in the formation of 
sequences of inset fans. If correct, and inset fan formed in this manner is 
genetically related to a change to greater aridity. This hypothesis is evaluated by 
comparing the occurrence of cut-fill episodes on the Marble Creek fan with the 
timing of local and regional climatic variations in the following section . 
HOLOCENE CLIMATIC VARIATIONS 
Local Climatic Variations 
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LaMarche (1973) inferred variations in Holocene climate from fluctuations in 
the position of the upper treeline of Bristlecone pines (Pinus longaeva Bailey) at 
high elevations in the White Mountains; located about 25 km south of the Plate 
area. The elevation of the upper treeline has been shown by experimental and 
empirical evidence to be closely related to warm-season temperatures, but its 
response probably lags behind the climatic fluctuation (LaMarche, I 973). LaMarche 
dated treeline fluctuations by tree-ring and radiocarbon analyses of standing snags 
and fallen logs above the present position of the upper treeline. LaMarche 's 
inferred climatic variations are shown in a graphical comparison with Marble Creek 
depositional episodes in Figure 13. 
LaMarche (1973) indicated that at least until about 4000 yr B.P. the region al 
climate was characterized by "unusual summer wannth ." During the period from 
4000 to about 900 yr B.P. climatic conditions were drier and cooler than during the 
preceding several thousand years . A lowering of the tree-line position after about 
2500 yr B.P. may have been a response to drier and cooler conditions . An abrupt 
drop in treeline position after 900 yr B.P. suggests a response to either much colder 
summers, or to fairly cold summers and generally drier annual conditions. Similar 
conditions have prevailed until recently (LaMarche, 1973). 
There appears to be a close temporal correlation between the cut-fill episodes 
at Marble Creek and LaMarche 's climatic variations (Fig. 13). The first of the 
three late Holocene cut-fill episodes (early Marble) along Marble Creek began 
before about 2400 yr B.P., and may have coincided with LaMarche's transition from 
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A comparison of depositional episodes at Marble Cruk with climatic 
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a period of "cooler and wener" to a period of "cool and dry" conclitions, at about 
2500 years ago. The second cut-fill episode (middle Marble), that began about 
1600 yr B.P. and ceased about 1000 yr B.P., is coincident with the later part of 
LaMarche's "cool and dry" period that ended about 1000 yr B.P. The third cut-fill 
episode (late Marble) began before or at about 700 yr B.P. and thus closely follows 
LaMarche's transition to a period of "cold and dry" conclitions at about 900 yr B.P. 
(Fig. 8). 
Severe Droughts 
Episodes of Holocene alluviation on the Marble Creek fan also appear to 
correlate closely with the onset of Ante vs' ( 1955) severe droughts in the western 
United States (Fig. 13). The onset of the early Marble depositional episode (before 
or at about 2400 yr B.P.) closely followed Antevs' "Fairbank Drought," at about 
2600 yr B.P. Furthermore, the onset of the middle Marble depositional episode 
(about 1600 yr B.P.) essentially matches that of the "Whitewater Drought," at about 
1600 yr B.P. Remarkably, another drought from 675 to 650 yr B.P. appears to 
coincide with the onset of the late Marble depositional event (around 700 yr B.P.). 
The close temporal-occurrence of severe droughts in the southwestern United States 
and depositional episodes on the Marble Creek fan suggest a climatic influence on 
alluviation . 
Gile (1975) also proposed that racliocarbon dated depositional episodes , in 
southern New Mexico, were influenced by Antevs' (1955) Holocene droughts . 
However, the relationship between depositional episodes and severe droughts of 
Antevs' is even more convincing in the present study than that of Gile (cf. , Fi g. 
13). 
Glacial Advances 
Glacial advances during the Holocene also appear to have influenced 
alluviation on the Marble Creek fan. Bryan and Ray (1940) argued that mountain 
streams are heavily loaded during glacial advances and therefore aggrade their 
channels. Bryan and Ray further suggested that during deglaciation streams clissect 
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their alluviated channels, due to a larger volume of water and decreased sediment 
load. This invites the speculation that the Indian and McAfee Creek units, which 
occur most extensively at the mouths of formally glaciated canyons, are genetically 
associated with waning middle and late Pleistocene glacial periods. Such 
speculation however is only supponed by circumstantial evidence. 
It follows that glacial periods correspond to intervals of little or no fan 
deposition, hence to intervals of landscape stability. Furthermore, '!','aning of glacial 
periods corresponds to episodes of fan building. The above effects probably 
influence nonglaciated drainages of the region, but to a lesser degree. The Leidy 
depositional episode along Marble Creek therefore, may correspond to waning of the 
latest Pleistocene glaciation in the region, between about 18 and 12.5 ka (Elliott -
Fisk, 1987). 
Curry (1969) studied Holocene glacial deposits in the central Sierra Nevada, 
California, and approximately dated the deposits by several techniques including 
radiocarbon , lichenometry, palynology, variation in tree rings, and timberline 
position . Curry concluded that at least four periods of multiple glacial advances 
have occurred in the Sierra Nevada during the last 10,000 years. 
Three of Curry's (1969) glacial advances appear to coincide temporall y to 
periods of nondeposition on the Marble Creek fan (Fig. 13). The Recess Peak 
Advance, that tentatively ~urred between about 2000 and 2600 years ago, possibly 
coincided with the depositiomtl'iuatus between the early Marble and Leidy 
depositional episodes (from 2300 to 40()()? yr B.P.). Another multiple advance 
around a 1000 years ago appears to have coincided with the hiatus separating the 
middle Marble episode (from about 1600 to 1000 yr B.P.) from the late Marble 
episode (after 700 yr B.P.). A third advance, the Matthes glaciation (Binn an, I 964 ). 
occurred between 650 and 300 years ago (Curry, 1969), and closely coincides with 
the depositional hiatus that occurred during the late Marble episode, between about 
600 and 150 yr B.P. 
The close a~ment between the timing of glacial advances in the Sierra 
Nevada and depositional hiatuses on the Marble Creek fan suggest that the former 
influences the latter (i.e., a genetic relationship) . 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER DEPOSITIONAL SEQUENCES 
The chronology of depositional events at Marble Creek, based primarily on 
radiocarbon dated deposits, agrees closely with that demonstrated for radiocarbon 
dated depositional events in the southwestern United States that Gile ( 1975) and 
Haynes (1965) postulate were climatically influenced (Fig. 13). 
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The Leidy depositional episode is inferred to have coincided with the Organ 
I depositional event of Gile (1975) and the "C2" event of Haynes (1965)(Fig. 13 ). 
The early and middJe Marble depositional episodes appear to coincide with the 
Organ II event of Gile (1975). The late Marble depositional episode corresponds 
closely with Gile's Organ III event, and generally with the "E" event of Haynes 
(1965). However, there is no equivalent to Haynes' "D" unit in the present study , 
nor that of Giles. 
The coincidence between depositional events at Marble Creek and those of 
Gile (1975) and Haynes (1965) further support a climatic influence on alluviation at 
Marble Creek. 
DISCUSSION OF CLIMATIC INFLUENCES 
The rather remarkable coincidence berween the onset of depositional episcxie~ 
on the Marble Creek fan and those elsewhere in the southwestern United States 
(Gile, 1975; Haynes, 1965), and with the occurrence of climatic fluctuations 
(LaMarche, 1973) and severe droughts (Anteves, I 955 ), strongly supports Holocene 
alluviation during pericxis of drier climatic conditions . Further supporting evidence , 
and equally remarkable, is the coincidence between pericxis of fan stability and 
glacial advances (Curry 1969, I 97 l ). These similarities suggest that Holocene 
climatic fluctuations have significantly influenced aliuviation in the Fish Lake Valley 
region . 
The Marble Creek drainage system is apparently sensitive to climatic 
influences on alluviation and erosion, owing largely to the nonglacial physiograph y 
of its mountain canyon. There are few sites on the steep walls of the Y-shaped 
Marble Creck canyon for residence of colluvial materials (Fig. 5). During interval s -
of greater slope instability (i.e., greater aridjty) colluvium accumulates on the 
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bedrock-floored channel. Subsequent dissection of the canyon fill, perhaps 
associated with stripping of rock waste from adjacent slopes or with waning glacial 
pericxis, results in depositional episodes on the Marble Creek fan. Dissection of the 
fan deposits is related to isolation and stabilization of geomorphic surfaces, from 
which morphostratigraphic units form . 
If the depositional episodes at Marble Creek are genetically associated with 
Holocene climate changes - as suggested in the present study - then it is possible 
that the Leidy depositional event was also influenced by a climatic change. In 
which case the Altithennal period (4000 to 7500 yr B.P.) of Antevs (1955), that 
apparently corresponds to LaMarche's (1973) "warm season" (between about 4000 
and 8300 yr B.P.), is a candidate. However, it is possible that the Leidy 
depositional event coincided with waning of the latest Pleistocene glaciation, by 
about 12,500 yr B.P. (Elliott-Fisk, 1987). 
The Leidy depositional event appears to be coincident with either the 
Altithermal period (4000 to 7,500 yr B.P.) or the rransition from full -glacial to inter-
glacial at the Pleistocene/Holocene boundary (12,500 to 18,000 yr B.P.). Of these 
two scenarios the latter is currently preferred . The preference is based on 
comparing soil properties (Appendix II) and general morphosrratigraphic 
characteristics of the Leidy unit with those of the early Marble unit (Table I ). 
The relatively minor Holocene climatic changes of the region have apparentl y 
resulted in c;61rtJ5fex ~d multiple interactions between erosion and sedimentation 
througfout- an entire drainage-fan system . Hence, much greater effects may be 
expecte~ from the marked climatic changes of the Pleistocene . 
It is therefore tempting to speculate (as was done in the previous section ) 
that the Indian and McAfee Creek depositional episodes - which are apparentl y 
regionally correlative (based on collaborative studies between M.C. Rehei s and J. 
Slate and the author) and occur most extensively in drainage-fan systems that 
experienced Pleistocene glaciations - were influenced by climatic change, perhaps 
characterired by a change from glacial to interglacial in a manner similar to th at 
described by Bryan and Ray (1940). 
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DISTRIBUTION OF MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
Morphostratigraphic units of all ages occupy specific positions in the regional 
landscape of the srudy area. The oldest units, which retain little, if any, of their 
relict surface morphology, are extensive along the eastern front of the White 
Mountains. These Pleistocene units are commonly entrenched by drainageways, thus 
providing channelized reaches across the upper-fan through which debris is 
transported to the mid- and lower-fan . The alluvial debris, including that reworked 
from older units, forms a mosaic of equitant Holocene deposits, valleyward of the 
Pleistocene uni ts. 
A series of Holocene units, characterized by well-preserved depositional 
morphology (e.g., levees and swale microtopography), have fonned within the mid -
to lower-fan sedimentary mosaics. The Holocene units also fonn on inset fan 
remnants within many fanhead trenches and below high standing Pleistocene 
interfluves . Within the interfan valley, nonh of the Marble Creek fan, Holocene 
units (Leidy and younger) are extensive, whereas Pleistocene units are absent 
(Plate I) . 
The most notable departure from the above described distribution pattern of 
morphosrratigraphic units - i.e ., where older units fringe the range front and younger 
units fonn valleyward - is shown by the late Pleistocene Indian unit , on the 
southern Indian Creek fan (Plate I). The Indian unit occupies an alluvial fan 
remnant that extends from the fanhead to nearly the valley floor . This fan remnant 
is displaced in a right-divergent style along the master fault of the FL VFZ, as 
suggested by an offset drainage channel (discussed in Chapter VI). Hence , the 
rather unusual position of the Indian unit probably result from lateral translation and 
therefore removal from an otherwise inevitable fate of burial by Holocene sediment. 
Morphosrratigraphic relations observed in the field show that older units have 
steeper longitudinal gradients than younger units, and fonn the highest remnants 
within fanhead trenches. Units of all ages converge downfan and coalesce where 
older units are buried by younger units . These observations indicate that the loci of 
deposition has varied both temporally and spatially . That is, with time, depositional 
loci have migrated downfan . Funhennore, the stepped se(]t·ences within the fanhead 
trenches suggest episodic, rather than gradual, shifts in depositional loci; since 
stepped sequences reflect several intervals of regional instability with subsequent 
periods of aggradation (Gile and others, 1981; Lustig, I 965; previous section) . 
POSSIBLE INFLUENCES ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
Determining the causative factor(s) for the distribution and downsrream 
convergence of morphostratigraphic units in the study area is largely problematic . 
Most likely, there are several independent factors. The influence of each is 
superposed and is reflected in the distribution of the units. The three causative 
factors deemed most significant, are discussed below. 
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Commonly cited factors affecting erosion and sedimentation on alluvial fans 
in the southwestern United States include climatic fluctuations (e .g., Eckis, 1928, p. 
237; Davis, 1938, p. 1349; Blissenbach, 1954; Lustig, 1965; Bull , 1961 , 1964; 
Cooke and Warren , 1973; Wasson, 1977; Bull and Schick, 1979; Christenson and 
Purcell , 1985; Gile and others, 1981; Hawley, 1980; and Harden and others, 1985). 
tectonic perturbations (Beaty , 1961; Denny, 1965 , 1967 ; Hooke, 1967, 1972; Bull , 
1961, 1964. 1977; and Christenson and Purcell, 1985 ). and baselevel changes (Ecki s, 
1928; Ruhe, 1964; Bull, 1964; and Harden and others. 1985). The following 
subsections comprise an introductory discussion of each of the three factors. 
Virtually all alluvial fans in Fish Lake Valley have fanheads that are older 
and dissected to a greater degree than lower fan positions . This pattern occurs in 
the Death Valley region (Beaty, 1961; Denny, 1965 , 1967; Hunt and Mabey, 1966; 
Hooke, 1967: Lustig, 1965 ; personal observation) and throughout the Basin and 
Range Province (Peterson, 1981 ; Christenson and Purcell, 1985). As pointed out by 
Lustig (1965) the widespread occurrence of fans having similar characteristics 
requires a regional explanation . This has lead some investigators (e.g., Royse and 
Barsch, 1971) to discount the influence of tectonic penurbations and to advocate 
that of climatic fluctuations (e.g ., Hawley, 1980). 
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Innuence of Climate Fluctuations 
The possible influence of climate change on erosion and sedimentation of 
alluvial fans is summarized here. As previously discussed, a change to greater 
aridity results in a decrease in production of vegetation . This has the effect of 
increasing runoff and rates of erosion on formally vegetation-stabilized slopes of the 
catchment area. Colluvial materials derived from the destabilized slopes 
accumulates on the canyon floor, where this material is transponed to the fan 
primarily by debris flows. Thus, in this manner a change to aridity corresponds to 
an episode of fan-building (alluviation) . 
A subsequent climate change to moister conditions would increase production 
of vegetation, thereby decreasing erosion rates and sediment supply to the fans . 
With greater moisrure and less stream load entrenchment of the alluvial fans results. 
Hence, declines in sediment yield to the fan coincide with the onset of moister 
conditions. Such a change could therefore influence dissection of alluvial fan and 
the downfan migration of the loci of deposition . 
Lustig (1965) studied the alluvial fans of Deep Springs Valley and several 
fans in the surrounding valleys , including those in Fish Lake Valley. Lustig noted 
several features that are characteristic of fan s in this region . Such as prominent 
fanhead trenches , downfan shifts in the loci of deposition to midfan positions, and 
terraces that are continuous with down srream fan surfaces . Lustig suggested th at 
these similarities result from climatic ch ange . 
Innuence of Tectonic Perturbations 
A tectonic explanation for the widespread similarities among alluvial fans in 
the Fish Lake Valley and Death Valley region has been discounted by Lusti g ( 1965 ) 
as it requires nearly simultaneous tectonic uplift of the region . However, the major 
structural blocks of this region experienced latest Cenozoic (last 3 to 4 Ma) upli ft 
and tilt (Knopf, 19 I 8; Axelrod, 1950, I 957; Bateman and others, I 965; Gilbert and 
others, 1968; Robinson and others, 1968; Moiola, 1969; Noble, 1972; Bachm an. 
1978; Stewart, 1980) that continued into the Holocene (Hunt and Mabey, I 966: 
Hooke, 1972; oePolo, 1989; Chapter VI ) and can be anticipated in the future 
(Chapters VITI and IX). Hence, tectonic perturbations may account for the 
widespread occurrence of similar alluvial fans in the region. 
The influence of tectonic perturbations on dissection and deposition of 
alluvial fans generally stem from differential vertical displacement, tectonic tilting, 
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or both. These tectonic perturbations and their associated influences arc summarized 
in the following sub-sections . 
Differential Vertical Movements: Uplift of a catchment area relative to an 
alluvial fan, along a range-bounding fault, results in nongraded drainage-fan systems. 
Within catchment areas stream gradients and flow velocities increase as a result of 
uplift. This accelerates erosion and entrenchment of the mountain canyon . On the 
downdropped alluvial fan the stream responds by aggrading . Simultaneous erosion 
of the catchment area and deposition on the fan will, in time, reestablish a graded 
profile. 
There are many examples in the study area of intermittent vertical 
displacements on intra-piedmont faults (i.e. , non-range bounding faults). Drainage s 
traversed by these faults respond to the vertical component of displacement by 
dissection of the footwall and, concurrently, deposition on the hangingwall. Th us, 
reestablishing a graded profile, and in the process forming paired-fan remnants and 
alinements of alluvial fanlette apices. 
Blackwelder (1934) reached the inescapable conclusion (author 's opinion ) th at 
vertical displacement on the FL VFZ (i.e., the Dyer sub-zone) has resulted in 
prominent entrenchment of the Perry Ai.ken Creek fan . A conclusion also reached 
by Bryson (1937 ). 
Tectonic Tiltin2: Tectonic tilting can produce or enhance many features that are 
characteristic of the alluvial fans in the study area . Hunt and Mabey (1966), Hooke 
(1972) and Denny (I 965) described fans flanking the Panamint Range with similar 
characteristics. They suggested the character of these fan s were strongly influenced 
by eastward tilt of the Panamint structural block . 
Hunt and Mabey (1966, p.A lOO, Al05 & AJ06) suggested the eastern 
shoreline of a Recent lake in Death Valley, dated by archaeological means at about 
2000 yr B.P. (p. A 79), is 20 ft (6 m) lower than the correlative shoreline on the 
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west side; with about half of the differential displacement occurring along a scarp at 
the foot of the Black Mountains . Hunt and Mabey (p. Al05) also suggested tha t J 
La.lee Manly - upper Pleistocene pluvial lake - shoreline is tilted 200 ft (60 m) 
down to the east and 300 ft (90 m) to the north, however correlation of the 
shoreline is uncertain. 
Hunt and Mabey (1966, p. A87, AI06) compared the morphology of alluvial 
fans on the west side of Death Valley at the foot of the Black Mountains, with 
those on the east side at the foot of the Panamint Range. They observed that east 
side fans are small relative to west side fans that are longer and higher. Hunt and 
Mabey suggested that these differences result from eastward tilting of the valley 
during Pleistocene to Recent time. 
Hooke (1972) noted that the youngest fan gravels were near the fanhead on 
the east side of Death Valley, but always near the fantoe on the west side . This 
pattern of erosion and deposition results from eastward tilt of the Death Yalley -
Panamint Range structural block (Hooke, I 972). 
Denny (1965) suggested that fans on the east side of Death Valley are small 
relative to their source area. This relationship results from eastward tilt of the 
valley floor, associated with vertical displacement on the central Death Valley fault 
wne (Denny , 1965). 
The pattern of fanhead entrenchment, downfan convergence of fan surfaces 
and advancement of fantoes along the east side of the White Mountains are simi lar 
to fans influenced by tectonic tilting on the west side of Death Valley (c.f. Denn y. 
1965; Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Hooke, 1972). It is probable that eastward tilt of the 
White Mountains and Fish Lake Valley structural blocks produced or enhanced the 
morphology of fans along the eastern flank of the range . 
Several characteristics of alluvial fans along the western side of the White 
Mountains (c.f. Beaty, 1960, 1968) in Owens Valley are similar to those along the 
west side of the Black Mountains in Death Valley (c .f. Hunt and Mabey, I 966: 
Hooke, 1972). A similar comparison can be made between alluvial fans along the 
east side of the White Mountains (this study) and those along the east side of the 
Panamint Range (c.f. Denny , 1965; Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Hooke, 1972). The 
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similarities between fans flanking the White Mountains and those in Death Valley, 
and the differences between the fans on either side of the range, suggest that 
eastward tilt of the White Mountains structural block (discussed in Olapter ID) has 
influenced alluvial fans of the study area. 
Influence or non-tectonic Base Level Changes 
Both regional and local (non-tectonic) baselevel changes may affect erosion 
and sedimentation of alluvial fans (Bull, 1964, p. 99). Ruhe ( 1964, p. 157) 
suggested that differences in the gradients of fan surfaces near Las Cruces, New 
Mexico, indicate the baselevel to which these surfaces were graded varied in 
clevauon. Harden and others (1985) suggested that downstream convergence of 
terrace gradients on alluvial fans in southeastern Utah could result from valley 
subsidence. 
Fish Lake Valley is essentially a closed basin or bolson that has very nearl y 
reached its "spill-point". Actually, at either end of the valley external drainage doe s 
occurs, but has not significantly impacted the physiography of the basin. Hence, 
base level changes for drainages in the study area are probably negligible . 
The late Pleistocene to latest-Holocene fan surfaces, in northwestern Fish 
Lake Valley, graded to similar baselevels (i .e., roughly that of the present bolson 
floor) . This suggests little or no baselevel change is required. 
Significance or Possible Influences 
The above relations suggest that baselevel changes during the late Quaternary 
did not significantly influence alluvial fans in the study area. Hence, such changes 
apparently do not account for the characteristic morphology of alluvial fans flanking 
the eastern White Mountains. 
Undoubtedly, both tectonic pcnurbations and climate changes have influenced 
the alluvial fans of the study area. Ascertaining their relative significance however. 
is somewhat more difficult. The difficulty stems from recognizing and isolating the 
prospective influences of these two factors . 
The influence of tectonic activity on alluvial fans of the area of study is 
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clearly shown by prominent fault scarps and uplifted and tilted, small-scale fault 
blocks. The proximity of morphostratigraphic unit boundaries, mouths of onfan 
drainageways, and alinement of fanlette apices along known faults (Plate n also 
suggest a tectonic influence. The upstream proximity of both prominently displayed 
stepped sc.quences and fanhead trenches to the FL VFZ further suggests influence by 
vertical tectonism. 
Recurrent vertical displacement on the FL VFZ has resulted in relative uplift 
and dissection of the older units fringing the eastern front of the White Mountains . 
The tectonic activity also enhances the preservation of these older map units (e.g., 
Indian and McAfee Creek units) by isolating them from active drainages. As a 
consequence of uplift, depositional loci have shifted downfan, hence, restricting 
younger units to lower fan positions. 
Bull (1964a and 1968) suggested that thick (greater than 100 m) alluvial 
fans, such as the lndian Creek and Leidy Creek fans, represent orogenic deposi ts. 
not climatically related deposits (Bull and McFadden, 1973; Bull , 1977 ). Thi s al so 
suggests a tectonic influence on the fans of the study area. 
Lateral displacement on the right -divergent FL VFZ has also influenced fan s 
traversed by the fault. For example, the Indian unit of the southern Indian Creek 
fan has been translated southeastward along the master fault of the FL VFZ (Chapter 
VI). Lateral translation of the lndian unit is also shown on the nonhern Leidy 
Creek fan (Chapter VI). 
Eastward tilting of the White Mountains and Fish Lake valley structural 
blocks could result in fanhead dissection , downfan migration of depositional loci. 
and downstream convergence of fan surfaces bordering the valley on the west. 
Alluvial fans bordering Death Valley on the west exhibit similar features and are 
tilted (Denny, 1965; Hunt and Mabey, 1966; Hooke, 1972). The differences 
between fans on either side on the White Mountains (discussed previously) can also 
be accounted for by tectonic tilting. The White Mountains and apparently Fish 
Lake Valley structural blocks were tilted eastward, thus influencing alluvial fan of 
the study area. 
Locally, the influence of tilting is shown by the patten of erosion and 
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sedimentation on the lower Indian Creek fan. One, or more, small-scale fault 
blocks have apparently been tilted eastward, resulting in dissection and deposition on 
the up-tilted and down-tilted ends of the block, respectively. Hence, providing a 
small-scale example of the types of influences that probatiy have occurred 
regionally. 
The influence of Holocene climate change on alluvial fans of the study area 
is apparently significant (discussed in previous sections) . It is therefore likely that 
marked changes in Pleistocene climatic conditions prominently influenced 
construction and dissection of these fans as well. The pervasive tectonic overprint 
on the morphology of the fans, however, makes assessing the influence of climate 
change more difficult. 
In an effort to isolate possible climatic influences from tectonic influences, 
the Marble Creek drainage-fan system is compared to that of Indian Creek, as 
follows. The influence of tectonic penurbations is roughly similar for both 
drainage-fan systems. but climatic influence differs importantly . The Marble Creek 
drainage was not glaciated during the Pleistocene, as is evident from the narrow, V-
shaped morphology (Fig. 5) of its bedrock floored canyon. Indian Creek. in stark 
contrast, was repeatedly glaciated during the Pleistocene (e.g., LaMarche . 1965; 
Elliott-Fisk, 1987). The Indian Creek canyon is several times larger than that of 
Marble Creek, and is broad, stepped, and deeply alluviated. Indian Creek and 
apparently Marble Creek have incised their prospective mountain canyons since the 
basalts of Davis Mountain were extruded (about 3.0 to 3.9 ± 0 .1 Ma, M.C. Rehe is . 
USGS, personal commun., 1989). Incision of the canyons is due , in pan, to 
longterm uplift and eastward tilt of the White Mountains. The Marble Creek 
canyon is floored by bedrock, whereas the lndian Creek canyon is deeply alluviated . 
Hence, Marble Creek continues to downcut while Indian Creek flows on valle y- fill 
debris. This difference suggests the influence of climate is greater on the Indian 
Creek drainage-fan system than on that of Marble Creek . Funher, that erosion 
associated with glacial pericxis exceeds that in response to uplift . 
This conclusion is supported by features of the Chiatovich Creek and Middle 
Creek alluvial fans, northwest of the area of study. Entrenchment of the upper 
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reaches of these fans occurred largely independent of faulting. Both of their 
drainages were glaciated during Pleistocene time (La.Marche, 1965; Elliott-Fisk, 
1987). This suggests that climatic changes significantly influenced the morphology 
of these alluvial fans . 
In summary, the widespread occurrence of alluvial fans having similar 
morphological features is attributed to tectonic perturbation (i .e., both uplift and 
tilt - in order of probable imponance) and to Quaternary climatic changes. The 
relative importance of these two influences is uncertain . Finally, late Pleistocene 
baselevel changes are likely to have been minor and probably had little or no 
influence. 
CHAPTER V 




Pedogenic soils were described to an average depth of 170 cm in hand-dug 
soil pits at the various numerical age control sites (described in Chapter IV) and 
elsewhere in the Plate I area. The soils were described according to methods and 
nomenclature of the Soil Survey Staff (USDA, 1951 ), that were subsequently 
partially rev-ised (USDA , 1981, p. 39-49 & 105-107). The morphology of pedogeni c 
carbonate was described following the classification scheme of Gile and others 
(1965, 1966), and Taylor's (1986) scheme was used for that of pedogenic silica . 
Soil field descriptions (Appendix Il ) are evaluated using soil development indice s 
developed by Harden (1982) and Harden and Taylor (1983). Taylor's ( 1988) 
computer template, executed by LOTIJ S 123~. was used for compilation of so il 
indices (Appendix Ill ). 
Radiocarbon and preliminary tephrochronologic ages are used to date soil s at 
the various numerical age detennination sites. The dated soils, which are members 
of the regional chronosequence (described in next section), provide a means of 
chronologically calibrating the various soil development indjces. The soil indices in 
turn provide a means of extrapolating age data . That is, a soil (and many of it s 
properties) described where numerical age control is lackjng can be compared by 
soil indices to dated soils (i.e ., those described at numerical age conrrol sites) 
Thereby, estimating a rough numerical age for the soil (morphostratigraphic unit ). 
Each morphostratigraphic unit has only one soil component, with an 
allowable degree of variation (described in Chapter IV) . Therefore, 
morphostrarigraphic relations and surface weathering characteristics serve not onl y as 
the basic tool for predicting the distribution of the units, but also their associated 
soils. Since, soil panerns commonly coincide with land.form patterns (Peterson , 
1981, p. 1; Ruhe, 1974) this application of morphostratigraphic units is feasible, 
further its practical. 
DESCRIPTION OF CHRONOSEQUENCE 
DEFINITION OF CHRONOSEQUENCE 
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The sequence of soils associated with morphostratigraphic units constitute a 
chronosequence. Jenny (1941, 1946, 1961) defined a chronosequence as a series of 
related soils in an arrangement, such that one differs from another primarily as a 
result of the soil-forming factor, time . For clarity and convenience, Jenny (1941 , 
1946) expressed the soil state as a mathematical relationship, involving at least five 
soil-forming factors . Jenny's equation is expressed as follows : 
S = f(cl, o, r, p, t , ... ) 
Jenny (1946) expressed individual soil properties (s) as a function of the genetic soil 
forming factors, where: 
s = f(cl , o, r, p, t, .. . ) 
The soil (S) , or soil propeny (s), is the dependent variable, and soi l forming fac tor-:. 
(cl, o, r, p, t, ... ) are independent variables. The two most important aspects of the 
environmental climate (cl) are temperature and annual pro::ipitation (Birkeland. 1984, 
p. 275) . The soil-forming factor , organism (o), refers to the kinds and frequen cy of 
species of vegetation and animals (Jenny , 1946, p. 375) in the surrounding region . 
Relief (r) is the topography, morphology, and hydrologic character of the area 
(Jenny, 1946, p. 375). The parent material (p) is the state of the soil at its 
inc~ption (Jenny, 1946). Time (t), as a soil-forming factor, is the interval durin g 
which the parent material has been, or was, exposed at the surface (Birkeland, 1984 , 
p. 164), and thereby subjected to pedogenic processes . Genetic soil-forming fac tors 
of the soil description sites are shown in Table 4. 
Soils are directly related to time, under the condition that all other factors 
(cl, o, r, p, ... ) are constant (Jenny, 1941). Jenny expressed such conditions 
mathematically as a chronofunction, where: 
S = f (t) cl, O, r, p, ... 
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Jenny (1946) pointed out that under field conditions it is extremely difficult 
to satisfy the requirement of constancy. However, within a given area, for single-
factor functions such as ch.ronofunctions, this requirement may be relaxed (Jenny, 
1946, p. 376) provided one of the following two conditions is satisfied. Either the 
variance of one factor (e.g., time) greatly exceeded the variance of the other factors : 
or (2) one or more factors varied considerably, but only one (e.g., time) is important 
in determining differences in soil propenies. Jenny (1946) suggested that these 
circumstances are frequently obtained in under field conditions. 
It is perhaps fortuitous in chronosequence analyses that the variance of time 
is always unidirectional and constant. The same cannot be said of any other genetic 
factors . Hence, soil properties related to time should ideally be enhanced, and thus 
dominate those properties that are related to randomly varying factors . 
This argument can be likened to a photograph of Grand Central Station. in 
New York City . The exposure time for the photograph was several hours . Durin g 
that time thousands of people passed in front of the cameras lens. Since their 
positions were random in space and time, their images were not recorded. The 
interior structure of the building was recorded however, because its position 
remained constant. 
Time-dependent soil properties are enhanced in an analogous manner to the 
buildings interior structure . Whereas properties related to randomly varyi ng factors 
are not enhanced (at least not to the same degree), similar to the images of the 
passers-by. 
REQUISITES OF PEDON DESCRIPTION SITES 
Soil-forming factors make up a complex multi-component system that is 
amenable to ch.ronofunction analyses only when pedon (i.e ., a body of soil that 
includes representative variations, USDA, 1975, p. 5) description sites are selected 
with considerable care. In this study, each pedon description site conforms to a 
• 
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) Time (ka, epoch) 
Description or Pedon Site 
Requirements 
Wann-mesic temperature regime' (mean annual 
temperature', 28 C); semi-arid moisture regime (mean 
annual precipitation' 8.2 cm (1948-57). 12.5 cm [1954-
64]). 
Sparse vegetation in Sagebrush Steppe (Sagebrush 
[Artemisia tridentata). Rabbit Brush, Grease Wood, 
Shad.scale [Artiplex confenifolia]. Spinney Hop sage), with 
rare juniper (Juniper µtahensis) above about 1800 m. 
Topographic highs ; transversely level; 0-6 percent 
longitudinal slopes; easterly aspects; well-drained' ; vertical 
range 1590-1915 m; gcomorphically sle sites generall y 
lacking evidence of erosion'. 
Gravelly to very gravelly sandy-loamy, poorly soned and 
stratified, alluvium of primarily quartz monzoniti c 
composition with subordinate limestone, and 
metascdimentry and/or volcanic fragments and fined -
grained eolian? sediment; fine eanh is strongly calcareous 
throughout. 
0.1 to late middle Pleistocene 
Schmidlin and others (1983, Fig. 2) . 
U.S. Weather Bureau (Nevada), Annual Summary (1948-57). data from Dyer, 
Nevada (elevation 1520 m). 
The Indian and McAfoe Creek soils at present are somewhat poorly drained. 
resulting form prominent argillic and indurated Bk and K horizons . 
The present McAfee Creek surface clearly exhibits evidence of soil 
truncation, and therefore is an exceptio~ to the requirement of geomorphic 
stability. 
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host of requirements that an.empt to insure consistency among all soil-forming 
factors, except time. These requirements are listed in Table 4. Pcdon descri ,.,non 
sites arc located on geomorphically-stable, flattish remnantal landforms having gentle 
easterly slopes, occurring within a limited range of elevation and comprising well 
drained parent material. 
The parent material is typically gravelly to very gravelly sandy loam in 
texture, calcareous throughout, and composed primarily of granitic alluvium with 
varying amounts of metased.imentary, limestone, and volcanic lithic fragments . 
Eolian sediments probably occur in all soils to some degree and are thought to be 
an imponant source of silts, very fine sand, clay, carbonate, and salts . The high 
carbonate content and coarse texture of the parent materials allows maximum 
translocation of pedogenic carbonate, as determined for example by Gile and others 
(1966) and Gile (1975) . Hence, carbonate morphology provides relatively high 
temporaJ-resolution among the soils , thus is well suited for chronofunction analysi s. 
REPRESENTATIVE SOlL PROFILE CHARACTERISTICS 
Soils representative of the various morphostratigraphic units were described 
to an average depth of I 70 cm in hand-dug soil-pits and trenches. Detailed 
descriptions of the various pedons are shown in Appendix 11 and are highlighted 
below. 
Parent materials relatively unaltered by pedogenic processes were rarel y 
observed, owing to the rate and depth of carbonate accumulation . Thus, the total 
thickness of the soil profiles is only infrequently known with certainty . 
LATE MARBLE SOILS 
Pedon 4 and Pedon 13 illustrate soil features representative of the late 
Marble morphostratigraphic unit (Appendix ll) . The late Marble soils lack vesicular 
surficial horirons (Av horirons) and have only very minimal evidence of 
pedogenesis. The most prominent evidence of pedogenesis is an "early-Stage I" 
(denoted 1-) horiron of very modest carbonate accumulation (Bkj) . The underside 
of pebbles in this horizon may have "powdery", thin, discontinuous filaments of 
pcdogenic carbonate in dendritic arrangements - as if formed along fine roots . 
Pcdon 4 was described at Radiocarbon Site 1. The AB horizon contained several 
wood fragments that were collected and dated as a bulk sample at 120 cal B.P. 
(Beta-26169) . This horizon has unusually distinct angular and subangular blocky 
structure, perhaps related not to pcdogenesis, but to dissection of the fine-grained 
parent materials. These materials overly a buried soil, as suggested by organic 
materials apparently in growth position along the contact and by radiocarbon dates 
at this site. 
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The upper most horizon (2Bkqb ho1;zon) of the buried soil displays thin , 
discontinuous carbonate coats and "flakes" of opal on pebble-bottoms. A detrital 
log from this horizon has a radiocarbon date of 660 cal B.P. (A-5068). Mottles of 
IOYR hue occur in the 2Bk2 and 2CB horizons of this pedon (Pedon 4), probably 
related to a periodic shallow groundwater table, since the soil-pit is close to the 
active channel of Marble Creek . 
MIDDLE MARBLE SOILS 
Pedons 1, 2, 8, and 11 illustrate characteristic pedogenic propenies of the 
middle Marble soils (Appendix 11) . Both pedons l and 2 are at Radiocarbon Site 3. 
At this site a detrit.al log, about 50 cm below the middle Marble surface, has a 
radiocarbon date of 1555 cal B.P.(A-4768 ). Pedon 11 was described at Radiocarbon 
Site 4. At this site a detrital log, dated at 1065 cal B.P.(Beta-26170), was collected 
from the Bk2 horizon at a depth of 40-50 cm below the middle Marble surface . 
The Av horizon of these pedons is thin (3 to 5 cm thick), light colored 
(2 .5Y6.5 to 8(2, dry), sandy loam to sandy textured, and forms a crust with coarse 
vesicular pores. The Av horizons are present only between coppice dunes, where an 
incipient concentration of lithic fragments or proto-pavements occur. The Stage 
Bk horizons are prominent and have continuous (or nearly so), thin , powdery 
carbonate coatings on the underside of pebbles and cobbles . Carbonate is onl y very 
rarely observed as nodules within the fine-grained matrix of the parent material of 
these horizons. Stage I opal accumulations , in the Bkq horizons of Pedons 1, 2, 
and 8, have discontinuous thin coatings on the underside of pebbles. The middle 
Marble peclons are strongly calcareous throughout, regardless of the coarse lithic 
constituents of the parent materials . 
EARLY MARBLE SOILS 
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Soil characteristics of the early Marble soils are shown by Pedons 3 and 9 
(Appendix II). These pedons display prominently vesicular Av horiwns that have 
sandy loam textures, and a massive upper sub-horiwn and a weakly platy lower 
sub-horiwn. Near the base of the Av horiwns, weak Stage I carbonate morphology 
infrequently occurs between platy peds. The relative abundance of silt and very 
fine sand, and the slightly sticky wet consistence of these horiwns is largely 
attributed to the accumulation and infiltration of fine-grained eolian sediment. 
The Bw horiwns of Pedons 3 and 9 have subangular blocky structure and 
negligible illuvial accumulations of carbonate (Stage I-) and opal (Stage 1-). The 
underlying Bk horiwns contain significantly more carbonate and therefore serve as 
evidence of chemical alteration (i .e., eluviation of carbonate) of the Bw horiron s. 
Thus, the Bw horiwn of Pedon 9 is a cambic horizon and that of Pedon 3 a 
cambic-like horizon; since it does not meet the 25 cm depth requirement for the 
base of the horizon (USDA, 1975). The upper Bk horirons of early Marble 
soils have Stage I carbonate and opal accumulations coatings on pebble-bottom s. 
Prominent "late-Stage I" (I+) to early Stage II (Il-) carbonate coats occur as 
botryoidal to stalactite-like pendants on pebble-bottoms in the Bk I horizon of Pedon 
9. This, suggests that opal (silica) constitutes a significant part of the coatings 
(Taylor, 1980; M.C. Reheis , 1987, persona.I commun .), probably Stage II (Il-) opal 
accumulation. 
LEIDY SOILS 
Pedon 6 and Pedon 10 illustrate Leidy soils, below loosely packed, weakl y to 
moderately soned, desert pavements (pavenes). The mid-Holocene to latest-
Pleistocene Leidy soils are the youngest within the area studied to have clear 
evidence of silicate clay translocation (e.g., clay films) . Both pedons have weak Bt 
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horizons, however probably arc not argillic horizons, and have common, thin bridges 
of pcdogenic clay between mineral grains and a few thin films on pores. The Bt 
horizons have little or no reaction when treated with dilute HCl, suggesting that 
they arc leached of carbonate. Similar accumulations of clay in Leidy soils were 
observed in several shallow "test-pits." Thus, the presence of a weak Bt horizon is 
an apparently reliable indicator for distinguishing soils of Leidy age from all those 
younger. 
The most prominent pedogenic features of the Leidy soils is not the Bt 
horizons however, but the Stage II Bk horizons. Moderately thick, continuous 
carbonate coats (Stage II) with stalactite-hke pendants (i.e., Stage II opal) occur in 
the upper Bk horizons . Thus, Leidy soils arc also the youngest soils to display 
rather prominent Stage II carbonate morphology . This contributes to the uniquene ss 
of the Leidy soils . Carbonate also forms small, weakly cemented ncxiules and 
lenses within the interstitial fine-earth materials in the B horizons of these soil s. 
Carbonate Stage I, Bk horizons were observed at the base of the soil pits (I 85 and 
205 cm for Pedons 6 and 10, respectively) . 
Leidy soils exhibit mcxierately thick, very-slightly -sticky Av horizons that 
form massive, prominent crusts in their upper sub-horiron and medium to coarse , 
distinctly platy structure in the lower sub-horiron . Av horirons were not observed 
beneath coppice dunes, perhaps due to their coarser texture . Powdery carbonate 
forms between some platy peds, particularly near the base of the Av horizons. The 
bulk of the fine-grained material in the Av and Bt horizons is probably eolian 
sediment that infiltrated the soil profiles . 
INDIAN SOILS 
Pedons 5 and 7 illustrate the strongly differentiated horizons of the late 
Pleistocene Indian soils, below well sorted, mcxierately to tightly packed desen 
pavements (Appendix II) . Pcdon 5 was described below the tread of a prominent 
solifluction step (Appendix I, Fig . 14 ). The generally gravel-free A vie horizons of 
these pedons are coarsely-vesicular and form prominent crusts 'Nith very-
coarse-columnar and subangular blocky compound structure . Near their base, coarse 
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platy structure is distintnly visible. Carbonate fonns between platy peds, 
and Stage I coats on the underside of pebbles . 
Underlying the Avlc horiwns are BA horiwns that have platy structure, 
vesicular pores and modest carbonate accumulations. The Avk and BA horizons 
probably have formed within layers of desert loess (Appendix I) . 
Below the BA horiwn of Pedons 5 and 7, formed in the alluvial parent 
materials, are thick (30 to 40 cm) Bt horiwns of prominent silicate clay 
accumulation and IOYR hue. Stage I opal and Stage I to Stage IT carbonate 
accumulations occur on pebble-bottoms, and Stage I carbonate occurs on ped faces . 
In the lower part of these argillic horiwns, nodules and lenses are cemented by 
carbonate and opal . IUuvial accumulations of oriented clay form common, thin, 
bridges between mineral grains, films on pore walls, and a few colloid stain s on 
grams 
Pedons 5 and 7 comprise a panially indurated Bkm horiwn . Opal also 
occurs in these horiwns , as is suggested from soaking a sample of the Pedor: 5 
Bkrn horiwn in an approximately 1 N HCL solution for about 48 hours and 
observing an insoluble residue; i.e ., following procedures outlined by the USDA 
( 1975 ). Hence , these horiwns are probabl y duripan s. The Stage IT!, Bkm horiz.on s 
lack a continuous laminar Stage IV carbonate cap . infiltration rates are probabl y 
reduced by these horiwn s, and thus encouraging solifluction of surficial loess layer. 
(Appendix I) . Below the Bkm horiwns of these pedons are St.age I+ to St.age II Bk 
horiwns with thick, continuous carbonate coatings and whitened interpebble fin e 
earth . These horiwns extend at least to the bottom of the exposures. 
Discussion of Indian Soils 
The formation of the Avk and BA horiwns in Indian soils is largel y 
attributed to accumulation and infiltratic,11 of eolian sediment. These vesicular 
horiwns form in desert loess that accumulates in thin caps or veneers on the surface 
of stable remnantal landforms. The hypothesis that the fine-grained surficial layers 
is loess is supported by their narrow panicle size range and regional continuity on 
landforms that are otherwise isolated from receiving sediments (Sawyer, 1988; 
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Appendix I). As pointed out by Peterson (1988), it is generally accepted, among 
most current workers in soil genesis, that the formation of Av horizons is largely 
atoibuted to dust accumulation. 
Marchand (1970) demonstrated that soils in a subaJpine, semi-arid 
environment of the White Mountains, about 40 km south of the Plate I area, have 
as much as 34 % eolian constituents in the total soil material . Chadwick and Davis 
(1988) and Davis and Chadwick (1988) suggested episodic eolian dustfaJI events 
contribute fine particles to soils in the Great Basin and influence local and regional 
pedogenesis. McFadden and others (1986), Wells and others (1987) , McFadden and 
others (1987), and McFadden and Tinsley (1985) worked in the eastern Mojave 
Desert of California and reached the similar conclusion that eolian sediment influ x 
markedly influences soil genesis. Gile and others (196/;) indicated that the rate of 
carbonate accumulation, in soils formed from calcareous verses non-calcareou s 
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parent materials , is virtually nullified by contributions of carbonate in the from of 
eolian sediments . 
The Av and BA horizons of Indian soil s are very dilatent (i.e., the "viscous-
liquid like behavior of saturated soil material with high contents of silt and very 
fine sand" (Peterson, 1988) . Dilatent behavior is indicated by viscou s flow 
structures (similar in appearance to wax that has flowed down and solidified on the 
side of a candle) observed in the Pedon 5 soil pit a few weeks after a thunderstorm . 
The flow structures issued from below the crusting sub-horizon of the Avk hori zon. 
resulting in lowering or subsidence of the pavement surface by 3 to 4 cm. 
The presence of vesicular pores and surficial crusts in the Av horizons 
provides funher evidence of the dilatent behavior of desert loess. Miller (1971 ) 
demonstrated that vesicular pores form in fine -grained soils when they are in a 
semi-fluid state that is "very unstable" . Nettleton and Peterson (1983 ) ascribed the 
formation of both surficial crusts and vesicular pores to repeated saturation of low-
humus, loamy soil material . They indicated that the saturated soil material or 
"plasma" is mobile and free to move. Peterson ( 1987, personal commun.) suggested 
that Av horizons form only when the surficial layer is saturated. Therefore, the 
presence of vesicular pores, surficial crusts and observed flow structures , suggest 
that these horirons, which arc formed in probable eolian parent material, are very 
dilatent. 
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In Appendix I, the dilatent behavior of desert loess in the area of study and 
elsewhere in the western Great Basin is discussed in considerable detail . It is 
concluded that re iatively thick, desert loess layers on gently sloping Pleistocene 
landforms are highly susceptible to saturated flow or solifluction (Appendix TI) . 
The solifluction processes is encouraged by less-permeable soil horirons (e .g., 
argillic and K horirons) below desert loess layers (Sawyer, 1988c). 
The formation of argillic horirons is encouraged during periods of relativel y 
high precipitation (e .g .. pluvial climates). characterized by more effective leaching 
(Gile and Grossman, l 968) . Nettleton and Peterson (1983) suggested tha: in arid 
envi.ron-:nents c. ,ay is depos ited at shallower depths than carbonate . Wilding and 
others (1983) suggested that carbonate, even in modest amounts. inhibits dispersion 
and eluviation of clay . Thereforr , the eluviaJ portion of the soil-profile must be 
leached of readily mobile carbonate prior to eluviation of clay . Hence , 
accumulations of carbonate above a noncalcareous argilhc horizon and engulfing its 
basal part are evidence of polygenesis. 
Polygenic soils form under conditions that have changed imponantly with 
time . For example, gross shifts in climate, landscape position , soil truncati1.,r1 and 
sedimentation result in the formation of polygenetic soi)~ (Gile and others, 1966). 
Of these possible changes , that in climate is likely responsible for polygenesi s of the 
Indian soil. Locally. soil truncation and sedimentation are also important in the 
development of polygenetic Indian soil s. 
The A horirons are too thin and the clay content of the parent material too 
low to be the source of clay in the thick argillic horizons . Gile and others (1 981 ) 
found that even in the oldest argillic horizons in southern New Mexico, the prim ary 
minerals were only slightly weathered. Apparently in siru weathering does not 
account for the clay content of the argillic horizons. Infiltrated eolian sediment s 
probably represent the significant source of clay in argillic horizons of Indian soils . 
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McAFEE CREEK SOILS 
Pcdon 12 illustrates soil properties of the McAfee Creek soil, formed below 
tightly packed, moderately to well sorted p .. vciii~nt. The McAfee Creek soil formed 
on the crest of a narrowly-rounded ballena, the highest fan remnant in the Indian 
Creek stepped sequence (Plate n. Truncation of the remnant is suggested by the 
ballena morphology. 
The McAfee Creek soil has a thick, gravel-free A vk horiron with thin 
carbonate coats (Stage I) on pebble bottoms and between platy peds (Appendix II ). 
This horiron exhibits distinct, coarse columnar and moderately distinct medium platy 
compound structure. The subjacent horiron is also nearly gravel-free and exhibits 
compound structure consisting of moderately distinct very coarse subangular blocky 
and fine platy structures. Fine vesicular pores occur throughout, as does Stage Ill 
carbonate and Stage Il opal morphology. The carbonate results in whitening (paling 
and lightening) of the horiron (Appendix Ill ). 
The Km horiron, a probable duripan , of the McAfee Creek soil is 40 cm 
thick and is strongly cemented. The K horiron is "a soil horizon so strongly 
carbonate-impregnated that their morphology is determined by the carbonate" (Gile 
and others, 1965, p. 82). This horiron exhibits a massive, carbonate Stage llJ 
"plugged" rone, as suggested by a 2 to 3 cm thick. well indurated, but 
discontinuous capping sub-horiron of inter-laminar carbonate and opal (Stage IV ). 
Below the Km horizon and extending to a depth of at least 145 cm is a carbonate 
Stage III, opal Stage Il Bk horizon with well -indurated lenses of carbonate. 
Discussion of McAfee Creek Soils 
Because the McAfee Creek soil is truncated the present soil properties. 
illustrated by Pedon 12 (Appendix. Il), are panially and genetically related to the 
exhumed surface of the post-McAfee Creek erosional landform . Hence, soil 
properties "date" from or sometime after the McAfee Creek unit was stabilized. 
Hence, properties of Peden 12 represent the minimal degree of development for thi 
soil. 
The Km horiron of Pedon 12 is considered to be a remnantal horizon that 
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was truncated and subsequently buried by the eolian parent materials. The McAfee 
Creek soil is polygenetic in nature, as a result of deep dissection and reh;ted. soil 
truncation (accelerated by more than 50 to 60 m of uplift; Chapter VI), climate 
changes, and burial by eolian sediment. 
EVALUATION OF SOIL GENESIS WITH TIME 
The previously established absolute and relative age control of 
morphostratigraphic units (Chapter IV) provides chronologic constraints on soil 
genesis. The radiocarbon dated den-ital wood fragments are particularly important , 
since they lie within or below genetic horizons and therefore allow description of 
soil genesis in relation to soil age. 
Soils of morphostratigraphic units in stepped sequence exhibit more 
prominent pedogenic features , and more distinct horizonation with progressively 
higher (i.e ., older) positions in stepped sequences . Undoubtedly, soil age (time) is 
the most significant genetic factor that accounts for the differences in these soil s. 
The degree of soil development is well related to soil age. Shaw (1928 ) wa. 
one of the fi.rst to recognize a systematic increase in the development of soil 
properties with soil age . Several other investigators, for example Jenny (1941 ), 
Harden and Marchand (1977), Gile and others (1966), Burke and Birkland ( 1978 ). 
Ruhe (1983), and Harden (1987) have shown similar relationships between soil 
genesis and soil age . 
Several factors complicate assessing pedogenesis with increasing soil age . 
These factors include a limited number of absolutely dated soils, soil truncation 
(and/or burial) , additions of fine-grained eolian sediment, and Quaternary clim ati c 
change. The influence of solifluction on pedogenesis is uncertain, however it 1s 
likely a common process in desert soils in the western Great Basin 
(Sawyer, 1988; Append.ix I}.,. Cumulative soils (i.e. , those formed in two or more 
strata [i.e., parent materials] that may be of significantly different age) present an 
added complication . 
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Even with these and other complicating factors (not listed here), the relative 
degree of soil development is the most useful and reliable indicator of relative age 
employed in the present study. Various developmental trends in pedogenesis with 
soil age arc evaluated in the following sections. 
TRENDS IN SOIL GENESIS WITH TIME 
MORPHOLOGY OF PEDOGENIC CARBONATE 
Carbonate accumulation is promoted by the well-drained, gravelly to very 
gravelly parent materials of the study area. In part, because as clast size increases. 
specific area decreases . Thus, relatively less secondary carbonate is needed to coat 
larger clasts (Peterson, 1985, personal commun.), hence less time is required . Onl y 
soils formed primarily in gravelly to very gravelly sand loams were described (Table 
4; Appendix II) in an attempt to minimize the textural influence of parent material s 
on carbonate morphology . 
Carbonate is readily available from the fine-grained fraction of the calcareous 
to highly calcareous parent materials. This contributes to the rate of carbonate 
accumulation. The term carbonate, as used here, refers primarily to secondary 
calcium carbonate (CaC01), perhaps with minor opal , soluble salts, and gypsum . 
In areas where soils receive carbonate in the form of atmospheric dust , 
carbonate morphology is independent of carbonate content of the parent material 
(Gile and others 1965; and Gile, 1975). The calcareous nature of the desen loess 
layers on geomorphic surfaces in the study area suggest that carbonate is a 
constitute of atmospheric dust. Infiltration of eolian carbonate may "normalize" the 
minor variance in carbonate content of the parent materials. 
Carbonate morphology, in soils of all ages, is the pedogenic feature that best 
discriminates soils of different age (Table 5). Secondary carbonate accumulates in a 
step-wise morphological sequence that generally follows Gile and others' (1966) 
morphogenetic classification of pedogenic carbonate in gravelly soils of the desen 
southern New Mexico. Soils of the Plate I area exhibit morphological development 
of authigenic carbonate with soil age (Table 6) that generally accords with that 
TABLE 5: ILLUSTRATIVE BOIL PROPERTIES OF MORPHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS 
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& very dilatent 
prominent, thick, 
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TABLE 6: COXPARSION OF STAGES OF CARBONATE KORPBOLOGY 
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Youngest Unit on which Stage of 
Horizon occurs and age - ka or epocq 
Present Study Gile and others, 1981 
middle Marble 
o. 6 to 1.6 
Leidy 









0.1 to 7.0 
Isaack's Ranch 
8.0 to 15.0 





From their Table 21, p. 68. 
The Jornada II geomorphic surface also exhibits Stage I V
. 
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determined by Gile and others (1981 ). 
Accumulations of secondary carbonate are the most prominent evidence of 
pedogenesis in the area mapped, due in pan to their durability. Gravelly soils of a 
hundred to several hundred (0.6 to 0.2-0.7 ka) years old have no, or only incipient 
accumulations of carbonate (e.g., Appendix II, Pedons 4 and 13). In gravelly soils 
of late Holocene age (0.6 to 2.2 ka) Stage I carbonate accumulations are prominent 
and common (e.g., Pedons 1-3, 8 and 9). The mid Holocene (4? ka) to latest 
Pleistocene (18? ka) soils exhibit horizons of Stage Il carbonate morphology 
(Pedons 6 and l 0). Late Pleistocene soils display massive Stage Ill K horizon s 
(Pedons 5 and 7) and late-middle Pleistocene soils have continuous and well 
indurated Stage IV sub-horizons (e.g., Pedon 12). 
Often thin, powdery filaments in dendritic arrangement on pebble bouoms 
provide the primary evidence of pedogenesis in late Marble soils . At Radiocarbon 
Site 1/fephra Site 1 a radiocarbon date of 120 cal B.P. (Beta-26 169) was obtained 
on denital wood fragments collected from an AB horizon (Appendix II ,Pedon 4). 
This horizon has only a modest trace of secondary carbonate . Srratigraphicall y 
below this date a second radiocarbon date of 660 cal B.P (A-4765) was obtained 
on denital wood from a buried, early Stage I 0·) Bk horizon . At a depth of about 
2 m, in parent materials displaying little or no evidence of pedogenesis, another 
denital wood fragment provides a date of 680 cal B.P. (A-5068). The late 
Holocene middle and early Marble soils have Stage I Bk horizon s and 
accumulations of carbonate to considerable depths (commonly 1.5 m, or more ). The 
middle Marble soil at Radiocarbon Site 3 (Appendix IJ, Pedons 1 & 2) ha s a Stage 
I Bk horizon, radiocarbon dated at 1555 cal B.P. (A-4768 ). The middle Marble soil 
at Radiocarbon Site 4 (Pedon 11) also has a Stage I Bk horizon, dated at I 065 cal 
B.P. (Beta-26170). The Bk horizon of the early Marble soil (Pedon 3) at 
Radiocarbon Site 2 displays prominent Stage I 0+) morphology and overlies a 
denital log dated a1 2155 cal B.P. (A-4767). The early Marble soil at Pedon 9 also 
exhibits a Stage I+ (or II-) Bk horizon . 
A transition from Stage I to Stage II Bk horizons is shown by early Marble 
(Table 3, 1.5 to 2.4 ka) soils and Leidy (mid-Holocene to latest-Pleistocene) soil s. 
This transition provides a useful means of distinguishing soils of Leidy age from 
those of Marble age (late Holocene). The Leidy soils of Pedons 6 and 10 
(Appendix II) display Stage Il morphology, whereas the maximum developmental 
stage exhibited by early Marble (late Holocene) soils is Stage I (I+). 
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The accumulation of pedogenic carbonate in the late Pleistocene Indian soil 
form Stage ill morphology and have pervasive K fabric. The Indian soils of 
Pedons 5 and 7 exhibit Stage Ill K horizons that are weakly to moderately 
indurated. These horizons lack a laminar cap or subhorizon, suggesting the K 
horizons are not yet hplugged" (i.e., impermeable) . 
Within the map area, plugging and associated development of laminar 
carbonate morphology (Stage TV) occur only in soils associated with the post-., 
Bishop Tuff (S 740 ka) age McAfee Creek unit. McAfee Creek soils along the 
eastern piedmont slope of the White Mountains are generally truncated and probabl y 
illustrate only minimal soil development. That is, relative to where these soil s 
occur on relict McAfee Creek surfaces, perhaps on the Trail Canyon fanhead . 
Nevertheless, the McAfee Creek soil exhibits the most significant accumulation s of 
carbonate in the area of study . The above relations suggest carbonate 
morphology is useful for recognition and correlation of morphostratigraphic unit s 
that range in age several magnitudes (i.e., from latest Holocene to late -middle 
Pleistocene). 
ACCUMULATION OF SECONDARY CLAY 
The presence of illuvial, or secondary. silicate clays in argillic horizon s 
provide evidence of geomorphic stability of the soil surface (USDA, 1975 , p. 20). 
Prominent argillic horizons occur in late Pleistocene and older soils of the desen 
southwestern United States (Peterson 1980) suggesting they formed primarily during 
the Pleistocene (Gile and Grossman, 1968). However, argillic horizons have formed 
in soils younger than 12,000 yr old within this region (Nettleton and others, 1975 ). 
In southern New Mexico a few argillic horizons formed during the Holocene, but 
most are older than 7500 yr B.P . (Gile, 1975). Argillic horizons in southeastern 
California (actually natric horizons -i .e ., sodium enriched argillic horizons, USDA. 
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1975, p. 28) have formed in less than 3,500 years and probably in less than 2,000 
years under the influence of significant eolian influx of both sodium and clay 
(Peterson, 1980). 
Soluble salts arc only infrequently observed on the eastern piedmont slope of 
the White Mountains, and therefore do not appear to significantly influence clay 
accumulation. Eolian additions of clay however, are probably important in argillic 
horiz.on development. 
Dispersion, eluviation and illuviation of clays, associated with the 
development of Bt and argillic horizons, is inhibited by carbonate occurring even 1n 
modest amounts (Wilding and others, 1983). Hence, readily available carbonate 
must be leached from the soil profile before translocation of clays . llluviation of 
oriented clays is favored during periods of high precipitation (Gile and Grossman , 
1968, p. 12), characterized by more effective leaching. Argillic horizons engulfed 
by carbonate provide evidence of polygenesis, possibly associated with less effected 
leaching during a subsequent period of relatively low precipitation . 
Oriented secondary clays have not formed in Marble soils (late Holocene ). 
This suggests the duration of soil formation (i .e ., time since surface stabilization ) 1s 
insufficient to have effectively leached available carbonate from the calcareous 
parent materials, and for translocation and illuviation of clays in these late Holocene 
soils . 
The mid Holocene (4 ka7 ) to latest-Pleistocene Leidy soi l is the youn gest to 
exhibit secondary clay accumulations in the map area. This provides another useful 
criterion for distinguishing the Leidy soil from those younger. The Bt (possibly 
argillic) horizons of the Leidy soil (e.g., Pedons 6 and 10) have infrequent, thin clay 
films on pores and skeletal grains. These limited clay accumulations are apparently 
comparable to those in desert soils of the southwestern United States formed durin g 
the Holocene (Gile, 1975; younger than 12,000 yr old, Nettleton and others, I 975 ). 
This supports the mid Holocene to latest Pleistocene age assignment for the Leidy 
morphostratigraphic unit (fable 3) . 
The late Pleistocene Indian soil exhibits prominent, thick (30-35 cm ) argillic 
horiwns. Secondary clays form frequent medium-thick films on pores and bridges 
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between, and colloid stains on mineral grains (Appendix Il, Pedons 5 and 7). 
Carbonate has engulfed and discontinuously cemented the base of these argr luc 
horiz.ons. 
The prominent argillic horirons (and K horirons) of the Indian soil probably 
developed du.ring a period characteriz.ed by more effective leaching of carbonate and 
translocation of clays, associated with K and argillic horiron development. Shallow, 
presumably Holocene Stage I carbonate has formed above the argillic horirons . The 
general bimodal distribution of carbonate in the Indian soil profiles suggests 
leaching is less effective at present, then during argillic and K horiron development. 
This also suggests the Indian soil is polygenetic in nature . 
The post-Bishop tuff (?) McAfee Creek soil lacks an argillic horiron (Pedon 
12) where it formed from the highest fan remnant within the Indian Creek piedmont 
embayment (Plate I). Presumably a prominent argiUic horiron was associated with 
the late-middle Pleistocene McAfee Creek soil, but was truncated when the 
subjacent K horiron was exhumed. 
J.W. Harden (USGS, Menlo Park) and A.R. Gillespie (Univ. of Washington ) 
excavated a probable McAfee Creek relict surface (eq uivalent ) on the abandoned 
Trail Canyon fanhead. Preliminary examination of these excavations suggests the 
relict McAfee Creek soils have prominent, thick argillic horizon s. 
OTHER TRENDS WITH SOIL AGE 
Several other trends in soil genesis are apparent. The most notewonhy of 
these are the formation of diagnostic horizons (i .e., Av, Bw and cambic horizon s) 
and secondary opal (silica) accumulations . 
Vesicular A Horizon Formation 
Av) as: 
Peterson (1988, p . 11) referred to vesicular A horizons (informally denoted 
• ,urfacc horirons ... r.h&t crust and end; mlo coane "polygons· (coarse prismatic J!rueblTc) when dry. 
that. . .arc either massive or massive in the upper pal1 and platy in the lower pan.. .. [th.al have) coarse 
vesicular pores in at lcut the upper pan. .. [and) may occur under pavemcnL but iJ kss gravelly than 
the i-rcnt maLCrial ... ; iJ light colored and low m humus .. (and) has a high percentage of very fin e 
and and/or lrilt th.al cncc>llBgCS 'dilatancy' (1.c .• viscous-Liquid like behavior] when rawra!ed ." 
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Av horizons are absent in the late Marble soil (less than 0.6 ka), incipient in 
middle Marble soil (less than 1.5 ka), and thin (2-4 cm), generally discontinuous in 
soils of early Marble age (1.5-2.0 ka) . The mid Holocene to latest Pleistocene 
Leidy soil has a prominent, thick (5 cm or more) and weakly dilatant Av horizons 
(Table 5). 
The late Pleistocene lndian soil exhibits thick, nearly gravel-free Av horizon s 
that are strongly dilatant. These horiwns commonly underlie an armament of 
moderately- to tightly-packed, well-sorted pavement on treads of soW1uction steps 
but are generally absent on risers where biocoppices are common. These Av 
horiwns have compound very coarse prismatic and subangular blocky structure in 
the upper subhorizon and platy structure in the lower subhoriwn. 
The McAfec Creek soil at Indian Creek has a discontinuous, but thick , Av 
horiwn that is frequently absent (probably stripped). Where Av horizon s occur (i.e .. 
between bio-coppices) they display compound structures, similar to those of the 
Indian soils . 
Cambic Horiwn Formation 
The diagnostic carnbic horizon is a subsurface soil horiron that has evidence 
of alteration , e .g., redistribution of carbonate, structural and/or color development , 
with negligible illuvial material and a bottom that is 25 cm or more below the 
surface (USDA, 1975, p. 36). Carnbic horiwns are Bw horiwns that display 
prominent evidence of pedogenesis . 
The late Marble soil lacks a Bw horiwn, the middle Marble soil has a Bw 
horiwn (probably not cambic ) and the early Marble soil displays a Bw horizon that 
meets the alteration and structural requisites of cambic horiwns , but not the depth 
requirement (USDA, 1975, p. 36). The Bw horiwns of the Leidy soils also fail the 
arbitrary depth requirement , but otherwise are cambic-like. "Cambic" horizon s 
within the Plate I area have formed in soils as young as early Marble ( 1.6-2.2 ka ) 
and Leidy (older than about 4 ka) ages. In southern New Mexico carnbic horizon s 
formed in 2200 to 4600 years (Nettleton and Peterson, 1983) . Thus, the rate of 




(Table 6), is apparently similar to desert soils in southern New Mexico. 
Secondary Silica Accumulations 
Secondary silica, i.e., pedogenic opal, has accumulated in virtually all soils of 
the study area, except for the late Marble soil. Progressively· more distinct 
accumulations of opal occur in successively older soils, with the most prominent 
accumulations in the McAfee Creek soil (Table 5) . In this section, the morphology 
of opal accumulations are described following the four-stage morphogenetic 
classification scheme of Taylor (1986). Table 5 shows the youngest 
morphostratigraphic unit to exhibit a particular morphological st.age. 
The buried soil at Radiocarbon Site 1/fephra Site I is the youngest in the 
Plate I area to have pedogenic opal accumulations (Appendix II) . This soil is 
dated at about 0.6 to 0.8 ka, and has discontinuous coatings and small flake s of 
opal (St.age 1-) on pebble undersides . The middle Marble soil of Pedons 1. 2 and 8 
(Appendix II), also have Stage !- opal morphology. 
The early Marble ( 1.6 to 2.2 ka) soils (Pedons 3 and 9) and Leidy (mid 
Holocerte to latest Pleistocene) soils (Pedons 6 and I 0) roughly illustrate the 
tralfsition from St.age I to St.age II opal morphology (Appendi x II; Table 5); similar 
but perhaps not as reliable as that for carbonate morphology (discussed in a 
I 
;previo_~s section). St.age Il opal morphology in Leidy soils is suggested from 
nate-silica pendants on the underside of pebbles . The late Pleistocene Indi an 
soils has Bkm horizons with St.age II to III opal morphology (Pedons 5 and 7). 
Infrequently, thin (I mm or less) light pink. opal lamina are interstratified with 
carbonate lamina in these horiwns. 
The Kqm horiwns of the McAfee Creek soils have prom inent accumulations 
of pedogenic opal. A thick (about I to 2 cm ), laminar coating of inter-banded 
carbonate and opal was removed from Pedon 12 (Appendix II) and treated with 
dilute (about 10%) HCL acid. Several, thin (approximately 1-3 mm) flakes of opal .. 
remained insoluble after soaking more than 48 hours in the acidic solution. This 
suggests that in addition to carbonate, opal is a cementing agent in these possible 
duripans (i.e., silica cemented subsurface horiwns) . 
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In summary, secondary opal is absent in the late Marble soil, forms Stage I-
coatings in the middle Marble soil, and Stage I coatings in the early Marble soil . 
Stage I+ (infrequently II-) ace um ulations of opal forms in the Leidy soil. 
Pleistocene soils have Stages IJ to m (Indian soil) and Stage IV (McAfec Creek 
soil) opal morphology (Table 5). 
Weathering of volcanic ash high in bases can "liberate soluble silicates at a 
rapid rate" (USDA, 1975, p. 41). Several volcanic ash deposits are known (e.g., 
from the present study and cooperative studies between the author and M.C. Reheis, 
J.W. Harden [USGS]. A.R. Gillespie [Univ . of Washington], and J., Slate [Univ . of 
Colorado)) to be intercalated in the alluvial soils of Fish Lake Valley . Marchand 
(1970) determined that volcanic ash is a significant constituent (30%) of soils in a 
sub-alpine region of the S0uthem White Mountains, about 40 km south of the Plate 
I area. King and Elliot-Fisk (I 988) found volcanic ash in soils on the crest of the 
range, about 15 km west of this area . 
It, therefore, seems probable that volcanic ash is a significant source of 
readily soluble silica in soils of the Fish Lake Valley region. The relative rapid 
development of silica morphology, as compared to that shown by Taylor (1986) for 
the Nevada Test Site area, southern Nevada, may be attributed to volcanic ash. 
INDICES OF SOIL DEVELOPMENT 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT INDEX 
Soil field properties (Appendix II) were quantitativel y indexed using the soi l 
development index (SDI) of Harden (1982) and Harden and Taylor (1983). Soil 
development indices were calculated by interactive operation of a computer-template 
developed by Taylor (1988) and executed with LOTIJS 123"" (Appendix Ill ). 
The SDI permits evaluating the present state of the soil in terms of the 
degree of pedogenic alteration of the parent material (Harden, 1982). The SDI is 
used to compare the relative degree of soil development among soils of different 
ages. Numerical calibration of the SDI is based primarily on radiocarbon dated 
soils. The calibrated Holocene SDI provides an important means of evaluating 
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pcdogenesis with increasing soil age, and is used for general temporal-<::orrelation of 
soils in the Plate I area. Hence, the SDI can be used for demarcation of soils, 
based on soil age. 
Calculation of the SDI involves first describing the soil profile (pcdon) and 
assessing the parent material(s) . Then field properties of each horiwn are quantified 
by assigning values for the amount of change from the parent material to the 
present soil state. The quantified properties are normalized and summed. Thi s 
value is divided by the number of properties and multiplied by the thickness of the 
horiwn. The SDI is the sum of the products from each of the horiwns within the 
soil profile (Harden. 1982; Harden and Taylor, 1983) . 
In addition to calculation of the SDI, Taylor's (1988) template allows the 
user to select specific soil properties for calculation of the selected property index. 
The template can also calculate the profile property index , which is an assessment 
of soil properties on an individual basis. 
Since buried soil horiwns are not genetically associated with the overlying 
soil, nor the present geomorphic surface, they are excluded from calculations of soi l 
development indices (Appendix Ill) . 
Calculation of the SDI involves assessing the parent material(s) of a 
particular soil (pedon). Parent materials are assessed to be gravely sandy loam in 
texture, 2.5Y7{2 to 6/3 (dry) and 2.5Y 5/3 to 4(2 (moist ) colors, loose to slightly 
hard dry, loose to very friable moist, and non-s ticky and non-plastic when wet. All 
properties attributed to soil parent materials were observed in the immediate area of 
the pedon description sites and elsewhere in the Plate I area . 
Values of Soil Development Indices 
Values of six (of ten possible) profile property indices are shown in Table 7. 
These indices are paling, Lightening, structure, dry consistence, carbonate, and clay 
films . The value of each is systematically greater in progressively older soils . hence 
the various indices can be used to identify soils of different age . 
In Figure 14, all but one of the six profile propeny indices are regressed on 
the approximate age of Holocene soils (Table 3). Holocene soils were chosen as 
·1 
tABLB 71 BOIL DEVELOPMENT INDEX VALOl'!B 1 
Horpho- Profile P[o~erty Index Values Selected 
11trat. Pedon Dry Clay PropeftY 
Unit Nl.llllber Paling Light Btruct. consist. Films carb Index 
late 4 0.00 0.00 16.8) 2.70 0.00 0.00 0.90 
Marble 1) 0.00 0.00 10 . 50 2.)0 o.oo 0.50 0.77 
middle 1 7.00 5.75 47.8) 16.40 0.00 2.6) 4.65 
Marble 2 ).50 8.50 59 .42 15.80 o.oo 2.8) ) , l) 
8 2.50 6.25 40.8) 19.75 0.00 2.08 7.28 
11 ).8) 9.6) 48.75 15.70 0.00 ).21 6.)0 
early ) 9.67 12 . 25 54.)) 22.00 0.00 6.42 8.94 
Marble 9 6 . JJ 1) . 75 55.42 26.70 0 . 00 4 .46 9.55 
Leidy 6 8 .6 7 8 . 50 64.58 )4.40 5. 77 6.08 15.42 
10 5.5 0 1 ) . 6) 68.08 J 1. 7 5 ).46 9.01 12.22 
Indian 5 24.5 0 21. 1 J 6 4.1 7 J 5. 10 14.54 )0.58 26. 74 
7 17.67 18 . 50 5 ) . 4 2 3 2. 15 1 6 . J 1 24.46 24.)1 
Mc.1\tee 1 2 19 . 3 3 )7.75 75.54 4 3. 7 0 13 . 7 7 60.8) 39.43 
creek 
Soil development index values we re c alculat e d i n Appendix III from soil field 
descriptions in Appe ndix II . 
Se l e cte d pro p e rti es are d r y co n s i s t e ncy , ca r bo n a t e morph o logy, and clay films. 
V, 
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their ages arc best constrained, and because they arc of greatest interest to the 
assessment of Holocene paleoseismicity of the FL VFZ (Chapter VIl). The profile 
clay film index was not regressed with soil age, as only one Holocene (?) soil (that 
of Leidy age) displays clay films. The th.rec properties that arc best related to soil 
age (i.e., have the largest determination coefficient, R2 value; R2 value of l indicates 
a perfect relationship between the independent variable, age and the dependent 
variable, the SDI), are carbonate and clay morphologies and dry consistency . 
These three properties are used in calculation of the selected property index 
(Table 7). Two properties, dry consistence and carbonate, have the most significant 
relations to age (i .e, greatest R2 value) . The third, clay films, warrants inclusion in 
calculation of the selected property index, because it distinguishes the Leidy soil 
from all those younger, and it also allows for better characterization of Indian soil 
(Fig. 15). The relationsl\ip of the selected property index to Holocene soil age is 
statistically significant (as indicated by an R2 value of 0 .74; Fig . 16). That is, thi s 
index is related to soil age . 
In Figure 15, the average value of the selected property index for all 
morphostratigraphic unit is regressed separately for Holocene and Pleistocene soil s. 
The "Holocene-regression line" is clearly steeper than the "Pleistocene -regression 
line," indicating the rate of Holocene soil development is significamly greater than 
of Pleistocene soils. 
Factors such as soil truncation and the polygenetjc nature of Pleistocene soil s 
may account for some, perhaps only a minor amount, of 'the discrepancy in the 
relative rates of soil formation . Harden (1982) and Harden and Taylor (1983 ) have 
shown a similar difference in the relative rates of Holocene and Pleistocene soil 
genesis. 
Estimated Aees of Holocene Soils based on Selected Property Index 
Soil development ind.ices suggest a clear relationship between soil age and 
the degree of soil development (e.g., Figs . 14, 15, and 16). Thus, supporting the 
previous claim that the sequence of soils constitutes a chronofunction. Hence time, 
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.. 
It is therefore possible to estimate soil ages based on soil development 
indices. When time is evaluated as the dependent variable, the indices provide a 
means of estimating soil age (i .e., independent variable) . Thus, soil development 
indicies for radiocarbon dated soils can be compared to undated soils, thereby 
extending (locally) general numerical age constraints to soils where none existed 
before. 
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In Figure 17, the selected Property index is shown as the independent 
variable from which soil ages are estimated as dependent variables . The selected 
propeny index was used to estimate soil ages, because it incorporates the propenie s 
that are most clearly related to the soil-fanning factor, time (i.e., carbonate 
morphology, dry consistence and accumulations of clay). Soil ages estimated by the 
calibrated selected property index are listed in Table 8. Minimum and maximum 
ages represent the standard deviation of the predicted age value about the regression 
line . Ages are reported in soil development index years before present (sdiB .P. ) to 
reflect the uncenainty in the estimated values . Uncertainties in soil ages may be 
significant (80%, Harden. 1989), and stem from soil variability, a limited number of 
detailed pedon description s, and uncenainties in age estimates of "dated" soils . 
Therefore, the estimated soil ages serve as general numerical "guides " to what the 
ages of the soil s may actuall y be. The y are not absolute ages, nor can they treated 
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TABLE 81 ESTIMATED BOLOCEMB SOIL AGES BASED OK SELBCTBD PROPERTY I1'DBX' 
















Eatiaated Soil Agaa 
Boil Max. Min. 
Age Age Age 
0 . 1 0.5 n/a 
n/a 0.5 n/a 
1. 2 1.5 0.9 
0.9 1.2 0.6 
0.6 0.9 0.4 
1. 4 1. 6 1.1 
1. 7 1. 9 1.4 
1.8 2 . 0 1.5 
Batiaated Meg Boil Aqea 
Boil Max. Min. 
Age Age Age 
0.1 0.5 n/a 
0.9 1.3 0.7 
1.6 2.0 1.4 
All estimates of soil ages are expressed in 103 soil development index 





----- . SURFACE FAULTING ALONG THE ""-. 
FISH LAKE VALLEY FAULT ZONE 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the longest interconnected fault sys tems within the Basin and Ran ge 
Province is the right -lateral Death Valley fault system (DVFS ; Figs . 6 and 7). The 
DVFS , equal in length to the Wasatch fault wne in Utah, is the longest strike-slip 
fault in the province . The fault system wa s one of the first in the western Uni ted 
States recognized as exhibiting Pleistocene activity (e.g ., Ball. 1907 : Anderson, 
1933). Yet, little is known about the Quaternary tectonic hi story and seismic 
potential of thi s regionally ex tensive Quaternary fault system . which passe s less th an 
50 km from the proposed high-level nuc lear waste reposi tory site at Yucca 
Mountain, Nevada. 
The FL VFZ is a significant struc tural component of the DVFS. and extends 
the entire length of western Fish Lake Val ley. Nevada and California, a distance of 
about 80 km. The fault z.one separates the White Mountains on the west from the 
valley on the east (Fig. 18). The FL VFZ is predominan tl y a right-lateral strike -s lip 
fault, havi ng a variable but pervasive component of down to the east vertical 
displacement. Hence. right-divergent-slip (valley side relatively downdropped) 
characterizes the style of faulting along the fault rone . The fault wne comprises 
contemporaneous northwest- to north-northwest-striking right-slip to right-diverge nt -
slip faults, and north -striking prominent nonnal faults . The kinematic style of the 
FL VFZ therefore is similar to the DVFS as a whole (cf .. Burchfiel and Ste wan. 
1966; Wright and Troxel, 1967; Brogan . 1979), and is generall y consistent with the 
east-west (Smith & Lindh , 1978) to N80°W (Zoback and Zoback, 1980; Zoback and 
Beanland, 1986) extension direction of the region . 
Figure 18 . 
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ln the present chapter, structural analysis of Quaternary fault patterns and 
geomorphological evaluation of displaced surficial features, are the basis for 
inferring the style(s) of faulting at selected sites along the FL VFZ. Regional 
seismicity and geophysical studies also aid in such evaluations . Near the 
northwestern terminus of the fault rone, stylos, of faulting are determined in pan 
from three EDM/theodolite surveys of off~t~eomorphic features (Appendix V). 
The fault pattern is assessed with reference to the Quaternary morphostratigraphic 
framework (Chapters DI and IV), thus providing a partial tectonic history of the 
fault zone. The tectonic history coupled with the survey data, form a means of 
estimating average late Quaternary slip-rates along the nonhern FL VFZ (Appendix 
VII) . 
A regional synthesis, or kinematic model, is developed based on styles . 
patterns and rates of faulting measured, estimated, or inferred from informative 
·sections of the FL VFZ. The models suggest that the style of faulting along the 
fault zone is influenced by the relative motion of the White Mountain s and Fi sh 
Lake Valley structural blocks and the geometry 'If their mutual boundary - i.e .. the 
strike of the FL VFZ. Thi s model is consistent with late Cenozoic movemen ts alon g 
the DVFS (e.g., Burchfiel and Stewart. 1966; Wright and Troxel , 1967 ; Stewan . 
1983; and discussed in Chapter Ill ). Funher, the model suggests that the White 
Mountains structural block is tracking the nonhwest translation of the Sierra Nevada 
Province (Wright, 1976). 
PATTERNS AND STYLES OF SURFACE FAULTING 
Along its approximately 80 k.m extent, the FL VFZ separates the White 
Mountains, nonhern Inyo Mountains and the northern Last Chance Range from Fish 
Lake Valley and the Sylvania Mountains on the east (Fig . 2) . The fault zone , along 
virtually its entire extent, has abundant and prominent geomorphic and structural 
evidence of late Pleistocene to Holocene (even late Holocene in places; Chapter VII ) 
surface faulting. Evidence of surface faulting includes : fault scarps, some of which 
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display opposing vertical displacements along strike; small-scale, occasionally tilted 
or (and) rhombohcdral-shaped fault blocks in distributed, en echelon or 
anastomosing arrangements; shutter and pressure (?) ridges; side-hill benches and 
ridge-crest saddles; vegetation lineaments delineating faults in playa sediments; and 
deflected, offset, beheaded. and related abandonment and/or catchment of drainage s. 
Several of these geomorphic features decidedly indicate a component of strike-slip 
displacement along the FL YFZ during the Quaternary. 
The FL YFZ connects with the Northern Death Valley fault wne, through a 
large-scale, left-step (a probable restraining-bend) of about 5 to 6 km (Fig. 7) . Thi s 
step, or bend, is referred to as the "Cucomungo Canyon double restraining bend ." 
Within the bend faults locally strike N80°W, but resume northwestward (N35° to 
40°W, average) strikes, where they extend into southern most Fish Lake Valley . 
The fault wne continues northwestward and maintains two distinct splays that join 
in the west-central pan of the valley . The fault zone to the north comprise s a 
principal displacement wne or master fault that strikes approximately N35°W, and 
bends northward (about N 15°W), branches and eventuaJiy terminates rn 
northwestemmost Fish Lake Valley . 
Tectonic, geomorphic , and structural evidence indicate that Quaternary 
tectonic activity on the northwest-striking FL YFZ is predominantly right-lateral 
strike slip (right slip) in style . The evidence suggests that right slip predominates 
where the fault wne strikes northwest , right-divergent slip (normal component is 
dominantly down to the east ) where the fault strikes north-northwest and norm al 
slip where the fault wne strikes north to apparently northeast. The sryle s of 
faulting along the FLYFZ are influenced by the orientation of the fault; similar to 
the pull-apan argument for central Death Valley (Burchfiel and Stewan, 1966: 
Wright and Troxel, 1967; Stewan, I 983; discussed in Chapter III). 
The fault wne is herein subdivided into the southern FL YFZ, which is 
comprised of the "Eastern" and "Western" subzones (Fig. I 9), and the northern 
FLVFZ, comprised of the "Southern" and "Northern" subwnes (Fig. 20). Although 
this subdivision is in pan for ease of discussion, the subwnes have contrasting 
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Map of the southern Fish Lake Valley fault zone showing the 
Western and Eastern subzones and Excavation Sites 3 and 4 
(EX3 and 4). Compare with Figure 18 for the location of 
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Dyer and Nonhem subzones and Excavation Sites 1 and 2 
(EX 1 and 2). Compare with Figure 18 for the location of 
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"earthquake rupture segments" -i.e., that portion of an active fault that has 
continuity, character, and orientation suggesting that a segment will rupture as a unit 
(Slemmons, 1982), which will be assessed in Chapter VITI. 
SOUTHERN FISH LAKE VALLEY FAULT ZONE 
The Cucomungo Canyon double restraining bend separates the southern 
FLVFZ from the Northern Death Valley fault wne (Fig. 7). The bend is defined 
by a continuous wne of sub-parallel faults, characterized by right slip, apparentl y 
coupled with a reverse component (Reheis, 1990a & b). The fault wne locall y 
trends N80°W and separates highly deformed Mesowic granitic rocks to the east 
from similarly deformed Paleowic rocks to the west (McKee and Nelson, 1967 ). 
The profound structural complexity of the bend, which McKee ( 1968) refers to as a 
"crushed" wne, is testament of a protracted geometry of the fault wne between 
these valleys. 
North of the restraining bend, the southern FL VFZ forms a narrow (abou t 
km wide), fault-trough (Fig. 19) between the nonhern l.nyo Mountains and the 
Sylvania Mountains. The east bounding fault extends northward and form s a down 
to the west scarp in probable Holocene alluvium . The fault extends into tl-ie valley 
fill where it forms numerous vegetation lineaments in en echelon arrangement. Sti ll 
further northwestward, the fault zone traverses several White Mountains alluvial fan ~ 
and forms a braided and anastomosing pattern of individual fault traces that defini: 
small-scale fault blocks; herein referred to as the Eastern subw ne or the southern 
FLVFZ (Fig. 19). 
The Western subwne comprises the west bounding fault of the structural 
trough, which forms the eastern front of the northern Inyo Mountains . Northward 
the subrone forms the irregular western margin of the valley and eventually joins 
the Eastern subrone, in a complex pattern of surface faulting (Fig . 19). The two 
subzones are characterized by contrasting fault patterns and apparently styles of 




The northwest-striking Eastern subrone forms a prominent, down to the west 
fault scarp, that separates uplifted and deeply dissected fan gravels from the fault 
trough of southernmost Fish Lake Valley. Here a minor drainage (unnamed) of the 
Sylvania Mountains has recently breached a ridge that had previously diverted it 
northward, thereby shortening and steeping its reach to the fault-trough (Plate IIE): 
where it is actively forming an alluvial fanlette. The recent stream adjustment 
provides a well-exposed cross section through the ridge. The ridge is within the 
Eastern subrone and lies between two major faults with opposing components of 
vertical displacement. The drainage exposure inrucates that the ridge is intern all y 
deformed by pervasive, near 1ertical and relatively low-angle (as low as about 45°) 
faults . 
Stratigraphic relations observed in the recently formed exposure, al so indicate 
that light-colored alluvial sediment composed primarily of granitic alluvium is in 
fault contact along a steeply east rupping (80° to 70°E) fault, with darker-colored 
alluvium containing basalt and some metasedimentary clasts, on the west. The 
sediment on the east is overlapped by similar light-colored alluvi um, but of probable 
Holocene age, that appear to be dammed against the east-flanking scarp in a buttress 
unconformable relationship. However, closer examination may reveal that a fault 
forms this contact. The light-colored alluvium was apparently deposi ted by the 
drainage prior to its recent adjustment. The ridge comprises material s from the 
surrounding and deeply russected older alluvium (Tl, as mapped by Rehei s, 1990b ). 
These relations suggest that the drainage was diverted by a shutter ridge, and 
therefore that strike-slip faulting has occurred along the southern part of the Eastern 
subzone, probably during the Holocene . 
To the north, the Eastern subrone rusplaces probable Holocene alluvial fan 
surfaces and extends into and across the bolson floor. A series of vegetation 
lineaments , the larger of which form a left-stepping en echelon pattern, occur on the 
playa of southern Fish Lake Valley (Fig. 21 ). The vegetation lineaments are 
surficial expressions of faults as suggested by their linear form and the fact that 
some are physically continuous with well-defined fault scarps. Exposures in two 
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Fi~ 21 . Detailed map of a ponion of the southern Fish Lake Valley fault zone 
showing the pattern of vegetation lineaments on the bolson floor of 
southern Fish Lake Valley . At Excavation Sites 3 and 4 (EX3 and 4) 
exploratory trenches were excavated across prominent vegetation 
lineaments. Large-scale (1 : 12,000), low-sun-angle aerial photographs 
were used for a map base. 
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exploratory trenches excavated across three of these features suppon a fault related 
origin. Trench exposures (Plates V and VI) indicate that fracturing and in at least 
one trench (i.e., at Excavation Site 3) faulting of playa sediments directly below the 
vegetation lineaments (discussed in Chapter VII). 
On the bolson floor of southern Fish Lake Valley a throughgoing fault is 
absent, and instead several discontinuous northwest- and north-northwest-striking 
faults fonn an en echelon arrangement (Fig. 21 ). The longest faults (up to about 3 
km in length) tend to have average strikes of about N40° to 45°W, faults of 
intermediate length strike about N60°W, and those having the shortest lengths strike 
about Nl5° to 30°W. Many of the north-nonhwest-soiking faults a.re about 30° (or 
less) cast of the northwest-striking faults, suggesting that they are Riedel (R) shears 
developed within a northwest-striking right-slip fau)t wne . lf this is the case, then 
northwest-striking faults may be P-shears. Due to their orientation, P-shears 
theoretically should display a component of convergence . A slight apparent reverse 
displacement is shown in Plate V where the trench at Excavation Site 3 crosses a 
vegetation lineament (Fig. 2 I), supporting the hypothesis that the lineamenL<; 
delineate shears developed in a right-slip fault wne . 
The patterns of the above shears (Fig. 21 ) a.re similar to those developed in 
clay filled shear boxes under initial or early srrain states (e.g., Tchalenko, 1970. Fig . 
4). Experimentally formed fractures have orientations and respective lengths th at are 
similar to those developed in the valley fill , suggesting that the latter developed 
within a right-lateral strike-slip fault zone . Furthermore this structural pattern. when 
evaluated in context of the evolution of a strike-slip fault zone (c f. Harding and 
Longwell, 1979), appears to resemble that of an incipient or proto strike-slip strike -
slip fault. Perhaps the rate of sedimentation in southern Fish Lake Valley is 
sufficiently high to prevent the southern FL VFZ from being displayed as a more 
mature fault wne, as it is to the northwest. 
The Eastern subzone extends northwestward (N35° to 40 °W) across the 
piedmont slope flanking the eastern White Mountains, and forms a prominent down 
to the cast, degraded scarp. In contrast to the southern extension of the subzone. 
the northern extent appears to have been less active during the Holocene, based on 
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geomorphic evidence. 
West of Oasis and between the piedmont and valley-floor tracc3, iliere is a 
small-scale (about 3/4 km) left-step in the Eastern subzone. "Cemetery" ridge lies 
within the step, oriented diagonally between two prominent fault traces (Plate TIE ). 
The west-northwest-striking (about N75°W) ridge is strongly asymmetric in north -
south profile, exhibiting steeper slopes along its south side. The prominent fault 
trace that forms the western leg of the step continues southward past the ridge, and 
then bends westward, where it apparently joins with the Western subzone near 
Cottonwood Creek (Fig. 18). A group of more than 5 subparallel fault traces abut 
the south side of the ridge and are not expressed north of it. The easternmost fault 
trace continues to the south and forms a scarp in Holocene alluvium that is 
delineated by springs. Prominent well-defined geomorphic features displayed by thi s 
trace indicate that it is the most active of the group. Fault traces become 
progressively more degraded and apparently less active to the west. 
The proximity of the ridge to the step. its orientation and asymmetric profile. 
and its relationship to the group of subparallel faults (i .e., they are apparentl y 
terminated by it}, suggest that it is a pressure ridge formed by movement along a 
south-southwest vergent contractional fault within a restraining step of the Eastern 
subzone . Further, these relations suggest eastward migration of the active fault trace 
south of the ridge, and related eastward propagation of the contractional fault along 
which the pressure ridge developed. 
To the north (about l O km}, there is a gradual westward bend of 
approximately 30° in the Eastern subzone (Fig. 19). The average strike changes 
from N35°W, where a down to the east normal component of displacement is 
prominent, to N50°W with less significant vertical displacement , and eventuall y 
(between Iron and Wildhorse Creeks, Fig . 18) to about N65°W with variable venical 
displacements. The more westerly trending sections of the subzone exhibit braided 
and anastomosing patterns of individual fault traces . The larger faults define small -
scale fault blocks, generally less than I km in length , that are obliquely traversed by 
relatively minor traces (Fig. 22). Typically, adjacent blocks along strike display 








Figure 22 . Detailed map of the junction of the Eastern and Western subrones of 
the southern Fish Lake Valley fault rone on the Wildhorse Creek fan 
in west-central Fish Lake Valley . Note the braided pattern of the 
Eastern subrone and the arcuate pattern of the Western subzone as it 
approaches the former . Large-scale (1 : 12,000), low-sun-angle aerial 
photographs were used for a map base . 
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downdropped and commonly buried by fine-grained ponded sediment. Some ')f the 
uplifted blocks (e.g., on the southern Furnace Creek fan) stand as much as 40 m 
above the surrounding fan surfaces and generally display little evidence of 
dissection . 
Fine-grained ponded sediment has accumulated within a small enclosed basi n 
atop a downdropped fault block on the Furnace Creek fan . M.C. Reheis (1989, 
personal commun.) augered a hole by hand into the fine-grained sediment. At a 
depth of about 1.5 m the Mazama ash (ca 6700 ka) was encountered - this is it s 
southernmost known occurrence. At no depth in the approximately 6 m-deep hole 
were gravel or sand layers encountered, suggesting a considerable thickness of the 
fine-grained sediment and a comparable amount of relative downdrop of the fault 
block. If the rate of sedimentation within the enclosed basin was constan t, which 1~ 
not known, then the base of the hole encountered sediments that are roughl y 30 to 
35 ka old. Since deposition of the ponded sedime-nt, and probabl y much longer, 
thefault block remained relatively downdmpped, indicating that the brai ded pattern 
of faulling has persisted. 
Braided structural patterns of the fault zone and variable vertical 
displacements along short sections of linear faults are a common charac teri sti c of 
strike-slip fault s. Thus the character of the northern sec tion of the Eastern subzonc. 
indicates strike-slip faulting . Further, the character of the fault zone here is similar 
to that displayed by strike-s lip faults of "mature " structural development (cf., 
Harding and Longwell, 1979) . The character of the fau lt zone therefore indicates 
that strike-slip movement predominates and has for some time (during at least the 
late Pleistocene). However , vertical displacements within and acros the fau lt zone 
suggest the faulting style is right divergent. 
The predominantly right slip style of faulting along thi s section of the 
FL VFZ is generally consistent with that determined by Brogan ( 1979) . Brogan 
proposed that three abandoned drainage s on the southern Furnace Creek fan exhib it 
60 to 120 m of right slip with insignificant venical slip across two sub-parallel 
faults (valley side relatively downdropped), thus indicating a predominance of righ t 
slip. 
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Evidence supporting predominantly right slip along the Eastern subzone of 
the FL VFZ includes: stratigraphic and structural relations exposed along a breached 
shutter ridge and in two exploratory trenches within the southern pan of the 
subzone; a series of fault traces in playa sediments arranged similar to those 
developed in shear box experiments and characteristic of proto-strike-slip fault 
zones; a probable pressure ridge oriented obliquely within an apparent restraining 
left step; and furthermore a panem similar to that of a "mature" strike-slip faults 
displayed by the northern pan of the subzone. Additionally, a systematic and rather 
predictable change in the style of faulting with changes in fault orientation, also 
infers a strike-slip style. 
WESTERN SUBZONE 
The western subzone of the southern FL VFZ fonns the linear eastern 
rangefront of the northeasternmost Inyo Mountains (Fig . 2). Here the fault is 
inferred primarily from the linearity of the rangefront. However. there are few 
subdued fault scarps in Pleistocene alluvium along this portion of the subzone . 
Additionally, a few faults branch northward, extend to the valley floor . and 
apparently join with the Eastern subzone (Fig. 21 ). 
Along the Western subzone to the northwest, where Highwa y 63 enters Fi sh 
Lake Valley from the west, there is a little more than a 0.5 km left step in the 
front of the range; this is the somewhat arbitrary boundary between the northern 
Inyo Mountains and southern White Mountains (Plates IIA and HE) . The step 
coincides closely with the projection (through alluvium) of an unnamed, northeast 
striking, left-lateral strike-slip fault., as shown by McKee and Nelson ( 1967 ). 
Presumably, they determined the sense of movement from an apparent mismatch (of 
roughly 1.2 km) of the Cambrian Mule Spring Limestone and rocks of the Saline 
Valley Formation (which have limited extent in the immediate area) and two 
Jurassic plutonic bodies across the structure. It is tempting to speculate that the le ft 
step in the rangefront is a result of left slip on the northeast-striking fault. 
However, the movement history of the fault has not been established. Recent 
mapping by Reheis (1990c) suggests that Cottonwood Creek flowed southeastward 
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across this fault around the time of the Bishop tuff eruption (0.74 Ma). The 
projection of this former drainage crosses the fault with no apparent deviatiuu, 
suggesting that significant left slip has not occurred since eruption of the tuff. 
Between Highway 63 and Cottonwood Creek (to the north), the Western 
subzone is poorly expressed, whereas severaJ more northerly-striking branch faults 
are prominent and join with the Eastern subzone (Figs. 16 and 17). The subzone 
strikes N35°W (average) from Cottonwood Creek to just south of Furnace Creek 
and forms small , well-defined, fault scarps where it displaces probably late Holocene 
fan surfaces (i .e., equivalent to the middJe or early Marble surfaces) and 
oversteepened, larger, somewhat degraded fault scarps in older surfaces . It is the 
opinion of the author that these "fresh" appearing scarps represent a n::ant (possibly 
late Holocene) paleoseismic surface faulting event(s ) (described in Chapter VIII ) 
The Western subzone non.h of Furnace Creek is poorly expressed by shon 
discontinuous scarps in alluvium and by apparently truncated bedrock salients (i.e ., 
triangular facets) along the front of the range. It is of interest to note that roughl y 
where the Western subrone becomes poorly expressed to the nonh, the Eastern 
subzone exhibits "fresh" appearing scarps in most probably Holocene alluvium . 
whereas the opposite is apparently true as far south as Oasis, California. Thi s 
suggests that recent activity has stepped back and fonh from the Western to the 
Eastern subrones . 
This portion of the Western subrone (i.e ., that nonh of Highway 63 ) form s 
the rather sinuous rangefront of the southeastern White Mountains . The sinuous 
range-bounding panern, the apparently consistent magnitude of venical displacement, 
and the absence of features characteristic of strike-slip faults , suggests that the 
normal component of displacement is significant (dominant?) along this pan of the 
Western subzone . If the inference is correct, then in addition to activity alternati ng 
between the subrones, the Eastern and Western subrones function to partition strain, 
with right-divergent slip and normal slip concentrated along the subrones 
(respectively) . 
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JUNCTION OF SUBZONES 
The Eastern and Western subzones join in a complex and informative surface 
faulting pattern, in west-central Fish Lake Valley (Fig. 22). As the Western 
subzone approaches the junction on the Wild.Horse Creek fan (Fig. 18), it splays 
into numerous arcuate traces that bend abruptly north-northeastward as they near the 
Eastern subzone. Most of the arcuate traces are truncated, but a few bend into near 
parallelism with the throughgoing Eastern subzone (Fig. 22). The arcuate to Z-
shaped traces of the Western subzone appear to have been drag-folded by right slip 
along the dominant Eastern subzone. 
NORTHERN FISH LAKE VALLEY FAULT ZONE 
The northern FL VFZ comprises the "Dyer" and "Northern " subzones (Fig . 
20) . North of the previously described junction, the principal displacement zone 
bends northward and forms the eastern front of the White Mountains. Thi s 
northerly striking portion of the fault zone, about l O km in length, is the Dyer 
subzone. The Dyer subzone connects the northwest -striking Eastern and Nonhem 
subzones in a large-scale, en echelon . right step in the central FL VFZ. The 
Northern subzone steps out about 1 km from the range front at Leidy Creek . 
branches nonh to northeastward, and eventuall y tenninates by bending east-
northeastward in northwestern Fish Lake Valley (Fig.18). A few nearl y east-west 
striking. down to the south faul! scarps have been identified (in this study ) as far 
north as the upper part of the abandoned Trai l Canyon fan and along Rock Creek . 
where it traverses Wildhorse Flat (about 3 and 5 km north of the prominent surface 
faulting, Fig.18). 
Geomorphic and structural (i.e .. patterns of surface faulting) evidence , 
supplemented by regional seismicity and gravity studies are presented in the 
following subsections . These data indicate that the style of faulting along the 
northern FLVFZ varies systematically with changes in strike of the fault zone. 
similar to the southern fault zone. Specifically, right slip on northwest striking 
faults, right-divergent slip on nonh -northwest striking faults, and normal slip (and 
possibly left -divergent slip?) on north- to northeastward-striking faults . Additionall y, 
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faults of all orientations and apparent styles of faulting disrupt the late Pleistocene 
Indian unit. This suggests contemporaneous activity on faults having several 
different orientations and styles . 
DYER SUBZONE 
The Dyer subwne extends from north of the junction between the Eastern 
and w~~tern subwnes in west-central Fish Lake Valley (Fig. 20), to about Busher 
Creek, northwest of Dyer, Nevada (Figs. I 8 and 20). The northerly-striking subzone 
comprises a single master fault that bends about 35° nonhward (from N50°W to 
N 15°W), on the Toler Creek fan and forms a linear escarpment along the eastern 
front of the White Mountains. Compound fault scarps as much as 80 m or more 
high, on the Perry Aileen Creek and McAfee Creek fans near Dyer, Nevada, are 
evidence of a substantial component of vertical displacement on the Dyer subzonc . 
Bryson (1937) studied the faulted fanhead of the Perry Ail<en Creek fan, 
southwest of Dyer. Bryson measured compound scarps 80 m or more high with 
slope of 300 to 35°, that display little evidence of dissection . The extensively 
faulted fanhead is probably equivalent in age to the late Pleistocene Indian unit. 
Bryson also noted that the amount of venical displacement along the FL YFZ varie d 
systematically, but was most prominent where the fault wne had a northerl y strike 
(N 15°W). Bryson considered strike-slip faulting to explain the variation in 
magnitude of vertical displacement along the FL VFZ, but dismissed it in favor of 
normal faulting on a moderately dipping (70°E) fault plane . 
Bryson ( 1937) also observed that the bedrock escarpment above the Perry 
Aileen Creek fan is an exhumed and older fault plane that forms prominent 
triangular facets . The triangular facets are comprised of quartz monwnite of Marble 
Creek (Bryson's "Pellisier Granite") and display what appears from a distance to be 
"pseudo-sedimentary" structures (Emerson, 1966). These subparallel bands were first 
noted by Anderson (1937) and subsequently were considered examples of 
granitiza.tion (e.g ., Longwell and Flint, I 962; as pointed out by Emerson, I 966). 
Emerson concluded that the bands are iron-stained weathering wnes that developed 
along the contact between bedrock and fan gravels . Further that the bands, which 
are spaced about 6 m apart, were exposed by intermittent movements along the 
Dyer subzone. Emerson postulated that the intermittent displacements were 
comparable in si:ze to the spacing between bands (i.e., dip-slip displacements of 
about 6 m per event). 
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The Bishop (?) tuff (0.74 ma) outcrops below the McAfee Creek surface, 
within the McAfee Creek fanhead trench (M.C. Reheis and J. Slate, 1988, personal 
commun.). The McAfec Creek surface is uplifted (relatively) about 60 m along the 
master fault. South of McAfee Creek, the fault displaces the Indian surface about 
35 m, valley side down . Prominent fault scarps also occur in younger fan surfaces. 
Hence , significant vertical displacement characterizes the Dyer subz.one, and has 
since at least the mid Pleistocene . 
The relative significance of vertical displacement on the northern FL VFZ, 1s 
shown by comparing the area of drainage basins to that of alluvial for some of the 
larger drainage-fan systems in the study area (below). The basic premise is that 
intermittent uplifts of the White Mountains structural block along the fault zone 
result in offset of stream channels, and thus in non-graded drainage -fan system s. 
These systems responded by incising their uplifted reaches and aggrading the ir 
downdropped reach, and with time , reestablishing a graded profile. This results 1n 
enlargement of drainage basins and in burial of alluvial fan s. Thus, rather than 
prograding into the valley as fans in the Plate I area have done (e.g., those of 
Indian Creek and Leidy Creek). the Perry Aiken Creek and McAfee Creek fa ns 
aggrade . Thereby increasing the ratio of drainage-basin area to fan area. 
Bull (1962 and 1964) showed that the area of an alluvial fan increases at 
about the same exponential rate as the drainage-basin area increases (i.e., the ratio 
of areas is commonly about I : I), even where there are considerable differences in 
lithology . This is generally the case for the Indian Creek and Leidy Creek fan s. 
which have ratios of drainage-basin area to fan area of 1.4 and 2.1 (respectively ). 
In marked contrast, the Perry Aiken Creek and McAfee Creek drainage-fan sys tems 
have ratios of 15.1 and 25.2. Beaty (1960) noted that the latter two system s 
comprised among the largest drainage basins in the White Mountains , that of Perry 
Aiken Creek is the largest, but have "ridiculously" small fan s. Clearly, as Beaty 
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concluded, recent vertical movements along the Dyer subzone have uplifted the 
fanheads and downfaulted the mid- and lower-fan position, resulting in burial of the 
latter. It is evident from these ratios that vertical displacement is much more 
significant along the Dyer subrone than along the Northern subrone. 
It is perhaps coincidental that the highest point along the crest of the White 
Mountains, White Mountain Peale at 4,342 m (14,246 ft), is along that portion of 
the FL VFZ (i .e ., Dyer subrone) that is characterized by the highest fault scarps 
anywhere in Fish Lake Valley. If this relationship is nor merely coincidental, which 
is strongly advocated by the author, then it suggests that vertical slip along the Dyer 
subzone have had long-term significance. Ir is probable that uplift along this 
section of the FL VFZ coupled with probably greater uplift along the White 
Mountain fault rone (at western front of the range) have contributed to the 
considerable height of the range crest. 
Long-term imponance of vertical movements along the Dyer subzone 1s 
supponed by an isostatic residual gravity survey of the region (unpub. data, B. 
Mcffee, 1987, wrinen commun. to C.M. oePolo). A well-defined gradient in the 
survey data immediately valleyward of the Dyer subrone indicates a prominent 
gravity low (about 18 mgal) in this pan of the valley. The gravity low suggests the 
presence of a substantial thickness of low density sed.iment, probably interfingered 
fan alluvium and valley fill . The apparent thickness of the sediment suggests the 
Fish Lake Valley structural block has been downdropped considerably, relative to 
the White Mountains block along the Dyer subrone . This supports the inferred 
significance of vertical displacements along the Dyer subzone. 
NORTHERN SUBZONE 
The Northern subrone extends northwestward from a probable releasing bend , 
which connects on the south to the northerly striking Dyer subzone (Fig. 20). 
North of the bend, the subzone comprises a master fault and several subparallel 
subsidiary faults that form a distributive left-stepping structural pattern. A few 
faults branch northeastward from just north of the bend, and form a right -steppin g 
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en echelon panern that traverses the lower Leidy Oeek fan (Fig. 18). Most of the 
branch faults extend to the valley floor, where they are apparently buried by val ley 
fill. However, a few faults on the lower Leidy fan splay northwestward from these 
branch faults, and may connect to a group of northerly striking faults on the lower 
Indian Creek fan (Fig. 18; discussed below) . The left-stepping pattern north of the 
bend and the right -stepping panern of branch faults are consistent with right-slip and 
left-slip on northwest- and northeast-striking (conjugate?) faults, respectively . 
Fish Lake Valley broadens markedly along the strike of the northeast-
striking branch faults. When projected about 4 km across the valley, the branch 
faults are approximately on strike with the southern Emigrant Peak fault zone. a 
prominent, distributive (4 km or more wide), normal fault (Reheis, 1990) that 
essentially forms the northeastern margin of Fish Lake Valley. It is possible, as 
discussed below ("Kinematic Mood"), that displacement on the FL VFZ may be c, 
transferred across northern Fish Lake Valley to the Emigrant Peak fault zone. In 
that case, the northeast-striking branch faults on the Leidy Creek fan, those on the 
Indian Creek and Chiatovich Creek fans, and those along the southern boundary of 
the Volcanic Hills (discussed below) , may transfer displacement from one fault rnne 
to another. In this view, northern Fish Lake Valley is a region of extension, 
associated with strike-s lip faulting along the FL VFZ (discussed further in following 
sections). 
The Northern subzone forms a right step, or more correctl y a double bend. 
of about I km at Leidy Creek (Fig. 18). Within the double-bend. the master fault 
strikes northward (N5 °E) and is delineated by a continuous, geomorphicall y 
"youthful" fault scarps in Leidy to middle Marble fan surfaces. West of the bend. 
the late Pleistocene Indian unit forms the uplifted Leidy Creek fanhead Thi s 
fanhead remnant is disrupted by more than 15 well-defined faults in a distributi ve 
rone, more than 1 km wide . North of the bend, the master fault strikes northwest 
(N35°W) and exhibits clear evidence of right slip (discussed in "Case Study l ") 
The double bend is probably divergent in character, resulting from right slip 
along two en echelon portions of the northwest-striking Northern subzone . Th is 
apparent divergent double bend is consistent with, but on a smaller scale than. the 
divergent character of the Dyer subrone, which obliquely connects the 
predominantly right slip Eastern and Northern subrones of the central Fl... VFZ 
(discussed above) . 
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Nonh of the bend, the master fault of the Nonhern subzone strikes N35°W 
(average) and maintains a distance of about I km valleyward of the eastern front of 
the White Mountains . Several northerly striking faults on the mid and lower Indian 
Creek fan appear to be splays of the master fault on the Marble Creek fan (Figs . 18 
and 20), although the structural relations are mostly buried by late Holocene 
alluvium. North of Marble Creek, the master fault gradually bends nonhward and 
strikes about N 15°W across the Indian Creek fanhead. 
The master fault and branch faults of the Northern subzone have different 
orientations and apparent styles of faulting . Geomorphological and structural 
evidence suggests that the Quaternary tectonic activity along thi s subzone is 
characterized by right slip on northwest-striking faults, right-divergent slip on north -
northwest-striking faults , and normal slip on north -striki ng faults (discussed below ) 
Left slip may occur on northeastward-striking faults, but supporting evidence i. 
largely circumstantial . 
Northwestward-Striking Faults 
The principal displacement zone of the Northern subzone comprises a master 
fault and several subparallel subsidiary faults . Thi s group of northwestward-striking 
(N35°W) faults cross the Marble Creek fan and bend northward within the interfan 
valley. The master fault strikes north -northwest (Nl5°W) across the Indian Creek 
fanhead (Fig. 18). Where the master fault traverses Marble Creek it apparentl y 
branches northward into a group of north - to north -northeast-striking faults on the 
mid and lower Indian Creek fan (discussed in the next section) . Geomorphic 
evidence from the northern Leidy Creek ("Case Study I") and southern Indian Creek 
fans ("Case Study 2") indicate right-slip is the dominant component of displacement 
on the northwest- to north-nonhwest-striking master fault of the Northern subzone. 
Where the master fault traverses the northern Leidy Creek fan the style of 
faulting is determined from an EDM/theodolite survey (Appendix V, EDM Project 
2; sec "Case Study 1 ") of a pair of offset ballcnas; i.e., well-rounded ridgeline 
remnants of fan alluvium (Peterson, 1981 ). These fan remnants are offset in a 
dcxtral sense along the master fault. The ballcna remnants cast of the fault fonn 
shutter ridges that diven onfan drainages northward along the fault The 
characteristic pattern of solifluction steps, supported by a host of other surficial 
characteristics and morphostratigraphic relationships indicate that the ballenas are 
remnants of an late Pleistocene Indian fan surf ace, and therefore the ballenas are 
post-Indian in age. 
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Figure 23 is a topographic map based on the survey data that shows probable 
projections of the ballena crests. The longitudinal profiles of the ballena crests are 
shown in Figure 24. In the next section (Case Study I). the survey data is used to 
suggests that the northern ballena crest is displaced about 90 m (+I 5/-20 m) by 
right slip with little (about 5 ± Sm, apparent reverse ). if any, vertical slip. The 
minor vertical displacement that is suggested, is reverse in style, and perhaps is 
related to the arcuate trace on the master fault (Figs. 20 and 23) . 
On the Marble Creek fan, unequivocal evidence of strike-slip faulting has not 
been recognized. However, the fault pattern and at least one geomorphic feature 
suggest strike-slip displacement. The 
master fault traverses the Marble Creek fan without deviation in strike (Pla te I ) 
This suggests a high-angle fault plane, consistent with strike-slip faulting . The 
master fault forms an asymmetric fault scarp where it crosses a flattish interfluve on 
the southern Marble Creek fan. The scarp is prominent on the northern shoulder of 
the interfluve, but is nearly absent on the southern shoulder. This suggests that the 
"nose" of the interfluve was displaced right laterally. These relations suggest that 
right-oblique slip predominates on the northwest -s triking master fault where it 
traverses the Marble Creek fan . 
The master fault of the Northern subrone fonns a nearl y continuous zone of 
well-defined scarp in Holocene fan surfaces in the interfan valley between the 
Marble Creek and Indian Creek fans (Plate I) . Structural and stratigraphic relation s 
exposed in an exploratory trench at Excavation Site 2 (Fig. 20) suggest recurrent 
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The master fault, where it traverses the southern Indian Oeek fan, forms a 
continuous, large (up to about 50 m high), down-to-the-east scarp, that shows little 
evidence of dissection. A subsidiary fault strikes subparallel to the master fault and 
is located about 350 m to the east (Plate I). A branch fault extends nonheasrward 
from a 15° to 20° bend in the master fault, near the southern margin of the Indian 
Oeek fan . This down-to-the-south branch fault lies diagonally between and 
connects the master fault with the subsidiary fault, forming a small-scale, 
rhombohedral-shaped fault block. 
The nonh-nonhwest-soiking (N20°W) master fault displaces an abandoned 
drainage channel on the Indian Creek fanhead. The channel can be physicall y 
traced from west of the master fault, across it and the subsidiary fault to the east . 
and about 1 km beyond (Plate I). The channel is only shallowly incised into the 
Indian surface and is flanked by degraded lateral debris flow levees, that have 
solifluction steps. These relations suggest that the channel was transporting debri s 
to and across the Indian surface . Therefore, the drainage developed during. or 
shonly after, the late Pleistocene Indian surface . 
An EDM/theodolite survey of the offset channel provides the basis for 
determining the style of faulting along the N20°W-striking master fault of the 
Nonhern subzone (Appendix V, EDM Project 3) . Figure 25 shows probable and 
conservative projections of the displaced channel. In a following section ("Case 
Study 2") , these projections are used to suggest about 120 m (± 40 m) of right slip 
along the master fault during the late Ple istocene . 
Figure 26 shows longitudinal projection s of the channel. The survey daw. 
when erosional modifications are considered, suggests that the present thalweg of the 
channel is displaced vertically about 40 m (± 13 m ) (east side relatively 
downfaulted) across the master fault. Little (or no?) lateral displacement of the 
channel is required where it crosses the subsidiary fault to the east (Plate I). but 
perhaps as much as 15 to 20 m of right slip is possible. 
The survey data from the Indian Creek fanhead indicates that right-divergent 
slip characteri:zes the N20°W-s::riking master fault of the Nonhern subzone . Further, 
the data suggests lateral to vertical displacement ratios of 2: 1 to about 5: I. 
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Longitudinal profile of the offset drainage channel in Figure 25 (C-C') across the Nonhem subronc. The 
profile in the upper right comer of the figure is shown without vertical exaggeration . In the lower left 
corner, inset "D" shows the amount of vertical separation of the chan nel. -V't 
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The northward extension of the master fault, where it traverses the nonhern 
Indian Creek fan, displays a distinct left-stepping pattern, suggestive of right-slip 
(Figs. 18 and 20). Immediately south of the point where the fault crosses Indian 
Creek, it forms a well-defined scarp (Appendix VI, Profile P23) in a Leidy age 
(mid Holocene to latest Pleistocene) inset fan remnant. A small onfan drainage is 
shallowly incised into the inset fan and appears to be offset right laterally across the 
fault. The displacement of the channel is evaluated in a the following section 
("Case Study 3"). This evaluation sug~ests that the drainage is displaced less than 
15 m and more than about 3 m in a right lateral sense across the master fault . The 
vertical displacement of the Leidy surface is about I ± 0.3 m (Appendix YI, Profil e 
P23). These data suppon the existence of predominantly right-divergent slip on the 
north-nonhwest-striking (N20°W) master fault of the Northern subzone. 
To the nonh on the Chiatovich Creek fan, the master fault and associated 
nonh-nonhwest-striking faults abruptly bend nonh-nonheast to nonheastward and a 
few eventually bend to the east-nonheast (Figs. 18 and 20). Some of these fault s 
are delineated by vegetation lineaments on the floor of nonhwestem Fish Lake 
Valley. The projection of these fault s is essentially on strike with those faults along 
the southern Volcanic Hill s, about 3 or 4 km across the valley . "The possible 
kinematic relationship between these faults is discussed in a following section 
("Kinematic Model "). The nonhemmost geomorphic evidence of Quaternary surface 
faulting identified in the present study, is provided by two east-west-strik..ing down-
to-the-south fault scarps (both a few hundred meters in length ) on the upper Trail 
Creek fan and along Rock Creek where it traverses Wildhorse Flat (Fig. 18) 
North- to North-Northeast-Striking Faults 
The nonh- to nonh-nonheastem-striking group of faults prominently deform 
the late Pleistocene Indian surface on the mid and lower Indian Creek fan (Plate I). 
There are more than 20 individual, anastomosing and subparallel faults within thi s 
group that form a distributed wne, which is at least 4 km wide . The total width of 
the FL VFZ on the Indian Creek fan is 10 km or more in wide. 
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The nonh- to north-northeast-striking closely-spaced group of faults on the 
Indian Creek fan forms an extensive graben complex. A multitude of small scale 
fault blocks that average about 300 m in width, but range from nearly 3/4 km to a 
few tens of meters, occur within this area of rather intense deformation. A few 
fault blocks east of the central graben, have probably been tilted eastward a few 
degrees. Differential displacement between adjacent blocks results in numerous 
beheaded and abandoned channels and in several divened drainages. Of the 
abandoned channels that cross the north- to north-northeast-striking faults, none 
appear to display evidence of lateral displacement, but virtually all display 
prominent evidence of vertical displacements (Plate I) . 
The intense faulting of the mid and lower Indian Creek fan is evaluated by 
analysis of EDM/theodolite survey (EDM Project l, Appendix V) and by scarp 
profile data (Appendix VI) . Figure 27 shows a topographic profile of the Indian 
surface across the graben-complex, based on a nearly 3 km long EDM/thecxlolite 
survey. Each of the faults traversed by the survey line were profiled in detailed 
• (Appendix VI) by the slope-stick methcxl of Buchman and Anderson ( 1979 ). 
In Figure 28 EDM Projects 1 and 3 are linked together via a topographic 
map. This figure documents the deformation of the Indian surface across the most 
significant faulting along the northern FL VFZ. Prominent , extension accompanied 
by significant vertical displacement (roughly 150 m), and tilted fault blocks 
characterize this portion of the FL VFZ. 
Near the confluence of the south and nonh forks of Indian Creek in the 
Indian Creek canyon, there are two linear well-defined scarps . These northeastward · 
striking scarps project up the south fork to a fault mapped in the Precambri an 
Wyman Formation (Krauskopf, l 971 ). Anderson (1933) was the first to note the 
scarps and inferred that they were related to faulting . Bryson ( 1937) rejected th is 
origin and considered them to be fluviaJ scarps. It is the author's opinion that the 
scarps are in fact of tectonic origin, and possibly are related to reactivation of an 
older bedrock fault. The scarps differ from )he fluvial scarps of Indian Creek in 
that they are linear. Although they occur above the lowest obvious fluvial scarp 
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have steeper slope angles . If they were fluvial scarps, they would be older than the 
lower fluvial scarp and therefore should have more gentle slopes. However, their 
slopes are steeper, supporting a teetonic origin and suggesting rejuvenation by 
intermittent faulting. 
Termination of the Fish Lake Valley Fault Zone 
Backeround Studies: Northwestern Fish Lake Valley provides a unique 
opponuniry to study the termination of a regional scale strike-slip fault. Several 
studies have addressed the termination of the DVFS, including those by Albers 
(1967), Stewan (1967, 1970, 1985) and Albers and Stewan (1972) . Albers (1967. 
p. 151 and Fig. 4) and Stewan (1967) proposed that the DVFS dies out to the 
northwest into large oroflexural folds, or contractional features of regional-scale . 
Thus, inferring that right slip on the FL VFZ is "absorbed" by folding and thrust 
faulting . 
Thi s model is in direct contradiction with the Quaternary tectonic setting of 
northern Fish Lake Valley, based on structural and geomorphic evidence presented 
in this study . The northwestern termination of the Quaternary FL VFZ (i .e., DVFS ), 
probably differs greatly from Alber's (1967) and Stewan's (1967 ) model s of 
oroflexural folding and contractionaJ faulting. Rather, northern Fish Lake Valley is 
a region of marked extension and normal faulting associated with right slip on the 
FLVFZ. 
The large -scale normal faults and widespread volcanism in northern Fish 
Lake Valley suppon the hypothesi s that northern Fish Lake Valley is a region of 
extension. Carr ( 1984) indicated that volcanism is concentrated where right-lateral 
strike-slip faults terminate or connect with nonheasr striking left-lateral strike -s lip 
faults. Such may be the case in northern Fish Lake Valley. 
Northwestern Termination of the FLVFZ: i,, northwestern Fish Lake Valley the 
FL VFZ terminates by splaying, gradually bending northward, and eventually abruptl y 
bending nort eastward (Figs. 18 and 20) . The closely spaced faults that prominently 
disrupt the middle and lower Indian Creek fan are branch faults splaying north to 
north-northeastward in a horsetail splay pattern (e.g ., Sylvester, 1988, his Fig . 18 ) 
t 
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from the master fault of the Nonhern subwne. The intersection between the master 
fault and the branch faults is apparently buried by latest Holocene (mostly late 
Marble in age) alluvial deposits of the Marble Creek fan (Plate D. 
The master fault and associated north-northwestward-striking faults of the 
northern FL VFZ make an approximately right-angle bend at Chiatovich Creek (Fig. 
18). Between the nonhern margin of the Indian Creek fan and that of Chiatovich 
Creek fan, a distance of aoout 3 lan, the north-northwest-striking (N 15°W) master 
fault bends abruptly northeastward (N60°E) and displays a few nearly east-west 
(N75°E) striking fault scarps south of Wildhorse Flat. East-west-striking scarps 
have also been identified on the upper part of the abandoned Trail Canyon fan (3 
km nonh), along Rock Creek just south of Pinto Hill (9 km north ), and about 2 km 
up the Indian Creek canyon, near the confluence of the south and north fork s of 
Indian Creek (discussed previously). 
Where the FLVFZ terminates in northwestern Fish Lake Valley (Fig 29). 
well-defined fault scarps occur from within the White Mountains to just west of 
Highway 3A (Plate IIB). Vegetation lineaments occur on the oolson floor and 
extend at least 1 km vallcyward of the highway. The vegetation lineaments are 
similar to those known from exploratory trench studies in southern Fish Lake Valley 
(e.g., Plate V) to be faults . The distributive pattern of the northernmost FL YFZ is 
at least 10 km or more wide. 
The lineaments and fault scarps on the lower Chiatovich fan, are generall y 
on strike with the fault scarps at the foot of the southern Volcanic Hills. The two 
sets of faults arc separated by 5 km (or less) of probable Holocene valle y fill. 
which may conceal a through going fault wne . In that case, the FL VFZ is joined in 
the subsurface to the faults at the foot of the southern Volcanic Hills. The 
northwestern termination would therefore be an intersection between the northwest 
strildng FLVFZ and the northeastward striking faults of the southern Volcanic Hill s. 
Henceforth, "termination" simply implies the end of prominent surface 
faulting that characterizes the FL VFZ to the south. It does not preclude the 
possibility that the FL VFZ terminates at an intersection with northeast-striking 
(transfer?) faults, or that displacement is transferred to the Emigrant Peak, Coaldale , 
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Figure 29. Map of the Nonhem subzone of the Fish Lake Valley fault zone 
showing that the fault zone terminates to the nonh in a horse tail 
splay pattern. The faults are dotted where inferred. Compare with 
Figure 18 for location of drainages. CS 1, 2, and 3; Case Studies I . 
2, and 3; EDM I; EDM Project 1 (Appendix V); EX 1 and 2; 
Excavation Sites 1 and 2. 
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and (or) other fault zones to the north and east. 
The broad, distributive fault pattern of the northern FL YFZ (e.g., Figs. 18, 
20, and 29) and prominent vertical displacements of the Indian morphostratigraphic 
unit (e.g., Figs. 24, 25 and 26) suggest general east-west (to west-northwest/east-
southeast) extension during the late Pleistocene. This inferred extension direction 
accords well with that determined by Smith and Lindh (1978), Speed and Cogbill 
(1979), and Zoback and Beanland (1986 and 1988) for the surrounding region . 
Furthermore, the extension direction is supported by the northerly strikes of fault s 
having a significant or dominant component of venical displacement within the 
FLYFZ and the Emigrant Peak fault zone (Reheis , 1990). 
Seismicity at the Nonhwest Termination of the FL YFZ: Eanhquake epicenters 
within the southern Basin and Range Province typically do not show alignments 
along known surface faults (Ryal), 1973), but do tend to cluster at the ends or 
intersections of faults (Ryal! and Ryal) , 1980). The DVFS is no exception to these 
general observations . There are very few epicenters that can reasonably be shown 
to lie within the fault system (e .g. , Real and others, 1978). A prominent c lu ster 
of seismicity, the most prominent anywhere along the nearl y 350 km-long DYFS , 
occurs where the FL YFZ abruptly bends at its northern end (e.g., Fig . 30; Ryall and 
Ryall, 1983, Fig. I; Slemmons and others, I 965 , Fig. 3) . Since 19 10 there have 
been 48 eanhquakes on magnitude (M.) 4.0 or greater within th is temporall y 
persistent cluster of seismiciry (Fig. 30), the largest of which was a magnitude 5.5. 
An eanhquake of M. = 5.3 occurred during a swann of eanhquakes in I 982 and 
1983 (Univ . of Nevada, Reno, seismology laboratory, unpub. da ta) within th is 
cluster. Only recently (1 -14-90) a M. = 4.6, followed by a energetic aftershock 
sequence lasting a few days, occurred in the northwestern comer of the valley 
(Univ . of Nevada, Reno, Seismological Laboratory). The inferred significance of 
clusters of seismicity (above) suppons the hypothesis that the FL YFZ terminates. or 
intersects the northeast striking faults of the southern Volcanic Hill s. 
Vetter (1984) determined focal mechanisms for several eanhquakes with in the 
cluster of seismicity at the northern end of the FL VFZ, the larger of which are 
shown in Figure 31 . Nodal plane solution for the various focal mechanisms indica te 
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Figure 30. Map lihowing the distribution of epicenter in the Fish Lake Valley 
region from 1970 to 1988 (source Univ. of Nevada. Reno, Seismology 
Laboratory) . Note the cluster of seismicity at the northern end of 
Fish Lake Valley fault wne (fl. VFZ). DSFZ, Deep Springs Valley 
fault zone; WMFZ, White Mountains fault wne. 
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either right-lateral strike-slip faulting on northwest- to north-northwest-striking faults 
or left-lateral strike-slip faulting on northeast- to east-northeast-striking faults . The 
two smallest events however, have normal and reverse components of displacement. 
Right slip on northwestward-striking faults agrees well with that the structural and 
geomorphic evidence presented above, and left slip on northeastward-striking fault s 
is at least permissible based on this evidence. 
Discussion of Northwest Termination of the FLVFZ: In summary, northern Fish 
Lake Valley appears to be a region of extension related to right slip on the FL VFZ. 
Horsetail splaying and bending northeastward characterizes the northwestern 
termination of the fault rone (Fig . 29). Here, right slip on northwest- to north -
northwest-striking faults is converted to normal slip and associated extension on 
northward-striking normaJ faults, and possibly left-lateraJ strike-slip faulting on 
northeast-striking faults . Hence , northern Fish Lake Valley is a region of extension 
related to right slip on the northwest-striking FL VFZ. 
Qidong and Peii.hen (1984) and Ron and Eyal (1985) proposed simiJar 
structuraJ patterns and faulting styles at strike-slip fault terminations. Qidong and 
Peii.hen (1984) suggested that strike-slip faults commonly terminate by an abrupt 
change in strike, where strike slip is converted to dip slip on normaJ faults . Thi s is 
exemplified in northern Israel where both the right -lateraJ Zarit and the left-lateral 
Pegiin faults terminate by splaying, bending, and transferring lateral slip to norm al 
slip (Ron and Eyal, 1985). 
A kinematic transfer from right slip to normaJ slip at the terminu s of a 
strike-slip fault apparently occurred during the 1979 M, 6.6 Imperial Valley 
eanhquake. The eanhquake ruptured the northwest -striki ng Imperial fault 
continuously for about 35 km, before terminating by splaying northward into several 
faults, with normal displacement (Sibson, 1986). 
RATES OF QUATERNARY FAULTING 
Several displaced geomorphic features clearl y reveal the style of movement 
along the FL VFZ. EDM/theodolite surveys (Appendix V) and slope-stick profile s 
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Figure 31 . Lower hemisphere fault-plane solutions for selected canhquakes in 
Fish Lake Valley, which were determined by Yetter (1984). EPFZ, 
Emigrant Peak fault zone; FL VFZ, Fish Lake Valley fault zone . 
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(Appendix VI) of such features are used to document the amount and style of 
displacement along the Northern subwne. The morphostratigraphic framework of 
the study area (Chapters IV and V) provides general age constraints for offset 
features, and hence the duration of slip accumulation. The displacement estimate s 
and the inferred slip durations are used to estimate average slip rates on the 
northern FL VFZ, during specified intervals of the late Quaternary (Appendix VII ). 
The geomeoical and mathematical relations between various components o f 
displacement have been determined by methods of Clark and others (1984 ), and 
shown modified in Figure 32. Where T is the amount of total slip , H. is the 
amount of horiwntal slip, D is the amount of the dip slip component. The dip slip 
component has both a vertical (V) and a horizontal component ~ ). The angle o. is 
equal to 90° less the dip of the fault. The various components of slip are used in 
the following evalua tions of average slip rates along three sec tion s of the northern 
FLVFZ. 
RATES FROM LEIDY CREEK FAN 
CASE STUDY 1 
The nonhwest -srrik.ing (N35°W) master fault of the northern FL VFZ (Fig . 
18), where it traverses the northern Leidy Creek fan , clearly and uneq ui vocally 
displaces two alluvial fan remnants (ballenas) in a right-lateral sense (Fig . 23 ). 
These remnants are the most convincing indicators of lateral di spl acement identified 
in this study anywhere along the nearly 80 lcm -long FL VFZ. The ballenas are 
remnan ts of the Indian unit , and therefore are younger than thi s late Plei stoce ne unit 
by some undetermined amount of time. Thi s conoibutes to the uncertaint y in 
determining the average slip rate at this site. 
Without numerical age constraints, determining the age of the bal lenas is 
problematic. It is possible that the ballenas are significantly younger than the late 
Pleistocene Indian unit. Peterson (I 981 ) suggested that ballenas essentiall y represent 
the final morphological stage in the erosional truncation and destruction of once 
more extensive alluvial fan surfaces. Therefore, the approximate age of the Indian 
Sryk Components 
!= dip slip = ~wntaJ component of dip slip = horizontal component of dip ahp 
I(,..~lllif. 
T"- ..i-, - R: +tr-I(+ I(+ 'I 
)67 
Figure 32. Diagram and definitions of displacement components (modified from 
Clark and others, 1984) used in slip rate calculations (Appendix Vil ). 
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unit (Table 3) represents the maximum duration of slip accumulation . 
The solifluction steps on the crests and shoulders of the ballenas require that 
a rather thick layer of desert loess caps these fan remnants, and that their soils have 
prominent clay and/or carbonate accumulations, which promote solifluction. Such 
steps are absent on Leidy age and younger fan surfaces in the srudy area, and 
probably do not occur on Holocene or latest Pleistocene surfaces of region 
(discussed in Appendix I) . The treads of the steps display well sorted, interlock 
pavements with dark, continuous varnish coats on lithic fragments, similar to 
features characteristic of the Indian surface (Table 1 ). It is herein assumed that the 
ballenas are roughly half the age of the Indian unit (Table 3), for the pul1'ose of 
estimating slip rates (Appendix VII). 
It is difficult when dealing with displaced erosional landforms to determine 
the degree of post-offset modification of their mol1'hology . Although the 
,t 
" solifluction steps result from downslope movement, their presence suggests that the 
ballenas have been stable for a considerable period of time. Erosional modifications 
of the ballenas may have shifted the ballena crests as much as roughly 7 m latera lly 
and perhaps 3 m vertically. These uncertainties are represented by the size of the 
EDM survey points in Figure 23, from which displacement measurements are made . 
These uncertainties do not however, account for the relatively sign ificant erosional 
modification of the southern ballena remnant east of the fault (discussed in 
Appendix VJD. 
Figure 23 shows probable projections of the two ballena crests, based on the 
EDM/theodolite survey (Appendix V, EDM Project 2). The projections suggest that 
the northern and southern ballena crests are displaced about 92 m (+15/-20 m) and 
62 m (+12/-25 m), respectively, in a right-lateral style along the master fault of the 
northern FLVFZ (Fig. 23) . Modification of the southern remnant results in a 
estimate of displacement. 
Figure 24 shows that little vertical displacement (S-5 m +6/-5m), if any, 1s 
required to match the longirudinal projections of the Ballena crests across the 
northwest-striking (N35°W) master fault The minor vertical displacement suggested 
shows that the valley side of the fault is upthrown relative to the mountain side. 
This suggests a minor reverse component of displacement, perhaps related to the 
arcuate trace of the master fault (Fig. 23) . 
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In Appendix VII, slip rates are calculated from displacement measurements 
and inferred age of the ballenas. Table 9 shows estimates of the average slip rates 
at the Case Study l site on the northern Leidy Creek fan. These estimates suggest 
the preferred total (T) slip rate for the master fault is about 0.8 mm/yr (0.4 to 2.4 
mm/yr) . 
RATES FROM THE INDIAN CREEK FAN 
CASE STUDY 2 
Right-divergent slip on the north-northwest -striki ng (N20°W) master fault, 
where it traverses the southern Indian Creek fan, is evident form an abandoned and 
offset drainage channel (Plate I) . The offset channel can be physically traced 
eastward from west of the master fault, across it and a subsidiary fault to the east. 
and about l km beyond. The channel is only shallowly incised into the lndian 
surface of the upper Indian Creek fan, and apparently is graded to this surface in 
the mid.fan area. Degraded lateral debris flow levees, mantled with prominent 
solifluction steps, flank the extent of the channel. These relations suggest the 
drainage channel rransported debris to and across the Indian surface, and therefore 
developed during , or shortly after, the surface stabilized. The age of the drainage 
channel is assumed to be the same as the Indian morphostratigraphic unit (Table 3) 
The master fault traverses the southern Indian Creek fan and form s a large 
(roughly 30 m to as much 50 m high), continuous, down-to-the-east scarp exhibiting 
little evidence of dissection. Where the fault displaces the abandoned channel it 
consists of two closely-spaced parallel traces, but movement on the western trace is 
relatively minor. An EDM/theodolite survey (EDM Project 3, Append.ix Y) of the 
offset channel, across the N20°W-striking master fault on the southern Indian Creek 
fan, indicates a predominance of right slip. Figure 25 shows probable and 
conservative projections of the offset channel, based on survey data and considering 
erosional modifications (discussed below) . 
TABLE 9: SLIP RATE ESTIMATES FOR THE NORTHERN FLVFZ 1 
LATE PLEISTOCENE SLIP RATES 
CASE STUDY l: 
NORTHERN BALLENA REMN.l\NTS 
Style 
Component 
H, - right s lip 
V - vert ica l slip (reverse) 
D - dip s l ip ( re ve r se) 
T - r i gh t - obl i q ue s l ip 
SOUTHERN BALLENA REMNANTS 
Style 
Compon e n t 
H, - right l ateral 
V - vertical slip 
V - vertical slip 
D - d i p s li p 
T - r i ght - obl ique 









V - vert ical s l ip (normal) 
D - dip s lip (normal) 
T - r ight-divergent slip 
Estima ted Sl i p Ra te {mm/ yr ) 





2 . 1 







Estimated Slip Rate (mm / yr) 
Minimum Maxi mu m 
~0 .2 ~ 1.5 
?0. 0 ?0. 1 
?0.0 ? 0.1 
? 0.0 ~0 .l 
? 0.2 ? 1 . 6 
Estimated S l i12 Rate {mm/ :trl 
Minimum Maximum Pr eferred 
0.2 1.7 0 . 5 
0 . 1 0.5 0.2 
0.1 0.6 0.2 
0.3 2 . 3 0 . 7 
LATEST PLEISTOCENE TO HOLOCENE SL I P RATES 





- right s li p 
V - vertical slip ( no rmal) 
D - dip slip (norma l) 
T - right-d i vergent slip 
Es tima t e d Sl i p Ra~ e /mm / y r) 
Mi n i mum Maximu m Pre f e rred 
0 . 2 
<0 .1 







0 . 1 
0 . 1 
0.5 
Slip rates are es t imate d 1n Appendi x VII. 
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As in Case Study 1 (above), it is necessary to consider lateral shifts of the 
displaced geomorphic feature, related to post-offset modifications. This task is 
simplified by the lateral debris flow levees, that flank the offset channel. The 
reason is debris levees are depositional features having an initial morphology 
comparable to those formed by recent debris flows, that issued from other White 
Mountain canyons (e.g. Kesseli and Beaty, 1959, Figs. 24 and 40; Beaty, 1968, Fig. 
18). Hence, by comparing the present degraded morphology of the displaced levees 
to that of "fresh" debris flow levees in the region, post-offset modifications can be 
evaluated. 
This comparison suggests the levee crests were lowered, rounded, and thus 
broadened. The prominent solifluction steps on the levees suggest this modification 
resulted, in part, from "smoothing" effects of solifluction (Appendix I) Based on 
this comparison, the post-offset modifications may have conservatively shifted the 
channel laterally by as much as about 7 m. When modifications are considered the 
survey data suggests the channel is offset about 122 m (+43/-39 m) in a right 
lateral sense along the master fault (Fig. 25). 
Figure 26 shows projections of the longitudinal profile of the offset channel. 
The vertical displacement of the channel is somewhat more difficult to determine. 
This determination is complicated by probable post-offset incision ( < 3 m) of the 
channel reach, east of the master fault. The uncertainty in determining the amount 
of vertical displacement is reflected in the size of the EDM survey points in Figure 
26. The survey data suggests the thalweg of the channel is displaced verticall y 40 
m (+12/-13m, east side relatively downfaulted). 
The survey data suggests the channel is displaced about 120 ±40m laterall y, 
and about 42 ± 8 m vertically. Therefore, right-divergent-slip , characterizes by 
displacement ratios of 2: 1 to 5: 1 (lateral :vertical), predominates on the N20°W -
striking master fault of the northern FL VFZ. 
The dip of the fault is uncertain, but the somewhat curvealinear expression 
of the fault suggests that it dips to the east Less than I km to the west , a parallel 
secondary fault is exposed in bedrock and dips about 65° to 70°E. The southern 
extension of the master fault is exposed in an exploratory trench at Excavation Site 
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2 (Fig. 20), where it is nearly venical (Plate IV). Hence, in calculating average slip 
rates (Appendix VII), the fault dip is assumed to range from vertical to 60°E (75°, 
preferred). 
The estimates of the average slip rates at this site are reported in Table 9. 
The total rn slip rate on the master fault on the Indian Creek fan is 0 .7 mm/yr 
(0.3 to 2.2 mm/yr) and the dip slip (normal) rate is 0 .2 mm/yr (0.1 to 0.5 mm/yr). 
CASE STUDY 3 
The Case Study 3 site is located about a one kilometer northward of the 
previous site, along the same master fault of the northern FL YFZ (Fig. 29). Here a 
small , onfan drainage is shallowly incised into the surface of a Leidy age inset fan 
remnant. The drainage channel is younger than the Leidy surface into which it is 
inset Further, morphostratigraphic relations suggest the channel developed before 
the early Marble surface, probably about when the Leidy surface stabilized. Thus, 
the age of the channel is inferred to be the same as for the Liedy unit (Table 3). 
This drainage channel is diverted for a short reach southward along the base 
of a down to the east scarp, formed by the master fault. The channel adjacent to 
the fault on the downthrown side, is wider then on the upthrown side. This 
suggests, lateral-erosion of the southern channel margin on the east side of the fault. 
Therefore, the right-lateral displacement of the channel is in part apparent. 
However, channel modifications do not account for the mismatch of the northern 
channel margin across the master fault. The morphology and possible projections of 
the offset channel were closely evaluated in the field . The field studies suggest the 
northern margin of the channel is offset as little as about 5 ± 2 m, in a right lateral 
sense across the master fault . Whereas, the southern channel margin is apparently 
displaced by as much as about 15 m. The latter displacement estimate is 
considered to be greater than the "true" lateral displacement (>H.), due to latera l 
erosion of the channel reach east of the fault . 
The venical displacement of the Leidy surface across the master fault at this 
site, was measured from a slope-stick/Brunton profile (Appendix YI, Profile 23). 
The profile was measured immediately north of the western channel remnant, where 
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the upper and lower relict Leidy surfaces are well preserved, and the scarp clearly 
defined. The profile data suggests 1 ± 0.3 m of vertical displacement of the Leidy 
surface across the master fault near Indian Creek. 
The displacement data supports right-divergent slip (valley side down) on the 
N20°W-striking master fault of the northern FL VFZ. The displacement data coupled 
with an estimate of the duration of slip accumulation (i.e., age of the Leidy unit) 
provides a preferred total rn slip rate of 0.8 mm/yr (0.2 to <2.8 mm/yr)(Table 9; 
Appendix YID. Hence, the latest Pleistocene to Holocene style and rate of faulting 
is apparently similar to the late Pleistocene style and rate of faulting . 
COMPARISON WITH SLIP RA TES ALONG THE DVFS 
Several geomorphic and structural features along the DVFS indicate a 
predominance of right-lateral saike-slip displacement during the Quaternary . The 
amount of slip and the interval during which it accumulated has been determined 
for a few of these features, thus yielding estimates of average slip rates . The 
following is a brief summary of long term, lateral slip rates along the DVFS . 
Cinder Hi!! . in southcentral Death Valley, is a basaltic cinder cone that 
straddles a trace (probably the master trace) of the southern Death Valley fault zone 
(Troxel and Butler, 1986). The cinder cone, K-Ar dated at about 700 ka by R. L. 
Drake (i!:! Wright and Troxel, 1984), is offset approximately 200 m in a right lateral 
sense along the fault trace (Troxel and Butler, 1986). The data suggests a lateral 
slip rate of about 0.3 mm/yr for this trace of the Southern Death Valley fault zone . 
Along the Northern Death Valley fault zone, Oakes (1987) examined an 
offset pluton, half of which is in the northern Last Change range and the other hal f 
in the northern Grapevine Mountains. The pluton is K-Ar dated at 7.3 to 7 .9 Ma, 
and is displaced approximately 32 km. These data yield an estimated slip rate for 
the Northern Death Valley fault rone of about 4.1 to 4.4 mm/yr. 
McKee (1968) proposed as much as about 900 m of right slip along the 
southern FLVFZ in southernmost Fish Lake Valley, based on a postulated 
mismatched of sediments from a late Pliocene drainage system. McKee reponed a 
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K-Ar date on biotite of 3.5 ± 0.2 m .y., collected from near the base of the 
sedimentary sequence. These relations, suggest a rough estimate of about 0.3 
mm/yr on the southern FL VFZ, since the late Pliocene. However, recent mapping 
by Reheis (1990c) suggests that McKee's proposed correlation may be incorrect. 
McKee (1968) also proposed that quartz monzonite in the Sylvania 
Mountains was once continuous with rocks of similar lithology and age (160 Ma) in 
the southeastern White Mountains, but they have been offset about 50 km in a right 
lateral sense along the DVFS . These data suggest an average slip rate of about 0.3 
mm/yr. 
Reheis (1990c) estimates that faulting began on the southernmost FL VFZ 
between 11.5 and 8.2 Ma. Reheis suggests that if McKee's 50 km of cummulativc 
slip occurred since the onset of faulting ( 11.5 to 8.2 Ma) . then the average slip rate 
is 4.3 to 6.1 mm/yr. Which, as Reheis noted, agrees well with the average rate (4.1 
to 4.4 mm/yr) reported by Oakes (l 987 ) for the Northern Death Valley fault zone . 
The average slip rates estimated in this study along the northern FLVFZ 
(Table 10) generally do not agree with the long-term slip rates summarized above. 
The slip rates listed in Table 10 were determined for only the master fault near the 
northwestward termination of FL VFZ. Therefore. it is probable that the late 
Quaternary slip rate is higher than those listed in Table 10. 
KINEMATIC MODEL OF QUATERNARY FAULTING 
Geomorphic and structural analyses indicate the northwest-striking FL VFZ is 
predominantly a zone of right slip. However, a down-to-the-east (i .e., valley side) 
normal component of displacement is generally evident to prominent , and locally 
may be significant or even be dominant (e.g .. Dyer subzone). The style of faulting 
along the fault zone is influenced by the strike of individual faults . On a regional 
scale, the style is governed by the relative motion of the White Mountains and Fish 
Lake Valley structural blocks, and the geometry of their faulted boundary (i .e., 
strike of the FL VFZ). These relationships form the bases of the kinematic model 
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proposed in this section. 
Styles of faulting along the FL VFZ (discussed in previous sections) are 
influenced by the orientation of individual faults. Northwest- to north-northwest-
striking faults generally display a dominant component of right slip with a variable, 
but generally minor to insignificant component of vertical slip. North- to nonh-
northeast-striking faults have dominant normal displacement with no (or little ?) 
lateral displa<.;ement. Where the fault zone strikes west-northwest local areas of 
apparent contraction occur within the fault zone . Hence, the northwest-striking 
FLVFZ has a predominance of right-divergent slip. 
In this section, a kinematic model is developed for the FL VFZ. The model 
is a regional synthesis that incorporates styles of faulting determined from structural 
and geomorphic evidence along the fault zone (described in previous sections) . 
The kinematic model of the FL VFZ is shown in Figure 33. The model 1s 
based on northwest (N35°W) translation of the White Mountains structural block 
relative to the Fish Lake Valley block along the FLVFZ, and on a east -west to 
west-northwest extension direction. 
The translation direction (N35°W) is inferred from a pair of ballenas offset 
m a right lateral sense along the master fault on the Leidy CreeK fan (see Case 
Study 1 ). The extension direction is inferred from the orientation of prominent 
normal faults within the FL VFZ. Hence these strain orientations are inferred from 
structural and geomorphic analyses of the FL VFZ, and agree closely with the 
regional tectonic setting (Chapter III). Therefore, the model suggests that the sty le 
of faulting along the FL VFZ agrees kinematically with the DVFS to the south . 
The northerly-striking (Nl5°W) Dyer subzone connects the nonhwest-
striking, en echelon Eastern and Northern subzones . Normal displacement is 
significant (perhaps dominant?) on the Dyer subrone, whereas right slip 
predominates on the other two subzones. The model suggests that the Dyer subzone 
functions kinematically as a releasing step, and forms a small-scale pull apart basin 
along the central FL VFZ. This interpretation is in good agreement with the 
prominent vertical displacements and apparently deep valley fill along the Dyer 
subzone. Further, the interpretation is seemingly supported by the gross morphology 












Kinematic mode.I of the Fish Luc Valley fault zone based oo thi.s sllldy . The prcfcrn,d dircctJon 
for right slip i5 about N40°W. which is based oo analysis of displacod geomorphic fc.alllrcs and 
fault pauems along the fault zone. Note that where the fault zone d.evia~ from a northwest 
strike a dip slip componcn t is prescn L 
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of the range, i.e., the pull apart basin lies opposite the highest point along the crest 
of the range. 
Hence, the Dyer subwne is a mirror analog of the Central Death Valley fault zone, 
which forms a releasing right step between two right slip fault wnes, the Northern 
and Southern Death Valley fault rones (Burchfiel and Stewart, 1966; Wright and 
Troxel, 1967; Stewart, 1983; discussed in Chapter ill) . 
The model suggests the FL VFZ terminates in a region where right slip is 
converted to dip slip and east-west (west-northwest) extension . Thus, the model can 
account for : 1) right slip predominating on northwestward-striking faults, for 
example the master fault on the Leidy Creek fan (Fig. 23); 2) right-divergent slip 
on north-northwest-striking faults, for example the master fault where it traverses the 
Indian Creek fan (Fig. 25); and 3) the east-west extension of the Indian Creek fan 
(Figs . 27 and 28). The extension direction (east-west to west-nonhwest) is similar 
in orientation to the minimum horizontal stress (CJ1) in the surrounding region (e.g .. 
Smith and Lindh , 1978; Zoback and Zoback, 1980; and Zoback and Beanland. 1986 
and 1988). This seemingly supports as "Andersonian" fault mechanism (c .f. , 
Anderson, 1905), i.e., uniform relation between stress and strain. 
The left step in the Eastern subrone near Oasis, California (Figs . 18 and 19). 
according to the model, should function as a restraining step. This is consistent 
with the pressure ridge interpretation for thi s feature (discussed in a previous 
section). 
In summary, the kinematic model accounts for variations in faulting styles 
with changes in the orientation of the FL VFZ, in an analogous manner to the DVFS 
to the south (c.f. McKee, 1968; Brogan and Slemmons, 1970; Reynolds, 1976; 
Brogan, 1979; Sawyer, 1988a, b, and c; Reheis, 1990c) . This suggests that the 
FLVFZ is an integral structure of, and kinematically linked to the DVFS . 
The translation direction of the White Mountains structural block (N35°W) is 
similar to that of the Sierra Nevada Province (northwest)(c.f. Wright, 1976; Arugs 
and Grodon, 1989). This suggests that the White Mountains block is tracking, at a 
minimum rate of 0.7-0.8 mm/yr but could be in excess of 2.3-2.4 mm/yr, the 
northwest translation of the Sierra Nevada Province. The only significant aspect 
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of the VFZ that the mcxiel does not account for, is normal displacements wii ere 
the fault zone strikes nonhwest and west-nonhwest. For example , prominent normal 
displacement along the nonhernmost section of the nonhwest-striking Eastern 
subzone (Fig. 18), which however may be explained as an edge effect of the Dyer 
pull apart basin. This deficiency may also stems from mcxieling the VFZ as a 
pure right-slip fault zone, rather than as a right-divergent slip fault zone. 
CHAPTER VII 
P ALEOSEISMICITY OF THE 
FISH LAKE VALLEY FAULT ZONE 
INTRODUCTION 
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Establishing the long-term behavior of seismogenic faults is invaluable to 
assessments of seismic potential and to characterization of earthquake hazards 
associated with active faults . Detailed studies of paleoseismiciry often provide the 
only means of establishing fault behavior du.ring intervals of geologic time. 
Examination of the Holocene paleoseismic record, including the most recent surface 
faulting event, is fundamental because this portion of the paleoseismic record may 
best represent expectable behavior of the fault. These points are particularl y 
appropriate in regions such as the Basin and Range Province where historical and 
instrumental records are short compared to recurrence rates of large earthquakes . 
An objective of this paleoseismiciry study is to establish the most recent 
history of surface faulting along the FL YFZ. Thus , the youngest 
morphostratigraphic units disrupted by the fault were closely examined. This 
examination provides important characteristics of the paleoseismic behavior of the 
FL YFZ, including the number, relative size, and, in some cases, timing of the most 
recent paleoseismic surface faulting events. Paleoseismic ruptures along the FL YFZ 
are identified and described in Chapter VIII . 
In this chapter, the Holocene paleoseismic record of the FL YFZ is assessed 
by examining the relationships between faults and alluvial fan stratigraphy in 
exploratory rrenches . Individual and sequential prehistoric earthquakes are identified. 
for example, by: (1) faults that displace older fan deposits, but not younger deposi ts, 
or (2) displace an older morphostratigraphic unit more than a younger unit; (3) 
discrete colluvial aprons (wedges) deposited on the downthrown side of the fault; 
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and (4) distinct crevices within the fault zone, which have been infilled by surficial 
materials. 
Stratigraphic and structural relations exposed in exploratory trenches across 
the master fault of the northern FL VFZ constrain the relative timing of prehistoric 
earthquakes. This relative paleoseismic record has been evaluated in the context of 
the morphostratigraphic framework established in Chapters IV and V. This 
evaluation provides general timing constraints, where age data is absent or lacking. 
Materials suitable for numerical age determination (e.g., organic matter or volcanic 
ash) have been collected from all four exploratory trenches, and presently provide 
direct timing constraints at one excavation site. 
In addition to morphostratigraphy, soil age estimates (Fig. 17 and Table 8), 
based on a radiocarbon -calibrated selected property index (Chapter V), are used to 
estimate general timing constraints. Such constraints often provide the most 
conservative timing estimates. 
Historical surface faulting in various places worldwide has occurred mai nl y 
during large earthquakes (M 1 5.0 and greater)(Bonilla, I 986). However, a few 
surface ruptures are associated with smaller earthquakes, and some ruptures have 
occurred aseismically by fault creep. I assume that large earthquakes on the FL VFZ 
resulted in surface faulting, whereas moderate-sized earthquakes and creep did not, 
or at least not to the 1egree that is recognizable in the paleoseismic record. 
The following exploratory trench studies suggest that deformation along the 
FL VFZ occurs episodically by discrete surface faulting events, which are apparently 
associated with extensive surface ruptures . This supports the assumption that creep 
is negligible or absent and that large, rather than moderate, earthquakes are 
associated with surface faulting. Successive Holocene surface faulting events have 
ruptured the master fault of the northern FL VFZ in a similar manner, which 
suggests a characteristic earthquake behavior (described below). 
f 
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EXPLORATORY TRENCH STUDIES 
Detailed examinations of mesoscopic structural and stratigraphic relations 
exposed in exploratory trenches across the master or suspected faults of the FL VFZ 
has led to recognition and characterization of paleoseismic events . The detail or 
resolution of the paleoseismic record depends largely on the continuity of the 
stratigraphy exposed in the trenches. Hence, the exploratory trench sites were 
selected in areas that have received frequent and recent deposition , e .g. alluvial 
fanlette apices and playa/lake plains. 
A problem common to exploratory trench studies, including the present study, 
is that a trench provides only a two-dimensional (vertical) account of th.ree-
dimensionaJ deformation associated with earthquakes . This is particularly a problem 
for evaluating the paleoseismic character of strike-slip faults, as the most significant 
deformation occurs along the fault strike . However, the right -divergent slip FL VFZ 
has had a minor to significant component of venical slip (Chapter VI). Thu s, 
paleoseismic events are represented by vertical offsets of alluvial fan deposits , which 
were measured directly from trench exposures. 
Since right slip has predominated along the FL VFZ, vertical separations give 
apparent rather than net slip. In addition, variations in thickness and orientation of 
stratigraphic units juxtaposed along the fault occur as a result of right slip. I 
assume in this study that the difference between the measured vertical separation 
and the "actual" vertical slip is negligible. 
EXCAVATION SITE 1 
The Marble Creek fanhead has been truncated by prominent, down-to-the-
east slip on the nonhwest-striking (N30°W) master fault of the nonhem FL VFZ. 
The fact that progressively larger fault scarps occur in successively older 
morphostratigraphic units suggests that this section of the master fault has had 
recurrent activity. About a half kilometer south of Marble Creek an unnamed small 
drainage crosses the master fault. The drainage reach on the upthrown side of the 
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fault is shallowly incised into the Leidy alluvial fan remnant, and has formed paired 
early and middle Marble inset fan remnants (Plate n. The drainage is actively 
aggrading on the downdropped side of the fault, forming an alluvial fanlette with 
middle and late Marble surfaces. Vertical slip on the master fault has controlled the 
loci of deposition for this relatively minor drainage, and thus has localized the apex 
of this alluvial fanlette along the master fault. 
Excavation Site I is on the faulted apex of this inset alluvial fanlette (Plate 
I). The master fault of the FL VFZ displaces the middle Marble surface about one 
third of a meter (Profile P20, Appendix VD. near where a hand-dug exploratory 
trench was excavated across this fault. Radiocarbon Site 3, Tephra Site 2, and 
Pedons I and 2 (Appendix II) are all in the immediate area (Plate I). 
Geomorphic features indicating the sense of net slip on the master fault have 
not been recognized at Excavation Site I. However, 0.8 km southeastward alon g 
the master fault, the sense of slip is shown by an EDM/theodolite survey (Fig . 23 ) 
of a pair of offset ballenas (Case Study 1). The survey data suggests that right slip 
has predominated during the late Pleistocene along the master fault. Displacement 
ratios of 6: I (lateral:vertical) to pure strike slip are suggested from this survey. An 
offset Leidy surface immediately south of the ballenas suggests a similar style of 
latest Pleistocene to Holocene surface faulting . 
The displacement ratio apparently decreases northwestward along the mas ter 
fault, perhaps due to a slight northward bend of 5° to 10° in fault srrike. At 
Excavation Site I the displacement ratio is inferred to be roughly IO : 1 to 4: 1. Thi s 
is based on the fact that larger scarps occur at Excavation Site I than in the same 
units adjacent to the ballenas, and on the inference that an increase in vertical slip , 
related to a more northerly fault strike, is accompanied by a corresponding decrease 
in lateral slip (i.e., conservation of slip). 
A lateral component of displacement is supported by structural and 
stratigraphic relations observed in the exploratory trench at this site. Structural 
relations include vertical to near-vertical fault planes arranged in a "flower" structure 
(Plate Ill). Stratigraphic evidence of lateral slip includes stratigraphic thickness 
and/or facies changes and discontinuity of sedimentary structures (e.g., cross bedded 
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sand lenses) across observed faults and fractures. 
SUMMARY OF SEPARATION DATA 
Vertical separations of stratigraphic units were measured directly from 
exposures on the nonh wall of the exploratory trench at Excavation Site I . Lateral 
separations are inferred to be roughly 4 to 10 times greater than measured vertical 
separations (described above). 
Plate Ill is a graphical log of the nonh wall of the exploratory trench at 
Excavation Site I, which is shown in simplified form in Figure 34. Ten 
stratigraphic units, composed largely of debris flow deposits with subordinate water 
lain sediment, are designated I through X. 
Units I and II, and the lower contact of unit III, have cumulative vertical 
separations of 33 to 35 cm (± 3 cm), east-side-down (i.e., valley-side-down), across 
the main fracture (Plate IIl, near meter 6) . Vertical separations were not observed 
where these srratigraphic units are rraversed by other fractures. However, small -
scale sedimentary structures are apparemly truncated along some of these fracture s 
(e.g., Plate Ill, Annotations '24 and '25) , suggesting lateral slip. 
The upper contact of unit IIl, and the lower contacts of units IV through VI, 
and IX have cumulative vertical separations of 17 to 21 cm (± 2 cm ; valley side 
down). Units IV, V, and VII through X appear to be cut by a secondary fracture 
(Plate III, near meter 9) and separated as much as 2? or 3? cm . 
PALEOSEISMICITY AT EXCAVATION SITE I 
A paleoseismic record based on the structural and stratigraphic relation s 
described above is developed in this section. The record is shown schematically 1n 
Figure 35 as a sequence of successive prehistoric eanhquakes. Figure 35a shows 
units 1, 11 and ill in their initial unfaulted state. These units were subsequently 
displaced about 15 cm vertically during "Event A 1" (Fig. 35b), i.e., the first 
paleoseismic event identified at Excavation Site I. The upper contact of unit 111 
may have formed the early Marble surface as suggested by what appears to be a 
buried soil formed in this unit. If correct, Event A 1 occurred after the early Marble 
... 
Figure 34 . 
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surface was stabilized. This event also formed a crevice along the main fault (Fig. 
34, near meter 6), that is infilled by unit X. Following Event A 1, unit III was 
truncated on the upthrown side of the fault, resulting in nearly complete removal of 
the Event A 1-scarp. Then unit Ill was buried by units IV through IX. 
The second event at Excavation Site 1, "Event Bl," displaced units IV 
through VI, and IX and the middle Marble surface (Fig. 35c) about 16 to 18 cm 
(vertically) across the master fault. Unit X comprises colluvial deposits that infilled 
a crevice and form a colluvial apron derived from the Event BI scarp . 
A suspect third event, "Event CI" is weakly suggested from fractures (Fig. 
34 and Plate III) and perhaps 2 to 3 cm of vertical separation of unit X, near meter 
9. This event is considered possible, but supporting structural and stratigraphic 
relations are uncertain. The uncertainty results from the small amount of apparent 
separation relative to the size of irregularities in the stratigraphic contacts , and from 
disturbance of the fan surface in the immediate vicinity of the fracture . 
Timing of Paleoseismicity 
The timing of individual events is based on radiocarbon dates , provisional 
tephrochronology, and ages of morphostratigraphic units (Table 3) and associa ted 
soils (Fig. 17 and Table 8). 
Stratigraphic units I, II and m were deposited before Event Al (Fig 35b ). 
Unit II is a tephra layer that is compositionally most similar to several volcanic 
ashes erupted from the Mono Crater Chain of east-central California (Fig. 2), that 
range in age from about 3400 to 4100 yr B.P. (Appendix IV). However, one is as 
old as 8000 yr B.P. (Sarna-Wojcicki, 1987, written commun.) . Therefore , Event A 1 
occurred after 4100 to 3400 yr B.P., i .e., the "best" estimated age of the tephra. 
The "tephra" layer (unit II) consists of weakly laminated ashy sand to sandy 
ash with minor lenses or pods of nearly sand-free volcanic ash. This suggests the 
tephra is reworked, and therefore the age of the tephra does not necessari ly accord 
with its stratigraphic context. The age of the tephra layer is considered too old for 
its stratigraphic position (discussed in "Tephra Site 2"), since it apparently lies in 
fill alluvium of the early Marble unit (Figs. 34 and 35) . The most likel y age of the 
tephra (4100 to 3400 yr B.P.) is taken to represent the maximum timing of Event 
A I (fable 10). 
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Unit V overlies the degraded Event A I-scarp, and was offset about 16 to 18 
cm (vertically) during Event BI (Fig. 35c). Hence, unit V was deposited during the 
interseismic interval. 
The bounding surfaces of unit V were traced physically and continuously for 
a distance of about 20 m, beyond the west end of Plate ill . At which point a 0.5 
m long (15 to 30 cm in dia.) log is incorporated into the unit V debris flow deposit 
("Radiocarbon Site 3"). The detrital log has a radiocarbon date of 1555 (±45 ) 
calB.P. (Appendix IV, A-4768). 
This radiocarbon date directly provides the minimum possible timing for 
Event A I of about 1.5 ka and the maximum possible timing of Event BI of about 
1.6 ka. The overlap in the timing of these events represents the uncertainty of the 
radiocarbon date. Event B 1 also occurred after stabilization of the middle Marble 
surface, because this surface was displaced during the event (Figs. 34 and 35c) . 
The middle Marble surface formed from stratigraphic unit IX, which overlies 
the radiocarbon-dated unit V. Units VII and VIII rest unconformably on units V 
and VI (east half of Plate III), suggesting a depositional hiatus. Thus, Lh e middle 
Marble surface is probably significantly younger than the radiocarbon date of 1555 
± 45 calB.P. The "most probable" age of the middle Marble unit is about 1.0 ka 
( +0.6/-0.4 ka; Table 3). 
Therefore, Event BI occurred after about 1.6 ka, and probably after 1.0 ka. 
Event BI occurred before stabilization of the late Marble morphostratigraphic unit , 
as there is no evidence that the late Marble surface was faulted . The late Marble 
unit is younger than about 0.7 ka and probably older than about 0.1 ka (Table 3) . 
Hence, Event Bl occurred before, and suspected Event Cl occurred after, about 0.7 
to 0.1 ka. 
Since this paleoseismic sequence disrupts late Holocene morphostratigraphic 
units, the estimated age of associated soils (Fig. 15 and Table 8) can be used to 
provide general timing constraints. Soil ages are expressed in soil development 
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TABLE 10: Continued 
Dashed lines indicate that the relationship between the event and the 
soil is uncertain, or in the case of Event Cl, that the event 
itself is uncertian. 
Timing estimates based on: 1 a radiocarbon dated detrial log, 
preliminary,tehrochronology and assi9ned age of 
morphostraqgraphic units (Table 3); estimated agef of soils 
(Table 8); preferred timing discussed in text; and assigned 
ages of morpnostratigraphic units (Table 3). 
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degree of uncertainty in the reported value. Ages estimated for the early Marble 
soil range from about 4000 to 2000 sdiB.P., for the middle Marble soil from about 
2500 to 500 sdiB.P., and for the late Marble soil from 600 sdiB.P. to the present 
(Table 8) . 
Based on estimated soil ages, Event A 1 occurred after about 4 to 2 ka but 
before Event B 1, which occurred after 2.5 ka and probably before about 0.5 ka. 
While this chronology is more conservative (i .e., it has greater uncertainty). it 
contradicts some observed and inferred timing relations. For example, Event B 1 
could not have occurred as early as about 2.5 ka, based on an offset radiocarbon -
dated deposit (described above). Hence, a few timing constraints based on soil age 
estimates must be rejected. 
The suspected Event CI apparently fractured, and possibly faulted, a colluvial 
apron (Fig 35c, unit X), associated with degradation of the Event BI -scarp. If 
correct, this event occurred sometime after Event BI and possibly before the late 
Marble surface stabilized. Thus, this relatively minor event occurred within the last 
600 years . 
Timing constraints for the paleoseismic history at Excavation Site I are 
shown in Table 10, which includes the preferred or "most probable " history . The 
preferred history is summarized as follows : Event A I occurred sometime after 4.1 to 
3.4 ka (i .e., "most-likely" age of tephra layer, unit U, Fig. 34) and before about 1.5 
ka (1'C date from a detrital log contained in unit V). Event BI probably occurred 
after 1.0 ka ("most-probable age " of the middle Marble unit, Table 3) , but before 
about 0.6 ka (i.e., minimum estimated age of the middle Marble soil and the 
approximate limiting maximum age of the late Marble unit) . Lastly, the postulated 
third and most recent event (Event Cl) is estimated to have occurred after 0 .6 ka 
and before about 0.1 ka (i.e., the approximate age of the late Marble unit ). 
EXCAVATION SITE 2 
Excavation Site 2 is near the southern margin of the Indian Creek fan, 4.5 
km northwest of Excavation Site 1 (Plate I) . The master fault of the northern 
FL VFZ forms a prominent and continuous down-to-the-east scarp in all but late 
Marble fan surfaces between the two sites and beyond. 
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At Excavation Site 2, the north-south -striking (N5°W) master fault forms a 
1.3 m (± 0.3 m) high scarp in the middle Marble surface (Appendix VI, Profile 21 ). 
At this site, a hand-dug exploratory trench was excavated across the master fault. 
The south wall of the trench was graphically logged (Plate IV). Pedons 8 and 13 
(Appendix II) were also described at this site (Plate I). 
To the north the master fault bends westward, to about N20°W, and 
displaces an abandoned drainage channel associated with the relict Indian surface on 
the southern Indian Creek fan (Figs . 25 and 26; Plate I). An EDM/theodolite 
survey of the offset channel (Appendix Yn, EDM Project 3) suggests right -divergent 
slip characterized by displacement ratios of 7: I to 2: I (lateral:vertical ) on the master 
fault. Farther north along Indian Creek, the middle Marble surface is displaced 
about 0.5 m vertically (Appendix YI, Profile 24) and the Leidy surface about 1 m 
vertically (Profile 23 ) and perhaps 5 m laterally across the mas ter fault (see Chapter 
YI , "Case Study 3"). 
The style of faulting along the FL YFZ is influenced by changes in fault 
strike (as discussed in Chapter YI ), which suggests th at venical displacements are 
greater on northerly-striking faults (e.g. the master fault at Excavation Site 2) than 
on northwest-striking faults (e.g., the master fault in "Case Study I ") . The increase 
in vertical displacement is assumed to be coupled with a decrease in right slip . 
Therefore, the displacement ratio of the northerly striking master fault at Excavation 
Site 2 is inferred to be about 3: I to l : I (lateraJ :vertical ), based on a reduction in 
the 2: I to 7: I displacement ratios determined for the same fault about I km to the 
north where it strikes N20°W (see "Case Study 2 and 3" ). Hence, vertical 
separations measured in the exploratory trench are probably comparable to , or 
roughly one-third of the lateral separations associated with the same event. 
Lateral slip along the master fault at Excavation Site 2 is suggested by near 
vertical fault planes that form a "flower" structure, some of which exhibit apparent 
reverse separation (Plate IV) . Changes in the thickness of stratigraphic units and 
minor facies changes across faults exposed in the trench also suggest a strike-slip 
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component. 
SUMMARY OF SEPARATION DATA 
Plate IV is a graphical log of the south wall of the trench at Excavation Site 
2, which is shown in simplified form in Figure 36. Ten stratigraphic units, 
composed primarily of gravelly debris flow and minor colluvial deposits , were 
identified and designated I to X (Fig. 36). 
Stratigraphic unit I and the bottom contact of un i1 II have cumulative venical 
separations of about 60 to 68 cm, valley side 
down, across the main fault zone in the trench, between meters I and 2 (Plate IV ). 
The upper contact of unit II, and units III through V, have cumulative separations 
from 32 to 36 cm across this fault zone. The bottom of unit V also displays 
reverse separation east of the main fault. The lower contac1 of unit VllI is 
displaced about 6 to 8 cm vertically by the main fault. Unit X forms the late 
Marble surface and is apparently unfaulted (Fig. 36 and Plate IV ). 
PALEOSEISMICITY AT EXCAVATION SITE 2 
The paleoseismic record, based on stratigraphic , structural , and 
morphostratigraphic relations at this site, is shown schematically in Figure 37. 
Stratigraphic units I and II were unfaulted prior to "Event A2" (Fig. 37a), the fi rs t 
event identified at this site, and were displaced about 27 cm (east-side-down ) in 
association with this event (Fig. 37b). Unit VI is associated with Event A2 and 
consists of colluvial deposits that infilled a crevice. Following Event A2, unit II 
was truncated on the upthrown side of the fault, and the Event Al-scarp was 
partially degraded. Then unit II was buried by units III through V. 
Units m through V were unfaulted prior to "Event B2" and were separated 
about 28 cm vertically during this second event (Fig. 37c). The crevice that 
initially formed during Event A2 (Fig. 37b) subsequently was enlarged during Event 
B2 (Fig. 37c) . Unit VII forms a colluvial apron derived from degradation of the 
Event B2 fault scarp, thus accounting for the eastward thinning of unit V west of 
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Unit VIII was deposited on the degraded Event B2-scarp, and subsequently 
was displaced about 6 to 8 cm during "Event C2" (Fig. 37d), the third and most 
recent event at this site. Unit IX fonns a "keystone" block, which was down-
dropped during this latest event Unit X was deposited after the sequence of three 
surface-faulting events and is apparently unfaulted (Fig. 37). 
Timing of Paleoseismicity 
Unfortunately there are no direct age conrrols to consrrain the timing of 
paleoseismicity at Excavation Site 2. Organic materials (5-TS-2-49B) were collected 
from unit vm on the down thrown side of the fault (Plate rv, annotation 9 ). The 
sample was submitted for radiocarbon age detennination, but not dated, because it 
was too small for conventional radiocarbon analysis after prerreatment (M. Turners. 
1988, written commun., Beta Analytic Inc .. Appe ndix IV) . 
General timing consrraints for individual events at Excavation Site 2 are 
based on assigned ages of morphosrrarigraphic units (fable 3), and es timated soil 
ages (fable 8). 
The following summary of the paleoseismic history at Excavation Site 2 is 
based on morphosrratigraphic relations . Event A2 may have occurred afte r the early 
Marble surlace stabilized, and before the middle Marble surface fonned. Thi s is 
suggested by a buried early Marble (?) soil disrupted during Event A2 (Fig . 37b). 
The early Marble unit is assigned a "most probable" age of 1.8 (+0.5/-0.3) ka and 
the middle Marble unit is assigned an age of 1.0 (+0.6/-0.4) ka (fable 3) . This 
suggests Event A2 occurred after about 2.3 ka, and probably before about 1.5 ka . 
It is possible however, that this event occurred before the early Marble surface 
formed, and thus the upper timing limit for the event is uncertain ([able 10). 
Surface faulting associated with Event 82 disrupted the middle Marble 
surface (Fig. 37c). Thus, Event B2 occurred after about 1.6 ka and probably before 
0.6 ka (Table 10). 
Event C2 occurred after Event B2. since it displaces srratigraphic unit VIII, 
which buries the degraded Event B2-scarp and associated colluvial apron (Fig. 37d ). 
Event C2 apparently occurred before the late Marble unit was stabilized (0.7 to 0 .1 
ka), as it does not displace unit X. Therefore, Event C2 is inferred to have 
occurred after about 0.7 ka and before about 0.1 ka. 
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Soil ages may also be used to bound the paleoseismic history, since the 
relative timing of paleoseismic events at Excavation Site 2 with respect to the 
Marble soils is known . Soil ages were estimated by means of a radiocarbon-
calibrated soil development index, established for Holocene soils in Chapter IV (Fig . 
17 and Table 8). 
The soil ages suggests Event A2 probably occurred before about 2400 to 
2000 sdiB.P., but possibly as early as about 4000 sdiB.P. Event B2 occurred 
between about 2400 to 2000 sdiB.P. and 500 sdiB.P., and Event C2 after about 600 
sdiB.P. 
The paleoseismic history at Excavation Site 2, based on ages assigned to 
morphostratigraphic units and estimated soil ages, generally agrees with the 
paleoseismic record at Excavation Site l (Table 10; discussed below) . 
DISCUSSION OF PALEOSEISMICITY AT EXCAVATION SITES I AND 2 
The records of paleoseismicity at Excavation Sites 1 and 2 are similar in 
several regards. Most notably , two relatively large surface faulting events have been 
identified from stratigraphic and structural relations at these sites. Funhermore, the 
timing of events, estimated from ages of morphostratigraphic units and associated 
soils, suggests that the events may have been contemporaneous at the two sites . 
I therefore suggest that the same two events are represented at both 
excavation sites. Since the sites are separated only by 4.5 km along the master 
fault of the northern FL VFZ (Plate I) and have experienced similar paleoseismic 
histories, this inference appears to be reasonable . Thus, Events A 1 and BI at 
Excavation Site I are inferred to correlate with Events A2 and B2, respectively, al 
Excavation Site 2. The suspected Event Cl may correspond to Event C2. 
The paleoseismic character of the first two events at Excavation Sites l and 
2 is rather similar. The first event ("Event A") was associated with about 15 cm 
(average) of vertical slip at Excavation Site 1, and about 27 cm at Excavation Site 
2. Vertical slip associated with "Event B" was about 17 and 28 cm at the 
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respective sites . Furthermore, deformation associated with Event B essentially 
mimicked that of Event A. That is, the same fault plane ruptured by the first event 
was reruptured to a comparable degree and in a similar manner by the second event 
(Figs. 35 and 37). The hypothesis that the same paleoseismic sequence is 
represented at both excavation site is supported by the estimated timing of the 
events (Table 10). 
Empirical displacement-magnitude relations based on historical surface 
faulting events (e .g. , Slemmons, 1982; Bonilla and others, 1984) suggest that Events 
A and B may have been associated with rupture lengths of 20 to 50 km or more . 
Since these rupture lengths are several times longer than the distance between the 
trenches , Events A and B should be anticipated in the paleoseismic records of the 
two sites. 
A rone of small, well-defined fault scarps and scarplets occ ur in all but the 
latest Holocene fan surfaces from Chiatovich Creek southward, through both 
excavation sites and beyond Busher Creek. This 20 to 25 km (or more") zone of 
scarps along the master fault of the nonhem FL VF7. is associated with Events A 
and B at Excavation Sites I and 2. The scarps delineate a rone of repeated mid to 
late Holocene surface faulting (discussed in Chapter YilI ). The length and 
continuity of this paleoseismic rupture rone funher suggests the same events are 
represented at both sites. 
Similarities between successive prehistorical earthquakes along a fault or fault 
segment provide the primary means of identifying a "characteristic " earthquake . The 
paleoseismic character of Events A and B (described above) suggests a characteristic 
earthquake behavior for at least part of the nonhem FL VFZ. 
However, the character of the most recent surface faulting event, "Event C ", 
differs markedly from that of the first two events. Event C was associated with 
minor vertical slip at Excavation Site 2 (6 to 8 cm) and fracturing and perhaps 
relatively minor vertical slip at Excavation Site I . This suggests that Event C was 
a relatively minor earthquake, one that is only well-represented at the nonhem site 
(Excavation Site 2). 
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EXCAVATION SITES 3 AND 4 
Numerous vegetation lineaments traverse the bolson floor of southernmost 
Fish Lake Valley (Fig. 21 ). The larger of which are left stepping and en echelon. 
similar to Riedel shears formed in a clay-filled shear box under progressive simple 
shear (cf., Tchalenko, 1970). These vegetation lineaments appear to delineate faults 
of the southern FL VFZ, which is supported by evidence exposed in exploratory 
trenches at Excavation Sites 3 and 4. 
Excavation Sites 3 and 4 are within the network of lineaments on the bolson 
floor of southernmost Fish Lake Valley (Fig. 21; Plate IIE). At these sites, 
exploratory trenches were excavated by a backhoe across three prominent and 
extensive vegetation lineaments that occur in the fine-grained playa (lake?) sediment. 
An objective of these exploratory trenches was to determine if the vegetation 
lineaments are surficial traces of faults . As with Excavation Sites I and 2 
(described above), additional objectives were to document the number, relative siz.e 
and, if possible, timing of surface faulting events. 
Structural and stratigraphic relations exposed in trenches at Excavation Sites 
3 and 4 indicate that fractures occur in the fine -grained sediment directly beneath 
the vegetation lineaments (Plates V and VI). Furthermore, apparent reverse 
stratigraphic offsets were measured at Excavation Site 3 beneath a northwest-
striking (N35°W) lineament. I conclude that the lineaments delineate faults and 
tectonic fractures that were produced in association with right slip on the southern 
FLVFZ. 
Several detrital charcoal samples have been collected at Excavation Sites 3 
and 4, but as yet have not been dated. Therefore, direct timing constraints on 
faulting and fracturing events are currently unavailable. At the excavation sites, the 
morphostratigraphic characteristics of the bolson floor (playa) differ markedly form 
those of alluvial fan surfaces (e.g ., Table l ). Thus, such characteristics can not be 
compared with dated fan surfaces as a means of estimating age relations at 
Excavation Sites 3 and 4. 
The uppermost playa sediment is probably mid Holocene, or perhaps late 
Holocene, in age. This is based on the apparent interfingering relationship between 
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the playa sediment and the marginal alluvial fans, which have morphostratigraphic. 
characteristics equivalent to those of the early and middle Marble units . Reheis 
( 1990b) recently mapped the marginal alluvial fan deposits as mid to late Holocene 
in age (Qfcl and Qfce). 
EXCAVATION SITE 3 
At Excavation Site 3, a chevron-shaped trench was excavated across two 
well-defined vegetation lineaments that intersect in an acute angle (approximately 
30°), 20 m north of the exploratory trench . The stratigraphic and structural relations 
exposed in the north trench wall are shown in Plate V. Several stratigraphic units, 
composed primarily of silt and very fine to fine sands, were identified and 
designated A through I. Most (al!?} of these units are fractured and in places have 
been faulted . 
Stratigraphic offsets measured in the exploratory trench are summarized as 
follows. Units E, C, D, and I are offset in an apparent reverse sense across a zone 
of fractures located between meters 12 and 13 (Plate V). The upper contact of unit 
E, unit D, and the lower contact of unit C are separated vertically about 10 cm 
(average). The upper contacts of units C and I display approximately half as much 
separation (about 5 cm) across the same zone of fractures . 
The difference in stratigraphic offsets between units D and I (Plate V) could 
suggest recurrent movement along the fault zone. However, it is also permissible 
that stratigraphic separations diminished toward the surface as a result of distributed 
slip within the broad (approximately 20 cm wide) zone of fractures . 
Units G and H and the lower contact of unit E are not obviously displaced 
across the fracture zone, which seemingly contradicts the stratigraphic offsets of the 
overlying units..:_ _ However, the bounding surfaces of these units are irregular (Plate 
V}, and thus the units may have deformed plastically under saturated conditions . 
Evidence of small-scale plastic deformation was observed along a fracture near 
meter 7 (Plate V) , where unit H was apparently injected about 5 cm along the 
fracture into the overlying unit (unit G). 
Thus, the vegetation lineaments at Excavation Site 3 are associated with 
fracturing, faulting and perhaps soft sediment deformation. Stratigraphic and 
structural relations indicate at least one discrete faulting event, which resulted in 
apparent reverse offsets. 
EXCAVATION SITE 4 
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Excavation Site 4 is on the bolson floor of southernmost Fish Lake Valley, 
about 3 km northwest of Excavation Site 3 (Fig. 21; Plate IlE) . An exploratory , 
trench was emplaced across the most continuous and prominent vegetation lineament 
in the area. The lineament forms the well-defined eastern margin of a small playa . 
This suggests that fine-grained sediment has been "ponded" by down-co-the-west 
vertical displacements across the lineament (probable fault ). 
Plate YI is a graphical log of the north wall of the exploratory trench at 
Excavation Site 4. In this trench there was a general lack of visible stratigraphy , 
which greatly inhibited deciphering the paleoseismic record . However, four poorly 
defined stratigraphic units were identified and designated A through D. None of 
these units appears to be offset. 
The apparent restriction of unit B to the playa side of the main fracture zone 
(Plate VI, near meter 12) suggests down -to-the-west displacement. Unit B appears 
to be dammed against the fracture as a result of similar displacement on the fault . 
However, unit D occurs primarily to the east of the main z:one of fractures, 
suggesting the opposite sense of vertical slip. 
In summary, fractures occur in the fine-grained sediment beneath the 
lineament at Excavation Site 4, but in contrast to Excavation Site 3, convincing 
offsets of stratigraphic units were not observed. The lack of observed offsets doe s 
not preclude the possibility that the lineament is associated with a fault, which is 
considered probable . 
CHAPTER VIII 
SEISMIC POTENTIAL OF THE 
FISH LAKE VALLEY FAULT ZONE 
INTRODUCTION 
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In this chapter, the FL VFZ is treated as an eanhquake source structure that 
is independent of the DVFS, although scenarios are developed that involve part or 
all of the DVFS . The assessment of the seismic potential of the FL VFZ involves 
several strategies that incorporate morphostratigraphic, structural, and paleoseismic 
data presented in Chapters rv through VII. The various strategies combine the 
above data with geomorphic observations, regional seismicity and geophysical 
studies, and the character of historical surface faulting events . Collectively, these 
data are used to characterize the prospective behavior (i.e., seismic potential) of the 
FLVFZ. 
GENERAL STATEMENT 
The seismic potential of the FL VFZ warrants particular concern. The surface 
ruptures of the 1872 Owens Valley eanhquake (M 7.8) and the 1932 Monte Cristo 
Valley earthquake (M 7 .2) form a large-scale, right-stepping, en echelon pattern 
(Fig. 38). The region between these historical ruptures has been identified by 
seismicity and geologic data as a seismic gap, termed the "White Mountain" seismic 
gap, i.e. , a region of low seismicity suggested to be the most likely location for the 
next large earthquake (Bullen and Bolt, 1985). Ryal! (1973) suggested Fish Lake 
Valley is one of several regions in the western Great Basin with a relatively high 
potential for large earthquakes. Furthermore, the FL VFZ is an imponant (80 km-
long) component of the DVFS, which is a nearly 350 km-long system of 
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kinematically linked faults (Fig. 7). 
Surface ruptures associated with several large historical earthquakes in the 
western Basin and Range Province have occurred in a region known as the central 
Nevada-eastern California Seismic Belt (NCSB)(Wallace, 1978). The White 
Mountain seismic gap is a 130 km segment of the NCSB that has not ruptured in 
historical time (Fig. 38), except for the 1986 Chalfant Valley earthquake sequence 
(M 6.2), which resulted in minor ground fracturing along the White Mountain fault 
wne (oePolo and Ramelli, 1987; Lienkaemper and others, 1987 ). 
Slemmons and others (1959) were the first to note this seismic gap, and it 
has subsequently been studied by Ryal! (1966), Ryall and Ryal! (1983), Ryall and 
Vanwormer (1980), VanWormer and Ryall (1980) , Wallace (1978 and 1984), and 
Wallace and others (1983). However, until recently (e.g., Ryal! and Ryal I, I 983). 
the FL VFZ had not been identified within the seismic gap, and thus was not 
considered as a potential source for the next "gap-filling" earthquake. 
The location and orientation of the FLVFZ within the White Mountain 
seismic gap, the Quaternary tectonic activity, paleoseismic behavior, and geomorphic 
character strongly suggest that this regional source structure poses the greates t 
seismic potential in the Fish Lake Valley region and perhaps within the White 
Mountain seismic gap. 
SIZE DETERMINATION OF EARTHQUAKES 
The size of large historical earthquakes, frequently expressed in surface wave 
magnitude (M.), is related to surface rupture parameters that can be measured in the 
field. Tocher ( 1958) was the first to estimate the magnitude of an earthquake from 
empirical relations that utilize fault-rupture lengths and (or) maximum displacements 
associated with historical events. Bonilla (1967), Brune (1968), Bonilla and Buchan 
(1970), Slemmons (1977 and 1982), Slemmons and others (1986), Bonilla and others 
(1984), and Lienkaemper (1984), for example, have subsequently developed 
empirical relations to estimate earthquake magnitudes from various parameters of 
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historical surface ruptures. 
In this section, paleoseismic data, geomorphic analyses, and other aspect~ are 
used to estimate rupture parameters, which in tum are used with the empirical 
relations to estimate the size (i.e ., M,) of the maximum credible and characteristic 
earthquakes along the FL VFZ. 
PALEOSEISMIC APPROACH TO SIZE DETERMINATION 
EXPLORATORY TRENCH STUDIES 
As determined in Chapter Yil , the paleoseismic character of Events A and B 
may represent a "characteristic" earthquake for the northern FL VFZ. If these events 
are characteristic, their associated displacements can be used in regression anal yses 
to estimate the magnitude of a "characteristic" earthquake along the northern 
FL YFZ. The resulting estimates of magnitude are only approximations of the 
earthquake size owing to several factors, including: I) the statistical uncertainty of 
the empirical relations ; 2) right slip predominates on this pan of the master fault 
but only vertical displacement data is directly available; and 3) the displacement 
data does not necessarily represent the maximum possible displacements , since the 
primary objective of exploratory trench studies was to document a complete 
paleoseismic record and not necessarily the most dramatic . 
The average vertical displacement associated with paleoseismic Events A and 
B is about 15 and 30 cm (average) at E~cavation Sites 1 and 2, respectively. The 
estimates of lateral displacement conservatively range from as lit tle as a 1/2 meter 
to as much as 2 m (or more ). 
Using empirical regressions to estimate the magnitude of a characteristic 
earthquake for the (northern?) FL YFZ (Appendix VIII), the displacement data yields 
estimates of magnitudes from 6.6 to 7 .1 (M.) , as shown in Table 11. The 
characteristic earthquake size is discussed further in a following section. 
EVALUATION OF PALEOSEISMIC RUPTURE ZONES 
Geomorphic analysis of surface ruptures associated with paJeoseismic events 
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TABLE 11: EMPIRIC.AL RELATIONS OP' MAGNITUDE AND DISPLAC.EKENT1 DATA 
Data collection EmI1irical, gstimation ot Earthgyake Mag!!itude2 
site/ <--- Estimated Magnitudes --> Uncertainty 
Regression Minimum Maximum Mean of Mag.est. 
and data set Magnitude Magnitude Magnitude (±1 stn. dev.) 
Excavation Site l 
Slemmons ( 1982) 
All Events 6.6 7 .1 6 . 9 ± 0.JJl 
Strike slip 6.8 7 . 2 7 . 1 ± 0.J2J 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 6.8 7 . 2 7 . 0 ± 0 . )23 
Strike slip 6 .8 7 . J 7 . 1 ± 0.JJl 
Western N. Am. 6 . 8 7.2 7 .1 ± 0.442 
Excavation Site 2 
Slemmons (1982) 
All Events 6 .J 6.8 6.6 :!. 0. J J 1 
Strike slip 6.5 6.9 6 . 7 ± 0 . )23 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 6.5 6.9 6 . 7 ! 0 . 3 2 J 
Strike slip 6.5 7.0 6 . 8 ! 0 . 3 3 1 
Western N. Am . 6.5 6 . 9 6.7 : 0 .44 2 
Lateral displacement s inferred from verti c al displa ceme n t 
data measured during trench studies, coup l ed with locall y 
determined displacement r atios (see discussion in text ). 
2 Earthquake magnitudes are estimated by empri cal r e lati ons 
of magn i tude and displacement in Appendix VIII. 
on the FL VFZ is used to quantify surface rupture parameters. This data is then 
compared with empirical relations based on surface rupture lengths and maximum 
displacements related to large historical earthquakes to estimate earthquake size 
(Appendix VIII). 
Northern Paleoseismic Rupture Zone 
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The master fault of the northern FL VFZ forms a low, well-defined, and 
nearly continuous zone of scarps and scarplets in the late Holocene middle Marble 
surfaces (e.g., Profiles 20, 21, and 24, Appendix VI). The master fault forms 
progressively higher scarps in successively older surfaces that are generally 
oversteepened at their bases (e.g., Profile 25) . The character of the scarps along 
this portion of the FL VFZ suggest they represent a continuous zone of paleoseismic 
surface rupturing. This is supported in part by exploratory trench studies (Chapter 
VII). 
The "fresh" appearance of scarps and scarplets along the probable 
paleoseismic rupture zone is shown on 1: 12,000 low-sun-angle photographs (Univ . 
of Nevada, collection). The rupture zone was identified from air photo analysis and 
field examination. The zone (Fig. 38) extends from Chiatovich Creek, essentially 
the northern end of the FL VFZ, through both excavation sites to about Perry Aiken 
Creek (Fig. 18), a distance of about 25 km. The southern reach of the rupture zone 
appears to be superimposed on, and thus is obscured masked by, the large scarps 
(as much as 80 m high) along the Dyer subzone. 
The Dyer subzone exhibits a significant component of vertical displacement , 
based on the height of fault scarps, which are the highest along the FL VFZ and 
most, if not all of the DVFS, and by White Mountain drainage-fan systems that are 
traversed by the subzone. The laner comprise the largest drainage basins in the 
range (Beary, 1960), with the greatest relief, but having disproportionately small 
alluvial fans . The style and apparent rate of slip along the Dyer subzone, together 
with the large drainage basins, form some of the most dynamic alluvial fan s in the 
Fish Lake Valley-Death Valley region . As a result, evidence of late Holocene 
surface faulting along the Dyer subzone is largely obscured by recent to historic 
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debris flows, and/or the rupture trace merges indistinguishably with the prominent 
fault scarps. 
The late Holocene rupture zone along the northern FL VFZ probably extends 
into and possibly through the 10 km length of the Dyer subzone. However, only a 
few discontinuous scarps have been identified as candidates for delineation of the 
rupture zone along this section of the central FL VFZ. 
The geomorphically youthful appearance of the paleoseismic rupture zone is 
well defined from the northwestern terminus of the FL VFZ to the north end of the 
Dyer subzone, a minimum distance of 20 km along strike (Fig. 39). The maximum 
length of the rupture zone is not known, but could be 30 km or more if the rupture 
extends through the Dyer subzone. 
The length of the northern paleoseismic rupture zone, together with empirical 
regressions of Bonilla and others (1984) and Slemmons and others (1989) indicate 
magnitudes of 6.7 to 7 .1 (Table 12; Appendix VITI ). 
The vertical displacement of the middle Marble surface along the 
paleoseismic rupture zone was measured by Brunton and slope-stick profiles. 
Profiles 20 and 21 (Appendix YI) were measured at Excavation Sites I and 2 
(respectively), and Profile 24 near Indian Creek (Plate I). These scarps formed 
largely during paleoseismic Events A and B, and therefore their height is roughl y 
twice the amount of displacement associ:i.ted with the individual events . 
Profile 20 shows about 30 cm of vertical displacement of the middle Marble 
surface at Excavation Site l. Since the scarp formed during two events, each event 
probably resulted in roughly 15 cm of vertical displacement, which is about the 
same as that measured in the exploratory trench at this site (Chapter VII ). Lateral 
displacements are inferred to range from about 0.7 m to as much as 1.5 m per 
event, based on locally determined displacement ratios. The vertical and inferred 
lateral displacements yield magnitude estimates that range from 6.8 to 7 .0 (Table 12; 
Appendix VIII) . In a similar manner, measured and inferred displacement data from 
Profiles 21 and 24 suggest magnitude estimates of 6.8 to 7.0 (Table 12). 
TABLE 12: EMPIRICAL RELATIONS OF MAGNITUDE AND PAlBOSBISXIC 





and data set 
Empirical Estimation ot Earthquake Magnitude 1 <--- Estimated Magnitudes--> Uncertainty 
Minimum Maximum Mean of Mag. est. 
Magnitude Magnitude Magnitude (±l stn. dev.) 
Northern Paleoseismi c Rupture zone: 
Rupture leng t h ; 2 0 to ) 0 Jun 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Even ts 6 .7 6. 9 6 . 8 :± 0 . 8) 
Stri ke slip 6 . 7 6.9 6 . 8 :± 0 .22 
Extensional Events only 
Al 1 Events 6.7 6 . 9 6 . 8 :± 0. 22 
Strike sl i p 6.6 6.8 6 . 7 :± 0 .25 
Bonilla and others (198 4 ) 
Al l Eve nt s 7.0 7. 1 7 .0 :± 0 . ) 2) 
Stri ke slip 7. 0 7. 2 7. 1 :± 0 . ))1 
Wester n N. Am . 6 . 8 7 . 0 6 . 9 :± 0 . 44 2 
Displace me nt d a t a f rom f a ult sca r p prof il e (Appendix VI ); 
S l emmons (1982) 
Al 1 Ev ents 6 . 7 7 . 1 6 . 8 ± 0.) )1 
Str ike s l ip 6.8 7 . 2 7 . 0 :± 0.)2) 
Bonilla and othe rs ( 1 98 4) 
Al 1 Ev e nt s 6.8 7 . 2 7 .0 :± 0 . J 2J 
Str ike sl ip 6 . 8 7 . 2 7 .0 ± 0.) )1 
Wes t e rn N. Am . 6 .8 7.2 7 . 0 ± 0 .44 2 
Southern Paleose i sm i c RuQture zon e : 
Rup t ure l e ngth; JO t o 4 0 km 
S l emmons and others (1988) 
Al 1 Ev e nt s 6 . 9 7 . 0 7.0 :± 0 . 8) 
St r ike sl ip 6 .9 7 . 0 7.0 ± 0.22 
Ext e n s i onal Event s o n ly 
All Eve nts 6 . 9 7 . 0 6 . 9 :± 0.22 
Str i ke s l i p 6.8 7. 0 6.9 ± 0 . 25 
Bonilla and others (1984 ) 
All Even t s 7 . 1 7 . 2 7 . 1 ± 0.) 2) 
Str ike s l ip 7. 2 7 . 2 7 . 2 ± 0 . ))1 
We s te r n N . Am. 7. 0 7 . 2 7 .1 ± 0 . 44 2 
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Map showing discrete paleoseismic rupture rones along the Fish Lake 
Valley fault zone based on the youthful morphology of fault scarps , 
which have not been identified along the central ponion of the fault 
rone. 
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Southern Pal~eismic Rupture Zone 
The southern part of the FL VFZ forms a second probable mid to late 
Holocene paleoseismic rupture wne (Fig. 39). The rupture wne is evident from 
geomorphic and photogrammatic analyses of fault scarps in probable early and 
middle Marble surface equivalents . The nonhernmost extent of the rupture wne is 
poorly delineated by scarplets along the Eastern subwne of the FL VFZ (Fig . 39), 
about 1 km south of Wildhorse Creek (Fig. 18). The continuity of the zone is 
apparent at Furnace Creek and southward along the Eastern subwne. A well-
defined trace of the rupture wne is shown by abrupt, geomorphically youthful fault 
scarps about 2 to 3 km nonh of Indian Garden Creek, formed in Marble surface 
equivalents along the Western subwne. The rupture trace is prominently and 
continuously displayed southward along the range front, extending to a point just 
south of Buck Mine (Plate IIE) . 
Where the Western subwne displays prominent evidence of recent 
paleoseismic activity , the subparallel Eastern subzone displays little or no evidence 
of such activity. For example, the rupture wne is diffuse along the Western 
subzone south of Buck mine, while in contrast, the Eastern subwne displays 
geomorphically youthful scarps in probable Marble fan surfaces (or tl1eir 
equivalents), near Oasis , California (Fig. 39). These relations suggest that recent 
surface faulting events have alternately ruptured both subzones with apparentl y 
limited amounts of overlap . 
South of Oasis to the point where Highway 63 enters the valley on the west 
(Fig. 18), the rupture zone is prominently displayed and comprises several scarps 
with irregular traces that branch from the Eastern subzone (Fig. 39) . At least one 
of these fault scarps continues southward across the bolson floor of southernmost 
Fish Lake Valley, where its character and orientation change . This prominent 
vegetation lineament was examined in an exploratory trench at Excavation Site 4 
(Plate VI) . This feature is probably a fault, but definite offsets were not identified 
in the trench . Numerous other vegetation lineaments occur across most of the 
bolson floor to the south (Fig. 21 ). Stratigraphic and structural relations exposed in 
a trench at Excavation Site 3 (Plate V) show that one of these lineaments is 
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associated with faults and fractures of tectonic origin. 
Across the valley on the opposing lower piedmont slope of the Sylvania 
Mountains, Reheis (1990c) recently mapped well-defined scarps in Marble age 
alluvium that show features suggestive of right slip. These scarps probably 
represent the southern continuation of the paleoseismic rupture zone. The rupture 
zone may extend southward to the area where Holocene surf ace faulting was 
suggested from evidence exposed in a breached shutter ridge along the Eastern 
subzone (discussed in Chapter VI). 
South of this point, the FL VFZ enters the prominent Cucomungo Canyon 
double restraining bend. The double bend connects the southern FL VFZ with the 
Nonhem Death Valley fault zone (Fig . 7). The bend occurs in a region of 
mountainous bedrock terrain , and thus the fault zone is rarely exposed in alluvium . 
It is difficult to evaluate the continuity of the paleoseismic rupture zone through the 
double bend. Mapping by Reheis ( 1990c) shows no scarps in mid to late Holocene 
a.lluvium within the bend. The southern extent of the rupture zone is uncertain, but 
it probably does not extend much beyond where it enters the double bend (Fig . :W). 
In summary, the paleoseismic rupture zone along the southern FL VFZ (Fig . 
39) extends southeastward from Furnace Creek to Horse Thief Canyon (Fig . 18), a 
straight line distance of 30 to 40 km . These rupture length s, used in regression 
analyses of Bonilla and others (1984) and Slemmons and others ( I 989), suggest the 
southern rupture zone is associated with earthquakes of magnitude 6.9 to 7.2 (Table 
12; Appendix VIII ). 
CHARACTERIZATION OF SOURCE STRUCTURE FOR SIZE 
DETERMINATION 
LENGTH OF RUPTURE 
In this section, total and half rupture lengths and lengths of desecrate rupture 
segments are used to estimate magnitudes of earthquakes on the FL VFZ. Total and 
half rupture lengths are also considered for the DVFS . Empirical relations between 
rupture lengths and earthquake magnitudes developed by Bonilla and others ( 1984) 
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and Slemmons and others (1988) are used in Appendix VIlI. 
Total Fault Leneth 
Since few historic earthquakes have ruptured the entire length of their source 
fault zones, regressions based on total fault length generally are considered to yield 
maximum estimates of magnitude. 
Death Valley Fault System: The DVFS extends 320 to 350 km (Fig. 7) from 
southernmost Death Valley to northernmost Fish Lake Valley . It is unlikely that the 
total length of the DVFS has ever ruptured during a single event, although a few 
historic strike-slip earthquakes on the San Andreas fault system have resulted in 
surface ruptures of that length or longer, e .g. the 1857 and 1906 earthquakes (358 
km; Sieh, 1978 and 444 km; Evernden and others, 1981, respectively) . 
Nevertheless, a scenario involving rupture of the total length of the DVFS is 
a worthwhile exercise, since the resulting magnitude estimates are considered the 
maximum that could occur along the fault system . Hence, these estimates represent 
the maximum or maximum credible earthquake, using terminology of Slemmons 
(1982), for the DVFS . 
This rupture scenario, involving the total length of the DVFS. provides 
magnitude estimates of 7.8 to 8.3 (Table 13; Appendix VIII). 
Fish Lake Valley Fault Zone: The FL VFZ, which is approximately 80 km-long, 
has prominent and nearly continuous latest Pleistocene and Holocene surface 
ruptures (Chapters VI and VII ; Fig. 39) . The entire length of the FL VFZ could 
have ruptured during a single event, but the most recent rupture events apparently 
did not (discussed in following section). 
Regressions suggest that, if ruptured, the total extent of the FL VFZ would 
produce earthquakes of magnitudes 7.2 to 7.5 (Table 13). 
Half Fault Leneth 
Wentworth and others (1969) first proposed using half the total length of a 
fault in regression analyses of earthquake magnitude. Freeman and others (1986) 
argued that regression analyses based on half fault length provide reasonable 
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TABLE 13: EMPIRICAL RELATIONS OF MAGNITUDE AND LENGTH 
OF RUPTURE 
Em~idcal 1atim1U211 of_ intbgya~e Mag:nitude
1 
Length ot Rupture/ <--- Estimated Magnitudes --> Uncertainty 
Regression KinimWII Maximum Kean ot Mag. est. 
and data set Magnitude Magnitude Magnitude ( :tl stn. dev.) 
Total length of the Death Valley fault system; 320 to 350 km 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Events 8.0 8.0 8.0 ± 0.83 
Strike slip 7.9 7.9 7.9 ± 0 . 22 
Extensional Events only 
All Events 7.8 7.8 7 . 8 ± 0.22 
Strike slip 8.0 8.0 8.0 ± 0.25 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 7.8 7.8 7.8 ± 0.323 
Strike slip 7 . 8 7.8 7.8 ± 0. 331 
Western N. Am . 8 . 3 8.3 8.3 ± 0.442 
Total length of the Fish Lalce Valley fault zone; 70 to 80 km 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Events 7. 3 7.4 7 . 3 ± 0 .8 3 
Strike slip 7.3 7 . 3 7.3 ± 0 . 22 
Extensional Events on l y 
All Events 7.2 7.2 7. 2 ± 0.22 
Strike slip 7 . 2 7 .) 7. ) ± 0.25 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 7 . ) 7 .~ 7.4 ± 0. 3 2 3 
Strike s li p 7.4 7 .4 7. 4 ± 0 . 331 
Western N. Am. 7.5 7.5 7.5 ± 0 . 442 
Half the length of the Fish Lalce Valley fault zone; 35 to 40 km 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Events 7.0 7.0 7.0 ± 0.83 
Strike slip 7.0 7 .0 7.0 ± 0.22 
Extensional Events only 
All Events 6 . 9 7.0 6.9 ± 0.22 
Strike slip 6.9 7 . 0 6.9 ± 0.25 
Boni lla and others (1984) 
All Events 7. 1 7.2 7.2 ± 0.323 
Strike slip 7 . 2 7. 2 7 . 2 ± 0.331 
Western N. Am. 7. 1 7.2 7.1 ± 0.442 
Earthquake magnitudes are estimated by empirical relations 
of magnitude and rupture length in Appendix VIII. 
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estimates of the size of events in Basin and Range Province. 
Death Valley Fault System: The DVFS is perhaps capable of producing an 
eanhquake associated with rupture of half the length of the fault system (i.e., 160 to 
180 km). If so, estimates of magnitude range from 7 .6 to 8.0 (Appendix VIII) . 
Fish Lake Valley Fault Zone: The FL VFZ is probably capable of producing an 
eanhquake that would rupture half of its length . ln fact, the southern paleoseismic 
rupture wne shown in Figure 39 may represent such an event. Regressions based 
on half the total length of the FL VFZ (35 to 40 km) yield magnitude estimates of 
6.9 to 7 .2 (Table 13). Hence, magnitude estimates based on half fault lengths are 
similar to those based on the length of paleoseismic rupture wnes along the FL VFZ 
(cf. Tables 12 and 13). 
LENGTH OF RUPTURE SEGMENTS 
G.K. Gilbert, more than a century ago, argued for segmentation of 
seismogenic faults . The 1872 Owens Valley earthquake (M. 7.8) apparently 
influenced Gilbert ( 1884, p.52), who stated: 
"the accumulatod carthqu.u:e force is for the prcscn1 spent, and many gcncrauons wiU 
probably pass before ii again manifests itself ... The spol which is the focus of an 
canhqua.ke ... is thereby excmpl from carthqu.u:e for a long time. And conversely. an y 
locality on the faull line ... which has been excmpl from carthqu.u:e for a long time, is by 
so much nearer to the date of recurrence.· 
This testament to Gilbert's unusual insight contains the fundamental elements of the 
concept of eanhquake rupture segments and of the "earthquake cycle" . 
The fault segmentation model was formally developed by Schwartz and 
Coppersmith (1984). The model has been widely used in assessment of seismic 
potential in a variety of seismotectonic settings. The basic premise of the 
segmentation model is that surface rupture occurs repeatedly and rather 
characteristically along discrete rupture segments of a fault or fault wne. This is 
consistent with geological and historical observation which indicate that faults (e .g., 
San Andreas and Wasatch faults) typically do not rupture their total length , but 
rather some fraction thereof (Knuepfer, 1989). 
In this study, smaller segments are considered to rupture more frequently and 
with sm~agnitude eanhquakes than larger segments. The larger segments may 
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in turn represent failure of multiple smaller segments. For example, the Nonhern 
and Southern paleoseismic zone of the FL VFZ (Fig. 39) apparently ruptured 
independently during the mid to late Holocene (discussed in a previous section), but 
it is also possible that they ruptured (or have ruptured) during the same large 
earthquake. 
In addition, the DVFS probably exhibits segmentation behavior. Such 
behavior is suggested from paleoseismic rupture zones identified along the FL VFZ 
(Fig. 39), and along the Central Death Valley fault zone (Wills, 1989) . Therefore, 
the application of the segmentation model to the DVFS and the FL VFZ appears to 
be warranted. 
In this section, lengths of inferred rupture segments are used in regression 
analyses to estimate earthquake size (Appendix VIII) . 
Criteria used to Identify Rupture Discontinuities 
Historical and geological observations suggest surface ruptures can be 
inhibited or conserved by structural, geometrical, geological, behavioral, 
paleoseismic, geomorphological, geophysical and rheological characteristics of the 
fault zone (Schwanz and Coppersmith, 1984, I 986; Slemmons and oePolo, 1986: 
Sibson, 1986: Wheeler and Krystinik, 1988; Knuepfer, I 989). 
Criteria used by oePolo and others (1990) to evaluate historic rupture 
> characteristics of faults in the Basin and Range Province have generally been 
followed in this section to identify possible rupture discontinuities along the FL VFZ. 
In this study, the seismic character of faults is included as a behavioral criterion . 
Paleoseismic rupture zones provide direct evidence of past surface ruprure 
events on the FL VFZ, and thus best illustrate expectable rupture behavior. These 
rupture zones have been used to evaluate the influence of possible rupture 
discontinuities along the fault zone. 
The identification of possible rupture discontinuities along the FL VFZ has 
been based on morphostratigraphic, structural, paleoseismic, and geomorphological 
information presented in Chapters IV through VII. 
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Possible Rupture Discontinuities along the FL VFZ 
A total of 13 possible rupture discontinuities have been identified along the 
FL YFZ (Fig. 4-0); the possible rupture end-points, are designated from north-to-
south, 1 through 13. Each of these discontinuities in the fault rone is described in 
the following subsections . 
Rupture Discontinuity 1: The northwestern terminus of the FL YFZ is a possible 
rupture discontinuity based on a number of criteria, including branching (i.e., 
structural criterion), gradual to abrupt bending of the traces (i.e., geometrical), 
marked widening of the rone (i.e., rheological ), clustering of seismicity, variation 
from right slip to dip slip (i.e., behavioral), and associated local extension (Fig. 40a, 
1 1). Furthermore, the northern end of the northern paleoseismic rupture rone (Fig. 
39) apparently coincides with this discontinuity. 
Knuepfer (1989) examined characteristics of rupture end poin ts of more than 
75 historical surface ruptures worldwide. He suggested that rupture end points 
occur where there is a change in the primary sense of slip from strike slip to dip 
slip along a fault Knuepfer considers such changes as diagnostic of segment 
boundaries. In which case, Discontinuity 1 1 represents a rupture end poin t. 
Rupture Discontinuity 2: A divergent double bend in the master fa ult of the 
FL YFZ, where it traverses the Leidy Creek fan , is considered a discontinuity on the 
basis of geometrical, structural, behavioral, and geomorphological evidence (Fig. 40a , 
'2). The double bend is approximately 0.7 km wide and separates a distributive, 
range bounding network of faults on the south from the predominantly right sli p 
master fault to the north. 
Theoretically, divergent double bends in strike-slip fault zones can arrest 
rupture propagation (Sibson, 1985). However, historical surface rupture dat.a 
compiled by Knuepfer ( 1989) suggests that releasing bends less than 2 km wide 
were often ruptured through. 
Thus, its small size suggests this bend is probably insufficient to serve as a 
rupture end point. This is supported by fact that the northern paleoseismic rupture 
rone is well defined through the double bend (cf. Figs . 39 and 4-0). I infer that this 
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Map showing possible rupture discontinuities along the nonhern (a), 
central (b) , and southern (c) portions of the Fish Lake Valley fault 
wne. The various discontinuities were identified based on the criteria 
listed in the explanation . Compare with Figure 18 for the location of 
drainages. 
Figure 40. 
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Rupture Discontinuity 3: Between Leidy Creek and Busher Creek, the FL VFZ 
bends about 20° westward, and forms a distributive pattern of subparallel faults (Fig. 
18). Several right-stepping en echelon branch faults extend northeastward from this 
apparent releasing bend in the northern FL VFZ. North of this bend, the fault zone 
is more than 3 km wide, while to the south it is less than 1 km wide . Hence, the 
bend is identified as a possible rupture discontinuity (Fig. 40a, '3) . The northern 
paleoseismic rupture zone also extends through this bend (Fig. 39), and therefore the 
discontinuity is not considered to have a large influence on rupture propagation . 
Rupture Discontinuity 4: The northern paleoseismic rupture zone (Fig. 39) 
extends from the northernmost discontinuity (Fig. 40a, '1 ), through two more 
discontinuities ('2 and '3), and apparently ends near the fourth discontinuity, which 
occurs at the northern end of the Dyer subzone (Fig. 40a, '4). This subzone forms 
a small-scale (about 3 km) pull-apart basin between the en echelon , predominantly 
right slip Northern and Eastern subzones of the FL VFZ (Chapter VI) . As shown in 
Figure 40a, this discontinuity is defined in pan by gravity data that suggests a thick 
sequence of low density sediment occurs adjacent to the subzone . A change from 
predominantly right slip to right-divergent slip with a significant dip-slip component 
characterizes the central FL VFZ along the Dyer subzone. 
oePolo and others (1989) examined the relationship between surface rupture 
propagation and fault zone characteristics for 17 historic surface faulting events in 
the Basin and Range Province . Several of these surface ruptures had identifiable 
end points such as extensional basins, cross faults and branch faults. Hence, 
Discontinuity '4, at the northern end the pull apart basin, is a likely rupture end 
point. 
Rupture Discontinuity 5: The Dyer subzone south of Perry Aileen Creek changes 
from a widely distributive fault pattern to essentially a single master fault (Fig. 18). 
The change in the fault pattern is identified as a structural discontinuity that 
probably has only limited (if any) influence on rupture propagation (Fig. 40b, '5). 
Rupture Discontinuity 6: The master fault of the central FL VFZ abruptly bends 
35° northwestward where the Dyer subzone is linked to the Eastern subzone (Fig. 
18). l11e range-bounding master fault north of the bend has significant vertical 
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displacement. In contrast, south of the bend the fault zone is distributed and 
contains a series of faults on the piedmont slope that have a predominance of right 
slip (discussed in Chapter vn. Therefore, the bend (Fig. 40b, '6) is a probable 
rupture end point. 
Rupture Discontinuity 7: The junction of the Eastern and Western subzones (Fig. 
22) on the Wildhorse Creek fan is identified as a discontinuity from geometric and 
structural relations (Fig. 40b, '7) . However, this structural intersection does not 
appear to be a discontinuity that would significantly inhibit rupture propagation. 
Rupture Discontinuity 8: South of Furnace Creek, the Eastern subwne changes 
along strike from a braided network of faults with opposing vertical displacements 
to a single master fault (Figs . 18 and 19) that forms large down-to-the-east scarps. 
The change in fault pattern is broadly coincident with a gradual 30° bend in the 
fault zone, and with the branching relationship of several northeast-striking 
subsidiary faults (Fig. 40b, '8). 
Discontinuity '8 approximately coincides with the northernmost scarplets that 
are clearly associated with the Southern paleoseismic rupture wne (cf. Figs . 39 and 
40). However, the rupture wne could have extended into or through the Dyer 
subzone, as suggested by the oversteepened bases of large fault scarps along thi s 
section of the fault wne. The discontinuity may inhibit rupture propagation , but it 
would be unlikely to serve as a rupture end point. Perhaps this discontinuity 
together with others to the north (i .e. '6 and '7 ) would have the cumulative effect 
of arresting surface ruptures, thus forming a "soft" rupture segment boundary. 
Rupture Discontinuity 9: The Eastern subwne of the southern FL VFZ form s a 
left step of approximately 0.75 km near the town of Oasis (Figs. 18 and 19). A 
highstanding, asymmetric ridge within this probable restraining step (discussed in 
Chapter VI) lies obliquely (N70°W) to the northwestward-striking subwne (N 35°-
300W). 
This step is identified as a discontinuity based on geometrical , structural and 
behavioral criteria (Fig 40c, '9). The southern paleoseismic rupture wne (Fig. 39) 
is represented by fault scarplets on either side of the step, but the rupture apparently 
skirted around the eastern end of the ridge because the most prominent scarplets 
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occur east and north of the step. This discontinuity (Fig 40c, '9) apparently had 
little influence on the last paleoseismic rupture event, probably due to its small size 
(cf. Knucpfer, 1989). Hence, Discontinuity '9 is not considered a rupture end point. 
Rupture Discontinuity 10: The Western subrone has a general lack of surface 
expression (a "gap") southwest of Oasis (Fig. 19). The gap approximately marks 
the intersection of the subrone with a northeastward projection of a left-slip fault in 
the White Mountains mapped by McKee and Nelson ( 1967), although the proposed 
intersection is unexposed at the surface. 
This gap is considered to be a discontinuity from geomenical and structural 
relations (Fig. 40c, '10). The geomorphic expression of the Southern paleoseismic 
rupture zone diminishes southward along this portion of the Western subzone . In 
contrast, this paleorupture zone is continuous and well defined along the subparallel 
Eastern subzone (Fig. 39) . Thus, it is possible that Discontinuity '10 inhibits 
rupture along this portion of the Western subrone . 
The gap in the Western subzone is minor relative to the IO km or more gap 
in surface ruptures associated with the I 932 Cedar Mountain earthquake (oePolo and 
others, 1987). Hence, this discontinuity probably exerted little influence on 
propagation of surface ruptures along the fault zone as a whole . 
Rupture Discontinuity 11: The structural and geomorphic character of the Eas tern 
subzone changes where it crosses from piedmont alluvium to fine -grained pl aya 
(lake?) sediment of the bolson floor of southern Fish Lake Valley. In alluvium , the 
northerly-striking master fault (Nl5°W, average) forms a down-to-the-east scarp 
delineated by an alinement of springs . Near the boundary of the piedmont slope 
with the bolson floor the master fault bends 30° westward (to N45°W) and form s a 
vegetation lineament lacking morphological expression . This is one of several 
lineaments that form an en echelon pattern on the bolson floor (Fig . 21 ). 
These structural and morphological changes in the Eastern subrone suggest a 
possible rupture discontinuity (Fig 40c, • 11 ). However, these changes probably 
reflect different mechanical properties of the geological materials in which the fault 
is expressed, and hence they should conserve slip. This is supported by the 
southern paleoseismic rupture zone (Fig. 39) which apparently extends through the 
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Discontinuity 1 11. 
Rupture Discontinuity 12: Similar structural and morphological changes occur 
where the Eastern subzone leaves the bolson floor and traverses the piedmont slope 
on the opposite side of southern Fish Lake Valley (Fig. 40c, 1 12). These changes 
are likely to conserve slip, for the same general reasons stated above. The southern 
paleorupture zone (Fig. 39) also extends through this proposed discontinuity. 
Rupture Discontinuity 13: The southern FL VFZ is separated from the Northern 
Death Valley fault zone by the Cucomungo Canyon double-restraining bend in the 
DVFS (Fig. 7). This approximately 6 Ian wide restraining bend forms the 
southernmost discontinuity to surface ruptures along the FL VFZ (Fig. 40c, 1 13 ). 
The restraining bend is identified as a discontinuity, based on geometrical , 
structural, behavioral, and geomorphological criteria . The southern paleoseismic 
rupture zone apparently ended at the bend (Fig. 39), as suggested by a general lack 
of Holocene scarps within the bend (Reheis, 1990b). Hence, this discontinuity 
probably inhibits propagation of surface rupture . 
None of the historical surface ruptures studied by Knuepfer (1989) 
propagated through restraining-double bends wider than about 5 km. Hence. the 
large-scale Cucomungo Canyon double-restraining bend in the DVFS (Fig. 40c, • 13) 
probably is a rupture end point However, the possibility that ruptures have 
propagated through the bend and along some portion of the FL VFZ and (or) the 
Northern Death Valley fault zone cannot be eliminated. Such a surface rupture 
event has apparently has not occurred during Llie middle or late Holocene, based on 
recent mapping by Reheis (1990b ). 
Scenarios for Segmentation of Ruptures 
In this section, segmentation scenarios are developed for the FL VFZ based 
on the possible rupture discontinuities identified in the previous section . Rupture 
segments are considered both to represent independent seismic sources and to 
operate as coupled-source segments associated with failure of two or more smaller 
segments. The length of rupture segments is used in regression analyses to 
characterize earthquakes size (Appendix YII1). 
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Only two of the 13 discontinuities identified along the FL VFZ would likely 
terminate propagation of surface ruptures. These discontinuities are defined as 
rupture segment boundaries, based on several different criteria (discussed above). 
The criteria include changes in the predominant sense of slip in association with 
geometric changes in the fault zone. Additionally, the paleoseismic rupture zones 
along the FL VFZ apparently end at or near these discontinuities. 
The inferred segment boundaries (discontinuities) are at either end of the 
FL VFZ. The northern boundary is formed by the northwestern termination of the 
fault zone, in an area of e,-tension (Fig. 40a, • 1 ). The southern boundary (Fig. 40c, 
'I 3) is formed by the large-scale, restraining, double bend in the DVFS (Fig. 7). lf 
these are the only rwo segment boundaries (i.e., Fig. 40, 'I and '13), then the 
FL VFZ would behave as a single rupture segment (Fig. 41 ). This scenario for the 
FLVFZ yields magnitude estimates of 7.2 to 7.5 (Table 14). As might be expected , 
these results are equivalent to those determined from total fault length analysis 
(Table 13). 
The FL VFZ may also comprise multiple rupture segments, as suggested by 
two apparently unrelated paleoseismic rupture zones (Fig. 39). In this case, the 
most likely rupture discontinuities would be associated with the pull-apart basin 
along the central FL VFZ. The 3 lcm-wide extensional basin was formed by right -
divergent slip on the northerly-striking Dyer subzone, and right slip on the 
northwest-striking, en echelon Northern and Eastern subzones (Fig. 18). 
Surface rupturing may be inhibited by two prominent discontinuities in the 
central FL VFZ at either end of the Dyer subzone (Fig. 40b, '4 and '6). The lack of 
evidence of late Holocene ruptures between these discontinuities (cf. Figs. 39 and 
40) suggests they have functioned as rupture end points. 
A 20 to 25 km-long rupture segment (Fig. 41) is suggested to occur between 
the northwestern termination of the FL VFZ (Fig. 40a, 'I) and the northern end of 
the Dyer subzone (Fig. 40a, '4). Regression analyses of Slemmons and others 
(1988) and Bonilla and others (1984) provide estimates of magnitude that from 6.7 
to 7 .1 for this "Northern" rupture segment (Table 14 ). 
The southern end of the Dyer subzone (Fig. 40b, '6) may represent a 
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and data set 
EJDpirical Estimation ot Earthquake Maqnitude 1 <--- Estimated Magnitudes--> Uncertainty 
NinimWll Maximum Mean of Nag. est. 
Magnitude Magnitude Magnitude (±1 stn. dev.) 
FLVFZ (coupled-source} SeQ:!!!ent; 65 to 75 km 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Events 7. 3 7.3 7. 3 ± 0.83 
Strike sl ip 7 - 3 7.3 7.3 ± 0.2 2 
Extensional Events o nl y 
All Events 7.2 7. 2 7 . 2 ± 0.22 
Strike slip 7.2 7 .3 7. 2 ± 0 . 25 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 7.3 7 .4 7 . 3 ± 0.323 
Strike slip 7. 4 7.4 7.4 ± 0 . 331 
Western N. Am . 7.4 7.5 7 . 5 ± 0.442 
Norther~ SeQ:!!!ent; 20 to 25 km 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Events 6 . 7 6.8 6 . 8 ± 0.83 
Strike sl ip 6.7 6.8 6.8 ± 0.22 
Extensional Events only 
All Events 6.7 6.8 6.7 ± 0.22 
Strike slip 6.6 6.7 6 . 7 :': 0.25 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 7.0 7 . 0 7 . 0 ± 0 . 323 
Strike sl ip 7.0 7 . 1 7. 1 ± 0.331 
Western N . Am. 6.8 6.9 6.8 ± 0.442 
Dyer Seg:ment2 ; 10 to 18 km 
Slemmons and others (1988) 
All Events 6. 4 6 . 7 6.6 ± 0.83 
Dip slip 6. 4 6.7 6 . 5 ± 0 . 34 
Extensional Events only 
All Events 6.4 6.6 6.5 ± 0.22 
Dip slip 6. 4 6.7 6.6 ± 0. 3 5 
Bonilla and others (1984) 
All Events 6.7 6.9 6 .8 ± 0.323 
Western N. Am. 6.4 6 .7 6.6 ± 0.442 




and data •et 
southern Se~ent ; 22 




Qpirical Estimation of Earthquake Maqnitude 1 
<--- Estimated Magnitudes--> Uncertainty 
Minimum Maximum Mean of Mag. est. 
Magnitude Magnitude Magnitude (±1 stn. dev.) 
to 36 krn 
(1988) 
6.8 7 . 0 6 . 9 ± 0.83 
6 .8 7.0 6 . 9 ± 0.22 
Extensional Event s only i 
All Events 6 . 7 6.9 6.8 ± 0.22 
Strike s li p 6.7 6.9 6 . 8 ± 0 . 25 
Bonilla and others (1984) / 
All Events 7.0 7. 1 7. 1 ± 0.323 
Strike sl ip 7. 1 7 . 2 7. 1 ! 0 . J 31 
Western N. Arn. 6.8 7 . 1 7.0 :!: 0.44 2 
Earthquake magnitudes are estimated by empirical relation s 
o f magnitude and length of rupture in Appendix VIII. 
Since the Dyer Segment (subzone) has a significant or 
prehaps dominant d ip slip component, regressions based on di p 
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Possible earthquake rupture segments along the Fish Lake Valley fault 
rone, which are based on the influence that the discontinuities shown 
in Figure 40 are inferred to have on surface rupture processes . 
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somewhat diffuse rupture end point, possibly involving other discontinuities 'L. the 
south (i.e., '7 and '8). Hence, the Dyer subzone may represent a single rupture 
segment (Fig. 41, "Dyer" segment). 
The Dyer segment is from 10 to 18 km in length, depending on the position 
of its southern end point. Regressions developed by Slemmons and others ( 1988) 
for dip-slip faults are used in addition to those developed for other fault types (e.g., 
Bonilla and others, 1984 )(Appendix Vill), because this section of the FL VFZ 
displays a significant vertical slip component. The resulting estimates of magnitude 
range from 6.4 to 6.9 (Table 14). 
The "Southern" segment of the FLVFZ (Fig. 41) extends southeastward from 
the Dyer segment (i.e., Fig. 40b, 16 to 1 8) to the large-scale, restraining double bend 
(Fig. 40c, • 13). This predominantly right slip rupture segment is from 22 to 36 km 
long. These rupture lengths correspond to magnitudes of 6.7 to 7. 1 (Table 14). 
DISCUSSION OF EARTHQUAKE SIZE 
MAXIMUM CREDIBLE EARTHQUAKE 
Slemmons and Chung (1982) defined a maximum credible earthquake (MCE) 
"as the strongest earthquake that is likel y to be generated along an active fa ult 
zone." A somewhat more conservative definition of MCE is the largest or 
maximum earthquake that appears capable along a fault or in an area (Ca lifornia 
Division of Mines and Geology, 1975). The MCE is generall y referred to by news 
media and layman as "The Big One." 
The various approaches used above to estimate the earthquake potential of 
the FL VFZ are considered in this section in the evaluation of a MCE. 
The total fault length and single rupture segment scenarios yield the largest 
magnitude estimates that can be associated with this fault zone as a seismic source 
independent of the DVFS to the south . The maximum estimates of magnitude 
based on these scenarios range from 7.2 to 7.5 M. (mean magnitudes). When half 
the total length is used, maximum earthquake magnitudes of 7.0 to 7.2 are estimated 
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(Table 13 ). Earthquake magnitudes estimated from the lengths of paleoseismic 
rupture rones range from 6.8 to 7.2 M. (Table 12). 
Whei.the statistical uncenainty associated with the regression analyses is 
added to the estimates of maximum magnitude, the resulting range is from ... ,, 
magnitude 7 to as high as 8. The mean of these estimates of maximum magnitude 
is about 7.0, and the mean plus one standard deviation of the regression techinque 
is about 7.5 . The MCE magnitude for the FLVFZ is taken to be 7.3 ± 0.4 CM.). 
The data presented in this thesis does not preclude, but instead suggests, the 
possibility of multiple rupture segments failing in association with a single large 
earthquake. In addition, if the FL VFZ is a seismic source that ruptures together 
with the DVFS, the resulting magnitude estimates could be a full magnitude value 
higher than the MCE estimated for the FL VFZ alone . 
CHARACTERISTIC EARTHQUAKE SCENARIO 
The master fault of the northern FL VFZ has ruptured repeatedly and 
apparently in a similar manner, during the late-middle to late Holocene, as 
determined from paleoseismicity data (Chapter VI and previous section) . 
Exploratory trench studies and geomorphological analysis of paleo-rupture zones 
suggest a characteristic behavior for two of the most recent surface faulting events 
on the northern FL VFZ. 
A scenario involving a "characteristic " earthquake on the northern paleo-
rupture rone (Fig. 39), is supported by the paleoseismic record at Excavation Sites 
and 2 (discussed in Chapter VII). The last two significant surface rupturing events 
on the northern FLVFZ were apparently similar in rupture character. However, a 
more complete record spanning several rupture events is needed to confirm the 
characteristic earthquake behavior. 
Both single-event displacement data from exploratory trench studies and the 
length of the northern paleo-rupture rone are used to evaluate a characteristic 
earthquake. These data suggest magnitudes ranging from 6.7 to 7.2. The mean of 
these magnitude estimates is 7. l and the mean plus one standard deviation of the 
regression techinque is 7.4. The characteristic earthquake on the northern FL VFZ is 
assigned a magnitude of 7.1 ± 0.3 . 
Up to this point, the Northern and Southern paleo-rupture zones (Fig. 39) 
have been considered to be unrelated. However, it is possible that these zones 
ruptured in association with the same large event (Fig. 41 ). In this case, the 
characteristic eanhquake magnitude would be equivalent to the MCE magnitude 
(discussed above). 
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS SIZE ESTIMATES 
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Several previous studies have addressed the seismic potential of the White 
Mountain seismic gap, the DVFS, and the Death Valley region. However, few 
studies have directly addressed the seismic potential of the FL VFZ. The following 
is a brief summary of selected assessments of the seismic potential of the DVFS. 
the White Mountain seismic gap, and the FL VFZ. 
Thenhaus and Wentworth (1982) tentatively defined regions (or zones) of the 
Basin and Range Povince based on different surface faulting characteristics, 
including repeat times and prehistoric earthquake magnitudes. Thenhaus and 
Wentworth identified the DVFS as the eastern boundary of a region characterized by 
recurrent Holocene faulting and earthquake magnitudes as large as 8 (their Zone 3) . 
Ryall (1973) identified Fish Lake Valley as one of several regions that 
should be considered as having a relatively high potential for large earthquakes. 
Ryall and VanWonner (1980) suggested that Fish Lake Valley and Death Valley 
have the potential for earthquakes of maximum magnitude 8.0 or greater, based on 
regression analyses of fault lengths. 
Wills (1989) examined the Central Death Valley fault zone and determined 
that, the most recent surface faulting event occurred during Holocene time. Wills 
suggested that the magnitude of the faulting event was 6.5 or larger based on 
regression analysis using the smallest incremental displacement (i.e., assumed single-
event slip). 
Wallace (1978) identified three seismic gaps in the western Great Basin , of 
which the White Mountain seismic gap was suggested to be the most likely 
candidate for the next magnitude 7 to 8 earthquake (Wallace and others, 1983). 
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Ryall and Ryall (1983) recognized the potential for faults in the White Mountain 
seismic gap to produce earthquakes of magnitude 7+. They suggested the 
possibility of surface rupture along a number of faults, including the northern 
FLVFZ. 
Magnitude estimates from the above studies are generally consistent with the 
MCE assigned to the FL VFZ in this study. The characteristic earthquake magnitude 
estimated in this study is slightly greater than the estimated magnitude of the most 
recent earthquake along the Central Death Valley faull wne (Wills, 1989). 
FREQUENCY AND RECENCY OF PALEOSEISMIC 
ACTIVITY 
The recency and frequency of paleoseismic events are essential aspects to all 
assessments of seismic potential. In this section, the frequency and recency of 
surface rupturing events along the northern FL VFZ are summanzed from exploratory 
trench studies (Chapter VII) . The paleoseismic history of surface faulting events 
along the northern FLVFZ is shown in Table 10 and summarized below. 
The first event occurred after about 4 .1 to 3.4 ka and preferably after 2.4 ka. 
but before about 1.5 ka. The second event was similar in rupture character to the 
first event and occurred after 1.6 ka and preferably after about 1.0 ka, but before 
about 0.5 ka. The third event occurred after about 0.7 ka (Table 10). Relative 10 
the first two paleoseismic events along the northern FL VFZ, the most recent event 
was insignificant Hence, this minor event is not considered below. The 
paleoseismic record suggest a recurrence rate for characteristic events of about 1100 
± 600 years (preferred estimate), but could be as long as about 3000 years. 
SUMMARY: IMPLICATIONS FOR SEISMIC POTENTIAL 
The seismic potential of the FL VFZ has been characterized by estimating the 
size, frequency and recency of paleoseismic activity along the fault wne during the 
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mid to late Holocene, and by examining source structure characteristics (above). 
This assessment has important implications for the seismic potential of the FL VFZ. 
The FL VFZ is an active fault with a mid to late Holocene paleoseismic 
behavior characterized by recurrent surface faulting events of magnitude 7 or larger. 
The last such event on the nonhern FLVFZ probably occurred after 1600 and before 
about 500 years ago. The recurrence rate of characteristic ean.hquakes is about 
1100 years on the nonhern FLVFZ, but may range from 500 to about 3000 years. 
Source structure characteristics of the FL VFZ suggest the fault zone is 
capable of producing a MCE of about M, 7.3 (±0.4). lf the FLVFZ ruptures in 
association with part or all of the DVFS, magnitudes of 8 or larger are possible 
(Appendix VIll). 
No attempt has been made to forecast the occurrence of the next large 
ean.hquake along the FL VFZ. At this point, the database does not suppon such 
speculation. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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Fish Lake Valley, Nevada and California, contains extensive Quaternary 
alluvial fan deposits from streams that debouch eastward from major canyons of the 
majestic White Mountains. Formed in the surficial fan alluvium is a 
morphostratigraphic sequence composed of six distinct and regionally correlative 
units. Each member of the sequence is associated with a general pericxi of 
landscape stability, and thus provides a record during depositional hiatuses. 
Morphostratigraphic units are defined and distinguished by their form , and generall y 
supported by characteristics of geomorphic surfaces and pedogenic soils . Numerical 
ages for these units are estimated by radiocarbon dates and by preliminary 
tephrochronology. 
Morphostratigraphic units occupy specific positions in the regional landscape. 
The mid to late Pleistocene units retain linle , if any, of their relict bar-and-swale 
surface morphology and most are preserved as uplifted fan remnants fringing the 
eastern front of the White Mountains. The latest Pleistocene to Holocene 
morphostratigraphic units have relatively unmcxiified relict surfaces , and are most 
extensive within the alluvial mosaics that fringe the valleyward margin of the older 
Pleistocene units. Holocene units also form inset fan remnants within fanhead 
trenches , and alluvial fanlettes aligned along major faults of the FL VFZ. 
A comparison of the timing of multiple Holocene fan-building episcxies wi th 
local and regional climatic fluctuations supports previous arguments that 
sedimentation is synchronous with changes to greater aridity (e.g., Huntington , 
1907). Furthermore, depositional hiatuses, i.e., pericxis of fan surface stability, 
appear to be simultaneous with glacial advances. These relations suggest that the 
relatively minor climatic fluctuations of the Holocene have controlled the major 
alluviation events in the region. 
The minor Holocene climate changes apparently influenced erosion and 
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sedimentation throughout entire drainage-fan systems of the eastern White 
Mountains. This implies that the profound climatic changes during the Pleistocene 
had similar, but significantly greater, influence on these drainage-fan systems. This 
is indicated by deep head cirques and by the broad U-shaped morphology of 
canyons at higher elevations of eastern White Mountains, and by the voluminous 
Pleistocene alluvial fan deposits in western Fish Lake Valley. 
The late Pleistocene Indian morphostratigraphic unit is characteristically 
capped by fine-grained eolian deposits. Formed within these probable desert loess 
layers are flights of small-scale steps. These micro-relief features are oriented 
perpendicular to local slope and increase in height and decrease in width with 
increasing slope. This microtopographic steps results from downslope movements of 
water-saturated desert loess layers on gently sloping fan smfaces, by solifluction. 
This process is rather unique, since it depends less on the prevailing climatic 
conditions than on time, pedogenic processes and eolian sediment influx. 
Solifluction steps are diagnostic features of many mid to late Pleistocene alluvial fan 
remnants in the western Great Basin . 
The relative degree of soil development is a useful and reliable indicator of 
relative age of morphostratigraphic units . Soils have more prominent pedogenic 
features in progressively older units of the series. Undoubtedly, time is the most 
significant genetic factor accounting for differences in soils. Morphostratigraphic 
units are therefore members of the regional chronosequence, and thus provide a 
means of evaluating pedogenesis with increasing soil age. 
The morphology of carbonate accumulations in soils is the pedogenic feature 
that best discriminates morphostratigraphic units . In pan, this is due to the 
durability of secondary carbonate, and the rate at which it accumulates in the 
gravelly, calcareous parent materials of the Plate I area. Gravelly soils a hundred to 
several hundred years old have incipient (or no) accumulations of pedogenic 
carbonate. The late Holocene (3 to l ka) soils have prominent Stage I Bk horizons, 
and the mid Holocene to latest Pleistocene (4?to 18? ka) soils have Bk horizons of 
Stage II carbonate morphology. The late Pleistocene soils contain massive, Stage In 
Bk (to K) horizons, and the late-middle Pleistocene (post 740 ka) soils have Stage 
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IV horizons. Thus, carbonate morphology is useful for recognition and correlation 
of morphostratigraphic units that range in age from latest Holocene to at least late-
middle Pleistocene. 
Soil field properties were semi-quantitatively evaluated using the soil 
development index of Harden (1982) and Harden and Taylor (1983). The 
relationship between soil ages and the degree of soil development is clearly 
indicated by soil development indices. The selected property index was 
chronologically calibrated using radiocarbon-dated soils, and provides an important 
means of estimating Holocene soil ages where geochronological age control is 
lacking. 
The morphology of alluvial fans in western Fish Lake Valley clearly and 
dramatically records tectonic activity along the Quaternary FL VFZ. Tectonic 
perturbations are recorded by fault scarps, small-scale fault blocks, shutter and 
pressure ridges, side-hill benches and ridge-crest saddles , vegetation lineaments , and 
drainages that are deflected, offset, abandoned or captured, and beheaded. 
Furthermore, the upstream proximity of prominent stepped sequences and large 
fanhead trenches to the FL VFZ result from intermittent vertical displacements. The 
alluvial fans have also been disrupted by lateral displacements along the FL VFZ. in 
addition to regional and :ocal tectonic tilting during the Quaternary . 
As a direct consequence of tectonic perturbations, alluvia l fan remnants along 
the eastern White Mountains have been uplifted and deeply dissected. This resulted 
in downfan migration of depositional loci and downstream convergence of alluvial 
fan surfaces. Thus, alluvial fans of the study area are in part orogenic deposits, 
characterized by actively aggrading mid and lower fan surfaces and degrading 
fanheads . Holocene deposition was clearly influenced by vertical movements on the 
FL VFZ. This is indicated by the alignment of Holocene fan apices along the bases 
of prominent fault scarps. 
The tectonic setting of the western Great Basin is dominated by the major, 
predominantly right-slip WLSZ. The longest, and perhaps most significant, 
structural element of the shear zone is the nearly 350 km-long DVFS . This 
Quaternary fault system separates regional domains of conspicuously contrasting 
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tectonic styles and rates. The orientation, style, and timing of faults, and the 
translation directions of crustal-scale blocks in the western Great Basin and the 
Sierra Nevada Province, suggests that strain related to the post-4 Ma North 
America-Pacific plate boundary has been superimposed on the structural fabric of 
the region. 
The FL VFZ is a regionally significant component of, and is kinematically 
linked with, the DVFS. This northwest-striking predominantly right-slip fault zone 
has a variable, but generally minor, vertical-slip component. The FL VFZ comprises 
contemporaneous west-northwest-striking contractional faults, northwest- to north-
northwest-striking right-slip to right-divergent slip faults, north- to north-northeast-
striking normal faults, and northeast-striking, possibly left-divergent slip faults . 
The FLVFZ terminates in northwestern Fish Lake Valley by branching into 
numerous faults in a horsetail splay panern, and abruptly bends to the northeast. At 
the termination of the fault rone, right slip on the northwest-striking master and 
subsidiary faults is transferred to normal slip on the north- to northeast-striking 
branch faults . This conversion of the primary sense of slip results in east-west to 
west-northwest extension . Thus, northwestern Fish Lake Valley is an extensional 
basin related to strike-slip faulting along the FL VFZ. 
A pull-apart basin, developed within a right step in the central FL VFZ, 
provides a small-scale analog of the tectonic sening of central Death Valley. Thi s 
extensional basin was produced by divergent movement on the northerly-soi.king 
Dyer subrone, and right slip on the northwest-striking, en echelon Eastern and 
Northern subrones. This apparently deep sedimentary basin lies opposite White 
Mountain Peak (14,246 ft), the highest point along the crest of the White 
Mountains. The relationship between the step in the fault rone, the height of the 
range, and the apparent depth of the basin argue for significant long-term vertical 
slip along the Dyer subrone, and a protracted geometry of the central FL VFZ. 
The style of faulting along the FL VFZ is dictated by the relative morion of 
the White Mountains and Fish Lake Valley structural blocks, and the geometry of 
their faulted boundary (i.e., strike of the FL VFZ) . The White Mountains massif 
apparently tracks the northwest translation of the Sierra Nevada Province at a 
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minimum rate of 0.7 to 0.8 mm/yr, but could exceed 2.3 to 2.4 mm/yr, relative to 
the Fish Lake Valley block. The style of faulting along the FL VFZ is therefore 
consistent with late Cenozoic style of the DVFS, and with the generally east-west 
extension in the western Great Basin. 
The paleoseismic behavior of the FL VFZ has been characterized by detailed 
examination of structural and stratigraphic relations exposed in exploratory trenches, 
and by geomorphic evaluation of paleorupture zones. The mid to late Holocene 
paleoseismic behavior is characterized by recurrent large earthquakes associated with 
prominent surf ace ruptures along extensive portions the FL VFZ. The character and 
extent of the last two significant surface rupture events is similar, suggesting a 
characteristic earthquake behavior for at least the northern FL VFZ. 
A variety of approaches involving morphostratigraphic, structural , and 
paleoseismic data have been used to estimate the size, frequency, and recency of 
large earthquakes on the FL VFZ. This assessment of seismic potential suggests that 
the most recent characteristic earthquakes on the northern FL VFZ were 7. I ± 0. 3 
M, . Paleoseismicity studies suggest the last such event occurred after I .6 ka, 
probably after 1.0 ka, and before 0.5 ka. These studies funher suggest that similar 
events rupture the northern FL VFZ about once every I . I ka, but could occur every 
0.5 ka to as much as 3.0 ka. 
Segmentation scenarios for the FL VFZ are based on examination of possible 
rupture discontinuities . Only two of 13 identified discontinuities are likely to 
function as rupture end points. They are the nonhwestern termination of the fault 
zone and the large-scale, restraining double bend at the southern end of the FL VFZ, 
suggesting the 80 km-long fault zone could rupture as a single segment. However, 
the pull-apan basin (or some portion thereof) along the central FL VFZ, could 
function as a diffuse segment boundary, in which case two or possibly three rupture 
segments may exist. 
If the FL VFZ behaves as a single rupture segment, it is capable of producing 
earthquakes of magnitude 7.4 or greater. Earthquakes of magnitude 7.1 or greater 
are suggested in the case of multiple rupture segments along the FL VFZ. The latter 
scenario is supported by two apparently discrete paleoseismic rupture zones 
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identified along the fault zone. 
Source structure characteristics of the FL VFZ yield magnitude estimates of 
7.2 to 7.5, based on half and total fault lengths . 
The assessment of seismic potential of the FL VFZ, based on paleoseismic 
data, segmentation, and source characteristics, suggests a MCE of 7.3 ± 0 .4 M,. If 
the FL VFZ ruptures in association with other parts , or all, of the DVFS, eanhquakes 
of magnitude 8 and larger are possible. The data presented in this thesis does not 
preclude the possibility that a single large eanhquake may rupture multiple segments 
on the FL VFZ and on the DVFS. 
In short, the White Mountains massif moves northwestward along the FL VFZ 
at a minimum rate of 0.7 to 2.4 mm/yr, relative to the Fish Lake Valley structural 
block. Translation is characterized by right-divergent slip, and results from repeated 
large magnitude (7+) eanhquakes . These events are associated with extensive 
surface ruptures (from 20 to 40 km in length, but may be 80+ km ) and interseismic 
intervals of 1.1 ka (+2.0/-0.5 ka) . The last such event occurred about 1.0 ka (± 0 .5 
ka) . 
The FL VFZ is unquestionably capable of producing a large magnitude , 
damaging eanhquake. Future studies of the White Mountain seismic gap need to 
consider the FL VFZ as a candidate for the next gap-filling event. 
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APPENDIX I 
SOLIFUCTION STEPS ON 
ALLUVIAL FAN REMNANTS OF THE 
WESTERN GREAT BASIN 
ABSTRACT 
259 
Many mid and late Pleistocene alluvial fan remnants in the western Great Basin 
have pattern ground surf aces consisting of small, micro-relief steps arranged in 
flights. The pattern ground features are identified between 37° to 39° N. Lat. , at 
1000 to 2000 m elevation, on gentle slopes, and apparently independent of aspect. 
Step in flights increase in height and decrease in width with increasing slopes . The 
steps comprise flattish treads with well-sorted interlocking stone pavements, and 
gently sloping risers oriented parallel to contour, that a.re as much as I m high . The 
steps generally have soils that consist of an Av horiwn in fine-grained gravel-free 
parent materials; probable eolian sediments. This desert loess layer overlies strongly 
developed argillic B horiwns and prominent Stage ill (or greater) Bk or K horizons, 
formed in gravelly sandy loam parent materials . 
The pattern ground results from mass wasting of saturated desert loe ss 
veneers on gently sloping alluvial fan remnents by solifluction . This rather unique 
process depends less on the previaling climatic conditions than on time, pedogensis 
and eolian influx. Prominent secondary accumulations of clay and carbonate in soils 
associated with the steps, impede infiltration of water and thereby promote saturation 
within the fine-grained surface layer. This silt-rich layer exhibits a plasmatic 
behavior and thus fail by solifluction when saturated. 
Flights of steps on alluvial fan remnants of the western Great Basin are 
evidence of both current solifluction activity and relict landscape evolution . The 
Quaternary paleoclimatic significance of these pattern ground features is not well 
understood. Formation of this type of pattern ground is apparently favored under 
conditions that were wetter than the current arid climate of the Great Basin. Hence, 
formation of steps appears to be favored during pluvial and prehaps periglacial 
climates of the Quaternary. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pattern ground consisting of uniformily spaced s'teps occurs on many mid 
and late Pleistocene alluvial fan remnants of the western Great Basin. The steps 
preferentially occur adjacent to hills and mountain fronts on flattish interfluves, 
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stranded by modem drainages from their provenance. The pattern ground features 
are identified at 1000 to 2000 m elevation on gentle slopes that have a multitude of 
aspects. Individual steps are from 3 to 80 m long, as much as I m high, and range 
from narrowly arcuate to broadly elliptical in plan. The micro-relief steps comprise 
flattish treads, that display well-sorted interlocking stone pavements, and risers with 
3° to 18° slopes that are as much as 1 m high. Flights of steps are prominent on 
many mid and late Pleistocene alluvial fan remnants, but apparently have not 
formed on latest Pleistocene and Holocene fan surfaces of the western Great Basin . 
More than a thousand aerial photographs were examined during this thesis, to 
establish a preliminary disnibution of piedmont slopes in southwestern Nevada. that 
exhibit pattern ground consisting of small-scall steps arranged in flights (Fig. 42) . 
The pattern ground is identified on fan remnant from south of the Nevada. Test Site 
(37° N. Lat.) to north of Walker Lake (39° N. Lat.), and from the California-
Nevada border to east of Tonopah. The steps are particularly well-defined over 
relatively large areas in northwestern Fish Lake Valley, in eastern Crater Flat, and 
in northeastern Yucca Flat, Nevada.. 
Pattern ground on alluvial fan remnants in northwestern Fish Lake Valley, 
eastern Crater Flat, and eastern Stingaree Valley, southwestern Nevada. (Fig. 42), 
were examined in the field. The author first examined tne pattern ground features 
during preliminary field studies in Fish Lake Valley for this thesis . Stingaree 
Valley and Crater Flat, Nevada. were selected for study based on the abundances of 
prominent steps arranged over relatively large areas . Additionally, Crater Flat was 
selected because preliminary cation-ratio dating of rock varnish (Dom, 1987) was 
availible for several previously described geomorphic surfaces (Peterson, 1988). 
some of which exhibit pattern ground. Further, the author, assisted by A.R. Ram elli 
(1989, Nevada. Bureau of Mines and Geology) mapped a portion of east-central 
Crater Falt, as part of the Yucca Mountain project at the University of Nevada. Reno 
(in prep.). These three study areas seemingly illustrate the broad range in form of 
individual steps. 
Flights of steps form a distinctive pattern that can be readily identified on 
aerial photographs at 1 :24,000 (or about 1 :35 ,000 if well -defined) and at larger 
scales. The air-photo pattern is one of alternating light and dark tonal-stripes 
oriented nearly parallel to contour, that impart a "wrinkled" appearance to fan 
surfaces (Fig. 43). The generally anastomosing snipes are curvilinear with downfan 
bulges. Light tonal-snipes represent tightly packed, well-sorted stone pavements on 
flattish tread surfaces. The dark snipes are often narrower than the light snipes, 
and represent concentrations of desert shrubs along riser slopes . This air-photo 
pattern apparently is more distinct and uniform with increasing slopes (disscussed in 
a following section). 
The wide disniburion of mid and late Pleistocene alluvial fan remnants that 
have pattern ground, and the ease of identifing flights of steps on aerial 
photographs, provide a useful means of distingushing latest Pleistocene and 
Holocene surf aces form many older surfaces. The presence of pattern ground 
suggests that fine-grained sediments occur as relatively thick mantles over pedogenic 










Map of a portion of west-central Nevada showing the distribution of 
piedmont slopes (blackened areas) that have soli.fluction steps. The 
shaded areas are mountains and the unshaded areas are intermountane 




Low-oblique aerial photograph taken towards the southwest of 
solifluction steps on the lower Indian Creek fan in Fish Lake Valley, 
Nevada. Note the numerous fault scarps that strike across the 
midground of the photograph. 
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PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
Anderson (1933) was the first to describe small-scale steps on alluvial fan 
remnants in the western Great Basin. Anderson postulate that pattern ground on 
alluvial fans in northwestern Fish Lake Valley was the result of downslope creep of 
alluvial materials. Beaty (1968 and I 969) also studied the "wave-like" pattern on 
alluvial fans in this pan of the valley. Beaty considered several modes of 
formation, but favored an explanation involving mass-wasting of surficial materials. 
Beaty (1968) postulated that the steps are relict features formed during a climate 
regime that was wetter and/or colder, however not much different than the modern 
climate (Beaty, 1969). Brogan (1979) also noted "rounded" steps in Fish Lake 
Valley, that were characteristic of the oldest fan surfaces (Brogen's Q2) . 
On alluvial fans of the Death Valley region similar pattern ground features 
were described by Denny (1965, 1967), Denny and Drewes (1965), Hunt and 
Washburn (1960, 1966), and Cooke (1970). Denny and Drewes (1965) and Denny 
(1965, 1967) described miniature terraces with risers less than an inch high and tens 
of feet in length in many pavement surfaces in the western Amargosa Desert of 
Nevada. They attributed the formation of these micro-terraces to downslope flow of 
saturated silty materials. Following a heavy rain, Denny ( 1967) observed that 
material beneath the pavement had the consistency of "jelly" and when a stone was 
removed from the surface the surrounding silty materials tended to flow into the 
depression left by the stone. Somewhat larger terraces with risers up to m high 
also form on alluvial fan in the Amargosa Desert (Denny and Drewes, 1965). 
Denny and Drewes (1965) concluded that both sizes of terraces formed by 
downslope movement of water-saturated materials. 
Hunt and Washburn (1960) described small-scale steps with risers m (or 
more) high and as much as 5 m long, where stone pavements are well developed on 
the oldest alluvial fans in Death Valley, California. Hunt and Washburn (1966) 
used rows of dowels across the terraces to show that no significant movement had 
occurred in a 4-year period. They concluded that the terraces likely are the result 
of past movements, possibly during a pluvial paleoclimate. Hunt and Washburn 
( 1960) inferred that the steps were restricted to soils having prominent secondary 
accumulations of salt Hence these features may differ from those described in the 
following section. 
DESCRIPTION OF PATTERN GROUND 
MORPHOLOGY OF STEPS 
The orderly arrangement of small-scale steps in flights, characterizes many 
Pleistocene alluvial fan remnants in the western Great Basin (Fig. 43). In plan, the 
micro-relief features vary from narrow and arcuate to broad and elliptical, with 
bulges that are convex downslope (Fig. 44). These pattern ground features generally 
occur on 2° to 6° slopes, but are identified in Fish Lake Valley on slopes as steep 
as about 10°. The dimensions of the steps vary widely, they are 3 to 80 m Jong, 2 
to 15 m wide, and as much as 1 m high. Individual steps consist of two 
Figure 44. 
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A Location of Figure 45 
f/_.:,,.-, . ,. . 
B 
Aerial photographs of soliflucrion steps in Crater Flat (A) and Fish 
Lake Valley (B), Nevada. Note that the steps in Fish Lake Valley 
are generally more distinct and uniform than those in Crater Flat. 
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components a flat, nearly horizontal tread, and a gently sloping riser (Fig. 45; 
Appendix IV, Profile P22). Treads are commonly are widest in the middle, and 
narrow toward the ends. The planar tread surfaces exhibit well-sorted, interlocking 
stone pavement with strongly varnished lithic fragments, but lack vegetation. Riser 
lack pavement and have slopes as steep as 18° (or more), that are oriented parallel 
to contour. Vegetation tends to concentrate along the risers. 
A gradual transition in size and shape of the pattern ground features, from 
broad elliptical forms to narrow arcuate forms, is apparent with an increase in slope 
from about 2° to 6° or more. In general , with increasing slope, treads are narrower 
and longer, and risers are steeper, more distinct, and higher. Flights of steps appear 
to exhibit a decrease in wavelength (e.g., riser to riser distance) and an increase in 
amplitude (heigth) with increasing slope. 
Alluvial fans in southeastern Fairview Valley, west-central Nevada exhibit 
pattern ground consisting of broad elliptical steps with diffuse risers, on slopes of 
about 2°. On fan surfaces with similar slopes (2° to about 3°) in eastern Crater 
Flat, southwestern Nevada, broad elliptical to lobate treads and gradually sloping 
risers have formed (Fig. 44a) . Pattern ground forms on slopes of 3° to 5° in Fish 
Lake Valley (Fig. 44b), and locally as steep as about 10°. The steps are prominent 
on these steeper slopes, and have narrow (2 - 5 m) elongate (up to 80 m) treads 
and relatively steep, well-defined risers . 
Washburn (1956), Malde (1961), Denny and Drewes (1965) , Oilier (1966), 
and Revel (l 980) have described similar variations in the morphology of patterned-
ground features with increasing slope . 
SOil.,-STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONS OF PATTERN GROUND FEATURES 
The internal composition of the pattern ground features was examined in two 
exploratory trenches and in numerous shallow pits in various positions (e.g., risers 
and treads) on the steps. The soil and stratigraphic relations of the pattern ground 
features are discussed in this section. 
A trench was excavated across two tread surfaces and the intervening riser 
on the late Pleistocene Indian surface in Fish Lake Valley, Nevada (Fig. 44 b) . 
Trench exposures show two markedly contrasting stratigraphic units (Fig. 46) . A 
layer of well sorted silts and fine sands (silt loam to loam; field textures) overlies 
poorly sorted, coarse gravelly deposits (sandy loam to sandy clay loam). This 
abrupt textural change is apparently representive of the parent materials, and thus 
suggests two different modes of sedimentation. 
The underlying gravelly material is fan alluvium , that is similar to debris 
flow deposits exposured in many fanhead trenches of the Fish Lake Valley region . 
The overlying fine grained materials are similar in texture and sorting to deposits 
that mantle alluvial fans in Mojave Desert of California. Wells and others (l 984) 
have shown that these mantles comprise primarily eolian sediments. Similar loess 
deposits occur on alluvial fans in the pluvial Lake Lahaton basin (Chadwick and 
Davis, 1988), and in northern Las Vegas Valley (Davis and Chadwick, 1988). The 
fine grained surficial layers, in which the pattern ground features form, are 
assummed to also be eolian in origin. 
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Topographic profile of solifluction steps on the lower Indian Creek 
fan, sec Fig. 44b for location . Note that the flattish treads are 
separated by more steeply sloping risers . The profile was constructed 
perpinduclar to the steps using the Brunton and slope stick method of 
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Figure 46. Log of a shallow trench excavated across a riser and two treads (between 15 and 27 m in Fig. 45) in 
Fish lake Valley , Nevada. The surficial stratigraphic unit is composed of fine grained (eolian?) sediment, 
and strongly differs from the underlying unit, which is composed of rather typical fan alluvium. 
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15 cm thick below the treads, and is as much as about 50 cm thick below the riser 
(Fig. 46). The base the loess layer has a thin (1-2 cm) zones of lamina. clay 
"seams", suggesting that water is impeded along the boundary with the underlying 
fan alluvium. This abrupt (<2 cm) contact is relatively planar, whereas the surface 
is clearly stepped. This difference suggests that steps form only in the desert loess 
layer, and not in the underlying alluvium. 
The soil formed in eolian parent materials of the tread has a prominent Av 
horizon with a distinct crust below the tightly-packed pavement. The subjacent 
horizon (Bkv) is also vesicular and has modest accumulations of carbonate on 
pebble bottoms, and a thin laminar clay subhorizon (Pedon 5, Appendix ID. The 
soil under the riser differ somewhat, in that a crusting Av horizon is absent and a 
Stage I Bk horizon occurs just above the alluvial parent material. The soil profile 
in the alluvial parent material comprises a prominent, 30 cm thick, argillic B 
horizon (10YR7/4) over a Stage III Bkm horizon (Fig. 47; Appendix 11, Pedon 5) . 
A second trench was excavated across a pattern ground step in Fairview 
Valley, Nevada; part of the pluvial Lake Lahaton basin. The trench was oriented 
perpendicular to the strike of a rather steep (18°) riser. Soil-stratigraphic relations 
in this trench (Figs. 48 and 49) are similar to those of the Fish Lake Valley trench 
(cf. Figs. 46 and 47), including a planar, abrupt contact between a nearly gravel-
free, desert loess layer and the underlying fan gravels . A srrongly developed 
argillic B horizon exposed in this trench was apparently truncated and subsequently 
buried by loess deposition . The argillic horizon is massively engulfed by secondary 
carbonate that clearly disrupts translocated clays on ped faces . The base of the soil 
profile consists of a mostly cemented Stage Ill K horizon over a Stage II Bk 
horizon. 
In nonheast Crater Flat, Nevada pattern ground occurs on two different 
geomorphic surfaces that have been cation-ratio dated by Dom (I 9887). The steps 
are prominent on the Yucca surfaces, dated at 360 to 380 ka, and somewhat less 
prominent on the Early Black Cone surfaces, dated at 118 to 136 ka. These 
geomorphic surfaces were identified and described by Peterson ( 1988), and have 
been mapped in east-central Crater Rat by the author, A.R . Ramelli, and J. W. Bell 
(Ramelli and others, 1989). Soils associated with both surfaces have relatively 
thick, crusting Av over Bw horizons (Peterson, 1988). The Yucca soils exhibit 
thick, clay-rich argillic horizons over strongly cemented K horizons. Whereas, the 
Late Black Cone soils display Stage I Bk horizons with weakly cemented Stage !I -
m lenses, or a minimual argillic horizon over weakly cemented duripans (Peterson, 
1988). 
Similar stratigraphic and pedogenic relations were also observed in numerou s 
hand-dug pits in Fish Lake Valley, Fairview Valley, and in Crater Flat, Nevada. 
MODE OF PATTERN GROUND FORMATION 
Wells and McFadden ( 1985) described seemingly similar pattern ground 
features on alluvial fan in the eastern Mojave Desert of California, and determined 
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Figure 47. Log of the trench in Fish Lake Valley, Nevada showing soil horizons, which are described in more detail 
in Appendi;r; n (Pedon 4) . A comparison with Figure 46 indicates that the Av and AB horizons have 
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Figure 48 . Log of a shallow trench excavated across a rather steep riser and two treads in the Stingaree Valley, 
Nevada. Note that the contact between the fine grained surficial deposit (desert loess?) and the 
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Figure 49. Log of the trench in Stingaree Valley, Nevada illustrating soil horizons. The Av through Btk horizons 
have formed in the fine grained surficial layer and the Bt and Km horizons have formed in the 





they formed by sheet wash. The author has identified pattern ground on alluvial 
fans in northern most Death Valley that is very similar to that described by Well 
and McFadden (1985). The sheet wash features in both areas however, are clearly 
different from the micro-relief steps described herein. In particular the air-photo 
pattern of the sheet wash features is essentially a negatives of the micro-relief steps, 
and their internal composition is dissimilar. For example, rather than the light 
tonal-stripes representing interlocking pavement as with the steps, they are rather 
gravely lag deposits. Funher, the sheet wash features consists not of well sorted, 
fine grained materials below pavements, but of poorly sorted, coarse sands and 
gravels that largely overly pavements. These (and other) fundamental differences in 
the pattern ground features, suggest two distinctly different modes of formation . 
Hence. the steps were not formed by sheet wash. 
As described above the micro-relief steps fonn in fine-grained surficial layers 
on alluvial fans in the western Great Basin . The bulk of this material is apparentl y 
eolian sediment Perhaps these features are fine sand and silt dunes , stabilized by 
vegetation . 
Several lines of evidence however, suggest the pattern ground features are 
the result of mass wasting. The most compelling evidence of downslope movement 
is that risers are consistently parallel to contour and have downslope buldges, and 
flights of steps exhibit a gradual transition in morphology with increasing slope. 
These relations strongly suggest that the pattern ground formed by mass wasting, 
and (for example) not by eolian sedimentation . 
Pattern ground comprising uniformilly spaced steps on alluvial fan remnants 
of the western Great Basin (e.g., Figs. 43 and 44), is likely formed by solifluction. 
The term solifluction, as used herein, was originally defined by Anderson (1906) as 
the process of ". .. slow flowing from higher to lower ground of masses of waste 
saturated with water. " Solifluction is encouraged by impeded drainage over an 
impermeable layer (Davies , 1969). Solifluction features occur in regions with or 
without permafrost, but are most common where mean annual temperatures are 1 C 
or less (Williams, 1962). Several investigators however, such as Paterson ( 1940), 
Washburn (1947, 1956), Smith (1949), and Hunt and Washburn (1966), recognized 
that solifluction may operate under diverse environmental conditions, provided that 
the primary requisite of saturation is satisfied. 
The pattern ground features are apparently restricted to gentle slopes, based 
on air-photo examination. Stratigraphic relations observed in the trenches (Figs . 46 
and 48) and in several exploratory pits , indicate that the steps are fanned in fine 
grained surficial layers rich in silt; M.C. Reheis (1987 , unpub. data) determined 
about 43 % silt and an equal amount of primarily fine and very fine sizes in the Av 
horiwn of an Indian soil in northwestern Fish Lake Valley. These vesicular 
surficial layers are in abrupt contact with subjacent, clay-rich argillic B horiwns 
over Stage III K (or Bk) horizons. All of the above relationships are consistent 
with mass wasting by solifluction. 
The pattern ground features differ from typical solifluction features however , 
in that drainage is probably impeded by argillic and K horizons rather than 
permafrost or frozen ground. The drainage imped by these less permeable soil 
horiwns promots saturation of the silt-rich loess layers, and thus induces gradual 
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downslope flow under the influence of gravity, or solifluction. The processes results 
in formation of flights of steps on many mid and late Pleistocene alluvial fan 
remnants of the western Great Basin. 
This rather unique process of solifluction depends more on soil development 
and eolian sedimentation, than on the prevailing climatic. Since pedogenesis is time 
dependent (Chapter V), this type of solifluction also depends on time. Thus, 
initiation of solifluction on alluvial fan remnants of the western Great Basin requires 
a sufficient duration of time to (I) develop Jess permeable pedogenic horiwns (e .g., 
argillic and K horiwns), and (2) accumulate a relatively thick surficial loess layer 
on alluvial fan surfaces. The latter requisite apparently depends on the formation of 
desert pavements to trap eolian sediment (Peterson, 19??), and on translocation of 
fine materials that eventually plug or partly plug the soil sprofile (faylor, 1986). 
Once the two requisites are satisfied. all that is necessary for solifluction is 
sufficient water to saturate and induce flow within the layer of loess . 
The interval of time required to develope less permeable soil horizons, hence 
flights of solifluction steps, is apparently significant. ln Fish Lake Valley 
solifluction steps occur on two distinctively different geomorphic surfaces . They are 
the post-Bishop tuff (740 ka) McAfee Creek surface and the younger (late 
Pleistocene) Indian surface. In Fairview Valley the steps form on probable late 
Pleistocene fan surf aces. 
In northeast Crater Flat the steps are abundant on two geomorphic surfaces 
of significantly different age. They are the Yucca and Early Black Cone surfaces as 
defined and described by Peterson ( 1988), and mapped in east-central Crater Flat by 
the author and A.R. Ramelli (in prep.). Dorn (1987) used preliminary cation-ratio 
analysis on rock varnish from surficial boulders to date these surfaces . The Yucca 
surface has cation-ratio dates of 360 to 380 ka, and the Early Black Cone surface of 
128 to 137 ka. The next youngest geomorphic surface (Late Black Cone surface) 
lacks pattern ground. and has radiocarbon dates on organic material extracted from 
rock varnish of 30 ka or less (Dom, 1987). 
Hence, solifluction steps form on late Pleistocene (380 to 130 ka) 
geomorphic surface, but not on latest Pleistocene (30 ka) and younger fan surfaces 
in Crater Flat. This implies that a substantial time interval is required to develope 
the soil and stratigraphic requistes for solifluction. Thus, the pattern ground features 
are significantly younger than the alluvial deposits on which they flow . 
Soil creep due to volume changes in desert loess layers, may be a secondary 
process in the formation of solifluction steps on alluvial fan remnants. Two likely 
volume change processes, shrink-swell and frost heave, are commonly associated 
with soil creep (Benedict, 1976). Soil expansion (i.e. , swell or heave) contibutes a 
minor component of downslope movement that is proportional to the angle of slope 
and the magnitude of displacement. For example, with increasing slope (and/or 
heave) the resulting component of downslope movement increases. 
Shrink-swell produced by cycles of saturation and desiccation is an imponant 
process in the development of vesicular pores (Miller, 197 l ), and results in vertical 
movement of clasts in the formation of stone pavements (Springer, 1958; Cooke, 
1970; Dan anct others, 1982). Denny (1965) concluded that expansion of silts upon 
wetting resulted in a slight net movement of material downslope on fans in the 
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Death Valley region. Polygonal cracks in stone pavements have commonly been 
attributed to desiccation of the underlying materials following a period of saturation 
(e.g., Cooke, 1970; Hunt and Washburn, 1966). The cracks define large columnar 
peds and were observed in all three study areas. The peds shrink as the soil drys, 
and fine grained materials accumulate in dilated inter-ped voids. This material is 
apparently incorporated into the soil when soil moisture is retained Thereby 
increasing soil volume and resulting a net downslope component of movement (i .e., 
soil creep). 
Mcfadden and others ( 1986) concluded that accumulations of clay in loess 
mantles formed on the Cima volcanic field in the eastern Mojave Desert, have 
profoundly increase the shrink-swell capacity of the loess . They observed markedly 
domed caps on columnar peds in vesicular A horizons, that they attributed to 
seasonal formation of the domes in association with that of vesciular pores. 
Apparently collapse of domes results when soil moisture increases during the winter 
season. 
Repeated freeze-thaw cycles result in volume-changes, and may contribute to 
the development of the solifluction steps . Repeated freeze-thaw cycles in saturated 
materials cause coarse particles to migrate upwards (Corte, 1963) in manner that is 
probably similar to vertical movement associated with the shrink-swell process 
(described above). The amount of vertical movement, and hence the amount of 
downslope movement, is closely associated with soil texture and is greatest for silty 
soils (Davison, 1889, and Taber, 1930), such as the desert loess in which the steps 
have formed. 
Soil creep is probably a secondary factor in the formation of the pattern 
ground features . Since, only minor down-slope movement is likely, due to the 
gentleness of the pattern ground slopes and to the present climate of the region. 
DISCUSSION 
Springer (1958) and Miller (1971) showed that vesicular pores form when 
loamy soils are in a semi-fluid state, that Miller found to be "very unstable" . 
Miller concluded that the number and size of vesicles increased with repeated cycles 
of wetting and drying. Vesicular pores are also important characteristics of moving 
soils (Benedict, 1976). 
Hence, numerous, large vescicular pores in Av horiwns, and smaller and less 
frequent vesciles in subjacent B horiwns , suggest that the desert loess has been 
repeatedly saturated. At which point the loess exhibits a plasmatic or dilatent 
behavor. Thus, the silt-rich surficial layers on aluvial fan surfaces of the western 
Great Basin are apparently susceptible to failure by solifluction. 
Since the presence if an infiltration impeding layer below the loess (i .e., less 
permeable soil horiwns) is independent of the prevailing climate, frigid climatic 
conditions are not required for formation of the pattern ground features. Thus, there 
is no compelling reason to assume that solifluction is cunently inactive in this arid 
region. The process is however, favored during prolonged precipitaion events or 
melt of substantial snow packs, resulting in saturation of the surficial loess layers . 
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Indirect evidence of plasrnatic behavior of the loess layers was shown by 
numerous viscous "flow- and drip-structures" (similar in appearance to melted wax 
on a candle), observed draped over the Fish Lake Valley trench walls in January 
1988, six months following excavation. These distinctly vesicular structures 
comprise material that flowed out from under the crusting Av sub-horizons of the 
tread surfaces. The stone pavements bordering the trench were slight deflated. 
These relations suggest that solifluction is active, in at least the upper pan of the 
loess layer. 
Circumstanial evidence suggests solifluction is currently active on p·edmont 
slopes in the western Great Basin. Specifically, many solifluction steps have steep 
(up to 18 degrees) riser and exhibit a non-dissected morphology, dispite being 
composed of easily erodible, fine grained materials not protected by desert 
pavement. Thus current solifluction activity is apparently capiable of maintianing 
the step morphology. 
Shrink-swell within loess layers is evidentent by the "self-healing" nature of 
stone pavements. Footprint about 2 to 4 cm deep, were made during the summer 
season of 1987 in tightly packed stone pavements on tread surfaces in Fish Lake 
Valley. The impressions were obliterated and nearly reclaimed by pavement the 
following winter season. Similarily footprints made during the winter of 1988 were 
reclaimed by the following summer. Vesicular pores destroyed by the impressions 
have subsequently reformed. These observations suggest that shrink-swell of the 
loess is seasonal and is associated with the formation of vesicular pores. Thus, 
shrink-swell is currently active and probably contributes somewhat to the formati on 
of the pattern ground features . 
Although the solifluction steps display limited evidence of current ac tivity, 
they are apparently relict landforms. The steps likely formed during past 
environmental conditions that were wetter (and/or colder) than currently in the 
western Great Basin. Two lines of evidence support this hypothesis. 1) Stage I Bk 
and/or incipient Bt horizons have developed in the lower pan of loess layers (e.g., 
Figs. 47 and 49) . This suggests little or no movement occurs in the basal portions 
of these layers. 2) Many solifluction steps in the western Great Basin have risers 
that are parallel to contour. However, where there has been relatively recent (late 
Holocene?) incision of onfan drainages , the risers have failed to reorient into 
parallism with contour. These observations suggest that solifluction activity is 
limited to the upper part of loess layers , and the rate of solifluction is exceedingl y 
slow at present 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Soil-stratigraphic studies suggest solifluction steps form in surficial loess 
layers on alluvial fan remnants. Less permeable, strongly developed argillic and K 
horizons are requisites critical to solifluction in the arid western Great Basin . Thus 
these solifluction features differ from their frigid environment counterpans, in that 
an infiltration impeding layer is not dependent on climate or season, but rather on 
pedogenic processes. These studies further suggests that relatively thick 
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accumulations of desert loess are necessary for solifluction. Once these requisistes 
are satisfied, all that is required for solifluction is sufficient water to saturate and 
induce flow in the layer of loess. 
The abundance of prominent solifluction steps on many mid and late 
Pleistocene alluvial fan remnants, and their apparent absents on latest Pleistocene 
and Holocene surfaces (e.g., Crater Flat), implies that the time required to satisfy 
the pedogenic and/or stratigraphic requisites is substantial. Therefore, solifluction 
steps provide a means of distinguishing and isolating geomorphic surfaces by 
relative age. 
Flights of steps formed in loess on piedmont slopes of the western Great 
Basin indicate that solifluction is currently active, and has resulted in relict 
landscape evolution. The rates of solifluction are likely to be exceedingly slow 
however, due to infrequent saturation of the eolian materials under the previaling 
climate of the region. 
The paleoclimatic significance of these features is not well understood and 
warrants further investigation. It appears reasonable to assume that solifluction, as 
described above, would operate more efficiently during wetter periods with more 
frequent and deeper saturation than occur in the region currently. Perhaps during 
pluvial climates more moisture is available to saturate the eolian fines and to 
facilitate mass wasting, thus favoring formation of solifluction steps. 
Solifluction steps on alluvial fan remnants, imply characteristic soil-
stratigraphic relations . Specifically, (I) the fan surface exhibits moderate to well 
sorted, interlocking stone pavements, and is probably older than latest Pleistocene 10 
age. (2) A relatively thick, fine grained, surficial layer overlies fan alluvium . (3) 
The soil profile comprises an argillic horiron and (or?) a horiron of prominent 
carbonate (and opal) accumulation . 
Solifluction of desert loess layers probably result in the near-horizontal and 
flattish nature of the treads, and in smoothing irregularities (e.g., levee and channel 
topography) on alluvial fan surfaces. Thus, this study supports the conclusions of 
Denny ( 1965) and Denny and Drewes ( 1965), that the depositional morphology on 
alluvial fans of the region has been influenced by saturated flow of silt-rich surficial 
layers. The overlying stone pavements are apparently rafted in a passive and semi-
coherent manner during solifluction. 
APPENDIX II 
PEDON DESCRIPTIONS 
PEDONS 1 TO 13 
EXPLANATION OF PEDON DESCRIPTIONS 
277 
The following pedon descriptions were described according to procedures and 
nomenclature of the Soil Survey Manual (USDA Agr. Handbook 18, 1951) and 
revised by the Soil Survey Staff (1966), and a further revision of the procedures in 
the New Soil Survey Manual (1981, p. 39-49 & 105-107). Pedon description sites 
are shown in Plate I. 
Carbonate morphology was described following Gile and other 's (I 966) 
classification of morphogenetic sequences of calcium carbonate accumulations . 
Postscript addenda, "0 " and "+", are used in conjunction with stages of carbonate 
accumulation to denote the distinctness of carbonate morphology; where "-" indicates 
the stage-morphology is weakly expressed and "+" is equivalent to Gile and other's 
(1966) "late stage-morphology" which is transitional to the next higher stage. 
Where the morphology of a horiron is dominated by carbonate accumulations, a K 
horiron designation, as proposed by Gile and others (1965), is used. Taylor's 
(1986) classification of pedogenic sequence of silica opal accumulations is used to 
describe opal morphology. The informal subordinate distinction "j" for master 
horirons, is used to describe juvenile or incipient pedogenic accumulations of 
carbonate and opal. Another informal subordinate distinction, "v" is used to denote 
horirons with coarsely-vesicular pores (Peterson, I 977; Nettleton and Peterson, 
1983). The postscript "c" is used to denote the color of carbonate coats . In a 
similar manner, "s" and "m" denote the color of opal and mottles, respectively. The 
terminology for "Physiographic Position" is that of Peterson (1981 ). The phrase 
"desen shrubs" includes Sagebrush (Anemisia tridentata), Rabbit Brush, Grease 
Wood, Shadscale (Artiplex confertifolia), and Spinney Hop sage . 
PIDCII I; 2 
PIDCII DIICll"ICJI: llorplaostr1tlcp:1plilc Ultt: atddle Marble; Describers: Toa sawyer, Karltb Rebels, and Janet Slate 
Date: 6-23-97 Area: Marble Creek, n rtsh Late Valley, llevada. Locltloe: About 0.6 ta south of Marble Creek, on the Marble 
Creek fan, laedlately north of a unnamed drainage that heads near tnob 7937 - ¥1/2, SWl/4, Sec 23, T2S, R341, Nt Barcroft 15' 
Quad, IV--cA; 37 44•49• I. Lat., 119 09 1 21• I. Long. P•ratocp:.lc Posltloa: Apex of inset-fan remnant; dissected to a depth of 
1-1.5 a; displaced about JO ca, dovn to the east, along a fault; clearly inset below the Leidy fan-remnant. 
V'lrala• De,el019nt: none; P1Yeaeat De,el0191t: none; P1Yeaat Area: 0 \; U011e: 3 ; Aspect: I; lleY1tloa: 1850 •, 6080 ft; 
lnoff: aedln; Dr1l-,e: well; hreat lllterlal: Quartz aonzonltlc alluvia with subordinate carbo11ate and aetasedl11entry 
lltblc fragllll!nts; parent aaterlal of Av horizon ls probably colll)OSed largely of eolian sedl11ents; calcareous throagbout. 
"9ebltloa: Low (<JOCIII desert shrubs op to 1.5 • apart and race cacti, and sparse grasses. Soll fellperatue leqlllll!: tar• 
aeslc; llolatue Suta: Dry. 
Depth Color 
Borlzon (cal Dry Nolst 
Ava 0-3 2.5Y7/2 2.5Y4/2 
Bv l-13 2.5Y6/2 2.5Y4/2 
nl lJ-J, 2.5Y7/2 2.5Y5/2 
281:lc 39-72 2.5Y7/2 2.5Y5/3 
281:2 72-112 2.5Y7/2 2.5Y5/3 
381:q 112-lJOt 2.5Y6/2 2.5Y4/2 
Consistence 








v_!l!l lf-cabt sb 













Secondary Clay lat. \ wt. 
Pores Roob Carb. ~l Film Grv. Cob. 
2vf, ev 
2f,la_ lvf _po~ none none 15 





















Coaents: A detrltal wood fragllll!nt (5alll)le I 5-TS-l-29FC; Radiocarbon Site 31 vas collected fro• the north tall of the unnaaed 
creek channel, about 50 CJ1 below the lllddle Marble relict surface, and dated at 1555 cal B.P. A tephra salll)le (5-TS-l-
28FC-B; Tephra Site 21, that possibly correlates with one of several Nono Crater ashes that range lo agt froe 3400-9000 
yr 8.P., but aatches aost cloaelI with those ranging fro• 3400-4100 yr B.P. (sarna-Vojcltl, 1987, written c~n.l, was 
collected at a depth of 1.8 •· Av horizon occurs discontinuously and only betwen coppice dunes. bcarbo11ate 
accuaulatlon ls displayed 115 'powdery• fllaaents ln a dendrltlc arrangement. cSecondary carbonate form nearly 
continuous to continuous coating on bebble undersides. N ..... 
l,O 
PIDCII I: 3 
PIDCII D11C11nu11: llorplM,etr1tl91•lc Ullt: early Marble Desalbera: Toa savyu, tlarlth Rebels, and Janet Slate 
Dlte: 6-23-87 Are.: Marble Creek, n Fish Lake Valley, levada. Loaitloa: lorth 11all of the Marble Creek fanbead trench, about 
l k• dovnstreaa fro• vbere the creek emerges froa range front - 11/2, SVl/4 of Sec 23, T2S, R341, Nt Barcroft Qoad. CA-IV; 
37 45'00' I. Lat., 111 09'45' i. Long. Pll)'IIOCJI1pblc Posltloa: Nlddle-fan-piedaoot-reanant suait; iDSet belov the Leidy unit 
and locally burying the Indian paleosol; Yarals~ Detiel.,,..t: Incipient, fev fragaents are lightly varnished; Pawaeat 
Dewlo,aut: vieatly packed fragaents; h'8!11t lrN: 40\; Slope: J.5 ; Aspect: 1801; llnatloa: 1785 •, 5160 ft.; llaoff: 
aedha; Dr1luge: vell; Puent lllterl1l: Quartz aon:z:onitlc alluvhm vith subordinate carbonate and aetaaorphlc lltblc 
fragaents and eolian sediments; calcare01111 throughout; 'fecJelltloe: Lov (20-lOca) desert shrubs separated by 0.5-1 •· and fev 
cacti; Soll Tellper1tue le9lae: !Mra aeslc; llolstue Slltas: Dry; 
Depth color Consistence Secondary Clay Est. \ vt. 
Rori:z:on {cal Ork: Moist Text. Stroct. Drk: Holst Wet Bndrk'., Pores Roots carb. Ooal Flla, Grv. COb. 
lvfp Jvf,2f ev 
Av 0-6 2.5y7L2 2.5HL4 fsl 2f-cabk so nLa vssL2Q av lvf i.1 1c none none none 30 0 
lf-ag Jvf, ev 
Bv 6-14 2. 5t7Ll 2. 5t4L2 !I!! l lf-asbk so !!La SOLi!!> CV u.1. 2vf 1 lf I - I- I 40 5 
lvf, 2vf, ev 
Btg 14-68 2.5t7LJ 2.5150 ~l lf-csbk sh nLa SOL2Q 2f. lei u. l• It I- I 40 10 
ev 
Btj 68-106 2.5t6LJ 2.5t5L4 ~l lf-vcsbk sh nLa soL2Q CV 2vf 1 lf lvf 1 lf I- none I 50 5 
ev 
B 106-156 2. 5TU4 2.514L4 v~l lf-vcsbt sh nLa SOL2Q av 2vf 1 1f 2vf I- I I 60 5 
ev 
2Bkba 156-221+ 2.5t7L4 2.5T5L4 ~l f-vcsbk sh nLa soLl>O I I I 50 10 
co.eats: Tvo detrital, wood logs vere coll~ted fro• this location (Radiocarbon Site 21 at a depth of 2.2 • and about 5 • 
below the early Marble relict surface lo the north fanhead trencb-vall, and vere dated at 2155 cal B.P. (5-TS-1-221) and 
2340 cal B.P. (5-TS-1-lONC), respectively. clgtratlgraphlc relations observed ln fanhead trencb-vall indicates that the 





PIDCa OIICIJ"UII: llorpboatr1t14JI1~lc Ullt: late Marble; Describer: To• sawyer Date: 6-25-17 AIN: llarble Creet, n Flsh 
Late Valley, levada. Locltloe: laedlately (4 •l south of Marble Creet about 250 • dovnfan fro• the aouth of the llarble Creet 
fanbead trench - Wl/2, ffi/4, Sec 23, T.2S., R.341 . , Nr Barcroft 15' Quad. CA-IV; 37 45'03• I. Lat., 118 09'48• W. LoDCJ. 
PllJIIOCJ?•lc Posltloa: Upper-inset-fan (near apex) on a gently sloping bactslope; dissected to a depth of about 2a; the late 
llarble anlt can be traced apfan to where it ls clearly inset below the alddle llarble tbru Indian unlts. 
Yu11s• Deftlo,-nt: none; Pneae1t Deftlc,s-1t: none; P1,ae1t AIN: O\; Slap!: 3.5 ; AQec:t: I; llnatloa: 1780 •, 5840 
ft; laoff: lll!diua; Dr1l1191: wll; Pareat lllterl1l: Quartz aonionitlc alluvlu vith subordinate carbonate and aetasedlaentry 
lithlc fragaents; calcareous throughout. YecJetltloa: Lov (<30c11) desert sbrllbs spaced fro• 1-3 • apart and sparse grasses; 
SOU Tellllf!Htue: var1 aeslc; llolstue Stlta: Dry; 
Color Consistence ~pth 
Horhon (cal Dry Nol11t Text. Struct. Dry Noht Wet Bndry. 
A 0-5 2.517/2 2.514/3 _gal 
AB 5- 26 2.517/3 2.515/4 ~l 
BkJla 26-37 2.516/2 2.515/3 _qsl 
Btj2a 37-80 2.516/2 2.515/3 931 




93-109 2.517/2 2.514/3 
aot-l0T17/8 
109-141 l.511/2 2.515/3 
aot-10TR7/6 































Secondary Clay KIit. \ ft. 
Pores Roots Carb. ~l Film Grv. Cob. 
2vf, ev 









l vf, ev 












• • 50 5 
• • 45 10 
• 45 5 
• 40 10 
none • 50 5 
• • 55 5 
• • 40 10 
Coaeabl: Three detrltal wood fragaents wre collected at thi11 s ite (Radiocarbon Slte 11; tvo fro• south wall of the sballovly 
incised llarble Creet channel and the third fora thls soll plt (Pedon I 4), that ls about 4 • to the south of the channel. 
Radiocarbon dates of 120 cal B.P. (5-TS-l-51NC-Il, 660 cal B.P.(5-TS-l-7NC), and 680 cal B.P. (5-TS-1-49-BI wre obtained 
fr011 depth! of 5-26 ca, about 80 ca, and at about 2 •, respectively, below the relict surface of the late llarble unlt. A 
tepbra sa1111le (5-TS-l-7NC-<:) i,as also collected fro• a depth of about 2 1. The tephra possibly correlate11 vlth an ash 
erupted fro• Nono Crater11 dated at 640 14C yr B.P. (Sarna-Wojcicki, 1989, vrltten co~.). aearbonate accuaulation l11 





PlllCII DISC2IPTl<II: llorpltoltratlCJ[•lc Ulllt: lndlan; Deac:rlller: Toa Sawyer Dilte: 7-29-17 Area: Indian Creek, n Fish Late 
Valley, levada. Locltloa: About 4 ta fro• the ranqe front and about 1.5 ta south of Indian Creek - 11/2, ffi/4, Sec 7, T.2S., 
RlSI., Davis Ntn. 15' Quad, IV-CA; 37 46'0]• I. Lat, 118 07'36• I. Long; in arcuate pavement surface of sollfluctloo step at 
east end of a trench eicavated across a sollfluctlon step (Appendix A, Flg. 4a). nplOCJ?Alllllc Poeltloa: Lower-fan-pledaont-
reallnt on flattish sualt; IIOderately-vlde remlint vlth proalnently expressed sollfluctlon steps. v.talsb Oeftlc,saeat: 
continuous, darkly varnished; •greasy• luster. P1Tea1t DeYelopaeat: well sorted, tightly packed; deeply etched llaestone 
fragaents; Pneaeat Area: 80\; Slope: lo; aspect: I; lle.atloa: 1s,o •, 5240 ft.; laoff: lledla; Dra ll.MC)e: well; Puett 
lllterlal: Granitic alluvl1111 vlth subordinate carbonate, aetasedlaentry, and andesltlc llthlc fragaents; parent aaterlal for the 
Av , Bw horhons Is probably eolian sedlaents; calcareous throughout. fe9ebtloa: Lov (<lOcal desert shrubs that are prlmrlly 
restricted to subparallel, arcuate bands that follov risers of the sollfloctlon steps. Soll teaperatue le9lae: ¥ara aeslc; 
llolstue lbta: dry; 
Depth Color Consistence Secondar:r: Clay 1st. 'It. 
Rorhon (cal Ort Nolst Text. Struct. Dr:r: Nolst let Bndr:r:. Pores Roots carb. ODal Fll_llS_ Grv. Cob. 
ev 
Avt o-, 2.5!7/2 2.ST7L) fsl f-11Sbt so vfr vssl~ as 3a,3c lvf I none none 15 s 
ev 
BA a 6-17 2.5!7/2 2.5!70 ~11 f-vcsbk sh fr sol~ as 3a,k lf,l• u I I 25 s 
2Bttil 
ev 2npU 
17-45 10TR7l 4 l0TRSl 4 ~tel la-vcsbk vh fr sl~ 2vf,2f lf,l• 1-11 II 211kco 30 s 
ev 
2Bkl c 45-95 2.517/3 2.STSO ~l la-csbt b fl sol~ CV 2f 3f Ill II-I II none so 10 
ev,I• 
2Bt 95-135+ 2.5!70 2.STS/3 Y~l la-csbk h fl ssl~ 2f lf to II I I 55 s 
Coaents: Soll Pit I 5 ls in a nearly horizontal tread surface of a narrov, IIOderately high, sollfloctlon step (Fig. 4a). 
aThe Bw horizon ls •callblc-llke•, but does not aeet the required 25 ca depth for the lower horl1on-boundary, and 
therefore ls not fora1lly a callblc borl1on. bAathlgenlc silicate clays accuaulate as fllas on pores and colloid stains 
on alneral grains; arglllaD!I or clay film were probably present on ped faces, but were likely obliterated by polygenltlc 
enqulfaent by carbonate; this horizon ls considered to be a agrllllc horizon. cnts horizon ls doalnated by I-fabric; a 





Pam DIICIIPTl<S: 11oq,liostr1tl9t•ic Ullit: Leldy; Describer: To• Sawyer Olte: 9-12-87 lie.: lndlan Creek, n rlsb Late 
Valley, levada. Locatloa: Iaedlately (about 25 •I north of [ndlan Creek; vlthln the stepped sequence of the fanhead trench; 
aboat 600 • dovnfan froa aoutb of canyon - SI 1/4 of Sec. 3, T.2S., R.34R., Davis Mountain 15' Qaad., IV-cA; 37 47'15• I. Lat., 
ll8 11 1 22• I. Lor,q. PllJSlOCJiapllllc Posltloa: Upper - lnset-fan-reanant flattlsb, narrow sualt (strea• terrace) with aoderately 
angular sboalders; clearly inset below the Indlan unit (Pedon 7) and clearly above the early Narble unlt (Pedon 9); dissected to 
a depth of about 15 •· Ylraia• Deftlc,s-at: In general thinly and dlscontlnuously varnished, however a few fragaenta are darkly 
varnished having •greasy• laster; Pa,eaeat De,elos-at: incipient; loosely packed and poorly sorted; P1Yeae11t Ire.: 30 \; 
Slope: 3.So; lapect: 1111; lleY1tloe: 1905 •, 6250 ft.; lhDoff: aedl1111; DrliMCJe: well; Puent llllterial: Granitic allaviua 
vltb sabordlnate carbonate, andesite, and aetasedlaentry llthlc fragaents; eolian sedlaenta; calcareous nearly throughout. 
Vegeutioe: Low (<30ca) desert shrubs up to l• apart; few cactl, and soae grasses. Soll feal)eratare lec)lae: ¥at• aeslc; 
llolatve sut.a: Ory; 
Depth Color Cons lstence SecondarI Clay lat. \ It. 
Borhon !cal DII Nolat Text. Struct. Dt:t: Nolst Vet Bndrf , Pores Roots Carb. Ooal Film Grv. Cob. 
ev 
Ava 0-13 2.5!60 2.5!4LJ fsl 3a-c~ so fr soL~ CV 2vf. lf lvf none none none 15 3 
Bttgb 
lvf,2f nr 2nbr 
13 -28 2.5!7L2 2.5Y5L4 gsl lacsbt vh fr soL~ 9! lf 2a.lc [-[[ I[- ln~ 45 5 
Btg 28-79 2.5!70 2. 5Y5L 4 CJl!l lacsbt vh fr SOLDO qy lf 2a.lc 1-1[ II- none 45 5 
ev 
et 79-92 2.5!7LJ 2.5!5LJ C)l!l lacsbt sh vfr SOLDO CV 2f H.la II [ I 40 10 
ev 
2Btf 92 -137 2.5YU4 2.5Y5L4 gal lcvcabt vh fl SOLDO CV lf l• .. none I 50 10 
ev 
2Bt2 137-150 2.5!7LJ 2.5!4LJ CJl! l sg lo lo SOLDO CV 2f u.i. It I I 45 5 
ev 
2Bt3 150-205+ 2.5Y7L4 2. 5!4LJ gsl lacabt vh fr SOLDO lf lf I I I 45 5 
Coaenta: aAv horlion occurs contlnuously between copplce dunes; thln, powdery, dlscontlnuous carbonate coats between soae 
platy peds; soaevhat dllatent. !>carbonate coats are aoderately thlct and continuous on the underside of claata; few 
coats have a pendant aorpholoqy, suggesting the presence of opal (N.C. Rebels, 1988, personal c~n.). cCarbonate 




PIDCI I t 
PIDCII DaaIPTICII: llorplloatnitl91•lc Ullt: lndlan; Describer: Toa Sawyer Date: 9-11-87 &re1: lndlan Creek, n Flsb Late 
Valley, llevada. Loc2tloa: laediately (20 •l north of lndlan Creek, on the next to highest (i.e. oldest) aellber of stepped 
sequence, about 600 • dovofan froa tbe aoutb of the canyon; S11/4, Sec. 3, T.2S., R.341., Davis Mountain 15' Quad., IV-CA; 
37 47'15• I. Lat., 111 11 1 22• I. Long. PlysiOCJtlpllic Poeltloa: larrov, flattish, lnset-fan-reanant-s«-it with aoderately 
rounded shoulders; clearly inset below the NcAfee creek unlt and above the Leidy unit; depth of dissection aboat 30-35 •· 
Yanln DewlC111911t: Contlnaous, darkly varnislred lltblc fragaents with •greasy• laster; Pneaat DetelC111911t: up to well 
sorted and tightly packed; hwa!at &re1: 60 \; Slope: 3 ; lllpect: I; lleotloa: 1610 •, 5270 ft; lhaoff: so.what poorly 
drained; Dral-,e: so.what poorly drained; Pueat lllterlal: Granitic alluvhm with subordinate carbonate and aetasedlaentry 
clasts; parent aaterlal for the Av and Bvt borlzons ls likely eolian sediment; 'fe9etatloo: Low (<JO cal desert shrubs and few 
cacti; Soll TNperatue leql•: .ara aeslc; llolstue Stata: dry . 
Depth Color COnslstence Secondarr Clay 1st. ' 
Horizon (cal Orr Nolst Text. Struct. Orr Nolst iet Bodrr. Pores Roots caa>l Sl02 ru--., ~v. Cob. 
2vcpr ev 
Avk 0-5 2.517/2 2.517/3 sll icsbt sh-h fr vss/~ - lvf I none none 15 0 
lfsbk ev 
Ha 5-14 2.517/2 2.516/3 l 2~1 h fl vss/~ as lvf I+ • • 15 0 
2lltkgb 
ev 2npr 
14-25 1007/3 1005/4 scl lfsbt sh vfl s/p_ 3f,3• 1-11 I+ 2nbr 25 5 
ev,11 2nbr 
JBttgc 25-40 1007/3 1005/4 gsl 2f -aabt vb vfl 58/~ lf,l• Ill II lnp_r tO_ 5 
ev 
3B~•d 40-58 2.517/3 2.515/3 !I!! l 2cp_l vb vfl SO/DO cw lf Ill II • 40 5 
Jet 58-118+ 2. 517/3 2.515/3 gsl lsbt b fl SO/P.Q - lt __ ll I I 40 5 
Coaetlts: This plt .as excavated lnto the north-.all of the Indian Creek fanhead trench where shoulder rounding ls ainlaal. 
afhe Bvv borlzon ls •caabtc-llte•, bot does not aeet tbe required 25 ca depth for the lover horizon-boundary, and 
therefore ls not foraally a callblc horizon. bAllthlgenlc slllcate clays acc11a1late as film on pores and bridges on 
alneral grains; argillans or clay fil• were probably present on ped faces, bot wre likely obliterated by polygenltlc 
engalfaent by carbonate; thls horl:r:on ls considered to be a agrllllc horl:r:on. cfhe 2llttq borhon contains lenses and 
pods of ceaented 111terlal. dfhe l horizon Is doalnated by l-fabrlc; a lack of a laainar zone ls evidence that the 
horizon ls not entirely plugged. 
N 
PIP I I 
PIIICII DIICIInim llorpl,oetr1tl9I&plllc Ullt: alddle Marble; Describers: Toa Sawyer and Steve P. lltchaan Dlte: 10-21-87 
Area: Iodlan creek, n Fish Late Valley, llevada. ~tloe: lorthwiestern corner of lnterfan valley between the Indian creek fan 
and the Leldy Creek fan; laedlately south of the southern aargln of the Indian Creek fan and about 10 • ISi of Trench Si
te 2; 
I 1/2, D 1/4, Sec 23, T.2S., R.348. Nt. Barcroft 15' Quad., CA-IV; 37 47'29· I. Lat., 118 10•25• ,. Long. 
,.)'lllOCJ(l~lc Posltlot: Sualt of lnset-fan-reanant; the relict alddle Marble surface ls displaced about 2/3 a along the 
aaster 
fault of the northern rLYPI near hcavatlon Site 2. Yual111l Deftlos-at: none; PlftaNt Deftlo.,.at: lnclplent concentr
ation 
of llthlc fragments on surface. Plfta!lt Area: 20 \; Slope: 3 ; llpect: I; lln1tloa: 1780 •, 5140 ft; haoff: aedhm
; 
Dralu,e: well; Pueat lllterlal: Granltlc alluvl1111 with subordinate carbonate, aetasediaentry, and andesitic litbic fraC)ll
ents; 
"9ebtloa: Sparse desert shrubs (<30 ca high), few cholla cactus and grasses; Soll Tellperatare le4)1ae: var• aesic; 
llol1tue Sbta: dry. 
Depth Color Consistence Secoodar:i: Clay Rst. \ It. 
Hor hon !ca) Drl Moist Text. Stract. Dr:r: Nolst Vet BndrI, Pores Roots carb. Qei!l rnm Grv. Cob. ev 
A 0-5 2.5180 2.513{2 ~· sg lo-so lo soL~ gs lvf,2f lvf,2f none none none 30 0 
Btl a 
lf-c ev 
5-55 2. 5YU2 2.518L6 gls abk sb vfr soL~ as lf, 2• u 11a I • • 30 10 
le ev 
Bk2a 55-75 2.5!7L2 2.5Y6L6 a sbt lo-sh lo SOLDO cs lf,3• lvf,2f I • • 5 0 
etgl 
le ev 
75-95 2.5Y7L2 2.5Y6L6 ls sbk sh lo soL~ cs 2f,la lf I- I- • 15 15 
BkJ c 
le ev 
,s-145+ 2.5Y7L2 2.5!7Lt sl abt ab lo ssL~ 2f,2• lf I- • • 15 5 
Caaents: acarbonate accuaulations fora nearly continuoW! coats on the underside of pebbles. bOpal acc1m11lations for• 
discontinuous coats on the underside of pebbles. ccarbonate acct1a1lates as thin, diacontinuom coats on peddle bottom 




PN t 9 
PIDCII DIS(llnlm: llorplliostntlcJnplllc Ullt: early Marble; Deacrlber: Toa Sawyer Date: 9-11-87 Area: Indian Cteek, n Fish 
Lake Valley, levada. Loatloa: Iaedlately (15 •I north of Indian Cteek; the second aajor step above the creek vlthln the 
stepped sequence of the fanhead trench; aboat 600 • dovnfan froa range front; SVl/4, Sec 3, T.29., R.341. Davis Noantaln 15' 
Quad, IV--<:A; 37 47'15' I. Lat., 118 11 122• V. Long. PllyalOCJ[•lc Posltloo: Saalt of lnset-fan-reanant (streaa terrace); Unit 
4 ls clearly inset below the Leidy sarface. V'lr1la, Develc,s-1t: Dlscontlnaows, thinly varnished llthlc fragaents; hftallt 
Denlos-nt: Incipient concentration of llthlc fragaents; Pueaeat Ara.: 30\; Slope: 3.5 ; llpect: 1111; lleotloa: 1'00 •, 
6230 ft; haoff: aedlua; Dnl-,e: well; Parent lllterlal: Gtanltlc allavlaa vltb sabordlnate carbonate, andealte, and 
aetased laentry 11 thlc fragaents and eolian sed laents; ca lcareoDS throaqhoat. Ve9etatloa: Lov ( <30 cal desert shrabs separated 
up to 1.5 • apart, few cacti, and very 1lnor grasses. Soll feal,eratvre lecJlae: var1 aeslc; llolatvre stat1111: dry. 
Depth Color Cons lstence Secondary Clay Est. \ it. 
Hor lion (cal Dry Moist Text. Struct. Dry Moist Vet Bndry. Pores Roots Carb. Ooal FllllS Gtv. Cob. 
sq' lvf, ev 
Av 0-12 2.5Y6/3 2.514L4 fsl lvf-f(! lo lo V'SSL2Q CV lf 2vf none none none 30 5 
lf, ev 
Bva 12-37 2. 517 /3 2.515L4 qsl lvcsbk sh vfr soL~ cl lf 2 •• 1c I I I 40 10 
lvf, ev 
2Bk!l 37-57 2. 517/3 2.5Y5L4 qsl lvcabt b vfr soL~ qs lvf.11 11.1. I I I 45 15 
2Btlb 
ev,I+ 
57-95 2.5170 2.5Y5L4 ~l lvcabk vh fr soL~ lvf 1 lf lf 1 l1 to II I I 50 10 
ev 
2Bk2 95-122 2.5Y7L4 2. 515L 4 ~l lvcabk vh fr soL~ CV lvf 1 1f lf 1 la I I I 50 20 
lvf, ev 
3Bkl U2-168 2.5160 2.5Y4L4 ~l lvcabk h fr ssL~ CV 1vt.u u.2. I- I I 50 10 
2vf lvf, ev 
3Bk2 168-190+ 2.5170 2.5Y5L4 vgsl lac,bk sh vfr soL~ u.1.a 11.2. I- I I 60 10 
Coaents: aDlscontlnuous and dendrltlc accuaulatlons of carbonate near base of horlion. bcarbooate coats on underside of 
claats display botryoldal to stalactite-like alcro-aorpholoqy where opal ls observed and saootb, contlnaoas carbonate 
coats where opal ls not observed. 
N oe 
°' 
pag I 10 
Pam DIICIIPTICII: llorpllostr1tlgrlt*lc Ullt: Leldy; Describer: Toa Sawyer Dlu: 6-8-88 lrea: Marble Creek, n Flsh Late 
Valley, levada. Loatl011: In the south ¥ill of the Marble Creek fanhead trench about 600 • dovnfan froa aoath of canyon; 
37 47•29• 1. Lat., 118 10 108• V. Long. ~JIIOCJ[apblc Posltloa: Sualt of alddle-fan-pledalnt; Ylrala~ Dewelc,s-at: Thinly 
vanished fragaents vlth rare •greasy• luster; Paweaeat De.elc,s-1t: leatly to aoderately sorted and packed. P1Ye11e1t lrea: fiO 
\; Slape: 3.5 ; Aspect: I; llnatloa: 1815 •, 5950 ft; laoff: aedlua; Dral-,e: well; Pueat lllurlll: Quarh aonzonltlc 
allavlaa vlth sobordlnate carbonate llthlc fragaents and eolian sedlaents; Yec)etatloa: Sparse desert sbrobe (<40 ca blgb) and 
spaced fro• 0.4 to la apart, few cholla cactus and grasses. Soll Tellper1t11re le(Jlae: war• aeslc; llolstue Stat1111: dry. 
Depth Color Consistence Secondarr Clay 1st. \ wt. 
Rorhon (cal Drr Nolst Text. Struct. orr Nolst let Bndrr. Pores Roots Carb. Ooal Filas Grv. Cob. 
lcpr ev 
Ava 0-5 2.5Y7L2 2.5!5LJ ~l 3cl!l so fr vssL~ cv lf 1 3a lvf none none none 30 0 
ettl lfsbk !I[ lnpr 5-14 2.5!7Ll 2. 5Y5L 4 gsl - sg lo-so vfr SOL~ gv lf lvf 1 lf I- I 2nbr 50 0 
lvf, 2f ev 
Btgl 14-42 2.5!7L2 2.5Y4L4 ~l 2csbt sh fr soL~ gw 2f l• I+ I none 50 0 
ev 
Btg2c 42-68 2.5!7Ll 2.5Y5L4 gsl lasbt sh fr soL~ qw 2f 2a1 lf II II • 50 0 
ev 
etg3c 68-111 2.5!7LJ 2.5Y5L4 ~l lllSbt sh-h fr SOL~ 2f lf.2• II II I 50 0 
•-10!16/8 l0TR5/8 la- ev 
Btl 111-150 2.5Y7L4 2. 5Y5L5 gsl csbk sb-h fr SOLl!O lf u •• ,c I+ I • 50 0 
a-lOTR6/8 10YR5/8 la- ev 
Bt2 150-185• 2.5Y7L4 2.5t5L5 gsl csbt sh-h fr soL~ lf 2f I none • 50 0 
~ats: The pedon was described In an exposure excavated fro• the south trench wall of the llarble Creek fanhead trench where 
•rounding• of the shoulder slope coaponent was alnlaal. aeorlzon ls slightly dllatent. b0pa1 accuaulatlon ls displayed 




Pm I 11 
PIDCa 1111a1nu•: llorpllostr1tl9Ias,lllc uatt: alddle Marble; Describer: Toa Sawyer Dlte: 6-9-88 Ire.a: Indian Creek, n Fish 
Lake Valley, levada. ~tloa: Vlthln the lnterfan valley between Indian Creek and Liedy Creek fan, about 2 ka north of Marble 
Creek and about 1/2 ta sooth of Trench Site 2; 37 46 111• I. Lat., 118 10'25• V. Long. PIIJ1l09[1pblc Poeltloa: Soait of alddle-
inset-fan; dissection about 2 a; laedlately dovnfan the alddle Marble unit ls burled by the late Marble unit. 
Vualalll Detelc,s-at: none; P1wae1t Detelc,s-1t: none; Paftllellt area: 0 \; Slope: 3 ; Aspect: I; 
lle'fltloa: 1765 •, 5780 ft; laoff: aediu; DralUC)e: well; Parent lllterlal: Granitic allovlu vith subordlnate carbonate and 
aetasediaentry llthlc fragaents; Veqetatlon: Sparse desert shrubs ( <30 ca high), al nor cacti and gcasses; Soll tuperatue 
leglae: var• aesic; llolatare Statas: dry above 110 ca; slightly 11C1lst belov 110 ca. 
Depth Color Conslsteoce Secondar}'. Clay Est. ' vt. 
Hor hon lea) Dr}'. Moist Text. Stroct. Dr}'. Moist Vet Bndr}'., Pores Roots Carb. ~l Filas Grv. Cob. 
lvf-f ev 
Av 0-7 2.5!6.5/2 2.5!5/3 gsl er sh vfr so/~ cs lf,l• lvf none none none 20 0 
c-5!8/l c-2.5!4/4 ev 
Bv 7-23 2.5!6/3 2.5!5/4 gsl 2cabk h fr VIIS/~ 2• lf 1 lvf I- • • 35 0 
lvf, ev 
Btl 21-71 2.5!7/3 2.5!4.5/3 qsl lcsbk h fr VSS/!!Q gs lf lUa [ • I 35 0 
l-2f-• ev 
Bk2 71-93 2.5!6/4 2.5!5/4 gsl sbt sb fr VIIS/~ CS lf lvf 1 f I+ I • 35 0 
lvUf, ev 
2Btl _ 9_3_-_128 2.5!7/4 2.5!4/4 gsl lasbt sh vfr SO/!!Q gs 21 21 I I I 40 0 
ev 
2Bt2 128-180• 2.5!7/4 2.5!4/4 gsl lcsbt sh fr S0/'1Q lf lf I • • 40 0 
Coaents: A detrltal loq date<! at 1065 cal B.P. (Beta-261701 vas collected at a depth of 40 -50 ca belov the relict alddle 
Marble sorface ln the sooth channel-wall of an onnaaed creek (Radiocarbon Site 4) . Thls pit vas excavated about 2 1 




PIDlll DIICIIPTI<m: llorpboetratlqnpllic Unit: ltcAfee Creek; Describer: To• Sawyer Dlte: 6-9-88 lrea: Indlan Creek, n Plsh 
Late Valley, levada. Locatloa: Iaedlately north of Indian Creek on the highest aellber of the stepped sequence; iaediately 
dovnfan fro• 1100th of canyon; 37 47 113• I. Lat., 118 11'42• V. Long. PIIJSlOCJ[apa.lc Posltloa: Crest of folly-roorlded ballena; 
dissected to a depth of about 70-80 •; this onit ls not considered to have a •stable• geo110rphic surface. 
V.ralab DeYelc,s-nt: up to darkly and continuous varnished fragaents; PaYeaent Develc,s-nt: up to tightly packed , aoderately 
to well sorted; PatNeat lrea: 65 \; Slo,e: 3. 5 ; Aspect: K; lleqtlon: 1920 •, 6300 ft; Ruoff: rapid; Drallli(Je: s011evbat 
poorly drained; Pareat lllterlal: Granitic alluviOll vith subordinate aetasediaentry and carbonate lithlc fragments and eolian 
sediments; Ve9etatlon: Lov ( <30 ca) desert shrubs 1-2 • apart; rare jonlper ( Joni per otahensls) 
loll ~rat.re leqlae: 11an aeslc; lloisture Stata: Dry . 
Depth Color Consistence Secondary_ Clay 1st. \ llt. 
Horizon lea) Dry_ Nolst Text. Stroct. Dry_ Noist iet Bndry_. Pores Roots carb. 01)al Pllas Grv. Cob. 
Jccpr, ev 
Avta 0-19 2.517/2 2.5140 fsl 2~1 sh fr SO/I)() CS 3• lf 1 lc I none none 15 0 
2vcsbk, ev lnbr 
Bttg 19-32 2.517£2 2. 515/3 gsl 1£111 b fl ss/~ !I! 2f u.1c II II loco 50 10 
s-5Ji7/4 5JiS/4 
21aab 
c-SYR8/l 5YR7/2 ev, II I 
32-74 2.517/4 2.516/4 gsl lasbk vh fl SO/l!Q gv lvf lf 1 2c to IV III-IV none 50 10 
lf-• ev 
28kg 74-145+ 2.517/3 2.515/4 gsl sbk h fr so/110 - lf lf III II • 50 10 
Comeau: a,ev thin carbonate coatings on pebble ondersldes and between platy peds; abundant laalnar carbonate fragaents of 
the underlying 21aq horizon have been Incorporated Into the paveaent. hnils horizon vas troncated during develo~nt of 
ballena 110rpholoqy, hence thls Is a reanantal horizon; horizon has a 2-3 ca thlck, dlscontlnuous, indurated laalnar sub-




PIQ(II I 13 
PIDCa DaalPTl<II: llorpltostratlgr•lc U.lt: late Karble; Descrlbers: Toa savyer and Doog Rennie Date: 6-10-88 Area: Aboot 2 
ta sooth of Indian Creek, n Flsh Late Valley, llevada. Locatl011: laaedlately sooth of the soothern aargln of the Indian Creek 
fan; lo the north ¥all of Trench 2; Vl/2, II 1/4, Sec. 23, T.2S., R.341., Kt Barcroft 15' Quad . , CA-IV; 37 47'29' I. Lat., 
118010'25' i. Long. PbyslOCJiaplllc Posltloe: Soalt of a narrov-lnset-fan-ape1; the late Karbel onlt ls clearly lnset below the 
alddle onlt at thls slte; Var1lsll De,elos-1t: none; PaYeae1t Dewelos-nt: none; Paftll!Dt Area: 0 \; Slope: 3.5 ; 
Aspect: I; llefftloa: 1770 a, 5800 ft; laoff: IIOderate; DralDaCJI!: well; Parent lllterlal: Gtanltlc allovla vlth subordinate 
aetasedlaentry and andesltlc clasu; fe9ebtloe: Sparse, lov (<25 cal desert shrobs; Soll fHlleratare lec)lae: ¥ara aeslc; 
llolsme sutas: dry. 
Depth Color Cons lstence Secondarr 
Horl:zon {cal Drr Molst Te1t. Stroct. Drr Molst Vet Bndrr. Pores Root! carb. ODal 
ev 
-,.a 0-9 2.517/2 2.515/3 vgcosl lfsbt so vfr SO/!!Q <IV lf,2a lvf none none 
ev 
ABa 9-21 2.517/3 2.516/4 V9£0S 1 lfsbt so-sh vfr SO/I?!! CV 2a lvf I- I-
vqm- ev 
2Btb 21-38 2.5!7/3 2.515/3 cod a lo lo SS/l!Q 2a1 3c lvf,2a I I-
ev 
2Btj 38-55 2.517/2 2.515/4 vqcosl lfsbk so vfr SO/!?!! CV 2f,la lvf,2a I none 
ev 
2Bt 55-95 2.517/3 2.516/4 vgcosl a lo lo SO/l!Q CV 2a,lc lvf [- I 
ev 
2C 95-140• 2.517/3 2.516/3 gcosl a lo lo SO/l!Q la lvf none I 






















DETERMINATION OF SOIL DEVELOPMENT 
INDICES 
In this appendix the soil field descriptions (Appendix fl) were evaluated using 
soil development index of Harden (1982) and Harden and Taylor (1983). Taylor 's 
(1988) computer template, executed by LOTUS 123-, was used for compilation of the 
various soil development indices. 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT SY'•O, 2 .SY•l, 10YR•2, 7 .S'r'R•!I, 
INDEX Cl'II..CULATIONS: S"r'R•-1, 2 .. S'r'R•S, 10R•6, SR•T 
FIELD DESCRIPTION DATA ---- - -- > 
P'brphos ,:,..~ .. SOIL COLOR------------------------------------- PARENT MATERIAL 
Uni ti" Ho,.-i z:on D•pth rhickn••• <--- Or1,1 •1 ---> <--- Moist tl --- > <--- Or1,1 t2 ---> <-- o,..-\il Color --><- Not •t: Colo,. -> 
P•don t <c"> hu• v• lu• chroHa hu• valu• chro"• hu• valu• chroHa hu• valu• chro"a hu• val u• chroNa 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1W ODLE 11ARBLE 
P•don 1 Av 0 4 .. 1.0 T .O 2.0 1. 0 s.o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 
BkJ 4 2:, 19 1.0 T.0 2.0 1.0 ... 0 2.0 1.0 T.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 
2Bk 1 2:, 42 19 1.0 6 .o 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 
2Bk2 .. 2 £,:, 21 1.0 &.O 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1 .o ... o 2.0 
:,ek 6:, 7:, 10 1.0 6.0 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 
... k 1 7:, 115 .. 2 1.0 7.0 2 .0 1.0 ... o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.6 
.. Bk2 115 157 .. 2 1.0 7.0 4.0 1. 0 5.0 4.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.5 
.. BC 157 185 28 1.0 7.0 4.0 1.0 ... o 2 .0 1.0 7 . 0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 
I'll DOLE lfflR8LE 
P•don 2 Av 0 :, :, 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... 0 2.0 
a ... :, 1:, 10 1.0 E, . 0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 
BkJ 1:, :,9 26 1.0 7.0 2.0 1. 0 5.0 2.0 1 .0 7.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 
2Bk 1 :,9 72 :,:, 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 ,.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
2Bk2 72 112 .. 0 1.0 T.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
:,Bkq 112 1:,0 18 1.0 6.0 2. 0 1.0 ... o 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 ... 0 2.5 
DULY r,ARBLE 
P•don ::, Av 0 £, E, 1.0 7.0 2.0 1 . 0 •LO 4.0 1.0 E,. 0 2.0 1.0 4.0 2.0 
a ... r, 1 .. 8 1.0 T.0 :=i.o 1.0 ... o 2 . 0 1.0 T.0 :,_5 1.0 4.0 :,.o 
Bkq 1 .. £,8 5 .. 1.0 T.0 :,.o 1.0 5.0 :, .o 1.0 7.0 :,.s 1.0 4.0 :,.o 
BkJ £,8 10& :,9 1.0 6.0 :,.o 1.0 5.0 ... 0 1.0 7.0 :,.s 1.0 ... o :,.o 
8 106 156 50 1.0 7.0 4.0 1.0 ... o ... o 1.0 T.0 :,_5 1.0 ... o :,.o 
2bkb - o,d tt:•d ~ro" c•lculation . b•c•u•• horiicon I• not: r•l•t:•d to th• Early Narbl• unit:. 
Lf1r E MARBLE 
P•don "" A 0 5 5 1.0 T.0 2.0 1.0 •LO :,.o 1.0 r.o 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
AB 5 2£, 21 1.0 7.0 :,.o 1 .o 5 . 0 ... o 1.0 T.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
BkJ 1 26 :,7 11 1.0 LO 2.0 1.0 5.o :,.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
8kJ2 :,7 80 ,.:, 1.0 6.0 2 . 0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
2Bkqb 80 9:, i:, 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 ,.o 
28k 1 9:, 10'1 16 1.0 7.0 2 .0 1.0 ... o :,.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
2Bk2 10'1 148 '" 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 s.o :,.o 2.0 r.o e.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 s.o :,.o 2CB 1 .. 9 180 :,2 1.0 8.o 2 . 0 1.0 r, .o :,.o 2.0 7.0 f, .0 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
INOIAN 
P•don S Avk 0 r, r, 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 7.0 ,.o 1.0 7.0 ,.o 1.0 4.0 ,.o 
BMV r, 17 11 1.0 7 . 0 2 . 0 1.0 7.0 :,.o 1.0 7.0 ,.o 1.0 4.0 ,.o 
2Btkq 17 .. 5 28 2.0 r.o .... o 2 . 0 s.o ... o 1.0 7.0 ... o 1.0 ... o :,.o 
2Bkl'< .. 5 '35 so 1.0 7.0 :,.o 1.0 5.0 :,.o 1.0 7' .o ... o 1.0 4.0 :,.o 
28k 95 1:,5 .. 0 1.0 7'. 0 2 . 0 1.0 5.0 ,.o 1.0 7.0 ... o 1.0 ... o ,.o 
LEID'r' 
P.C:,on 6 Av 0 i::, i:, 1.0 r,. 0 2.0 1.0 4.0 :,.o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 ... o 
81:kQ 1:, 28 15 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 s.o .... o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 ... o 
Bkq 28 79 S 1 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5 .0 •LO 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 ... o 
Bk 79 92 1:, 1.0 7.0 :,.o 1.0 5.0 :, .o 1.0 7.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 4.0 
28k 1 92 1:,7 ..,5 1.0 7.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 4.0 1.0 .. . o ... o 1.0 5.0 4.0 
2Bk2 1'7 150 1:, 1.0 7.0 :,.o 1.0 •LO :'l.O 1.0 7.0 ... o 1.0 5.0 4.0 
:,ek:, ISO 205 55 1.0 7 .0 4.0 1.0 .... 0 :,.o 1.0 7.0 ,.o 1.0 5.0 :,.o 
N 
'° N 
5:11 L DEVELOPMENT .. ; V'-'f .. ; .. ; s; vs lo so sh h vh •h so 
INDEX CALCULATIONS: --------- TEXTURE -------- -- Pl; O, Cr-, Ab, Sb; Pr; C 0 l 2 :, "' 5 0 FIELD DESC - USOA T •Ht:ur•l Cla•• - 0 o.s 1 2 :, :,.s lo v~r , .. '1 vfl •H po 
f'brphost:,..at. P•r•nt: ----- STIWCTURE ----- CONSISTENCE 
Unit/' Horiz:on HZ HoriEon p" M.at•ri Al priNary secondar\if < On,1 > < "olst > <- - - i.i.t - - -> 
P•don t ( a) (b) (c ) < • > <b) <c> Orad•N ~ind Orad• ~ind HZ• PM HZ• PM atkn• PM plst• p" 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
,_ DOLE MARaLE 
P•don 1 Av FSL :, -9 -9 FSL :, - 9 - 9 o.o o.o 1.0 1.0 1.0 o.o 1.0 0.0 1.0 o.o 
Bkj OSL :, -9 -9 OSL , - 9 -9 1.0 1.0 2.0 l.O 1.0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 
28kl OSL :, -9 -9 OSL :, - 9 - 9 o.s 1.0 ,.o 2.0 2 .0 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
28k2 OSL :, -9 -9 OSL :, _, - 9 0.5 1.0 .... a 2.0 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
38k OSL :, -9 -9 OSL 2 -9 - 9 0.0 o . o o .o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 
"18k l OSL :, -9 -9 OSL :, - 9 - 9 o.s 1.0 ,.o 2.0 2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
"18k2 OSL :, -9 -9 OSL :, - 9 - 9 o.s l.O 2.0 2.0 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
"IBC OSL :, -9 -9 OSL 2 - 9 -9 o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
,_DOLE -R8LE 
P•don 2 Av FSL :, -9 -9 FSL :, - 9 -9 1.s 1.0 1.0 1.0 9 . 0 'J.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o .... OSL :, -9 -9 OSL :, - 9 - 9 1.5 1.0 2 .0 l.O 9 .0 'J.0 o . o D.O 0 . 0 0.0 
lkj OS L :, -9 -9 OSL :, - 9 - 9 o . s l.O 1.0 l.O 9.0 'J.O o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
28k 1 VOSL :, -'J -9 VOSL :, -9 -9 o.s l.O 2 .0 l.O 9.0 '3.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
28k2 VO S L ' -9 -'3 VOSL :, - '3 - '3 0.5 1.0 2.0 l.O '3.0 'J.O o.o o.o o . o o.o 38kq VOS I - 9 -9 VOS 1 -, - ') 0.0 o.o o.s 0.0 'L O ,.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
S'll>LY '1AR8LE 
P•don :, Av FSL :, -9 -'3 5 1 - '3 - 9 2 .0 l.O 2.0 l.O 1.0 0.5 9,0 '3.0 o .s 0.0 o.o o.o 
e ... OSL :, -9 -9 5 1 - '3 -9 ,.o 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0 0 .5 9.0 '3.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
llkq OSL :, - 'J -'3 s 1 - '3 - 9 1.0 I. 0 2. 0 0.5 'J.O 'J.O o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
lkj OS L :, - <j -'J s 1 - 'J - 'J 1.0 1.0 2.0 0 .5 'L O 9.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
a VOSL :, - <j -'3 5 1 - <j - 9 0.5 1.0 2 .0 0.5 'J.O 'J.O o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
2bkb 
LATE MARBLE 
P•don""' II OSL :, -<j -9 sl :, -<j - <j o.s 0.5 0.5 o.s o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
119 OSL :, -'J -9 •l :, - <j - <j 0 . 5 1.0 :,. o :,.o :,.o ,.o 0.5 o.o 1.0 1.0 
llkj 1 OS L :, -9 -9 •l :, - 9 - 9 0.0 0.0 2. 0 l.5 2.0 1.5 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 
Bkj2 OSL :, -9 -9 sl :, -9 -9 0.5 1.0 ,. o 2.s 2.0 1.5 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
28kqb OS L :, -9 -'3 s l :, - '3 - 9 1.0 1.0 1.0 l.O 1.0 1.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
28k1 OSL :, - <j -'3 sl :, - 9 -'3 1.0 l.O 1.5 l.5 1.0 1 .o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
28k2 VOSL :, -9 -<j .. 1 :, - , -9 1.0 1.0 2. 0 2.0 1.0 1.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 
2CB OSL ' - 'J -<j sl :, - 9 - 9 1.0 1.0 2. 0 2.0 1.0 1.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
INDIAN 
P•don 5 Avk SlL :, - '! -9 F S L , - 9 - 9 :,.o 0.5 2 . 0 1. 0 1.0 o.o 1.0 1.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 
e .. v SIL 5 -g -'3 F5L , - 9 - '3 2 .0 o.s 2 .0 1. 0 2 .0 o .o 2 . 0 l.O 0.0 0.0 l.O 0.0 
28tkq OSICL (, -<j -<j 5 2 -9 -9 1.0 1.0 ... a o.s 2,0 1.0 2.0 o.o 2.0 o.o 
291< .. 05L :, -<j -9 s 2 - <j -9 1.0 2 . 5 ,.o 0.5 ,.o 1 . 0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 
28k V05L ' -9 -'J s 2 - 9 - 9 1.0 1.0 ,.o 0 . 5 ~1. 0 1.0 1.0 0.0 l.O o.o 
LEIDY 




9JlL OEVELOPMENr v ss ss • v s Ov r tf' 2 c , ,.. 4 c .,. ,_.OTE: ,-o,- "i • sin9 d ata •nt•r " 9 " for st r uctur• <lo 9rade 
INDEX CALCULATIONS: O.S 1 2 :, M ,.1,,c k cla\,I <tl"s ( s t: .alns), dr\l, "oist and M•t c onsist•nc 
Ft£LO 0£SC ps p v p 1 2 :, '4 5 .and ••cond.ar\l carbon•t•; and '" '9 '99" for pH. 
Pt>rphostr•t. CL ~Y FIL"S -- - -- - ----- - -- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- - -- --- - - -- - - - --- - - - -- - - - -- - - - ---- - - -- - -- - -- -------- - -
Uni t / Horiron st .a Sn s brid9~s < to) bridQ•s <2 o) por•s < t o) por •• <2o) P•d fac•s < lo ) p•d fac•s <2o) c lasts<1o> 
P•don • < to ~ • f' r•q <2o) f'r• q thk n f ~ •q t hkn fr•q thk n fr•q thkn f'r•q thkn fr•q thkn fr•q thkn 
- ·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
ODLE 1'1FIRBLE 








DOLE 1'1FI R BLE 













!RrE 1'1ARBL E 
P•don '4 A 
INOI AN 
AB 






P•don 5 Av k 
9M v 











2-~ 2 . 00 2 .0 0 1. 00 1. 00 :,.c,o 2 . 00 1.00 1. 00 
:, . o \.0 2 .0 1 . 0 
1. 0 1 .0 :, . o 2.0 
N 
\C ... 
SOIL DEVELOPMENT SOIL DEVELOPMENT INDICES --- --- -- ----- ------> 
INDEX CALCULATIONS: 
FI ELO OESC <-- ------- O<tY COLO<t ------ --> <-- ---- -- P10I sT COL OR ------ ---> 
l"brpho•t:rat: .. <-- - - ----> <-- -- ----> <-- -- ----> <--- - ----> <- --- ----> <---- ---- > 
UP'll.t/ Ho,..t ZOt"I CaCQ:, MA)( MIN MA)( P1IN MA)( MIN "AX MIN MA)( MIN MAX MIN 
P•don t STAOE• Hu• V•lu• Chro"a Hu• V.al u• ChrONA 
---------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ml DOLE MARaLE 
P•don 1 Av o.o l.O 1.0 7.0 7.0 2. 0 ;z.o l.O 1.0 s.o 5 . 0 .?.O 2.0 
Bk J o.s l.0 1.0 7.0 7. 0 2 .0 ;z.o 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2 .0 
281<1 1.0 1.0 1.0 E,.O 1',.Q 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 .. . o 2.0 2 .0 
281<2 1.0 1.0 1.0 s.o s.o 2 .0 ;z.o 1.0 1 . 0 4.0 ... o 2 .0 2.0 
:,91< 1.0 1.0 1.0 E,.Q 1',.Q 2 .0 2.0 l.O 1.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 
48k I 1.0 1.0 1.0 7 . 0 7.0 2. 0 2.0 1.0 1.0 4 . 0 •LO 2.0 2.0 
4Bk2 0.5 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 ... 0 4.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 
"'B C o.s 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 2 .0 2. 0 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 
r1I DOLE MAP8LE 
P•d0n 2 Av o . o 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 l.O 4.0 ... o 2.0 2.0 .... o . o 1.0 1.0 £,.0 ,.o 2 .0 2.0 1. 0 1.0 4 . 0 4.0 2.0 2.0 
8kj 1.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 2 .0 2.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 
281< I 1.0 1.0 1.0 7 . 0 7.0 2 .0 2. 0 1. 0 1.0 5 .0 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
28k2 1.0 1.0 1.0 7 . 0 7.0 2 .0 2.0 1. 0 t .O 5.0 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
:,e1<q 0 . 5 1.0 l. 0 7.0 7. 0 2. 0 ;z.o l.O l .O 5.0 5 . 0 :,.o :,.o 
EARLY P1ARBLE 
P•don -' Av 0.0 l. O 1.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 2. 0 1.0 1.0 4.0 ... o ... o 4.0 
Bu 0.5 1.0 1.0 7.0 r.o ,.o :, . o 1.0 1.0 4 . 0 ... o 2.0 2.0 
8kq 1.0 l.O 1. 0 7.0 7.0 :, . o :LO 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
llkj 0.5 1.0 1.0 E,. 0 6.0 :,.o 'L O 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 ... o ... 0 • o.o 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.o ... o 4 . 0 I. 0 1.0 ... o ... 0 4.0 ... o 2bkb 
LATE MARBLE 
P•don 41 A 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 2 .0 ;z . 0 1.0 ,.o 4.0 ... o :,.o :,.o 
All 1.0 1. 0 7.0 7.0 :,.o :, . 0 1.0 1.0 5. 0 5.0 ... o ... o 
8kj I 0.5 1 .0 1 . 0 E>.O l', . O 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 5 .0 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
B1<_12 0.5 1.0 1.0 s.o l', . O 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 s.o 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
2Bkqb 1.0 




P•don 5 Av k o . s 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.0 2 .0 2.0 1 .0 1.0 7.0 7 . 0 :,.o :,.o 
lluv 1.5 1.0 1.0 7.0 7.(l 2 .0 2.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 7 .0 :,.o :,.o 
28 tk q 2.0 2.0 2. 0 7.0 7. 0 ... o 4.o 2.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 ... 0 ... 0 
28¥,.. .. 0 1.0 1.0 7.0 7 .0 :,.o :,.o 1.0 1.0 s.o 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
201< 2.5 1.0 I. 0 7.0 7. 0 2 .0 2 .0 1. 0 1 .0 5.0 5.0 :,.o :, .o 
LEIDY 
P•don & llv 1 . 0 1.0 s.o 6. 0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1. 0 4.0 4.0 :,.o :,.o 
lltkq 1.0 1 . 0 1.0 7.0 7. 0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 ... o 4.0 
Bkq 1.5 1 .o 1.0 7.0 7.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0 ... o 4.0 
Bl< 2.0 1.0 1.0 7.0 7. 0 :,.o 'LO 1.0 l.O 5.0 5.0 :,.o :,.o 
281<1 1.5 1.0 l.O 7.0 7. 0 <1.0 4 . a 1 .0 1.0 s.o 5.0 4.0 <1.0 
281<2 1.5 1.0 1.0 7 .0 7.0 :,.o :, . a 1.0 1.0 4.0 ... o :,.o :,.o 




SD[ L DEVELOPMENr 
INDEX CALCULATIONS: --- - - Quantifi•d Color• for Rubific•tion ( •) , P1•1 •ni r:•1:i on <- > , 
FIELD OESC. Color PalinQ <->, Color L1Qht•nino <• > 
f'brphost:rat. 
Unit/ Hori z:or, Or.-, hu• Ory u.alv• Or-..i chro"• Moist hu• Moist valu• Moist chro~ 
P•don t <• > (-) <• > (-) C • > ( - ) <• ) ( -) (+) <-> (+) ( - ) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ml DOLE MARBLE 
P•don 1 Av o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 10.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
BkJ o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o .o 0.0 0.0 0.0 
2Bkl o. o o.o o.o -10.0 o.o 0.0 o.o o.o o. o o.o 0.0 0. 0 
28k2 o.o o.o 0.0 -10.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o .o o.o 0.0 0.0 
::iek 0.0 0.0 o.o - 10.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o. o 0.0 o. o o.o 
•Bk1 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 0 . 0 o.o o.o o.o -s.o 
•Bk2 o.o o . o o.o 0.0 20.0 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 10.0 0.0 15. 0 0.0 
•ec 0.0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 5.0 
Ml DOLE MAl>BLE 
P•don 2 Av o .o o.o o.o 0 .0 o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o o. o 0.0 o.o o.o , ... o.o o.o 0.0 -10.0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0. 0 o.o o.o o. o 
BkJ o. o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 10 .0 o.o o.o o.o 
2Bkl o.o o.o o.o o .o o.o o.o o.o o . o o. o 0.0 o.o o.o 
28k2 o . o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o o .o o.o 0.0 0.0 o.o 0. 0 0.0 
:,ekq 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 o . o 0.0 0 .0 o.o o .o o.o 0. 0 0 .0 
EAtL Y '1ARBLE 
P•don :, Av 0.0 o.o 10.0 o. o o.o 0. 0 0.0 0 . 0 0. 0 o.o 20.0 0. 0 
BM o. o 0.0 o.o o.o 0.0 - s. o 0.0 o.o 0. 0 o.o 0.0 - 10.0 
Bkq o.o o.o 0.0 o .o o. o -s . o 0.0 0.0 10.0 o.o 0.0 0. 0 
BkJ o.o o.o o.o - 10 .0 o.o -5 .0 o.o o.o 10. 0 o.o 10 . 0 0 .0 
II 0.0 0. 0 0.0 0.0 s.o 0.0 o.o 0.0 o. o o.o 10 . 0 0. 0 
2bkb 
LArE MARBLE 
Pl'dOn "'I A o.o o.o o.o o.o o .o o.o 0.0 o.o o. o -1 0.0 0.0 o.o 
AB 0 . 0 o.o 0.0 o.o 10.0 o. o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o 10. 0 o.o 
BkJl o.o o.o o.o -10.0 0. 0 o.o o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 0.0 






P•don 5 Avk 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 - 10 .o 0.0 o . o ,o. o 0.0 0 .0 o.o 
8MV o.o o.o 0.0 0 .0 o . o - 10.0 0.0 o.o ,o. o o.o 0. 0 o.o 
28t;kq 10 .0 o.o o.o o .o o.o o. o 10.0 o . o 10.0 0.0 10.0 0 .0 
28kM o.o 0.0 o.o o .o 0.0 - 10.0 0.0 o. o 10. 0 0.0 o. o o.o 
2Bk o.o o.o o.o o.o o . o - 20 . 0 0.0 o.o 10. 0 0.0 0 .0 o .o 
LEI DY 
P•don 6 Av 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 10 .0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o -10.0 o .o - 10. 0 
Btkq o.o o.o o.o o .o o . o o. o 0.0 o.o o.o o.o o. o o.o 
Bkq o.o o.o o . o o .o 0 .0 0.0 0.0 o. o o .o o.o 0 .0 o.o 
Bk 0 .0 0 . 0 0.0 0.0 10 .0 o.o 0.0 0. 0 o.o 0.0 0 .0 - 10.0 
28kl o .o o . o o.o o .o 0.0 o.o o.o 0. 0 o .o o . o 0 .0 0.0 
2B k2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o -1 0 .0 0.0 0.0 o. o - 10.0 o.o - LO .0 
::iek, 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0. 0 10 .0 o.o o.o 0.0 0 .0 - 10.0 o.o o .o 
----- ~UBIFICArION -----> 
(Na•d .,..u.,.-190 ::, 
Nor"•l 1 z.•d X Profil• 








0. 18 7.7. 
0. 00 o .oo 
0.00 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
o.oo o. oo 
0.00 o.oo 
o. oo o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
0. 11 o.r,:, 
o.oo o.oo 
0.00 o.oo 
o.os 2. 00 
0.08 :,.<JS 
o.oo o.oo 
0. 11 2.21 
0.00 0.00 
0.00 0 .00 
o.oo o .oo 
o.oo o.oo 
0. 16 4 .• 2 
o.oo 0 . 00 
o.oo 0.00 
















!DI L DEVELOPMENT 
~DEX C~LCULATIONS: ----- MELANIZATION ------> ----- COLOR-PALINO - --- - -> ---- COLOR-LIOHTENINO - --> 
FI ELD DESC, <"•Hi MUN-95 > < Mat1i ,..u,..•GO> (.,.a Mi ,..u,..•80 > 
f"brphost:rat:. 
Unit/ Horizon Nc>rMaliz•d X Pro~il• NorMAliz•d X Profil• NorMaliz•d X Profil• 
Ppdon t M•l thick r,.1 Pal• thick Pal• Ll9ht: t:hlck L19ht 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11[ DOLE 11A"8LE 
P , don 1 Av 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.1 :, O.SO 
BkJ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 
2Bkl 0.12 2.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2Bk2 Q.12 2.<47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 
!lltk 0.12 1.18 0. 00 0.00 0.00 o . oo 
<49kl 0.00 o.oo 0.09 !1.50 o.oo 0.00 
49k 2 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0. 0 0 o. 1:, 5.25 
4BC O. 00 0 .00 5 . BB O. OB !I. 50 7. 00 0. 00 0. 00 5. 75 
111 DOLE Ml'BLE 
P,don 2 Av 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
e... o . 12 1.1B o. oo o. oo o.oo o.oo 
BkJ 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0. CJO 0. l !I !1.25 
29kl o.oo o.oo 0.00 0. 0 0 o.oo 0.00 
28k2 o.oo 0.00 o.oo o. o o o.oo o.oo 
!IBkq 0.00 0.00 1 .19 0.00 0.00 !I .SO 0.00 0.00 9.50 
B'ltLV MAABLE 
P•don !I Au 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. D Q.75 
e... o.oo o.oo 0.2s 2.00 o.oo o.oo 
Bkq o.oo o.oo 0. 00 •.so o. 1, 6. 75 
Bkj 0.12 ... <47 0 .08 !l.17 0.1:, ... 75 
e o.oo o.oo ..,_,.7 o.oo o.oo 9.67 o.oo o. oo 12.2s 
2bkb 
LIU[ MARBLE 
P•don <4 A O. 12 0.59 0 .00 0. 00 o.oo 0.00 
AB 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bkjl 0.12 1.29 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 






P•don S Avk 0.00 0 .00 O . 17 1.00 0.!18 2.25 
e ... v 0 . 00 o.oo 0 .17 1.8!1 0.,0 ... 1!1 
2B tkq 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 O. D !I .SO 
2Bk. " o.oo o.oo o. 17 0.,, o. 1:, r,.2s 
29k 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 •J. !l!I 1,.,, , 4. 50 0.1' 5.00 21. l!I 
L£1DV 
P,don 6 Av 0.2.. !I.OE. O . 1 7 2.17 0.00 0 .00 
Btkq 0.00 0.00 0. 0 0 0. 0 0 o.oo 0.00 
Bkq 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Bk 0 . 00 o.oo o . 17 2. 17 O. 1!1 1-6!1 
291<1 0 . 00 o .oo 0 .00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
2Bk2 0 . 12 1.s:, o. :,, ,._,, o.oo o.oo 





INDEX CALCULATIONS: ------- TOTAL Tt'.XTURE --- ----------------- --------> ----------- STRUCTURE --------------> FIELD DESC . <N•Hi "u""•~O> (""aHi"u"•&0) 
P1orphost,.-•t. <------ Quanti~i•d ------> 
U"it/ Hori z:on T•Ht:ur• U•t rot•l Nor ... allz:•d X Prof"il• Quanti~i•d Nor"aliz:•d X ProHl• 
P•don t (l 1 n• Xi n,;i > Con f•Htur• T•Htur• thick f•Htur• Struc Struc thick Struc 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------m ODLE nAR•LE 
P•don 1 flv o.o 20.0 20.0 0.22 0.8'1 0.00 o . oo o.oo 
Bkj o.o 0.0 0. 0 o.oo 0.00 20 . 00 o.,, &.,, 
2111<1 o.o o.o 0 . 0 o.oo o.oo 15 . 00 0.25 .... 75 
281< 2 0.0 o. o 0. 0 0.00 o .oo 15.00 0.25 5.25 
381< 10 .o 0.0 10.0 o . 11 1.11 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
<181< 1 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00 15.00 0.25 10.50 
... 81<2 o.o 0 .0 o.o o. oo o.oo 15 . 00 0.25 10.50 
°"BC o.o 0. 0 o.o o. oo 0 .00 2. 00 15 . 00 0.25 10.50 47.8!1 
m ODLE nA RIILE 
P•dcw, 2 flv o.o 0. 0 o.o 0. 0 0 0.00 25.00 0.<12 1. 25 .... o.o 0 .0 0.0 0.00 0. 00 25. 00 0 .<12 4. 17 
lkJ o.o o. o o. o o.oo 0. 00 15 . 00 0.25 &.so 
2111<1 o.o 0.0 o.o o. oo 0. 00 15.00 0.25 8. 25 
211k 2 o.o o. o 0. 0 0.00 o. oo 15 . 00 0 .25 10 .00 
!lllkq o.o 0. 0 o. o 0 .00 o.oo o . oo 15 . oo 0.25 8.25 59.<12 
EARLY nARIILE 
P•don , Av 20.0 s. o 25. 0 0 .28 l. 67 45.00 0 .75 4.50 
a ... 20 .0 0. 0 20. 0 0. 22 l. 78 50.00 0.0:, f, . E,7 
lkq 2 0.0 o. o 20 .0 0. 22 12 .00 20.00 o.,, 18.00 
llkJ 20 .0 o. o 2 0 .0 0. 22 e. "" 20. 0 0 o.:,:, 12. E, 7 • 20.0 0.0 20.0 0 . 22 11. 11 !15 . 00 15. 0 0 0.25 12.50 54 _:,:, 2bk'b 
UHE nARIILE 
P•don ... fl o . o o. o 0 .0 o.oo o . oo 10 .00 o . 17 0.0:, 
119 0 .0 5.0 5.0 0.01, 1.11' 15 . 00 0 . 25 5 . 25 
•kJ 1 o . o o .o o .o 0.00 o . oo o. oo 0 .00 o.oo 
lkj2 0.0 0. 0 o .o 0.00 
211kqb 





P•don S Avk 0.0 0. 0 0 . 0 0. 0 0 0. 00 50.00 0.0:, 5.00 
1 ... v 2 0.0 10 .0 :, 1). 0 0 .,, !l.&7 ... 0. 00 0.67 7. :,:, 
21 <:kq 40.0 40.0 ea.a 0.0'J 24.89 20.00 o .:,:, .,_:,:, 
28k 10.0 o. o 10 .0 0. 11 5.5& !15.00 0.58 2 'J. 17 
2Bk 10.0 20.0 !10.0 0 . .,, 1!1 . :,:, 4 1' . ..... 20 . 00 o. :,:, 1:, . :,:, 6.4' .. 17 
LEI DY 
P•don f, fl v o.o o.o o. o 0.00 0.00 ... 5 .00 0 .75 'J. 75 
lt:k q o.o o .o 0.0 o.no o. oo 20 .00 o .:,:, 5.00 
lkq o.o 0.0 0.0 0 . 0 0 o .oo 20 .00 o .:,, 17.00 
Bk o . o 0 .0 0. 0 o.oo 0. 00 15. 0 0 0. 25 ,. 25 
29k 1 10 . 0 o .o 10 .0 0. 11 5 . 00 15.00 0. 25 11.25 
2Bk2 10 . 0 o.o 10 .0 o. 11 1, 411114 o .oo o .oo 0.00 




INDEX CALC ULATIONS: ---- - ORV CONSISTENCE ---- ------ -- -> ---- MOIST CONSISTENCE 
FIELD OESC, C"e~i"u"•lOO> C"etti"u "•100 ) 
r,orphost:r•t. 
Unit/ Horizon Ouenti<t•d Nor"aliz•d Pro<tl• Quant:ifi•d NorMeliE•d X Profil• 
P•don t Or\ij Con Or\il Con thick Or-., Con Ms:t: Con f'lst: Con thl ck '1st Con ---- ~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
m DOLE MAR8LE 
P•dcwi 1 Au 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 10.00 Q.10 0 . .. 0 
BkJ 10 . 00 0.10 1.90 10 . 00 0.10 1.90 
2ek1 10.00 0.10 1.90 20.00 0.20 ,.eo 
2Bk2 20 . 00 0.20 ... 20 20.00 0.20 4.20 
::!Bk O. 00 0. 00 0 • 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0. 00 
.. Bk! 10.00 0.10 ... 2 0 2 0.00 0 .20 8 ... 0 
.. Bk2 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 10.00 0.10 •L20 
.. BC 10,00 0.10 4.20 l&.40 2 0.00 0. 2 0 8 ... 0 :,1.:,0 
"'1 ODLE MAl!IILE 
P•don 2 Rv 0.00 0.00 0.00 999.00 9~CJ.OO 0.00 
e... 10.00 0.10 1.00 999 . oo 999.oo o.oo 
BkJ 0.00 o . 00 0.00 999.00 999.00 o.oo 
2ek1 10.00 0.10 :, . :,o 999.oo 999.oo o.oo 
2Bk2 10.00 o. 10 ... oo 9 9 9.00 999.00 o.oo 
,Bkq 10.00 0.10 ,.,o 15. ~ o 999.oo 999.oo o. oo 12. 6 0 
El'll!LV "ARBLE 
P•dOM :, Au 5 . 00 0.05 0.)0 9'39.00 9'39.00 0.00 
e... 5.oo o.o5 o.4o 999.oo 9'39.oo o.oo 
llkq 15,00 Q. IS 8.10 999.00 999.00 0.00 
llk J 15.00 0.15 5.70 999.00 999.00 o. oo 
8 15.00 0.15 7.50 22 .00 9'39.00 9'39.00 o.oo o . oo 
2bkb 
UHE MlllltBLE 
P•dOM .. A 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
AB 0 ,00 0. 00 Q.QO Q . 00 0 . 00 0.00 
Bk J l 5.00 0.05 0.55 S.00 0 . 05 0 . 55 






P•don 5 Auk 10 . 0 0 0. 10 0, £, 0 0.00 0.00 O .OO 
e ... v 20.00 0 . 20 2. 2 0 10. 0 0 0 .1 0 1.10 
28':~q :,5,00 0.:,5 9.80 10. 0 0 o. 10 2 .80 
28k" 2 s. oo 0.2s 12. s o 20. 0 0 0.20 10 .00 
29k 2 5 ,00 0 . 25 10 . 00 ~~ -1 0 2 0. 00 0.20 8.00 21 . 90 
LE!OV 
P•d on 6 A v 0, 0 0 0.00 0. 0 0 2 0.00 0. 20 2.60 
8tk q 2 5 . 00 0 . 25 ,. 75 2 0 .00 0.20 ,.oo 
Bkq 2s.oo 0.25 12. 1 s ;;, o. o o 0.20 10 .20 
Bk 5.0 0 0.05 0 . &5 10. 0 0 0.10 1.:,0 
2Bkt 20.00 0.20 9. o o ,o. o o o.,o 1,.so 
2Bk2 o . o o o.oo o.no o .oo o .oo o .oo 





INO[X CALCULATIONS: - -- - C'LAY FI U1S --- --- ---> ---- cuw FILMS ---------> 
FIELD OESC . ( r,orNali.1:•: -201" 1!10) 
l"lorpt-,os'tr.a"t .. --------- ------------ Ouant:tf"i•d Cla-., Fi 1 "s ----- ------- -· ---------
Unit:/ .-.o,.1 zon st:.atns b,..tdo•• p o r•s P•d f"•c• clasts p,~ 1 ..... ,..\J Su" of" Nor_.u,11 z:•d X Pro_,.i l • 
P•don t 1 o 2o lo 2o 1o 2o 1o 2o lo 2o c l ass 2o Freqs/2 c1.., n ... t:hlck Cl',1 Fl"s 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MI DOLE MARBLE 
P•don 1 Av 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ok 0 0 0.00 o. oo 
BkJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Dok 0 0 0.00 o. oo 
2B k l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ok 0 0 o.oo 0.00 
2Bk2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ok 0 0 o.oo o.oo 
!!Bk 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ok 0 0 o.oo o.oo 
~Bk l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ok 0 0 0.00 o.oo 
~Bk2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o ok 0 0 0.00 o. oo 
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iOIL DIJILOPOIT IIDII YlLOli: 315 
Profile Property aid Selected Property l1dlcles. 
Selected Property 
< Norp~ostr•t. 11lt > <------------ Profile Property l1dlces --- -------->l1der (Dry Co1., 
Pedo1 I IHe lppror. lge Pde. Llgbt. Strict . Dry COD . Chy Carb. Chy, Cub. I 
======== :>>a::::•azr::1°z:::::z:::::::::::::::::: ============ ========= · : ==== ================ == 
13 lite luble 0.1 0.11 0.11 10.St 2.]0 uo O.SI 0. 77 
4 8.1 8.11 0 .00 lU3 2.70 O.to uo o.,o 
11 1lddle Narble l l.l] Ul 41 . JS 15.70 8.80 l .21 UD 
l I 7.00 5.15 47.13 lUO O.OI Ul us 
2 l ].50 8.51 5'-42 15.10 0.01 2.13 ] . ll 
I I 2.58 us 40.13 IUS O.to 2. II 1.21 
] early Narble 1.1 U7 12.25 54.l] 22.10 0.00 "42 U4 
' l.l UJ ll. 75 55.42 2'. 70 0.80 4.4' us 11 Leidy 1l 5.58 !U3 '8.01 ]l , 75 l.H Ul 12.22 
' ll U7 1.50 ,u, JUG 5.77 UI 15 .4 2 7 ladian 230 !U7 18.50 53.42 32.15 JUI 24.4' 24.ll 
5 2]0 24.50 21.13 ,u1 ]5.10 !U4 30.SI 2'-74 
12 Nclfee Creek 551 !Ul ]7.75 75.54 0. 70 I l. 77 ,0.11 JUJ 
IIGIISSIOI lllLISIS FOi IOLOCIII SOILS: 
Late Barbie tbro1gb early Narble soils. 
Pali1q with •qe: Liqbteninq with aqe: 
Regression Oatp1t: leqresslon Oatpot : 
Coast.at 0.2' Coutant 0. 12 
Std Irr of I 1st 0. 32 Std Irr of Y 1st 0. II 
R Squred 0. 7' I Sqaared O.,J 
lo . of Obser,atlo1s 1.00 lo. of Observations 1.00 
Degrees of rreedo1 uo Degrees of rreedo1 uo 
I Coefficie1tlsl 0.17 I Coef!lclentlsl 0 .12 
Std Irr of Coef. 0.04 Std Irr of Coe!. 0. 01 
Str1ctare with •ge: Dry Consistency with aqe: 
leqresslon Oatpat : leqressioa oatpat: 
Cooshnt -0.30 Coastnt -0 .11 
Std Irr of I 1st 0. l4 Std Irr of Y 1st 0.1, 
I Squred I. 7' i Sqaared 0.'3 
lo. of Obser,atioas 1.00 lo. of Obser,ations 1.00 
Degrees of Freedo1 uo Degrees of rreedo1 uo 
I Coefficie1tlsl 0.13 I Coefficleatlsl 0.07 
Std Irr of Coe!. D. ti Std Irr of Coe!. 0.01 
<:.Jrbonate witb •qe: Selected Property lnder vitb aqe: 
Regression 01tp1t : teqresslon Oatpat: 
Coutut Q.15 Co1stant 0.8' 
Std Irr of I 1st 0.22 Std Irr of Y 1st u, 
I Sqmed o.,o I Sqaued 8.17 
lo. of Obser,•tlo1s 1.10 lo. of Obser,atloas 8.00 
Degrees of Freedo1 uo Degrees of rreedo1 uo 
I Coefflcie1ttsl I. JO I Coefficlentlsl 0.11 
Std Irr of Coef. 0.14 Std Irr of Coef . 0.13 
RIGIISSIOI UlLISIS ro1 PLIISTOCIII SOILS: 
Leidy, lldlu, ud llcAfee Creek soils. 
Pallaq vlt~ aqe: 
leqre11!01 01tp1t: 
Coastut -IUI 
Std Irr of I 1st 111. 71 
I Sqaared 1.4' 
lo. of Obser,atlo1s UI 
Degrees of rreedo1 J.U 
I Coefflcleat(sl lUJ 
Std Irr of Coef . 11.51 
Str1ct1re vltb aqe: 
leqressloa oatpat: 
Coastut -SIG .ST 
Std Irr of I 1st 233.81 
I Squred 0.1' 
lo. of Obser,atloas 5.00 
Degrees of rreedoa 3.10 
I Coefflcle1t(s) 11.12 
Std Irr of Coe! . 14.51 
Clay vltb aqe: 
legresslon Oatp1t: 
Cnstaat ·II. J2 
Std Irr of I 1st 171.)) 
I Sqmed 1.51 
lo. of Obser,atio1s uo 
Degrees of rreedoa J.80 
I Coefflcie1t(sl 27. 44 
Std Irr of Coef . 15. 41 
Selected Property l1de1 vltb aqe : 
leqressio1 01tp1t: 
Cons tut 
Std Irr of I lst 
I Sqmed 
lo. of Obser,atlons 
Degrees of Freedo1 
I Coefflcle1t(sl 









Llq~te1!1q vltb aqe: 
leqresslo1 01tp1t: 
Coastut -m.n 
Std Irr of I 1st 53.2] 
I Sqmed O.H 
lo. of Obser,atloas 5.11 
Deqrees of rreedoa J.11 
I Coefflcle1t(s) l'-43 
Std Irr of Coef. 2.48 
Dry Consistency vltb aqe: 
leqresslon 01tpat : 
Coutnt ·117'. TO 
Std III of J lst m.H 
I Sqmed 0.74 
lo. of Obser,atio1s 5.00 
Dtqrees of Freedoa J.00 
I Coe!!lclentlsl 3U7 
Std Irr of Coe!. 13.42 
Carbo1ate vlt• aqe: 
leqressioa 01tpat : 
Coutant -54.11 
Std Irr of f 1st 2U2 
I Squred O.H 
lo. of Observatloos 5.00 
Degrees of rreedo1 J.DO 
I Coefficteot(sl ,.,, 
Std Irr of Coe!. UT 
ISTllllTID IOLOCIII SOIL lGl6 BlSID 01 ClLIBIATID 
SILICTID PIOPUT! IIDII: 
lqe vlt• Selected Property l1de1: 
leqressioa O1tp1t: 
Co1st•1t 1.1, 
Std Irr of ! 15 t 0 . 2 5 
I Sq1,red 1.17 
lo. of Obsemtlm 1.91 
Dtqrees of Freedo1 UO 
I Coefflcle1tfsl 0.11 
Std Irr of Coef. 0.13 
lstiaated lqe iaaqe (tal 
PIDOI I laae SP! lqe llax . Min . 
13 LN 0. 77 0.1 0. 4 a.a . 
4 LM o.,o 0.1 u 0. 0 
11 1111 uo 1.1 l. 4 u 
1 1111 us 0.1 1.1 u 
2 KN 3.13 0.5 o., 0. 4 
I IIN 1.21 1.3 u 1.1 
3 IN I.H LS u I. 4 
' IN us J.7 l . 0 u 
llorpao- lstiaated Mean Soil Aqes: 
stritiqrapaic 'Preferred' !Iii . MID . 
U1it lqe lqe AQe 
------------------------------------------
late lluble 0. I 0.5 0. 0 
1iddle llarble o., 1.3 0.7 




NUMERICAL AGE CONSTRAINTS 
The results of radiocarbon and tephrochronologic analyses are presented in this 
appendix. Radiocarbon ages have been converted to calibrated dendroyear ages 
according to the current high-precision calibration schemes of Stiver and Pearson ( 1986, 
Figures 1 and 2). In Chapter IV these results are used to constrain the ages of 
morphostratigraphic units (e.g. Table 3). 
An attempt to date a Bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva Bailey) by 
dendrochronology (i.e., tree ring analysis) proved to be inclusive (Harlin, T. , 1988 , 
written commun.). 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. AR I ZONA 8S721 
LABORATORY OF ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTR Y-ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE RESEAR CH 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOSCIENCES 
GOULD-SIMPSON BUILDING 
TEL 1602l621 -b0I• 
BITNET 'J - ALONG @> ARIZRVAX .. 
23 September 87 
Or. David B. Slemmons ,oo PLMEC 
Department of Geological Sciences 
Un1 versi ty of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89557 
Dear Dr. Slemmons: 
Here are the results of the carbon isotope analyses on the samples you 











• Normalized to C-13 .. -25 permil 
COIIVDTIOIIAL DATE~ DEL C-13 
660 +/- 40 -23.6 permil 
2290 + / - 50 -20.5 permil 
2170 + / - 45 -22.0 permil 
1670 + / - 40 -23.5 permil 
Note: Attached are calibrated age ranges for your samples according to 








THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, AR I ZONA 85721 
LA90RATORY OF ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY-ENVIRONMENTAL ISOTOPE RE.SEARCH 
DEPARTMENT OF GEOSCI.ENCES 
GOULD-SIMPSON BUILDING 
TEL <602> 621 -6014 
BITNET"- " .t.LONG @ .t.RJZRV.t.X · 
Dr. Thomas L. Sawyer 
University of Nevada, Reno 
Reno, NV 89557 
Dear Dr. Sawyer: 
December 20, 1988 
Here are the results of our carbon isotope analyse s of your wood sample, 5-TS-1-49-8 
A-5068: 755 ± 60 years before present , based on the "Libby" half-life, and normali2ed to 
one = -25%0. Measured one = -22 .6%0. 






BETA ANALYTIC INC. 
RADIOCARBON DATING. STABLE ISOTOPE RATIOS. THERMOLUMINESCENCE , X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
P.O. BOX 248113 CORAL GABLES. FLORIDA 33124 • (305) 667-5167 
February 22, 1988 
Dr. Thomas Sawyer 
University of Nevada - Reno 
Center for Neotectonic Studies 
Mackay School of Mines 
Reno, Nevada 89557 
Dear Dr. Sawyer: 
Your wood was pretreated by first examining for rootlets. 
The sample was then given a hot acid wash to eliminate 
carbonates. It was repeatedly rinsed to neutrality and 
subsequently given a hot alkali soaking t o take out humic acids. 
After rinsing to neutrality, another acid wash followed and 
another rinsing to neutrality. The sample was found to be sma ll 
after these steps. As per yo ur request, it was canceled and is 
returned herein. 
We are enclosing our invoice for the pretreatment wor k . 
Would you please forward this t o the appropriate office for 
payment. 
Sincerely yo urs, 
Murry Tamers, Ph.D. 
Co-director 
32] 
BETA ANALYTIC INC. 
RADIOCARBON DATING, STABLE ISOTOPE RATIOS 
P.O. BOX 248113 CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA 33124 - (305) 667-5167 
BITNET XNRBET22@SERVAX 
June 30, 1988 
Dr. Thomas Sawyer 
University of Nevada - Reno 
Center for Neotectonic Studies 
Mackay School of Mines 
Reno, Nevada 89557 
Dear Or. Sawyer: 
Please find enclosed the results on the two wood samples 
recently submitted for radiocarbon dating analyses. We hope 
these dates will be usefu l in your resear ch. 
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Your woods were pretreated by first examining for rootlets. 
The samples were then given a hot acid wash to eliminate 
carbonates. They were repeatedly rinsed to neutrality and 
subsequently given a hot alkali soaking to take out humic acids. 
After rinsing to neutrality, another acid wash followed and 
another rinsing to neutrality. The following benzene s y nthes es 
and counting proceeded normally. 
We are enclosing our invoice. Would you forward this to the 
appropriate office for payment. If there are any questions or if 
you would like to confer on the dates, my direct telephone number 
is listed above. Please don't hesitate to call us if we can be 
of help. 
Sincerely yours, 
Murry Tamers, Ph.D. 
Co-director 
P.S. I'm including some data sheets for future samples or to 
give to your friends that might need our service. 




University of Nevada 
Reno, Nevada 89551 
Dear Tom: 
GEOLOG ICAL SURVEY 
Geologic Division 
Branch of Weste r n Regional Geology 
345 Middlefield Road M/S 975 
Menlo Park, California 94025 
December 31, 1987 
Enclosed are resu ts of probe analyses of the three ash samples you sent 
us. The analyses were done on glass separated from tne a3h. They were do~e 
on a SEMQ electron probe by Charlie Meyer of the USGS, ~enlo Park. 
Your sample 5-TS- 1-17MC matches most closely with the Bishop as~ and 
several ash beds of similar composition erupted from the Long Valley-Mono 
Glass Mountain complex of east - cent ra l Ca lifornia, that range from about 0 . 74 
to 1. 0 Ma . 
Your sample 5-TS-1 - 28FC-B ma tches most closely wi th several ash beds 
erupted from the Mono Craters south of Mono Lake, most of which range in age 
from about 3400 to 4100 years B. P. One sample in this group is as old as 3000 
yrs B.P., however. 
Your sample 5- TS- 1-7MC-C matches best with ash beds erupted from the Mono 
Craters that range in age from about 1000 to 2000 B. P., but one of which is as 
old as about 3500 yrs. B.P. 
These matches should be considered as tentati,e guides to what the ages 
of your samples may be rather than as definitive age ranges. Further work on 
the minor- and trace- element composition of your ash samples and other 











Mr. Tom Sawyer 
United States Department of the Interior 
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Geologic Division 
Branch of Western Regional Geology 
345 Middlefield Road 
Menlo Park, California, 94025 
February 8, 1989 
Graduate Research Assistant 
Center for Neotectonic Studies 
University of Nevada, Reno 
Reno, NV 89557-0047 
Dear Tom: 
324 
Thank you for your letter of January 25 and the informationon on your 
radiocarbon dates as they relate to ash sample 5-TS-l-7MC-C from Fish Lake 
Valley. In light of the maximiin 755 ± 60 yr. BP date on the detrital wood 
associated with this ash, I suspect that the ash may be fr001 the ca-640 ± 40 
eruption of Panum Crater in the Mono Crater Chain that was dated by Wood and 
Brooks (1979; GSA Abstracts With Programs, v. 11, p. 543). Our analyses of 
samples collected from Panum Crater by Ken Lajoie are given below : 
Ash in debris flow Pam.111 Tuff Ring Panin Plug Dane 
5-TS-l-7N:-C KRL-82262A( P) KRL-82982KP 
(ash) (p1a1i ce) (pLnice; d=l.5 m) 
Si Oz 77 . 27 76.86 76 . 70 
Alz03 12.55 12 .85 13.01 
Fe 2o3 1.10 1.05 1.11 
MgO 0. 03 0.03 0.02 
MnO 0.06 0.06 0.06 
cao 0.55 0.54 0.55 
T_i Oz 0.05 0.05 0.06 
Na 2o 3.76 3.87 3.81 
KzO 4.63 4.70 4.67 
Total 99.22 99.21 98.15 -
(orig. ) 
page 2, Mr. Sawyer, 2/8/89 325 
Unfortunately, all the late Holocene ash layers erupted from Mono Craters 
are chemically very similar, and we can't distinguish among them by probe or 






THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
T U C S O N, A R I Z O N A 85721 
LABORATORY OF TilEE-RING RESEARCH 
BUILDING 1'8 
January 12, 1988 
Tom Sawyer 
Mackay School of Mines 
University of Nevada Reno 
Reno, Nevada 89557-004 7 
Dear Tom, 
I have examined the Bristlecone Pi ne Log from 
Marble Creek in Fish Lake Valley. I must report 
that I am unable to find a convincin g cross match 
with our long Bristlecone Chronolog y from the 
White Mountains. 
I plotted 211 rin gs, of which the first 10 0 ~er e 
fairly wide, yet with good sensitivit y. I would 
expect that there would be few or n o missin g rin gs 
in this portion of the lo g. 
Many trees, even though growing in an area with a 
good chronolog y , do not respond exactl y the sam e 
as the trees on which the chronolog y is based, 
therefore, it is not surprisin g that I am unabl e 
to date this lo g . 
Would you like me to return this material ? 
I am sorry that this has taken so lonh. I ha ve 
been fighting a virus since October and every 










The folloving topographic profiles were aeasured by the_ 
Brunton •nd slope-stick aethod of Bucks.an •nd Anderson (1979), 
•nd •re ahovn gr•phically in this •ppendix. The location of 
the profiles is ahovn on Plate 1. 
(all date in aeters or degrees] 
PROFILE 1 
<------Hori. Dist----><-------Vert. Dist----> 
Interval Angle Increaental Cuaulative Increaental Cuaulat 1 ve 
(al (al 
l 1. 5 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.03 
1 -4.5 1.00 2.00 -0.08 -0.05 
l -1 1.00 3. 00 -0.02 -0.07 
1 4 1.00 3.99 0.07 0.00 
1 9 0.99 4.98 0.16 0.16 
1 8 0.99 5. 97 0.14 0.30 
1 15 0.97 6.94 0 . 26 0.55 
1 8 0.99 7.93 0 .14 0.69 
1 4 1.00 8.93 0.07 0.76 
1 0.5 1.00 9 . 93 0 . 01 0 . 77 
1 14 0.97 10.90 0 . 24 1.01 
1 15.5 0.96 11. 86 0 . 27 1. 28 
1 13 0.97 12. 83 0. 2 2 1. 51 
1 13 0.97 13. 81 0.22 1. 73 
1 11.5 0.98 14. 79 0.20 1. 9 3 
1 13. 5 0.97 15.76 0.23 2.16 
1 10 0.98 16.75 0 . 17 2. 3 4 
1 4 1.00 17. 74 0.07 2. 41 
1 5 1.00 18. 74 0.09 2.49 
1 5 1.00 19. 74 0.09 2.58 
1 4 1.00 20.73 0.07 2. 65 
1 3.5 1.00 21. 73 0.06 2. 71 
1 2.5 1.00 22.73 0 . 04 2.76 
1 1 1.00 23.73 0.02 2.77 
1 0 1.00 24 . 73 0.00 2. 77 
1 0.5 1.00 25.73 0.01 2.78 
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PROFILE P2 
Interv•l Slope Hori. Dist (al Vert. Dilt (al 
Degrees lncreaental Cuaulatlve Increaental Cuaulative -
2 5 1.99 1. 99 0.17 0.17 
2 3 2.00 3.99 0.10 0.28 
2 2 2.00 5.99 0.07 0.35 
2 1.5 2.00 7.99 0.05 0.40 
2 -4 2.00 9.98 -0.14 0.26 
2 1.5 2.00 11. 98 0.05 0.31 
2 2 2.00 13.98 0.07 0.38 
2 3.5 2.00 15.98 0.12 0. 51 
2 3.5 2.00 17.97 0.12 0.63 
2 6 1. 99 19.96 0.21 0.84 
2 5 1.99 21.95 0.17 1.01 
2 3 2.00 23.95 0.10 1.12 
2 3 2.00 25.95 0.10 1.22 
2 2 2.00 27.95 0.07 1.29 
PROFILE P3 
Interval Slope Hori. Dist (al Vert. Dist (a) 
Degrees Increaental Cuaulatlve I ncreaenta l Cuaulative 
2 -3.5 2.00 2.00 -0.12 -0.12 
2 -3 2.00 3.99 -0.10 -0.23 
2 -3 2.00 5.99 -0.10 -0.33 
2 -2.5 2.00 7.99 -0.09 -0 . 42 
2 -4 2.00 9.98 -0.14 -0.56 
2 -1.5 2.00 11. 98 -0.05 -0.61 
2 -1.5 2.00 13.98 -0.05 -0 . 66 
2 0 2. 00 15.98 0.00 -0 . 66 
2 0 2.00 17.98 0 . 00 -0.66 
2 12.5 1.95 19.94 0.43 -0.23 
2 15 1.93 21.87 0. 52 0 . 29 
2 18 1. 90 23.77 0.62 0.91 
2 19.5 1.89 25.65 0.67 1.57 
2 24 1.83 27.48 0.81 2.39 
2 15 1.93 29.41 0.52 2.90 ... 2 8.5 l. 98 31. 39 0.30 3. 20 
2 3 2.00 33.39 0.10 3.30 
2 3 2.00 35.39 0.10 3. 41 
2 -0.5 2.00 37.39 -0.02 3. 39 
2 -2 2.00 39.38 -0.07 3.32 
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PROFILI P4 
Interval Slope Hori. Dllt (a) Vert. Dlat (a) 
Degrees Increaental Cuaulatlve I ncreaenta 1 CUaulatlve 
1 5 1.00 1.00 0.09 0.09 
1 5.5 1.00 1.99 0.10 0.18 
1 10 0.98 2.98 0.17 · 0. 36 
1 4.5 1.00 J.97 0.08 0. 44 
2 -3 2.00 5.97 -0.10 0.33 
1 0 1.00 6.97 0.00 0.33 
1 1 1.00 7.97 0.02 0.35 
1 4.5 1.00 8.97 0.08 0. 43 
1 7.5 0.99 9.96 0.13 0.56 
1 11 0.98 10 .94 0.19 0.75 
1 6 0.99 11.93 0.10 0.85 
2 5 1. 99 13. 93 0.17 1.03 
2 5.5 1.99 15.92 0.19 1. 22 
1 16 0.96 16.88 0.28 1.49 
2 27 1.78 18.66 0.91 2.40 
2 28 1. 77 20.43 0.94 3. 34 
2 28 1.77 22.19 0.94 4.28 
2 27 1. 78 23.98 0.91 5.19 
1 23 0.92 24. 90 0.39 5.58 
2 6 1.99 26.88 0.21 5.79 
2 6 1.99 28.87 0.21 6.00 
2 4 2.00 30.87 0 .14 6 .14 
2 3 2.00 32.87 0.10 6. 24 
2 2 2.00 H.86 0.07 6.31 
2 0 2.00 36.86 0.00 6.31 
PROFILE PS 
Interval Slope Hor 1. Dlat (al Vert. Dist (ml 
Degrees Incremental Cuaulatlve I ncreaenta l Cuaulatlve ,,. 
2 -2 2.00 2.00 -0.07 -0.07 
2 -1 2.00 4.00 -0.03 -0.10 
2 0 2.00 6.00 0.00 -0.10 
2 0.5 2.00 8.00 0.02 -0 . 09 
2 1.5 2.00 10.00 0.05 -0.05 
2 4.5 1.99 11.99 0.16 0.10 
2 11. 5 1.96 13.95 0.40 0.50 
2 10 1. 97 15.92 0.35 0.85 
2 15 1. 93 17.85 0.52 1. 37 
2 8 1. 98 19. 83 0.28 1. 65 
2 5.5 1.99 21.82 0.19 1. 84 
2 l 2.00 23.82 0.03 1. 87 
2 2 2.00 25.82 0.07 1. 94 
2 2 2.00 27.82 0.07 2.01 
2 1.5 2.00 29.82 0.05 2.07 
2 3 2.00 31.82 0.10 2.17 
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PROFILB PS (Continued) 
Interval Slope Hori. Dist (a) Vert. Dlat (a) 
Degrees Incre•ntal Cuaulatlve Incre•ntal Cuaulatlve 
2 1.5 2.00 33.82 0.05 - 2. 22 
2 l. 5 2.00 35.82 0.05 2.27 
2 0 2.00 37.82 0.00 2.27 
2 -0.5 2.00 39.82 -0.02 2.26 
2 -0.5 2.00 41.82 -0.02 2 .24 
2 l 2.00 43.82 0.03 2.27 
2 -2 2.00 45.81 -0.07 2.20 
2 -0.5 2. 00 47. 81 -0.02 2.19 
2 -0.5 2.00 49. 81 -0.02 2.17 
2 -2 2.00 51. 81 -0.07 2.10 
2 -1 2.00 53.81 -0.03 2.07 
2 -0.5 2.00 55.81 -0.02 2.05 
2 -0.5 2.00 57.81 -0.02 2.03 
2 -2 2.00 59 .81 -0.07 1.96 
2 -1.5 2.00 61.81 -0.05 1. 91 
2 -0.5 2.00 63. 81 -0.02 1. 89 
2 0.5 2.00 65.81 0.02 1. 91 
2 1 2.00 67.81 0.03 l. 94 
2 ' 2.00 69. 81 0.14 2.08 2 7 1. 99 71. 79 0. 24 2.33 
2 12 1. 96 73.75 0.42 2. 74 
2 14.5 1. 94 75.68 0.50 3. 24 2 11.5 1. 96 77. 64 0.40 3.64 2 8.5 1. 98 79-62 0.30 3. 94 
2 6 1. 99 81. 61 0. 21 4.15 2 4.5 1. 99 83. 60 0.16 4.30 2 3 2.00 85.60 0.10 4. 41 2 -0.5 2.00 87.60 -0.02 4. 39 2 -0.5 2.00 89.60 -0.02 4.37 2 -3 2.00 91. 60 -0.10 4. 27 
PROFILE P6 
Interval Slope Hori. Dist (a) Vert. Di!!t (11) 
Degree!! Incre•ntal Cuaulatlve I ncre•ntal Cuaulative 
2 _, 2.00 2.00 -0.14 -0.14 2 -2.5 2.00 3.99 -0.09 -0.23 
2 0 2.00 5.99 0.00 -0.23 2 0.5 2.00 7.99 0.02 -0.21 2 4 2.00 9.99 0.14 -0.07 2 5.5 1. 99 11. 98 0.19 0.12 2 10 1.97 13.95 0.35 0.47 2 4 2.00 15.94 0.14 0.61 2 3.5 2.00 17 .94 0.12 0.73 2 2.5 2.00 19.94 0.09 0.82 2 - 1 2.00 21. 94 -0.03 0.78 2 -0.5 2.00 23. 94 -0.02 0.77 2 -1.5 2.00 25.94 -0.05 0.11 
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PROFILI P6 
Interval Slope Hori. Dist (al Vert. Dist (a) Degrees Increaental Cuaulatlve lncreaental CUaulatlve 
2 -4 2.00 2.00 -0.14 •0.14 2 -2.5 2.00 3.99 -0.09 -0.23 2 0 2.00 5.99 0.00 -0.23 2 0.5 2.00 7 .99 0.02 -0.21 2 4 2.00 9.99 0.14 -0.07 2 5.5 1.99 11.98 0.19 0.12 2 10 1.97 13 . 95 0.35 0.47 2 4 2.00 15 .94 0.14 0.61 2 3.5 2.00 17.94 0.12 0.73 2 2 . 5 2.00 19. 94 0.09 0.82 2 -1 2.00 21. 94 -0.03 0.78 2 -0.5 2.00 23. 94 -0.02 0.77 2 -1. 5 2.00 25.94 -0.05 0.71 
PROl'ILE P7 
Interval Slope Hor 1. Dist (11) Vert. Dist (al Degrees Incremental Cuaulative I ncreaenta l Cuaulative 
2 0 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 2 0 2.00 4.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 2 -0.5 2.00 6.00 -0 . 02 -0.02 2 1. 5 2.00 8.00 0.05 0.03 2 2 2.00 10.00 0.07 0.10 2 2. 5 2.00 12.00 0.09 0.19 2 4 2.00 13. 99 0.14 0. 33 2 6 1. 99 15.98 0. 21 0.54 2 10 1. 97 17 . 95 0.35 0.89 l 12.5 0. 911 18. 93 0.22 1.10 1 11.5 0.98 19.91 0.20 1. 30 1 12. 5 0.98 20.88 0.22 1. 52 l 9 0.99 21. 87 0.16 1. 68 1 6.5 0.99 22.86 0. ll , 1.79 l 6.5 0.99 23.86 0.11 1.90 2 4.5 l. 99 25.85 0.16 2.06 2 4.5 1. 99 27.84 0. 16 2. 22 2 4 2.00 29.84 0.14 2.36 2 2 2.00 31.84 0.07 2.43 2 1 2.00 33.84 0.03 2.46 2 -0.5 2.00 35.84 -0.02 2. 44 2 -2 2. 00 37 . 84 -0 . 07 2.37 
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PROFILB P8 
Interval Slope Hori. Dist (a) Vert. Dist (a) Degrees Incremental Cuaulative Incremental Cu.alative 
2 1 2.00 2.00 0.03 0.03 2 2 2.00 4.00 0.01 . 0 .10 2 4.5 1.99 5.99 0.16 0.26 2 3.5 2.00 1.99 0.12 0.38 2 4.5 1.99 9.98 0.16 0.54 2 8.5 1. 98 11.96 0.30 0.84 1 10 0.98 12.95 0.17 1.01 1 15 0.97 13. 91 0.26 1.27 1 13 0.97 14 .89 0.22 1.49 l 15.5 0.96 15.85 0.27 l. 76 l 12 0.98 16.83 0.21 1. 97 1 12 0.98 17. 81 0.21 2.18 1 6.5 0.99 18.80 0.11 2.29 2 8.5 1. 98 20.78 0.30 2.59 2 7 1.99 22.76 0.24 2.83 2 4 2.00 24. 76 0 .14 2.97 2 3 2.00 26.75 0.10 3.07 2 0.5 2.00 28.75 0.02 3.09 2 2 2.00 30.75 0.07 3 .16 2 -1 2.00 32.75 -0.03 3.13 2 -2 2.00 34. 7!"> -0.07 3.06 
PROFILE P9 
Interval Slope Hori. Dist (al Vert. Oi!lt (II) Degree! lncreaental Cu11ulative I ncreaenta l Cuaulatlve 
2 0.5 2.00 2.00 0.02 0.02 2 1 2.00 4.00 0.03 0.05 2 3 2.00 6.00 0.10 0.16 2 5.5 1. 99 7.99 0.19 0.35 2 7 1.99 9.97 o. 24 0.59 2 9 1. 98 11. 95 0. 31 0 . 91 2 10.5 1.97 13.91 0.36 1. 27 ~, 2 15 1.93 15.85 0.52 l. 79 1 15 0.97 16. 81 0.26 2. 05 1 13.5 0.97 17.78 0.23 2.28 1 18 0.95 18. 74 0.31 2.59 l 12.5 0.98 19. 71 0.22 2. 81 l 14 0.97 20.68 0.24 3.05 1 10.5 0.98 21. 67 0.18 3.23 1 7 0.99 22.66 0.12 3.35 2 4.5 1.99 24 .65 0.16 3.51 2 1 2.00 26.65 0.03 3. 54 2 l 2.00 28.65 0.03 3.58 2 -1.5 2.00 30.65 -0.05 3.53 2 -1.5 2.00 32.65 -0.05 3. 47 2 -1 2.00 34.65 -0.03 3. 44 
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PROFILI PlO 
Interval Slope Hor 1. Diet (a) Vert. Dist (a) 
Degrees Increaental Cuaulative Increaental CUUlative 
2 0.5 2.00 2.00 0.02 0.02 
2 0 2.00 4.00 0.00 0.02 
2 1.5 2.00 6.00 0.05 0.07 
2 1.5 2.00 8.00 0.05 0 .12 
2 1.5 2.00 10.00 0.05 0.17 
2 -1 2.00 12.00 -0.03 0.14 
2 4 2.00 13.99 0.14 0.28 
1 8.5 0.99 14 .98 0.15 0.43 
1 8.5 0.99 15.97 0.15 0.57 
1 6 0.99 16.97 0.10 0.68 
1 5.5 1.00 17.96 0.10 0.78 
1 6 0.99 18 .96 0.10 0.88 
1 7 0.99 19.95 0.12 1.00 
1 2.5 1.00 20.95 0.04 1.05 
l 3 1.00 21. 95 0 . 05 1.10 
2 4.5 1. 99 23.94 0.16 1.25 
2 1. 5 2.00 25.94 0.05 1. 31 
2 1 2.00 27 .94 0.03 1. 34 
2 2.5 2.00 29 .94 0.09 1. 43 
2 2.5 2.00 31. 93 0.09 1. 52 
2 2 2.00 33.93 0.07 1. 59 
2 2 2.00 35.93 0.07 1. 66 
2 3 2.00 37.93 0.10 1. 76 
2 3 2.00 39. 93 0.10 l. 87 
2 3 2.00 41.92 0.10 1. 97 
2 5 1. 99 43.92 0.17 2 . 14 
2 7 1.99 45.90 0.24 2.39 
2 9.5 1.97 47.87 0.33 2.72 
1 12 0.98 48. 85 0.21 2.93 
l 12.5 0.98 49.83 0.22 3 .14 
1 8 0.99 50.82 0.14 3.28 
1 17.5 0. 95 51.77 0.30 3.58 
1 16 0.96 52.73 0.28 3.86 
l 12 0.98 53. 71 0.21 4.07 
1 11.5 0.98 54.69 0.20 4.27 
1 8 0.99 55.68 0.14 4.40 
2 5 1.99 57.67 0.17 4.58 
2 2 2.00 59.67 0.07 4.65 
2 2 2.00 61.67 0.07 4. 72 
2 3 2.00 63.67 0.10 4.82 
2 2.5 2.00 65.67 0.09 4.91 
2 1 2.00 67.67 0.03 4. 94 
2 3.5 2.00 69.66 0.12 5.07 
2 1.5 2.00 71.66 0.05 5.12 
2 2 2.00 73.66 0.07 5.19 
2 2 2.00 75.66 0 . 07 5.26 
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PROFILE Pl0 (Continued) 
Interval Slope Hori. i>lst (al Vert. 01st (al Degrees lncreaental Cuaulatlve Increaental Cuaulatlve 
2 2 2.00 77.66 0.07 - 5. 33 2 5 1. 99 79 .65 0.17 5.50 1 5 1.00 80.65 0.09 5.59 1 5 1.00 81.64 0.09 5.68 1 8.5 0.99 82.63 0.15 5.83 1 2.5 1.00 83.63 0.04 5.87 1 5.5 1.00 84. 63 0.10 5.96 1 2.5 1.00 85.63 0.04 6.01 2 1 2.00 87.63 0.03 6.04 1 2 1.00 88 .63 0.03 6.08 2 1.5 2.00 90.62 0.05 6.13 2 1.5 2.00 92.62 0.05 6.18 2 2.5 2.00 94.62 0.09 6. 27 2 2 2.00 96.62 0.07 6. 34 2 0.5 2.00 98.62 0.02 6.36 2 1.5 2.00 100.62 0.05 6.41 2 2.5 2.00 102.62 0.09 6.50 2 2.5 2.00 104.62 0.09 6.58 2 3 2.00 106.61 0.10 6.69 2 4 2.00 108 .61 0.14 6.83 2 6.5 1.99 110. 60 0.23 7.05 2 9 1.98 112.57 0.31 7.37 2 9.5 1. 97 114. 54 0. 33 7.70 2 11.5 1.96 116. 50 0.40 8.10 1 16.5 0.96 117. 46 0.28 8.38 1 13.5 0.97 118.43 0.23 8.61 1 17 0.96 119. 39 0.29 8.91 1 9.5 0.99 120.38 0.17 9.07 1 7.5 0.99 121.37 0.13 9.20 2 6.5 1. 99 123.36 0.23 9.43 2 5 1. 99 125.35 0.17 9.60 2 4.5 1. 99 127.34 0.16 9.76 2 3 2.00 129. 34 0.10 9.86 2 2 2.00 131. 34 0.07 9.93 2 3 2.00 133. 34 0.10 10.04 2 2 2.00 135. 33 0.07 10 .11 2 2.5 2.00 137. 33 0.09 10.20 2 2.5 2.00 lJ9. 33 0.09 10.28 2 1.5 2.00 141. 33 0.05 10.34 2 2.5 2.00 143. 33 0.09 10.42 2 1. 5 2.00 145. 33 0.05 10.47 2 2 2.00 147. 33 0.07 10.54 2 1.5 2.00 149.33 0.05 10.60 2 2 2.00 151. 32 0.07 10.67 2 1.5 2.00 153.32 0.05 10. 72 2 1.5 2.00 155.32 0.05 10.77 
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PROPILI Pl0 (Continued) 
Interval Slope Hor 1. Dht (a) Vert. Di•t (a) Degrees lncreaental Cuau l.ati ve lncreaent.al Cuaul.atlve 
2 1.5 2.00 157.32 0.05 -l0. 82 2 0.5 2.00 H9.32 0.02 10.84 2 l 2.00 161.32 0.03 10.88 2 -0.5 2.00 163.32 -0.02 10.86 2 1.5 2.00 165.32 0.05 10.91 2 1 2.00 167.32 0.03 10.95 2 1 2.00 169.32 0.03 10.98 2 2.5 2.00 171.32 0.09 11.07 2 1 2.00 173.32 0.03 11.10 2 3 2.00 175.32 0.10 11. 21 2 1.5 2.00 177. 31 0.05 11. 26 2 2 2.00 179. 31 0.07 11. 33 2 2.5 2.00 181.31 0.09 11. 42 2 2 2.00 183.31 0.07 11. 49 1 2.5 1.00 184. 31 0.04 11. 53 l 5.5 1.00 185. 30 0.10 11. 6 3 l 9 0.99 186. 29 0.16 11. 78 1 11 0.98 187.27 0.19 11. 97 
l 14.5 0.97 188.24 0.25 12. 22 1 12.5 0.98 189. 22 0. 22 12. 44 1 13 0.97 190.19 0. 22 12.67 l 10 0.98 191.18 0.17 12.84 1 9.5 0.99 192.16 0.17 13 .00 1 5.5 1.00 193.16 0.10 13 .10 1 8 0.99 194.15 0.14 13. 24 2 4 2.00 196.14 0.14 13. 38 2 2.5 2.00 198.14 0.09 13. 47 2 3.5 2.00 200 .14 0.12 13. 59 2 1.5 2.00 202.14 0.05 13. 64 2 0.5 2.00 204.14 0.02 13. 66 
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PROFILI Pll 
Interval <-Slope <---- Hori. Dist (a)--- <---Vert. Dist (a)---> Degrees lncreaental Cuaulative lncre•ntal Cuaulative 
2 2.5 2.00 2.00 0.09 0.09 2 2.5 2.00 4.00 0.09 0.17 2 4.5 1.99 5.99 0.16 0.33 2 5 1.99 7.98 0.17 0.51 2 7.5 1.98 9.97 0.26 o. 77 2 10.5 1. 97 11.93 0.36 1.13 2 11. 5 1. 96 13.89 0.40 1. 53 2 15 1. 93 15.82 0.52 2.05 l 15 0.97 16.79 0.26 2.31 1 18 0.95 17. 74 0.31 2.62 1 20.5 0.94 18.68 0.35 2. 97 1 20.5 0.94 19.61 0.35 3.32 1 19.5 0.94 20.56 0.33 3.65 1 22.5 0.92 21.48 0.38 4.03 l 22.5 0.92 22.40 0.38 4.42 l 24.5 0.91 23. 31 0.41 4.83 l 18.5 0.95 24.26 0.32 5.15 1 16.5 0.96 25.22 0.28 5.43 l 15 0.97 26.19 0.26 5.69 l 10 0. 98 27.17 0.17 5.86 l 10.5 0.98 28.16 0.18 6.05 1 9.5 0.99 29 .14 0.17 6.21 l 7.5 0.99 30 . 13 0.13 6 . 34 l 8 0.99 31.12 0 .14 6.48 1 5 1.00 32.12 0.09 6. 57 2 2.5 2.00 34 .12 0 . 09 6.65 2 2.5 2.00 36.12 0.09 6. 74 2 2.5 2.00 38.11 0.09 6.83 2 2.5 2.00 40.11 0.09 6 . 92 
PROFILE Pl2 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori. Dist (a)--- <---Vert. Dist (a)-- - > Degrees Incremental Cuaulative Increlll!ntal Cuaul~tive 
2 2.5 2.00 2.00 0.09 ~ 0.09 2 4 2.00 3.99 0.14 0.23 2 4 2.00 5.99 0.14 0.37 2 5.5 1. 99 7.98 0.19 0.56 2 5 1.99 9.97 0.17 0.73 2 5 1. 99 11.96 0.17 0.91 2 5.5 1.99 13.95 0.19 1.10 2 3.5 2.00 15.95 0.12 1. 22 2 3.5 2.00 17.95 0.12 l. 34 2 6.5 1.99 19. 93 0.23 1. 57 l 7 0.99 20.93 0.12 l. 69 
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PROFILI Pl2 (Continued) 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori. Dist (a)--- <---Vert. Dist (a)---> 
Degrees Increaental Cuaulattve Incremental Cuaulativ~ 
1 7.S 0.99 21.92 0.13 . 1.112 1 9.5 0.99 22.90 0.17 1. 99 1 3 1.00 23.90 0.05 2.04 2 2 2.00 25.90 0.07 2.11 2 4 2.00 27.90 0.14 2.25 2 3 2.00 29.119 0.10 2.35 2 4.5 1.99 31.119 0.16 2. 51 2 5 1.99 33.118 0.17 2.68 2 5.5 1.99 35.117 0.19 2.88 2 4.5 1.99 37 .117 0.16 3.03 2 5 1.99 39.116 0.17 3.21 2 2.S 2.00 H.116 0.09 3.29 2 7 1.99 43.114 0.24 3. 54 1 ' 0.99 U.84 0.10 3.64 1 9 0.99 45.82 0.16 3.80 l 9.5 0.99 46.81 0.17 3.96 1 12 0.98 47. 79 0.21 4 .17 1 ' 0.99 48.711 0.10 4. 28 2 2.5 2.00 50.78 0.09 4. 36 2 3.5 2.00 52.78 0.12 4. 49 2 2.5 2.00 54. 77 0.09 4.57 2 4 2.00 56.77 0.14 4. 7l 2 1 2.00 58.77 0. 03 4.75 2 3 2.00 60.77 0.10 4.85 2 3 2.00 62.76 0.10 4.96 2 2.5 2.00 64.76 0.09 5.04 2 4 2.00 66.76 0.14 5.18 2 5.5 1.99 68.75 0.19 5.37 2 6 1.99 70.74 0.21 5.58 2 5.5 1.99 72.73 0.19 S.78 2 3 2.00 74. 72 0.10 5.88 2 7 1.99 76. 7l 0.24 6.12 1 7 0.99 77. 70 0.12 6.25 l 10.5 0.98 78.69 0.18 6.43 1 13. S 0.97 79.66 0.23 6.66 ~, 1 14.5 0.97 110 .63 0.25 6.91 1 14 0.97 81 .60 0.24 7.15 1 15.5 0.96 112.56 0.27 7.42 1 14.5 0.97 83.53 0.25 7.67 l 12 0.98 114.51 0.21 7.88 1 5 1.00 115.50 0.09 7.97 2 4 2.00 117.SO 0.14 11.11 2 3 2.00 119.50 0.10 11.21 2 2.5 2.00 91.49 0.09 8.30 - ·2- 1 2.00 93.49 0.03 8. 33 
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PROFIL& Pl3 
Interval Slope <----Hori. <---Vert. D <---Vert. Dist (a)--
Degrees I ncreaenta l Cuaulatlve Increaental CU.Ulatl 
2 -3 2.00 2.00 -0.10 -8 .10 
2 -3.5 2.00 3.99 - 0.12 -0.23 
2 -2.5 2.00 5.99 -0.09 -0.31 
2 -4.5 1.99 7.99 -0.16 -0.47 
2 -3 2.00 9.98 -0.10 -0.58 
2 -5 l. 99 11. 98 -0.17 -0.75 
2 -4 2.00 13 .97 -0.14 -0.89 
2 -5 l. 99 15.96 -0 .17 -1. 06 
2 13 1. 95 17.91 0.45 -0.61 
2 16.5 l. 92 19.83 0.57 -0.05 
2 13.5 l. 94 21. 77 0. 47 0.42 
2 10.5 1. 97 23. 74 0.36 0.79 
2 9 1.98 25.72 0.31 1.10 
2 2.5 2.00 27. 71 0.09 1.19 
2 1 2.00 29. 71 0.03 1.22 
2 0 2.00 31. 71 0.00 1. 22 
2 -1.5 2.00 33. 71 -0.05 1.17 
2 -2.5 2.00 35 . 71 -0.09 1.08 
2 -2 2.00 37.71 -0.07 1.01 
2 -1.5 2.00 39 . 71 -0.05 0.96 
2 -1.5 2.00 41.71 -0.05 0.91 
PROFILE P14 
Interval Slope <----Horl. Di!!t (•)---) <- --Vert. Dist (ml--
Degrees Increaental Cu11Ulatlve I ncreaenta l Cuaulatl 
2 5 1. 99 1. 99 0.17 0.17 
2 5 1. 99 3.98 0.17 0.35 
2 6.5 1. 99 5.97 0.23 0.58 
2 6 1. 99 7.96 0.21 0.78 
2 7.5 1.98 9.94 0.26 1.05 2 8 1. 98 11.92 0.28 1. 32 2 9.5 1. 97 13.90 ~ ·o.33 1. 65 2 14 1.94 15.84 0.48 2 .14 1 14.5 0.97 16.81 0.25 2.39 
1 18.5 0.95 17.75 0. 32 2. 71 1 17 0.96 18. 71 0.29 3.00 1 20 0.94 19.65 0. 34 3. 34 1 16.5 0.96 20.61 0.28 3.62 1 18 0.95 21.56 0. 31 3.93 1 16 0.96 22.52 0.28 4 .21 1 17 0.96 23.48 0.29 4 .50 1 14 0.97 24.45 0.24 4. 74 
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PROFILI Pl4 (Continued) 
Interval Slope <----Hori. Dist (a)---> <---Vert. Dist (a)--
Degrees Jncreaental Cuaulative lncreaental Cullulatl 
1 14.5 0.97 25.42 0.25 4;99 
2 11.5 1.96 27. 38 0. 40 5.39 
2 8.!'> 1.98 29. 3!'> 0.30 5.69 
2 10.5 1.97 31.32 0.36 6.05 
2 5.5 1.99 33.31 0.19 6.24 
2 4. !', 1.99 35.30 0.16 6.40 
2 4 2.00 37.30 0.14 6.54 
2 5. !', 1.99 39.29 0.19 6.73 
2 2 2.00 41.29 0.07 6.80 
PROFILI Pl5 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori. Dist (a)---> <---Vert. Dist (a}--
Degrees Jncreaental Cuaulatlve lncreaental Cuaulatl 
2 0 2.00 2.00 0.00 0.00 
2 2 2.00 4.00 0.07 0.07 
1 -o. !', 1.00 !'>.00 -0.01 0.06 
2 26.5 1. 79 6.79 0.89 0.95 
1 24.5 0.91 7.70 0.41 1. 37 
1 18.5 0.95 8.65 0.32 l. 69 
2 4.5 1.99 10.64 0.16 1. 84 
2 4.5 1.99 12.63 0.16 2.00 
2 3.5 2.00 14.63 0.12 2.12 
2 1.5 2.00 16.63 0.05 2.17 
1 -3 1.00 17.63 -0.05 2.12 
1 12 0.98 18 .61 0.21 2.33 
1 22.5 0.92 19.53 0.38 2. 71 
1 19 0.95 20. 48 0.33 3.04 
2 3 2.00 22.47 0.10 3.14 
2 4 2.00 24.47 0.14 3.28 
2 1.5 2.00 26.47 0.05 3.33 
PROFILE Pl6 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori. Dlat <•>---> <---Vert. Dist (a}-- ;,,41 
Degrees lncreaental ·Cuaulative lncreaental Cuaulatl 
2 1.5 2.00 2.00 0.05 0.05 
1 -3 1.00 3.00 -0.05 0.00 
1 12 0.98 3.98 0.21 0.21 
1 22.5 0.92 4.90 0.38 0.59 
1 19 0.95 5.85 0.33 0.92 
2 . . 3 2.00 7.84 0.10 1.02 
2 4 2.00 9.84 0.14 1.16 




Interval <-Slope <----lorl. D11t <•>---> <---Vert. Dl1t .Ca)---> 
De9rHa lncre•nt.l CUaulatlve lncre•nt.l caaulatlve 
2 1.5 2.00 2.00 0.05 t.05 
2 -0.5 2.00 4.00 -0.02 0.03 
1 3.5 1.00 5.00 0.06 0.10 
2 23.5 1.13 6.13 0.80 0.19 
1 14.5 0.97 ,.eo 0.25 1.14 
2 5 1.99 ,. 79 0.17 1.32 
1 0.5 1.00 10.79 0.01 1. 33 
PROFILI PU 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori. Dlat (a)---> <---Vert. D1at <•>---> 
Degrees Increaental CUaulatlve Increaental Cuaulatlve 
2 4.5 1.99 1.99 0.16 0.16 
2 2.5 2.00 3.99 0.09 0.24 
2 4.5 1.99 5.99 0.16 0.40 
2 4. 5 1.99 7.98 0.16 0.56 
2 3.5 2.00 9.98 0.12 0.68 
2 5 1.99 11.97 0.17 0.85 
2 6.5 1. 99 13.96 0.23 1.08 
2 8.5 1. 98 15.93 0.30 1. 38 
2 10.5 1.97 17.90 0.36 1.74 
2 11 1. 96 19 .86 0.38 2.12 
2 14.5 1. 94 21.80 0.50 2.62 
2 7 1.99 23.78 o. 24 2.87 
2 12 1.96 25. 74 0.42 3. 211 
2 12 1. 96 27.70 0.42 3.70 
2 11 1.96 29 .66 0.38 . 1.011 
2 8.5 1. 98 31.64 0.30 4.38 
2 11 1.96 33.60 0.38 4.76 
2 2.5 2.00 35.60 0.09 4.84 
2 5 1.99 37.59 0.17 5.02 
2 8.5 1.98 39.57 0. 30 5.31 
2 7 1.99 U.56 0.24 5.56 
¥fl 2 7 1.99 43.54 0. 24 5.80 2 7 1.99 45.53 0.24 6.05 
2 8.5 l.'8 47 .50 0.30 6. 34 
2 2.5 2.00 49.50 0.09 6.43 
2 4 2.00 51.50 0.14 6.57 
2 6 1.99 53.49 0.21 6.78 
q 1 
PROFILE Pl9 
Interval <-Slope <----llorl. Dist (a)---> <---Yut. Dis
t (al---> 
Degrees lncreaental Cuaulatlve Increaental Cuaulatlve 
2 1.5 2.00 2.00 0.05 
0.05 
2 -1 2.00 4.00 -0.03 
0,02 
1 19 0.95 4.94 0.33 
0.34 
1 8.5 0.99 5.93 0.15 
0.49 
2 3 2.00 7.93 , 0 .10 
0.60 
2 0 2.00 9.93 0.00 
0.60 
2 2 2.00 11.93 0.07 
0.67 
1 8 0.99 12.92 0 .14 
0.80 
l 7 0.99 13.91 0.12 
0.93 
l 6 0.99 14. 91 0.10 
1.03 
l 4.5 1.00 15.90 0.08 
l.11 
1 4.5 l.00 16.90 0.08 
1.19 
2 2 2.00 18.90 0.07 
1.26 
2 1.5 2.00 20 . 90 0.05 
l. 31 
2 0.5 2.00 22.90 0 . 02 
l. 33 
2 -0.5 2.00 24. 90 -0.02 
1.31 
2 -0.5 2.00 26.90 -0.02 
1.29 
2 0 2.00 28.90 0.00 
l. 29 
2 0 2.00 30.90 0 . 00 
1.29 
2 2.5 2.00 32.90 0.09 
1. 38 
2 2 2.00 H.90 0.07 
l. 45 
2 0.5 2.00 36.90 0.02 
1.47 
2 4 2.00 38. 89 0 . 14 
1. 61 
1 14 0 . 97 39. 86 0. 24 
1.85 
2 25.5 l. 81 U.67 0.86 
2. 71 
1 22 . 5 0.92 42 . 59 0.38 
3.09 
l 22 . 5 0.92 43.51 0 . 38 
3.47 
1 23 0.92 44 . 4 3 0. 39 
3 .117 
1 24. 5 0.91 45. 34 0. 41 
4 . 28 
l 10 0.98 46 . 33 0 . 17 
4.45 
2 5 l. 99 48. 32 0.17 
4.63 
2 2 . 5 2.00 50.32 0 . 09 
4 . 72 
2 2 . 5 2.00 52.32 0 . 09 
4.80 
2 2 2.00 54.32 0.07 
4 .117 
2 2 2.00 56.32 0.07 
4. 94 
2 2 2.00 58. 31 0.07 
5.01 
2 4 2.00 60.31 0 .14 
5 .15 
2 3.5 2 . 00 62.31 0.12 
5.27 
2 3.5 2.00 64. JO 0.12 
5.40 
i;Ap 2 5 . 5 1. 99 66. 29 0.19 5.59 2 6 1. 99 68. 28 0 .21 5.80 
2 10.5 1. 97 70 . 25 0.36 
6.16 
2 14. 5 1. 94 72.18 0.50 
6.66 
2 16 1. ,2 74.11 D
,55 7.21 
z lQ 1.., ".oo 0.65 7.86 
2 13 1. 95 77.95 D.45 e, :H 
2 15 1. 93 79.88 0.52 
e .113 
2 II . 5 1. 911 111.116 0 . 30 
9 .13 
2 3 2.00 83 .115 0.10 
9 . 23 
2 l. 5 2. 00 85.115 0.05
 9.28 
2 l 2.00 117.115 0
.03 9.32 
2 -1 2.00 119 .115 -0
.03 9.28 
2 -1 2.00 91. 85 -0.03
 9.25 
2 -2 2.00 9 3 .115 -0
.07 9. 18 
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PICJrILI P20 
Jnterv•l <-llope <----Hori. Diat (a)---> <---Vert. Diat (a)---> 
Degrees Incre•nt•l CU.Ulatlve lncreaent.l C-latlve 
l 3.25 1.00 1.00 o.o, cr.o, 
1 3 1.00 2.00 0.05 0.11 
l 5.5 1.00 2 .99 0.10 0.20 
l ' 0.99 3.99 0.10 0.31 l 5.5 1.00 4.98 0.10 0.41 
1 6.5 0.99 5,98 0.11 0.52 
l 7.25 0.99 6.97 0.13 G.64 
1 11.S 0.98 7.95 0.20 0.84 
l 5.75 0.99 8.94 0.10 0.94 
1 4.5 1.00 9.94 0.08 1.02 
l 4 1.00 10.94 0.07 1.09 
1 3.5 1.00 11. 94 o.o, 1.15 
1 4.5 1.00 12.93 0.08 1.23 
1 5.5 1.00 13.93 0.10 1. 33 
1 2 1.00 14 .93 0.03 1.36 
PROFILE P21 
Interval <-Slo~ <----Hori. Dist (al---> <---Vert. Dist (al---> 
Degrees Incremental Cuaulatlve Incremental Cuaulatlve 
1 4.5 1.00 1.00 0.08 0.08 
1 4 1.00 l. 99 0.07 0.15 
1 4.5 1.00 2.99 0.08 0.23 
1 3 1.00 3.99 0.05 0.28 
1 5.5 1.00 4.99 0.10 0.37 
1 7 0.99 5.98 0.12 0.50 
1 11. 75 0.98 6.96 0.20 "O. 70 
1 12 . 75 0.98 7.93 0.22 0.92 
l 14 . 5 0.97 8.90 0.25 1.17 
1 7.25 0.99 9.89 0.13 1. 30 
1 6.5 0.99 10.89 0.11 1.41 
1 5 1.00 U.88 0.09 1.50 
1 5.5 1.00 12.88 0.10 1. 59 
4 ·1 3 1.00 13.88 0.05 1. 65 
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Profile P22 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori. D11t (a)---> <---Vert. 1>1at (a)---> 
Degrees lncreaent•l Cuaul•tlve lncreaenul cu.Jl•tlve 
2 1 2.00 2.00 0.03 0.03 
2 1.5 2.00 ,.oo 0.05 0.09 
2 2 2.00 ,.oo 0.07 0.16 
2 3 2.00 8.00 0.10 0.26 
2 4.5 1.99 9.99 0.16 0.,2 
1 ' 0.99 10.98 0.10 0.52 2 0.5 2.00 12.98 0.02 0.54 
2 1.5 2.00 U.98 0.05 0.59 
2 1.5 2.00 16.98 0.05 0.65 
2 1 2.00 U.98 0.03 0.68 
2 2.5 2.00 20.98 0.09 0.77 
2 2 2.00 22.98 0.07 0.84 
2 2 2.00 24.98 0.07 0.91 
2 0.5 2.00 26.98 0.02 0.92 
2 2 2.00 211.98 0.07 0.99 
2 3 2.00 30.97 0.10 1.10 
2 5.5 1.99 32.96 0.19 1.29 
1 7.5 0.99 33.96 0.13 1.42 
1 3 1.00 34 .95 0.05 1.47 
2 1 2.00 36.95 0.03 1. 51 
2 1 2.00 38.95 0.03 1.54 
2 1.5 2.00 40.95 0.05 1.60 
2 1.5 2.00 42.95 0.05 1.65 
2 6.5 1. 99 44 .94 0.23 1. 87 
2 5 1. 99 46 .93 0.17 2.05 
0.6 15 0.58 47. 51 0.16 2.20 
2 1.5 2.00 49.51 0.05 2.26 
2 0.75 2.00 51.51 0.03 2.28 
2 1 2.00 53.51 0.03 2.32 
2 2 2.00 55.51 0.07 2.39 
2 2.5 2.00 57.51 0.09 2. 47 
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PIOFILI P23 
lnterv•l <-Slope <----Hori. Di•t (a)---> <---Vert. Di•t (a)---> 
Oe9rHI lncre•ntal Cuaul•tlve lncre•nul Cllaul•tlve 
2 0.5 2.00 2.00 0.02 0.02 
2 3.5 2.00 4.00 0.12 0.14 
2 3.5 2.00 5.99 0.12 0.26 
2 3 2.00 7.99 0.10 0.37 
2 3 2.00 9.99 0.10 0.47 
2 S.5 1.99 11.98 0.19 0.66 
l 5.5 1.00 12.97 0.10 0.76 
1 12 0.'8 13.95 0.21 0.97 
l 10.5 0.98 14.93 0.18 1.15 
l 10.25 0.98 15.92 0.18 1. 33 
1 10.25 0.98 16.90 0.18 1.50 
1 9.5 0.99 17.89 0.17 1.67 
1 8.5 0.99 18.88 0.15 1.82 
l 9 0.99 19.87 0.16 1.97 
2 5.5 1.99 21. 86 0.19 2.17 
2 6 1. 99 23.85 0.21 2.37 
2 3.5 2.00 25.84 0.12 2.50 
PROFILE P24 
Interval <-Slope <----Hori . Dist (al---> <---Vert. Dist (a)---> 
Degrees Increaental Cuaulative Incremental Cuaulative 
2 2 2.00 2.00 0.07 0.07 
2 5 1.'9 3 .'9 0.17 0. 24 
2 5 1.99 5.98 0.17 0.42 
1 8.5 0.99 6.97 0.15 · 0. 57 
1 13.5 0.97 7.94 0. 23 0.80 
1 15 0.97 8.91 0.26 1.06 
1 7 0.99 9.90 0. 12 1.18 
1 11 0.98 10.89 0 .19 1. 37 
2 5.5 1.99 12.88 0.19 1. 56 




Interval <-llope <----Horl. D11t (a)---> <---Vert. Dl•t .(a)---> 
Degrees Increaent.l Cuaulatlve lncre•ntal O.Ulatlve 
2 0.5 2.00 2.00 0.02 0.02 
2 2.5 2.00 4.00 0.09 0.10 
2 2.5 2.00 ,.oo 0.09 0.19 
2 2.5 2.00 7.99 0.09 0.28 
2 3.5 2.00 9.99 0.12 0.40 
2 3.5 2.00 11.99 0.12 0.52 
2 3.5 2.00 13.98 0.12 0. 65 
2 5 1.99 15.98 0.17 0.82 
2 3.5 2.00 17.97 0.12 0.94 
2 4 2.00 19 .97 0.14 1.08 
2 5 1.99 21.96 0.17 1.26 
2 12 1.96 23.92 0.42 1.67 
2 18.5 1.90 25.81 0.63 2.31 
2 20.5 1. 87 27.69 0.70 3.01 
2 26.5 1. 79 29.48 0.89 3. 90 
2 26.5 1.19 31. 27 0. 89 4. 79 
2 28.5 1.76 33.02 0.95 5. 75 
l 34.75 0.82 33.84 0.57 6. 32 
2 28 1.77 35.61 0.94 7.25 
2 33.5 1.67 37.28 1.10 8.36 
2 24. 5 1.82 39.10 0.83 9.19 
2 20.5 1.87 40. 97 0.70 9.89 
2 16.5 1.92 42.89 0.57 10.46 
2 10 1. 97 44. 86 0.35 10.80 
2 13 1.95 46 .81 0.45 11.25 
2 14. 5 1.94 48. 74 0.50 11.75 
2 14 1.94 50.68 0.48 12. 24 
2 13.5 1.94 52.63 0.47 .1~.70 
2 14 1.94 54. 57 0.48 13.19 
2 14. 5 1.94 56.51 0.50 13 .69 
2 13 1. 95 58.45 0.45 14.14 
2 14. 5 1. CJ 4 60. 39 0.50 14 .64 
2 11. 5 1.96 62.35 0.40 15.04 
2 5.5 l. 99 64.34 0.19 15.23 '-',· 2 7.5 1.98 66.32 0.26 15.49 2 7 1.99 '8.31 0.24 15. 74 
2 16.5 1.92 70.23 0.57 16.30 
l 11. 5 0.98 71.21 0.20 16.50 
2 4.5 1.99 73.20 0.16 16.66 
2 3.5 2.00 75.20 0.12 16. 78 
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8 
4 PROFILE P 15 
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In this appendix data for three electronic distance meter (EDM) and theodolite 
surveys of geomorphic features offset along the FL VFZ are presented. The significance 
of these surveys is discussed in Chapter VI and in Appendix VII. The location of the 
various surveys are shown in Plate I: EDM Project I is shown as EDM I; EDM 
Projects 2 and 3 are shown as CS I and CS2, respectively. 
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ROM PROJECT 11 
£DH survey across the extensively faulted late Pleistocene Indian surface on 
on the aid- and lower-Indian Creek fan. 
Participants: Toa and Janet Sawyer, and Scott Levis 
£DH stations (e.g., !OM-Al and Rod I (e.g., 1-1) refer to l0Cc1tion of the 
RDM/theodolite and the prisa, respectively. 
This east-west traverse (i.e., aiauitb angle constant) has one right step (Fig. Rl). 
Hence, only zenith angles and slope distances were aeasored. 
< Relative Dist. > 
BDtl <------- Zenith Angle------> Slope Horiz. Height Height Hori. Vertical 
Station/ Angle Angle Angle Dist. Dist. of £DH of Rod dist (al dist (al 
Rod I (deg I II) (DD) (rads) (al (•l (a) (al I % 
======================================================================================== 
BDtl-A; shooting east 
1-1 92 59 15 92. 988 1.623 122. 56 122.39 1. 4 1.35 122.39 -6.44 
1-2 92 44 20 92. 739 1.619 148 . 38 148. 21 1. 4 1. 35 148.21 -7.14 
1-3 92 46 05 92.768 1.619 219. 72 219. 46 1. 4 1. 35 219.46 -10.66 
1-4 92 35 30 92. 591 1. 616 510.62 510.10 1.4 1. 35 510.10 -23.13 
1-5 92 17 05 92.285 1.611 528.09 527.67 1. 4 1. 35 527.67 -21.11 
1-6 92 14 00 92. 233 1. 610 566.40 565.97 1. 4 1. 35 565.97 -22.12 
1-7 92 06 10 92.103 1.608 586. 37 585.98 1. 4 1. 35 585. 98 -21. 5 7 
1-8 91 50 00 91.833 1.603 598.70 598. 39 1. 4 1. 35 598. 39 -19.20 
EDtl-B, at Rod 1-8; shooting east 
2-9 92 28 55 92.482 1.614 91.52 91. 43 1. 4 1. 35 91. 43 -4.01 
2-10 92 26 55 92. 449 1. 614 225.82 225.61 1.4 2. 57 225.61 -8.48 
2-11 92 24 40 92. 411 1.613 338. 94 338. 64 1. 4 1. 35 338.64 -14.31 
2-12 92 10 25 92.174 1. 609 381.19 380.92 1. 4 1. 35 380. 92 -14. 51 
EDtl-C, at EDM-A; shooting west 
4-16 88 06 45 88.113 1. 538 21.42 21. 41 1. 4 1. 35 21. 41 0.66 
4-17 89 36 50 89. 614 1. 564 45.55 45.55 1.4 2.57 45.55 1.48 
4-18 90 24 30 90.408 1. 578 74 .16 74.16 1. 4 1. 35 74.16 -0.58 
4-19 88 40 05 88.668 1.548 169.93 169.88 1. 4 1. 35 169.88 3.90 
4-20 89 53 50 89.897 1. 569 187.52 187.52 1. 4 3.80 187.52 2. 74 
4-21 88 33 20 88. 556 1. 546 333. 92 333.81 1. 4 1. 35 333.81 8.36 
4-22 88 24 40 88.411 1. 543 355.95 355. 81 1.4 1. 35 355.81 9.82 
4-23 88 22 20 88. 372 1. 542 409 .17 409.00 1. 4 1. 35 409.00 11. 57 
4-24 88 12 00 88.200 1.539 428.58 428.37 1. 4 1. 35 428.37 13. 41 
4-25 88 10 40 88 .178 1. 539 466. 93 466.69 1.4 1. 35 466.69 14. 80 
4-26 87 35 15 87.587 l. 529 494. 57 494.13 1. 4 1. 35 494 .13 20. 77 
4-27 87 33 00 87.550 1. 528 622.18 621.61 1. 4 1. 35 621. 61 26.55 
4-28 87 33 20 87.556 1.528 646.76 646.17 1. 4 1. 35 646.17 27.53 
4-29 87 30 25 87.507 1.527 682.83 682.18 1. 4 1. 35 682.18 29.65 
4-30 87 22 45 87. 379 1.525 697.19 696. 46 1. 4 1.35 696.46 31. 83 
4-31 87 19 35 87.326 1. 524 897.50 896.52 1.4 1. 72 896.52 42.19 
KDM <------- Zenith Angle------> 
Station/ Angle Angle Angle 




< Relative Dist. > 
Horii. Height Height Rori. Vertical 
Dist. of EDtt of Rod dist (a) dist (a) 
(a) (a) (a) I Z 
EDtt-D, north of Rod 4-31 - I.e., right-step ln survey line (see Plate 1). 
5-32 88 41 05 88.685 1.548 280.15 280.08 1.4 1.35 280.08 6.38 
EDtt-K, at Rod 5-32; shooting vest 
6-33 87 33 20 87.556 1. 528 95.47 
6-34 85 27 25 85.457 l. 492 127. 31 
EDtt-F, at Rod 6-34; shooting vest 
7-35 87 35 15 87.587 1. 529 328.30 
7-36 87 46 15 87. 771 1.532 532.38 
7-37 87 31 05 87.518 1. 527 556.03 
7-38 87 21 00 87.350 1. 525 659. 7l 
EDtt-G, at rod 7-38 
8-39 88 06 25 88.107 1. 538 114. 78 
95.38 l. 4 
126.91 l. 4 
328.01 l. 4 
531. 98 1. 4 
555.51 1. 4 
6 59. 00 l. 4 
114. 72 1. 4 
1. 35 95. 38 
1. 35 126.91 
l. 35 328.01 
l. 35 531. 98 
1. 35 555.51 
1. 35 659 .00 










EDM PROJECT 1 (Continued) 
CUMULATIVE CUMULATIVE 
EDM DISTANCE EDM DISTANCE 
Station/ X z Station/ X z 
Rod I ( m) (ml Rod I (m) (m) 
============================= ---------------------------
EDM-B 
2-12 0.00 0.00 EDM-D 
2-11 42.28 0.20 5-32 2034.44 75.84 
2-10 155.31 6.03 
2-9 289.49 10.50 EDH-E 
6-33 2129.82 79.87 
EDM-A 6-34 2161.35 85.88 
1-8 380.92 14. 51 
1-7 393.33 12.14 EDH-F 
1-6 413.34 11. 59 7-35 2489.36 99.65 
1-5 451.64 12.60 7-36 2693.33 106.54 
1-4 469.21 10.58 7-37 2716.86 109.91 
1-3 759.85 23.05 7-38 2820.35 116. 3 3 
1-2 831.10 26.57 
1-1 856.92 27.27 EDH-G 
8-39 2935.07 120.07 
EDM-C 
4-16 878.33 27.93 
4-17 902.47 28.75 
4-18 931.08 26.69 
4-19 1026.80 31.17 
4-20 1044.44 30.01 
4-21 1190.73 35.63 
4-22 1212.73 37.09 
4-23 1265.92 38.84 
4-24 1285.29 40.68 
4-25 1323.61 42.07 
4-26 1351.05 48.04 
4-27 1478.53 53.82 
4-28 1503.09 54.80 
4-29 1539.10 56.92 
4-30 1553.38 59.10 
4-31 1754.36 69.46 
EDH PROJECT #2 - OFFSET BALLENA-PAIR, LIEDY CREEK FAN 
FISH LAKE VALLEY 
365 
This EDH survey ls of a pair of ballenas displaced along the 
the northwest (N35°W) striking master fault of the FLVFZ, in a 
predominently right-lateral style. These ballena are remnents 
of the late Pleistocene Indian morphostratigraphic unit, on the 
northern Leidy Creek fan in northwwestern Fish Lake Valley, 
Nevada (37°45' N Lat., 118°10' Long.). 
All data is recorded from backsite to foresite . 
Prisim 1 (backsite) was approximately due north (~ 3°) of EDM-A 
(1.e., location of the EDM and theodolite). 
[*=theodolite optics inverted) 
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IN-&: <-------------- UMtt• ----------------><---------------- leatt• --------------> 
Dlff. Nm S11 of le11 Slope lorl1. let,•t let,•t lorl101hl ,ertlcil 
b'le b,le ~le 11 b9le b9le b9le b9le b9le1 b,le Dist. Dist. ef Ill ef Prl11 Dist. (1) Dist. (1) 
PIIII I (0 I ") (DD) (rd.) b,lu l(,d,) ( 0 I 11 ) (DD) (rd.) (DD) (Id.) ,., (1) (1) ,., I r I 
:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::: ««zz:::z::::: x:z:x:zx::::::::x:zz:xzx:zx::z:zz:z z::::z:z:zxzz~«=z•== zz::zzx::s:&1:zzzzz:zs :: 
1, ,,2 21 t5 t2.t51 1.t39 119_9,1 1.t19 t95 11 ,s 95.551 1.,,1 359_9,2 1.,,1 1s.2, 1s.,1 1.0 1.41 34.73 4.59 -l.51 
t 2,2 24 41 2,2.411 4.511 2,4 24 41 2,4.411 4.,15 
17 111 ,, t5 11.129 1.1,t 11,.,,1 1.1,4 t9s t9 2, 95,1s, 1.,,1 359.,c, 1.,,t ,,.,1 t,.tt 1.0 1.1' 45.4S US -Ul 
251 tl 55 251.132 4.515 2,t 29 25 2,4.49 4.,1, 
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CALCULATION OF SLIP RATE 
ESTIMATES 
371 
Slip rates arc calculated in this appendix from displacement and age (i .e., 
duration of slip accumulation) estimates, discussed in Oiaptcr VI. The horizontal 
and vertical components of displacement were measured from EDM/thcodolite 
surveys (Appendix V) and during general field investigations (e.g., Appendix VI, 
Profile 23). 1bcsc data arc used to estimate other components of slip, for example 
the oblique-slip component that best characterizes the predominant right-divergent 
style of the FL VFZ. 
Figure 32 shows the geometrical and mathematical relations of Oark and 
others (1984) between the various components of slip. These relations are applied 
to the measured displacement data in this appendix. 
LATE PLEISTOCENE SLIP RA TES 
CASE STUDY 1 
The northwest-striking (N35°W, avg.) master fault of the northern FL VFZ 
displaces a concordant pair of broad, ridge-like alluvial fan remnants (or ballenas) in 
a right-lateral sense (Fig. 23). The ballenas are remnants of the late Pleistocene 
Indian morphostratigraphic unit One of the remnants forms a shutter ridge that 
diverts a drainage northward along the fault 
DISPLACEMENT ESfIMATES 
A dominant component of right slip is suggested by the ballena pair. The 
horizontal (fl) and vertical (V) components of displacement were measured from an 
EDM/thcodolite survey (Figs. 23 and 24; Appendix V, EDM Project 2). The 
measured displacement data is used to determine the dip-slip (D) and total-slip (T) 
components, as shown in Figure 32. 
It is frequently ncccssary in determining components of slip to estimate the 
dip of a fault A slight northeastward dip of the master fault in the Case Study I 
area is suggested from a gradual 15° to 20° northward bend in the fault (Fig. 23; 
Plate I). In calculating components of slip (below), the fault was assumed to dip 
from 7CY' (e.g., 6 = 7CY', a = 20°) to vertical (6 = 90°, a = CY' and therefore D = 
V). 
The displacement estimates (shown below) include uncertainties associated 
with erosional modifications of the ballenas morphology ( discussed in Chapter V1). 
Specifically, the siz.c of the EDM survey points in Figures 23 and 24 are 
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proportional to the inferred maximum shift (latc:ral or vertical) in the position of the 
ballena crests, due to erosional modifications. The one exception iJ the aouthcrn 
ballcna remnant cast of the fault, which appears to have been modified to a 
significantly greater degree (discussed below). 
Northern Ballena Remnants 
The following displacement estimates have been determined form geometrical 
relations of the northern ballena remnants across the northwest-striking (N35°W) 
master fault of the northern FLVFZ (Figs. 23 and 24). 
H. = 72 to 107 m, 92 m (preferred) - right slip 
V IC O ID 11 m, 5 m (preferred) - (reverse) vertical slip 
D IC O to 12 m, 5 m (preferred) - (reverse) dip slip 
T = 72 to 119 m, 97 m (preferred) - right-convergent slip 
Southern Ballena Remnants 
Air-photo and field examinations suggests the southern ballena remnant east 
of the fault has been extensively modified by erosion. In particular, little remains 
of the south side of this remnant adjacent to the fault. These erosional 
modifications result in an apparent displacement of the southern ballena crest, which 
is less than the actual displacement. Hence, there is no preferred projection of this 
crest (Figs. 23 and 24), and therefore no preferred displacement estimates. 
The following displacement estimates have been determined form geometrical 
relations of the southern ballena remnants across the northwest-striking (N35°W) 
master fault of the nonhcrn FLVFZ (Figs. 23 and 24). 
H. S 37 to 74 m - right slip 
V S 2 m (normal) to 6 m - (reverse) vertical slip 
D S 2 m (normal) to 6 m - (reverse) dip slip 
T S 39 to 80 m - right-oblique slip 
AGE ESTIMATES 
The offset ballenas are erosional remnants of the late Pleistocene Indian 
morphostratigraphic unit, and therefore, are younger than this unit. The Indian unit 
is younger than the McAfcc Creek unit, which is younger than the Bishop tuff (740 
ka)(discusscd in Oiapter IV). 
The surface of the ballenas, like the relict Indian surface exhibit "swanns" of 
prominent solifluction steps, forming patterned ground. The modification of alluvial 
fan remnants by solifluction is in pan, time dependent (Sawyer, 1988a; discussed in 
Appendix I). In Fish I..akc Valley, solifluction steps only occur on late Pleistocene 
(Indian unit) and older alluvial fan remnants. This suggests a late Pleistocene age 
for the offset ballcna pair. 
d 
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In Crater Flat. IOUthcm Nevada. solifluction steps occur on the Yucca and 
early Black Cone geomorphic surfaces of Peterson (1988, Appendix I). Dorn (1987) 
estimated dates of 3(,() to 380 ka from the Yucca surface and 128 to 137 ka from 
the early Black Cone surface, based on cation-ratio analysis of desen varnish on 
aurficial lithic fragments. 
The surface characteristics (e.g., varnish and pavement development) of the 
Indian morpbostrarigraphic unit in Fish Lake Valley (Table 1) arc similar to the 
Yucca surface in Crater Flat, and arc generally more prominent than the early Black 
Cone surface (c.f. Peterson, 1988; Ramelli and others, 1990). The Indian soil has 
20 to 30 cm thick argillic boriz.ons (Appendix Il), which arc apparently similar to 
those of the Yucca soil (cl. Peterson, 1988). In contrast, the Indian soil lacks 
strongly cemented K horizons which arc characteristic of the Yucca soil. The stage 
Il to m carbonate development of the Indian soil accords with that development in 
the early Black Cone soil. These surface and soil characteristics suggest the Indian 
unit is at least as old as the early Black Cone surface, but younger than the Yucca 
surface. A numerical age range of 100 to 360 lea is assigned to the Indian uni r. 
In accordance with the position advocated in Chapter VI. the ballenas arc 
assumed to be roughly half the age of the Indian unit, and hence are assigned an 
age of 50 to 180 ka. The medial age of 120 lea. was used in "preferred" slip-rate 
estimates (below). The age of the ballenas is taken to represent the duration of slip 
accumulation. 
SLIP RA TE ESTIMATES 
The following slip rates arc based on age and displacement data from Case 
Study 1 (Olapter VI; summarized above). 
Northern Ballena Remnants 
Style 
Component 
H. · right slip 
V - vertical (reverse) slip 
D - dip (reverse) slip 
T · right-oblique slip 
Southern Ballena Remnants 
Estimated Slip Rate 






0.2 <O. l 
0.2 <O. l 
2.4 0.8 
As discussed above, erosional modifications of the southern ballena remnant 
cast of the fault result in an apparent offset that is less than the horizontal slip 
component (HJ. Thus, slip rates based on H.. provide minimum estimates. 
Style Estimated Slip Rate (mm/yr) 
- . _ Component Minimum Maximum 
ll 
H. - right slip 
V - vertical slip (normal) 
V - vertical slip (reverse) 
D - dip slip 
T - right-oblique slip 











The north-northwest-striking (N20°W) master fault of the northern FL VFZ 
displaces an abandoned drainage channel in a right-divergent style on the Indian 
Creek fanhcad, approximately 5 km north of Case Study 1 (Plate I). The offset 
channel is associated with the late Pleistocene Indian morphostratigraphic unit 
(discus~ in a following section). 
DISPLACEMENT ESTIMATES 
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The horiz.ontal (H.) and vertical (V) components of displacement were 
measured from an EDM/thcodolite survey (Appendix V, EDM Project 3), which is 
shown graphically in Figures 25 and 26. The master fault is inferred to dip 75°E 
(± 15°), based on observed dips (from 90° to 65°E) of this faul t and subparallel 
faults in the Case Study 2 area. 
Erosional modifications of the channel were evaluated (discussed in Chapter vn and arc reflected in the following displacement estimates . 
H. = 83 to 165 m, 122 m (preferred) - right-lateral slip 
V = 27 to 52 m, 40 m (preferred) - (normal) vertical slip 
D = 27 to 60, 41 m (preferred) - (normal) dip slip 
T = 110 to 225 m, 163 m (preferred) - right-divergent slip 
AGE ESTIMATES 
The drainage channel, offset by the north-northwest-striking master fault of 
the northern FL VFZ, is only shallowly incised into the late Pleistocene Indian 
morphostratigraphic unit on the Indian Creek fanhcad. The offset channel appears 
to grade to the Indian surface in the mid-fan area. Degraded lateral debris flow 
levees, displaying prominent solifluction steps, flank the extent of the channel. 
These relations suggest that the channel transported debris across and to the Indian 
surface. Therefore, the channel developed during, or lhatly after the Indian surface 
stabil.iz.cd. Hence, the numerical age range of the Indian unit (100 to 360 ka. 
discuued in Cuc Study 1) is ulC(i 10 represent the age of the 
ofuet channel and the duration of slip am,rnulation. The medial age of 230 ka 
is U5Cd in "pref erred" &liJHate Cltimates. 
The following slip rates arc based on age and displacement data from 
Case Study 2. 
Style 
Component 
H, - right-lateral 
V - normal 
D - normal 
T - right-divergent 
Estimated Slip-Rate (mm/yr) 









LATEST-PLEISTOCENE TO HOLOCENE SLIP-RATE ESTIMATES 
CASE STUDY 3 
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An onfan drainage is shallowly incised into tbe latest-Pleistocene to mid 
Holocene Leidy morphostratigraphic unit, on tbe Indian Creek fanhead. The 
channel is displaced in a right-divergent style along tbe north-northwest striking 
(N20°W avg.) master fault of tbe northern FLVFZ, approximately 1 km north of 
Case Study 2 (Fig. VIB). 
DISPI.ACEMENT ESTIMATES 
Right-slip (H,) on the master fault was determined from field 
measurements, coDSidering probable channel projections and erosional 
modifications. Normal-slip (V) was measured from a slope-stick/Brunton profile 
of a scarp adjacent to the channel and formed in the Leidy surface by movement 
along the master fault (Appendix IV; Profile 23). A fault dip of 90" to 6<:f (75° 
preferred) is assumed; i.e .. same as in Case Study 2. 
The channel is wider on the down-thrown side of tbe fault, tban on the 
relatively upthrown side (Fig. F7). This suggests lateral erosion of the southern 
channel margin. Thus, the maximum lateral off.set of tbe channel is largely 
apparent, and thus is greater than the horiwntal-slip (i.e., > H,). 
H, = 3 to < 15 m, 5 m (preferred) - right-lateral slip 
V = 0.7 to 13 m, 1 m (preferred) - normal-slip 
D = 0.7 to 1.5 m, 1 m (preferred) 
T c 4 to < 17 m, 6 m (preferred) - right-divergent-slip 
AGE ESTIMATES 
The offset channel can be no older than the latest- Pleistocene to mid 
Holocene (Table 3, < 18 to >4 ka) Leidy morphostratigraphic unit, in which it is 
t.ballowty incised. Morpbostratigrapbic relations suggest the channel was 
beheaded by inc:ilion of Indian Creek, before stabilization of the late Holocene 
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Chapter VI), change with deviations in fault strike. That is., the rate of right slip 
is greater where the fault strikes northwestward (e.J-, at Cue Study 1), as 
1 rznd ID wllere It llribl .. dHioatkawtward (e,1-, at C':aM- Scudies 2 and 3). 
'Ille coawne apptiel ID ralel el dip-lljp fauJtma. 
(Table 3, 1.5 ID 1.4 b), early Marble anit 'lberefore the c:bamv:I ii probably 
about the same qe. or aliptly ,ounger than, the Leidy unit A conservative age 
estimate of 18 to 6 ka (8 ka preferred) is assigned to the offset channel, used to 
represent the duration of slip accumulation. 
SLIP RATE ESTIMATES 




H. - right-lateral 
V - normal 
D - normal 
T - right-divergent 
Estimated Slip-Rate (mm/yr) 













DISCUSSION OF SLIP RATE ESTIMATES 
The slip rates estimated in this appendix take into account some of the 
inherent uncertainties in the age (i.e., slip accumulation interval) and 
displacement data. The late Pleistocene slip rates (i.e., Case Studies I and 2) are 
generally comparable with the latest-Pleistocene to Holocene rates, despite their 
independent determination. This suggests little (if any?) change in the rate of 
faulting along the northern FLVFZ is required in the late Quaternary. 
The preferred right-lateral (H.) and right-oblique (T) slip rates are slightly 
higher, and the preferred dip-slip rates slightly lower, at Case Study 1, relative to 
the other two case studies. Apparently, slip rates, like faulting styles ( discussed in 
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APPENDIX VIII: DBTBRHINATION OF MAGNITUDE BY REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
The various fault rupture parameters discussed in Chapter VIII 
are evaluated using the regression equations developed by 
Sleaaons (1982), Bonilla and others (1984), and Slemmons and 
others (1988). The regressions equations are listed (below) 
relative to fault rupture parameters. 
(Data Set: All and W.N. A .. all fault types worldwide and 
North Aaerica, respectively; SS = strike-slip faults only 
DIP= dip- slip faults (normal and reverse); NORH a normal 
faults only J 
From: Data Set Regression eqn. R squard Stn. Dev. 
••••••a••••=•••=zc=c===accm•£=a•a=a••••=••==c•===c=•czca::===== 
LKNGTH: 
Sleaaons and others 1988 
All Hs • 5.39 + 1.03 (Log L) 0.83 0.83 
ss Hs IS 5.50 + 0.95 (Log L) 0.87 0.22 
DIP Hs = 5.10 + 1.25 (Log L) 0.79 0.34 
Extensional events only 
All Hs C 5.48 + 0.93 (Log L) o. 71 0.29 
ss 1'4s .. 5.17 + 1.12 (Log L) 0.82 0.25 
DIP Hs = 5.57 + 0.87 (Log L) 0.55 0.35 
Bonilla and others 1984 
ss Hs - 6.24 + 0.619 (Log L) 0.498 0.293 W.N. AMs IS 5.17 + 1.237 (Log L) 0.7 0. 324 
ALL Hs = 6.04 + 0.708 (Log L) 0.438 0.306 
DISPLACEMENT: 
Sle1DJDons 1982 
ALL Hs = 6.821 + 0.847 (Log D) 0.55 0.331 
NORH Hs II: 6.668 + 0.750 (Log D) 0.5 0.422 
ss Hs - 6 .974 + 0.804 (Log D) 0. 715 0.323 
Bonilla and others 1984 
98 M8 .. 7.00 + 0.782 (Log D) 0.376 0.331 
W.N. AMS - 6.98 + 0.742 (Log D) 0.454 0.442 ALL Ms IC 6.95 + 0.723 (Log D) 0.398 0.323 
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